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Abstract 
 

Trade unions have been a weak political actor at the national level in most of post-communist 
Europe. The situation differs at the plant level, where workers and trade unions mobilized and 
often took successful if isolated actions against employers. This dissertation asks why and how 
such forms of workers’ interest representation could emerge in a hostile context, which makes it 
difficult for workers and trade unions to mobilize, pose threats to employers, and break out of 
isolation. The study's overarching question is: What specific strategies can succeed in advancing 
the rights and living standards of workers (given the structural difficulties brought about by 
post-communist transformation)? The dissertation’s main argument is that strategy matters even 
under the harshest conditions. Successful unions ensured a situational definition connecting the 
workers' and the union leaders' perceptions about employers and thus ensuring that workers 
would back the actions of the union. Furthermore, successful unions calibrated threats they 
addressed to employers to the production intentions of the employer and to the employer's 
organizational structure. They also ensured outside support, at least in the form of state 
intervention. These strategy elements (a shared situational definition within the union regarding 
employer intentions, threats and disruptive actions adjusted to employer intentions, and outside 
support) proved crucial for defending workers’ rights and living standards. The cases studied in 
this dissertation are 18 contention episodes at 10 privatized plants in the Romanian steel industry 
and Ukraine's civil machine-building sector in the 2000s. 
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Preface 
It was a hot day in Kherson, Ukraine, and the group of workers stood silent in the shadow of the trees 
in front of the local council’s palace. As I approached them, only one person was talking in the group, 
addressing the workers, a tall man in a white shirt wearing sunglasses. “Let’s follow the signal”, he 
said, “we have to move all at once”. When the signal came, the workers moved, following the man in 
the white shirt to block the boulevard in front of the city council. They formed a circle of people 
walking over the zebra crossings surrounding the intersection. They were not many – maybe 50 or 60, 
but enough to keep the zebra crossings blocked. TV crews and policemen rushed in, but the latter had 
no grounds on which to stop people from legally crossing the street. Instead of intervening, the 
policemen telephoned with their superiors. Soon, on both sides of the road block, long rows of trolley 
busses formed. Black, metalized all-terrain-vehicles drove into the side streets, by-passing the 
roadblock. One tried to force passage through the human roadblock. Some workers gave way, some 
others shouted at the driver and started hitting the car. The car pulled back. Groups of retirees – entitled 
to use the trolley busses for free – stepped out of the trolleys and approached the workers. “Who are 
you, why are you doing this?”, they asked. “We’re combine-plant workers, they’ve laid us off and we 
want our jobs back”, came the answer. “Why are you hurting us while the big shots can use the side 
streets? And why aren’t you wearing any signs or banners?”, others asked. “Yes, maybe we should 
have worn the banners”, said Grisha, one of the roadblock’s organizers. 

That day on fieldwork I was taught a great deal about strategy and representation of worker 
interests, my dissertation’s central topics. As on previous occasions, I could observe how workers deal 
with some basic dilemmas of strategy. They had found a form of disruption – blocking the zebra 
crossings – that would protect them from the police, so that was alright. But it was difficult to focus 
that disruption only on the addressee that the workers had in mind: the local council. Instead, they hurt 
most the retirees in the trolleys. And they had not thought about communication: since they were 
carrying no banners and shouting no slogans, it was difficult to identify them as combine plant workers. 
In the end, they bowed to the pressure of trolleybus drivers and passengers and left the zebra crossings. 
But two weeks after, they would try it again, that time blocking in the same way an important bridge 
not crossed by any public transport lines. That time the banners were there. And it did not matter that 
the protest did not take place in front of the local council: the politicians rushed in as soon as they heard 
that workers had blocked one of the country’s strategic bridges. 

Questions about strategy – how and when workers unite around certain demands and for certain 
actions such as the roadblock above, how they communicate their threats, how they calibrate and 
address threats of disruption – are all questions that led this research in Romania and Ukraine in 2006-
2010. I was also concerned about the question of protest incidence, since much of the literature argues 
that workers in post-communist Europe did little –and rarely protested – about reforms that severely 
deteriorated their living standards. But were protests indeed so rare? Among the places where I did 
fieldwork in Romania and Ukraine, at three of the plants thousands of workers went on strike, but the 
official statistics failed to count them since the strikes were not legal. And if “a social structure reveals 
itself in the way it reacts to pressure” (to cite Burawoy), what do worker protests tell us about the world 
workers live in? More specifically, what obstacles do employers and authorities raise in the face of 
worker interest representation? How widespread are such obstacles in the post-communist region? And, 
most central to this dissertation, what can we learn about how workers can overcome such obstacles, 
what strategic choices do they face? 

This dissertation project started as an inquiry into the lifeworld of Eastern European workers 
and the ways governments respond to and contain worker protests. It would have never come to life 
without the trust, inspiration, and support of Annette Freyberg-Inan. It benefited most from the advice 
of my supervisors, Annette Freyberg-Inan, Jelle Visser, and Marc van der Meer. It also was fortunate 
enough to literally grow in the International Political Economy Club at the University of Amsterdam. I 
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would like to thank all the club’s members who went through the trouble of reading and commenting 
on my work in progress. My project also benefited strongly from the discussions with and the reading 
tips from Rüya Gökhan Köcer (some of the recommended readings brought the fun back to industrial 
relations) and David Mandel at the Université du Québec à Montréal, for showing how a little help can 
have tremendous importance. I would like to thank for all his advice Brian Burgoon, a constant source 
of inspiration and well-intended advice. I also found inspiration in room B119, thanks to Andrew 
Gebhardt, Marii Paskov, and Matthijs Rooduijn, my colleagues who offered me a fun and stimulating 
working environment in our office in the Oost-Indisch Huis. 

And special thanks go to the workers who granted me week-long interviews, allowed me to 
shadow them throughout their plants and cities, and who have taught me so much about the tragic 
demise of the communist factory and the little that workers could do to protect their lifeworld. In 
Romania: Marian in Reşiţa, Mihai Toma in Târgovişte, and Pif in Braşov. In Ukraine: Leonid 
Borisovich and Pyotr in Kherson, Dima in Kharkiv, and Petro Tyutunov in Vinnitsa. And I would also 
like to thank my parents, who were the first to draw my attention – back when I was still in high school 
– to the worker protests happening around us and the problems that drove the workers into the streets. 

 
“Work and pay. All we want is work and pay.” 
Two workers at the ball-bearings plant in Vinnitsa, Ukraine 
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Chapter 1: Theorizing Transformation from a Labor P erspective 
 

1.1. Introduction 
 
Why is there so little protest? This became the main question puzzling scholars of Eastern European 
transformations who studied the response of publics to the dramatic worsening of living standards after 
the fall of communism. At a first glance, confronted with an unprecedented economic crisis, Eastern 
Europeans did little to mitigate the market reforms that cost millions of jobs and brought steep 
increases of consumer prices. Among social scientists the expectation was that there would be 
significant public protest, particularly due to the public’s increasing capacity to influence market 
reforms following the introduction of democracy (Offe 1991; Elster 1993). The puzzle is even more 
evident when looking at industrial workers, highly unionized at the beginning of transformation, and 
with varying levels of experience in using collective action to support their demands (see the case of 
the trade union Solidarity in Poland or the strike waves in Russia and Ukraine in the Soviet Union’s last 
years of existence; see Crowley 1995). Market reforms continued with apparently little opposition on 
the part of workers.  

At the end of the transformation’s first decade, scholars began speaking of “labor weakness” as 
the dominant feature of capital-labor and state-labor relations in the region. (Throughout the 
dissertation I use the terms “organized labor” and “labor” interchangeably, and by “labor” I mean both 
workers and trade unions.) Some authors portray unions in Eastern Europe as weak without exception 
(Crowley 2004; Crowley/ Ost 2001; Kubicek 2004). Others argue for a definition of labor weakness 
that allows for variation (Meardi 2007) and discover exceptions from the labor weakness finding 
(Stanojevic 2003 and Grdsic 2009 for post-Yugoslav countries, Woolfson/ Beck 2004 for Lithuania) 
and significant differences in labor weakness between post-Soviet countries (Borisov/ Clarke 2006).  

This study follows the latter approach of arguing in favor of the relevance of variation in labor 
weakness outcomes and in favor of uncovering such variation by focusing on trade unions at the plant-
level. Furthermore, it argues that such variation represents a puzzle worth exploring. Generally 
speaking it could be that labor failed to meet the expectation of co-determining post-communist 
transformation. But there are many exceptions. Differences in the labor weakness outcome can be 
observed across post-communist countries and also within countries, and this study sets out to explore 
such differences. Both in the better-off countries and in those countries facing the biggest deterioration 
of living standards there were pockets of contention arising around market reform, particularly around 
privatization and price liberalization. What can such contention tell us? And what can we learn from 
the few cases in which trade unions could emerge successfully from such contention, effectively 
defending worker interests and rights? It is true that the wider trade union structures could almost 
nowhere translate such contention into widespread mobilization and consequent influence over 
governments. But studying the few successful instances of labor interest representation can tell us more 
about what caused the strength or weakness of labor. Studying variation in labor weakness outcomes 
can help us understand when and how workers effectively defend their interests in parts of the economy 
and at plants that are subject to thorough restructuring and privatization.  
 This dissertation explores differences between these few “successful” cases and the majority of 
“unsuccessful” cases in terms of workers’ (and unions’) strategies. The main research question that the 
study sets out to answer is: What specific strategies can succeed in protecting the rights and living 
standards of workers (given the difficulties brought about by post-communist transformation)? 
The dissertation studies labor strategy at the plant level in two post-communist countries, Romania and 
Ukraine, which differ considerably in terms of how labor responded to the deterioration of workers’ 
living standards. Ukraine is a country that is a typical case for the relation between post-communist 
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political economy and labor weakness as it is interpreted in the literature: it features all transformation-
specific factors - such as the partial market reform and the ensuing transformation recession - that 
overburdened Eastern European workers and unions (Mandel 1998, 2004; Kubicek 2004). It also 
features the labor-weakness outcome, such as declining union membership, a low number of strikes and 
relatively low influence over labor-relevant legislation (Crowley 1995; Kubicek 2004; Pańków/ 
Kopatko 2001). Romania, while also heavily affected by the transformation recession and undergoing 
all stages of market reforms, has seen much more active labor organizations using industrial action to 
co-shape market reforms in crucial areas, such as price reform, privatization, and labor regulation 
(Keil/ Keil 2002; Bush 2004; Crowley 2004; Pasti 2006; Trif 2008). 

Before presenting the situation of labor in these two countries in regional perspective in Chapter 
2, in this chapter I discuss what we know from the literature about how post-communist transformation 
affected labor across post-communist Europe. The chapter presents the past and present situation of 
post-communist labor, focusing on three issues: labor’s difficulty in post-communist countries to 
mobilize workers, pose threats to employers, and break out of isolation. I will start by introducing in 
the next section the main contributions of the literature on Eastern European labor to understanding the 
path(s) followed by workers and their organizations since the fall of communism. 
 

 

1.2. Post-communist Labor: A Theoretical Approach 
 
The quiescence of workers in transformation: How governments and employers avoided labor protests 
 
At the beginning of transformation scholars generally expected that the fate of reforms might depend 
on and be endangered by labor (Przeworski 1991, Sachs/ Lipton 1990). However, by the end of the first 
decade there was sobering recognition that labor had failed to shape transformation. In response, a 
series of studies turned to researching those groups that did shape the transformation, the political, 
intellectual and managerial elites to come to power after 1989 (Bruszt/ Stark 1998; Eyal/ Szelenyi/ 
Townsley 1998). More recently, other scholars focused on the question of how political elites managed 
transformation so as to avoid widespread labor opposition to the key components of reforms. These 
studies emphasized how political elites deployed ideological discourses to disarm the working class 
(Crowley/ Ost 2001),‘divided and pacified’ the workers (Greskovits 1998; Vanhuysse 2007), or more 
generally isolated the political decision-making process from civil society influences, despite the 
widely shared understanding that post-communist countries underwent a transition to democracy 
(Kubicek 2004). Notwithstanding their vital contribution of actually including labor in studies of the 
development of capitalism, these latter studies share the feature of focusing on national-level politics 
and ignoring developments at the plant-level, despite repeatedly noting the de-centralized character of 
labor organizations. Furthermore, with one exception (Meardi 2007), the predominant view was that 
trade unions were passive policy takers that most often chose not to oppose government reforms at all, 
or, when they opposed it, did so by channeling workers’ “anger” into nationalistic standpoints (Ost 
2005) or against “non-labor actors” such as the state administration (Lane 2007).  

While admitting that organized labor had at most a reactive stance during transformation, I 
argue below that there was considerable opposition to reform and particularly to privatization. Such 
opposition and contention provoked by privatization failed, in most post-communist countries, to take 
over the entire spectrum of labor organizations. Yet the study of the forms and outcomes of such 
opposition gives us a different perspective on labor, as an actor characterized not by passivity and an 
ideology of apathy, but by internal conflict, a decentralized structure leading to the isolation of trade 
unions, and varying levels of difficulty finding bargaining power in a private economy. Recasting the 
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fate of labor in these terms offers what I believe to be a better picture of how most post-communist 
countries kept on the path of reform throughout transformation.1 Below I offer an overview of the 
reasons formulated in the literature for post-communist labor’s weakness. I will draw attention to some 
of the problematic aspects of these explanations before introducing my own theory, reformulating labor 
weakness explanations in terms of three structural difficulties for labor: mobilizing workers, posing 
threats to employers, and breaking out of political isolation.  

 

1.2.1. Reasons for Labor Weakness 
 
There are several perspectives in the literature on how ‘elites’ – governments and employers - avoided 
the risk of widespread contention around transformation. Some scholars argue that governments 
avoided mass unemployment and its political implications through two broad sets of labor market 
measures that either limited unemployment or prevented a fast escalation of unemployment into open 
anti-government protests. In Central Eastern Europe (Poland, Hungary, and the Czech Republic, CEE), 
governments were successful in offering workers an increase in unemployment benefits and early 
retirement schemes (Greskovits 1998; Vanhuysse 2007). These defused the potential for contention 
around reforms at least for the transformation’s first decade. In the countries of the Commonwealth of 
Independent States (CIS), such as most notably Russia and Ukraine, governments avoided 
unemployment by cutting unemployment benefits and by keeping minimum wages so low as to keep 
workers tied to their workplaces and dependent on the social benefits – the ‘social wage’ – they were 
receiving from their enterprises (Boeri/ Terrell 2002; Gimpelson 2001; Mandel 2001, 1998; for Ukraine 
see Gimpelson 2003).  

Another strand in the literature argues that rather than by relying on labor market interventions 
to pacify workers, elites first and foremost shaped the ideological space ahead of them by “destroying 
the ideological opposition” of subordinate groups (Lane 2007; see also Crowley/ Ost 2001, the latter 
argument to be more broadly discussed below).  

A third part of the literature places labor actions and actors at the centre of analysis, exploring 
the difficulties posed by state and employers to labor. The conclusion here is that the power of the state 
to shape and enforce legislation and management’s control over trade union funds and ranks are 
important “structural” limits to what labor can hope to achieve in post-communist countries (this part 
of the literature tends to focus exclusively on post-Soviet countries, most notably Russia, Ashwin/ 
Clarke 2003; Clarke 2004; Mandel 1998; for Ukraine and Belarus see Mandel 2004). Prevented by 
government regulation and sometimes also repression from taking a more militant stance centered 
around bread-and-butter issues such as wages and employment, post-Soviet trade unions took the less 
risky way of administering “social benefits”, provided by employers and regulated by government. 
Such union-administered benefits offer workers access to “sanatoria, kindergartens, clubs, social 
insurance” (Kubicek 2004: 176) and even housing, medical treatment in plant facilities and medical 
insurance (Javeline 2003). 

These studies’ unit of analysis remains the national-level unions, despite recognizing that there 
has been a strong trend towards labor’s de-centralization, with plant-level unions becoming more 
powerful than union centers to the extent that most of the national union funds depend on the ability of 
plant-level unions to extract money from plant owners (Kubicek 2004; Pollert 1999). 
 I group the reasons mentioned in the literature for post-communist labor’s weakness (meaning 
what is discussed by all three of the strands of literature I just outlined) under the heading of “structural 
difficulties for labor”, suggesting that the reasons for labor weakness lie in the structure of the new 

                                                 
1 I use the term transformation rather than transition in order to capture the open-ended character of the societal changes 
triggered by the fall of communism in Central and Eastern Europe. I follow here Bönker/ Müller/ Pickel 2002: 2. 
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economy and polity. These difficulties boil down to the following three aspects: a) a difficulty for 
unions to mobilize workers; b) a difficulty for organized workers to pose threats to private owners; c) a 
difficulty for unions to break out of political isolation. I will discuss these three aspects in turn, but first 
I will give an overview of the two most wide-spread arguments about labor weakness, the “ideological 
legacy” argument and the “structural constraints” argument.  
 
  
The ideological legacy of communism 
 
The most ambitious explanation in the literature – as it aims to explain “labor weakness” throughout 
the entire post-communist region in terms of only one factor - stresses the role of the ideological legacy 
of communism (Crowley/ Ost 2001; Crowley 2004; Ost 2009). Labor weakness is understood in the 
following way:  
 

This weakness consists of a low capacity to shape public policy or to win material benefits on 
behalf of their members, an inability (and an even more significant unwillingness) to organize 
the newly important private sphere, and a general decline of labor’s social and cultural standing. 
(Crowley/ Ost 2001: 214) 

 
The argument of ideological legacies locates the causes of labor weakness at the level of cultural 
beliefs, ideas, and understandings. The argument is that in post-communist countries there is a “crisis 
of socialist ideas”. This crisis prevents unions from understanding “their new role” and “what a union’s 
job should be” (Crowley/ Ost 2001: 229). Behind the crisis are the “new elites [that] have led the 
struggle against communism with conceptual narratives that identified communism’s exaltation of the 
working class as part of the problem that needed to be redressed” (Ibid.: 229-230). Furthermore, part of 
the argument is also the idea that workers are skeptical about unions since they do not perceive unions 
as representing workers’ interests, but instead as subordinated to management or as relics of the 
communist regime, an image problem due to workers’ “experiences with communism” (Ibid.).  

Studies of communism’s ideological legacy see the following factors as instances of “labor 
weakness”: declining trade union membership, “increasingly hierarchical management”, “toothless 
collective bargaining”, “redundant [collective] agreements”, “low and ineffectual strike action”, 
“ineffective or nonexistent political alliances”, “minimal union influence over public policy”, and 
“declining material outcomes for workers” (Crowley/ Ost 2001: 220). 

One problem with arguments about ideological legacy as presented in Crowley/ Ost 2001 and 
Crowley 2004 is the following. Because of how authors constructed their argument and case selection, 
there is no variation in the dependent variable (labor weakness) nor in the independent one (ideological 
legacy of communism); important within-country evidence and country cases were left out that actually 
contradict the stipulated ideological legacy-labor weakness relationship. Taking into account such 
evidence would introduce variation in the dependent and independent variables and would give the 
legacy-argument explanatory leverage or help to refute its main causal claim.2  

Just because organized labor is generally “weak” does not mean that at certain moments it did 
not try to change that situation including by mobilizing members via “socialist ideas”, something that 
contradicts the ideological legacy argument. In most countries (in all countries studied in Crowley/ Ost 
2001) such mobilization attempts failed, but the proponents of the legacy argument do not engage with 

                                                 
2 In other words, case selection does not test the main argument, as authors do not show any variation in outcome (they have 
nothing to explain) nor in the independent variable (“ideological legacy” is conceptualized as the same everywhere, so how 
can one determine its causal impact?), nor can they claim that they ensure variation in all other important explanatory 
factors, i.e. that they have a most-dissimilar systems research design. A more basic problem is that there is no engagement 
with alternative arguments – these are not even granted the status of intervening or mediating variables. 
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the question why these attempts failed. However, the authors of the legacy-argument have implicitly 
offered an answer in their discussion of their “crown case”, Poland (Ost 2001). In 1992-1993 Solidarity 
changed from its policy of endorsing governmental ‘shock therapy’ to leading protests from below 
against government to the point of ousting it from power. This kind of class-based mobilization and 
successful outcome is exactly what the authors claim cannot happen because of ideological legacies. 
They presented it as follows: “Solidarity had pushed an economic fight to the point of ousting a 
government of pure Solidarity pedigree. Perhaps if the Solidarity-affiliated parties had won the new 
elections, the union would have continued its new practice of acting like a proper union” (Ost 2001: 
86; my emphasis). 

First, the passage tells us what the authors believe Eastern European unions should do. Unions 
should be leading economic fights at least against government and generally be critical of a reform path 
that hurts their core constituency, workers. The passage also mentions an instance of unions doing 
exactly what the legacy argument claims they are unable to do: mobilize workers against pro-market 
reforms in defense of workers’ living standards and win a fight with government. To be sure, Solidarity 
later gave up such actions, but not because of a “crisis of socialist ideas”. The authors of the ideological 
legacy argument locate the explanation for this turn not at the level of ideology, but of electoral 
competition: The 1993 elections were won by the former Communists, the Alliance of the Democratic 
Left (Sojusz Lewicy Demokratycznej, SLD), Solidarity’s declared archenemy. The SLD initiated a 
number of labor-friendly reforms, exactly what Solidarity had been asking for in 1992-1993. 3 Yet 
Solidarity decided to attack the SLD and lead a campaign against it. “Solidarity was guided not just by 
ideological enmity but by simple electoral logic” (Ost 2001:87), as it perceived itself to be the only 
political force able to prevent one third of the population’s vote being wasted due to the political 
fragmentation of the right. “So Solidarity turned from its budding class agenda back into the 
anticommunist movement it once was” (Ibid.). 

The point is that in 1993 Solidarity had a choice whether to embrace a class agenda or the 
Catholic nationalist discourse it later adopted. There was no “crisis of socialist ideas”. The problem 
was rather with an organization – Solidarity - that could ignore the signals from below and opt for a 
political direction quite different from the one demanded by its members.4 While members demanded 
that Solidarity acts “like a proper union”, Solidarity opted instead for a political message of fighting 
former Communists from nationalist and Catholic positions, rather than from the position of workers.   

Another case where the authors of the ideological legacy argument do not discuss the 
consequences of within-country variation for their thesis is Russia. They are silent about an episode 
similar to Solidarity’s short-lived turn towards a class agenda. Here too we see variation in the 
dependent variable of “labor weakness”: trade unions did try to take a more militant stance and lead 
increasing worker protests (while “labor weakness” in the ideological legacy account means that trade 
unions did not even try to take a more militant stance). There was no “crisis of socialist ideas” in 
Russia in 1993. Quite to the contrary, Parliament and unions voiced their critique of shock therapy. In 
response, government disbanded Parliament in 1993 in a display of power that cost some 170 lives. 
Government also threatened to disband the biggest of the unions, the Federation of Independent Trade 
                                                 
3 Around one-fourth of SLD members were at that time representatives of the All Poland Alliance of Trade Unions 
(Ogólnopolskie Porozumienie Związków Zawodowych, OPZZ), the trade union structure set-up by the communist 
government in 1984 in response to the rise of Solidarity. 
4 David Ost’s chapter on “Labor and Union Identity in Poland” in the co-edited (Crowley/ Ost 2001) volume Workers after 
Workers States (Ost 2001) focuses exclusively on Solidarity; the alliance between the Social Democrats (SLD) and the other 
big Polish trade union, OPZZ, goes unstudied. Among other initiatives, the SLD dominated government smoothed 
transformation via a program that “raised public sector pay, increased retirement pensions, granted employees more free 
shares of their privatized firms, cracked down on employer violations of labor law, and energetically convened a tripartite 
commission headed by a respected former Solidarity underground activist that the SLD specially invited for the job” (Ost 
2001: 87). Everything that the OPZZ did contradicts the thesis of communism’s ideological legacy, but the implications of 
the OPZZ’s actions for the idea of “ideological legacies” are not discussed.  
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Unions of Russia (Federatsiya nezavisimykh profsoyuzov Rossii, FNPR), which had sided with 
Parliament. FNPR had demonstrated its power in 1993 when government decided to unilaterally break 
the General Tariff Agreement: In an unprecedented protest, the FNPR organized actions that involved 
some 1.5 million workers in only ten days. The FNPR gave up its militancy only after President Boris 
Yeltsin threatened to disband it and state authorities had made first steps in that direction by cutting off 
phone lines in the FNPR building (Tarasov 2006; Ashwin/ Clarke 2003).5 The crisis of socialist ideas 
did not prevent the FNPR from successfully mobilizing workers.   

This is not to say that the FNPR was responsive to its members. Quite to the contrary, from an 
organization made up of communist bureaucrats and part of the four corners of Soviet power it mutated 
into an “economic corporation” (Tarasov 2006), more interested in keeping and expanding property 
than in leading worker protests. But it would be naïve to apply to the FNPR the ideological legacy 
argument and claim that the cause of labor weakness – and implicitly, of the FNPR’s low record in 
defending workers - is a crisis of socialist ideas or the problem that “union leaders do not understand 
their new role”. The FNPR leaders proved perfectly capable of understanding their new role, and 
rationally adapted to the space that government created for them and their businesses. 

Crowley (2001) also argues that an example of the crisis of socialist ideas in Russia is the 
political parties’ refusal to embrace workers’ interests at a time (in the early 1990s) when workers’ 
interests were under attack:  

 
For evidence that workers face continuing problems with the legacy of the Soviet regime’s 
appropriation of a socialist ideology and working class identity, consider the electoral strategies 
of Russia’s major political parties. In conditions of extensive wage arrears, illegal privatization, 
declining living standards, and even declining living expectancies, the most rational electoral 
strategy would seem to be an appeal to the large number of impoverished workers. Yet out of 
the large number of parties that have appeared, virtually none have directed their appeals 
specifically to labor as an aggrieved group. (Crowley 2001: 212) 

 
 It is, however, not true that political forces ignored the victims of President Boris Yeltsin’s 
reform program. First, prior to the 1993 referendum it was President Yeltsin who courted workers and 
citizens by pledging to stop reforms and placing the blame for the social costs of transformation on 
former prime-minister Yegor Gaidar (Hough 2001, pp. 127-201). Furthermore, parliamentary forces 
were so critical of market reforms and so close to stopping them that President Yeltsin ended the 1993 
September-October stand-off with Parliament in a bloodbath, Moscow’s deadliest street fighting since 
1917 (Hough 2001; Mandel 1998). In December 1993 the President imposed a Constitution that 
stripped Parliament of its powers to control the government, making parliamentary politics largely 
irrelevant. Parties did embrace workers grievances, but some of them faced repression for doing so (the 
Communists), while others simply ignored their electoral promises and pushed for the reforms to 
plunge workers into a situation where they would fight for survival rather than for political influence.  
 Ukraine is an example of a country where pro-market forces did not make use of violence to 
break opposition to market reforms. Quite differently than in the Russian case, in the 1994 elections 
most presidential candidates ran – according to Mandel (1994) - on left-wing political programs, 
promising to ease the pain of reforms and grant workers more privileges. This came in response to a 
year 1993 rich in worker protests and strikes against government’s pro-market reforms. The Socialist 
Party was the most vocal critic of reforms, but in the 1994 elections all other political forces took over 
this party’s discourse and promises. The winner, President Leonid Kuchma, later ignored his promises 
and plunged the country into reforms that continued the recession, transforming it into the longest and 

                                                 
5 As Tarasov shows in his detailed study of FNPR’s history, until late 1993 internal FNPR politics were quite unsurprisingly 
dominated by factional struggles; government’s actions in 1993 empowered the faction that argued that the FNPR would 
disappear if it did not give up its critical position towards government. 
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highest GDP fall in a non-war-hit transformation economy (Mandel 1994; for a different view on the 
presidential campaign in 1994 see Birch 1998, although she also confirms that candidate Kuchma 
promised a break with incumbent President Leonid Kravchuk’s policies).6 The Ukrainian example 
shows again that arguments about a crisis of “socialist ideas” in countries such as Poland, Ukraine and 
Russia are simplistic. They blame the communist past for labor’s misfortunes, without looking into the 
complex interactions and power relations between governments and potential carriers of socialist ideas 
(parties, unions) during the transformation years. 

As the brief discussions of Poland, Russia, and Ukraine above show, the problem for post-
communist labor is not just one of “a crisis of socialist ideas” that prevents unions from mobilizing 
members. Proponents of the legacy argument are partly right to locate the problem of labor weakness at 
the level of worker-union relations. Yet their claim that the main problem is “ideological legacy” is not 
valid, as they cannot explain cases where trade unions mobilized workers around a class agenda only to 
later give up that agenda (Russia, Poland); nor can they explain cases where mobilization took place 
but failed to have a decisive impact on governments (Romania). At the time the legacy argument came 
out (2001), it was still largely unclear what impact Romanian unions would have on governments. One 
could contrast the conclusion of the volume’s Romania-chapter with Pasti (2006), where the author 
discusses the large impact unions had on the Labor Code adopted by the Social-Democratic (2000-
2004) government, which almost completely bans contract (temporary) work. It can also be contrasted 
to the conclusions in Bush (2004: 435), claiming that “Romanian unions have affected the course of 
every government since 1989”. This dissertation, too, studies several cases in Romania (and draws on 
data about many others) where unions could have significant influence over government actors to the 
point of achieving the re-nationalization of plants.  

Summing up, the proponents of the ideological legacy argument do not construct their 
dependent variable (labor weakness) in such a way as to allow for variation. For instance, they could 
have differentiated between a country where unions lead workers in economic fights against 
government but fail to have a decisive impact (such as Romania) and countries where labor weakness 
begins already at the level of worker-union links (for instance, Ukrainian unions after the 1994 
presidential elections). In this way, they could have actually tested their main causal claim. 
Alternatively, they could have included a country with no labor weakness, where unions successfully 
lead workers in protests against governmental reforms (there is only one, Slovenia, discussed in the 
next subsection). The legacy argument focuses primarily on trade unions’ failure to mobilize workers 
on the assumption that unions relying on mobilized workers and armed with socialist ideas would have 
an impact on government policy. It is also argued that if unions have no effect on government policy 
then this is because they failed to mobilize workers, not because government opposition might have 
been too powerful. The legacy argument treats the level of interactions between trade unions and 
government as secondary.  

The next section presents a different type of argument about labor weakness, linking labor 
weakness to the power of states and industrial employers. (I use “government(s)” and states 
interchangeably.) This does justice to the complexity of the context that labor faced throughout 
transformation by focusing not only on the relationship between unions and workers but also on the 
relationship between labor and the state, and labor and employers. Since this argument deals 
specifically with questions of labor autonomy towards state and employers, it serves well to introduce 
this dissertation’s argument, to be made in Chapter 3, that the situation of organized labor in post-
communist Europe should be studied not only in terms of outcomes (“labor weakness”) but also in 

                                                 
6 Unfortunately, the chapter on Ukraine (Pańków/ Kopatko 2001) in Workers after Workers’ States ignores these issues. It is 
nevertheless useful as it shows the extent to which workers reject the official trade union federation (Federation of Trade 
Unions of Ukraine, Federatsiya profspilok Ukrainy, FPU) as their representative, despite most workers being receptive to 
left-wing ideas. 
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terms of the process of labor representation and of the question whether and how organized labor 
achieves autonomy from management.  

 
 

Structural approaches to labor weakness 
 
The argument regarding communism’s ideological legacies overemphasizes problems between trade 
unions and workers, while rejecting the claim that labor weakness might rather be an effect of labor’s 
subordination to state and employer power. The rejection rests on the assumption that if there had been 
no problems between trade unions and workers, unions would have mobilized workers and countered 
state and employer power. This is at best a simplistic perspective ignoring that organized labor does not 
write constitutions and deploy armies, nor does it create employment. The framework-conditions 
within which labor operates are determined by other actors, the state and employers. Although there are 
many studies that focus on the way in which state politics and employer actions ‘constrain’ labor, only 
two authors actually use the term ‘structural constraints’ (Ashwin/ Clarke 2003; Clarke 2005). 
However, I group all this literature under the same heading of structural constraints, as this literature 
stresses the importance of factors outside of labor’s immediate control. By structure I mean 
“constraints, possibilities, and threats that originate outside the mobilizing group, but affect its chances 
of mobilizing and/or realizing its collective interests” (Koopmans 1999: 96). The structuralist literature 
on post-communist labor focuses on political opportunities (without actually using this term), on the 
room for maneuver that governments, political parties, business, and labor leave for each other. None 
of the studies mentioned below aims to produce an explanation valid for the whole post-communist 
region (as does the legacy argument); some focus on post-Soviet countries, some on former 
Yugoslavia, and some on Central European countries. 

One group of relevant authors – focusing on post-Soviet countries - see “structural constraints” 
as the main problem for organized labor. Clarke (2005: 4) and Clarke and Pringle (2007) point out that 
employers and state have a stake in organized labor’s weak position and the power not to allow trade 
unions to shift to the role of furthering worker interests. Rather than focus on unions’ ideological 
outlook, the structural-constraints perspective focuses on the fundamental relations of power between 
state and management, on one hand, and labor, on the other. With discretionary powers to shape strike 
and collective bargaining legislation as well as guarantee trade union property, governments in 
countries such as Russia and Ukraine were able to prevent trade unions from gaining political 
influence. In these post-Soviet countries the trade unions’ basic function is still to distribute social 
benefits rather than to represent workers and act as “coalitions of labor suppliers” (Offe 1985). But the 
funds for the social benefits come from employers, something that gives employers considerable power 
over unions.  

The structural perspective seems better suited than the legacy argument to explaining labor’s 
weakness almost two decades after the fall of communism, particularly in the post-Soviet context, 
where the enterprise (as opposed to the state) still provides workers with a social safety net.7 The 
employer’s power over unions is significantly enhanced also by management’s (i.e. general and line 
managers) and foremen’s trade union membership, still very common in Russia and Ukraine. Managers 
and foremen thus enjoy the status of union members together with the workers whom they supervise 
during the production process.8  Clarke (2005: 5) distinguishes directive post-Soviet unions – 
distributing management-funded welfare programs and accepting managers among their ranks – from 
representative unions, set up by workers to represent them and their grievances in negotiations with 

                                                 
7 The unions’ dependence on employer funds seems to apply only to the post-Soviet context (and not to East Central 
Europe). The unions’ dependency on the state (Avdagic 2004) however affects most post-communist countries. 
8 For an in-depth formulation of the structural constraints-perspective, see Ashwin/ Clarke 2003: 261, 263.  
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employers (“coming closest to the coalition of labor suppliers”-perspective). I will use the term 
distributive unions instead of directive, as I consider the term more appropriate given the post-Soviet 
context: It is not clear to what extent post-Soviet unions still play a role in directing production at 
newly privatized plants, but it is much more clear that they tend to limit their activities to distributing 
as social benefits the funds provided by management. The difference between the two models of 
unionism – the distributive and representative ones – lies therefore in who exactly is the actor 
guaranteeing the existence of a trade union: the employer in the case of the distributive union and 
workers in the case of the representative unions.9  

But what was the role of governments and employers in post-communist countries other than 
the post-Soviet ones? Bohle and Greskovits (2004) for instance focus on “capital” and on production 
specificities that might place labor in a more influential position. The authors find that at least in East 
Central Europe the type of capitalism that emerged after communism is not conducive to “capital-labor 
accords” and therefore weakens organized labor. First, at least in the countries studied by the two 
authors, Slovakia and Hungary, multinational companies are interested in these countries more as 
production sites than as markets, and therefore have little incentives to raise wages and increase 
workers’ purchasing power. This happens because “capital” – dominated by multinational companies - 
in Eastern Europe has a labor-intensive, low-skills approach to production, making it more difficult for 
labor to pose threats to production, and therefore giving it only little bargaining power.  

Vanhuysse (2007) takes issue with the ideological legacy argument in an analysis of Central 
European post-communist countries and develops an approach first advocated by Greskovits (1998). 
Vanhuysse points to the role of governments in explaining why workers were so silent and did not 
endanger marketization policies in three Central European post-communist countries (Czech Republic, 
Poland, Hungary). Governments used strategies to “divide and pacify” workers, providing them with 
the option of exiting the labor market (through unemployment benefits and early retirement schemes) 
rather than leaving them to protest over deteriorating pay and work conditions.10 
 Stanojevic (2003), too, specifically takes issue with the ideological legacy argument. He 
contributes a study of industrial relations in Slovenia, arguably the only Eastern European country 
where labor has succeeded both in winning the support of workers and in co-shaping market reforms in 
a way that would minimize the negative impact on workers (i.e. there is no ‘labor weakness’ in 
Slovenia). Stanojevic builds his argument in a critical dialogue with the legacy literature and especially 
with the author of the Serbia-chapter (Arandarenko 2001) in the collectively edited volume Workers 
after Workers’ States (Crowley/ Ost 2001). Arandarenko argues that labor had been weak during 
communism because it was rather weakened than strengthened by self-management (because 
management never really lost power at the workplace and because communist authorities greatly 
limited the extent to which workers could have influence). Consequently, Serbian nationalists in The 
League of Communists (the Yugoslav Communist Party) could organize support in favor of their 
nationalistic agenda unbothered by opposition, including from organized labor. Stanojevic turns the 
argument on its head by claiming that precisely because it had been strong during communism 
organized labor in Serbia became a target for nationalists, the hardliners in the League of Communists 
                                                 
9 In the words of Clarke: “[the] primary task [of directive, or distributive unions] was to create the social conditions and 
motivational structures which would contribute to the most rapid growth of production.” (Clarke 2005: 5) The distributive-
representative distinction features heavily in this dissertation and represents the basis for the analysis in Chapter 7. 
Alternatively, one could call what I call distributive unions “company unions”, a term used in industrial relations and 
business studies (Nelson 1982; Sanford 1997). However I consider the term “distributive” to be more telling, as it refers 
precisely to what the respective trade unions’ main tasks are and because it stands in opposition to the notion of 
“representative” trade unions, i.e. unions that function as coalitions of labor suppliers. 
10 Vanhuysse explicitly regards his approach as “agency”-based and opposes it to what he sees as structural approaches such 
as the legacy argument. I treat Vanhuysse’s argument under the “structural” heading since, from a labor perspective, and 
especially from a plant level one, government actions (Vanhuysse’s focus) are an element that emerges outside of organized 
labor’s efforts. 
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(2003: 296). He contrasts this with the Slovenian case, where strong labor did not meet the 
government’s opposition; this was so because political power in Slovenia went to a moderate 
Communist faction, to so-called Social-Democrats, and not to hardliners that opposed any demands 
from below. Contrary to the response to worker demands of Serbian hardliners, the Slovenian Social-
Democratic faction accepted organized labor demands and steered away from conflict with the unions 
once the first workers went on strike during the economic recession’s first year, 1992. It accepted the 
workers demands of privatization to employees, wage raises, generous social transfers, and gradual 
reform. 
 Stanojevic explains the difference in outcome (labor being weak in Serbia and strong in 
Slovenia) in terms of the political composition of the government at the beginning of transformation. 
He calls this factor an “intervening variable” and writes (2003: 299):  
 

Different political intervening variables froze, selected or rewrote the legacies everywhere. They 
stand between the strong and weak labor movements in “communism”, on the one hand and 
actually existing trade unions under “post-communism” on the other.  

 
This hints at the possibility of reconciling parts of the ideological legacy argument – specifically its 
focus on the relationship between unions and members - and the structural approach to explaining the 
weakness of labor representation in post-communist Europe. One of the key differences between the 
two is their focus: The legacy argument focuses more on the relationship between unions and members, 
while structural approaches look at the actors that unions interact with (government and employers) and 
that presumably have more power to shape political and economic contexts than labor.11 Although 
rejecting the legacy argument in its specification of what the main cause of labor weakness is, I do 
share with the legacy literature its concern for the relationship between unions and union members. But 
rather than to limit it to a “crisis of socialist ideas”, I argue that the union-members relationship is 
problematic because it is an aspect of the larger problem of democratization in post-communist 
countries, where institutions of interest representation – including trade unions – have seen little reform 
to make them more responsive to the demands of their constituencies. The problems of labor are not 
however, only a problem between unions and their members, but also one of relations between 
organized labor, on the one side, and governments and employers, on the other. This dissertation 
combines the two approaches – of the legacy argument and of the structural constraints argument - by 
advancing a conceptualization of labor weakness as structural difficulties for organized labor. This 
conceptualization will be presented in the next subsection. 
 
 

1.2.2. Structural Difficulties for Labor 
 
I am less interested in finding one explanation for labor weakness in every post-communist country 
(and very skeptical about such a mono-causal undertaking) than in understanding how unions can 
overcome the difficulties they face in their contexts. I group these difficulties under the heading of 
“structural difficulties for organized labor”, suggesting that the reasons for labor weakness lie in the 
structure of the new economy and polity. These difficulties boil down to the following three aspects: a) 
a difficulty for unions to mobilize workers; b) a difficulty for organized workers to pose threats to 
                                                 
11 See for instance the following quote from two of the authors I regard as representative for the structural constraints-
perspective: “Trade unions around the world are only imperfect defenders of their members’ interests, constrained by the 
powers of capital and the state that they confront and compromised by their collaboration with employers and the state in 
institutions of conciliation.” (Ashwin/ Clarke 2003: 7) 
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private owners; c) a difficulty for unions to break out of political isolation. They sum up and expand on 
the causes for labor weakness identified in the literature; for instance, the first difficulty shares a focus 
on worker-union relations with the legacy argument, but expands the discussion about what is 
problematic about those relations. The difficulties for unions brought about by economic reforms are 
partly discussed in the literature on the structural explanations of labor weakness; the third set of 
difficulties is identified in the literature on unions’ drive towards de-centralization and difficulty 
stabilizing alliances. I will discuss these three aspects in turn. 

 
Unions’ difficulty mobilizing workers 
 
The ideological-legacy argument (Crowley/ Ost 2001) and the structural-conditions argument (Ashwin/ 
Clarke 2003) can be seen as cumulative: The merit of the former was that it showed that labor 
weakness is not a problem of worker apathy in general but a problem with the link between workers 
and their unions. The merit of the structural argument is to show that there is a problem with political 
responsiveness to union demands. 

The trade unions’ difficulty mobilizing workers became the focus of both the “ideological 
legacy” (Crowley/ Ost 2001) and the “structural conditions” arguments (Ashwin/ Clarke 2003). The 
best illustration for this difficulty is the trade unions’ decreasing ability to mobilize people for strikes 
throughout transformation. The two arguments disagree on the reasons for this decreasing ability: The 
former claims that union leaders have problems with understanding that it is the private employers who 
are their new opponents, while the latter argues that it is states and employers that prevent trade unions 
from mobilizing workers for strikes.  

The ideological legacy argument assumes that a problematic relationship between trade unions 
and their members is the cause of the low political responsiveness to union demands. Yet it could very 
well be that low responsiveness both of unions to workers and of governments to unions are instances 
of democracy’s weak foothold in post-communism. Specifically, the problem lies in the relationship 
between the various institutions of interest representation (parliaments, political parties, and trade 
unions) and citizens. Trade union leaders themselves are hardly accountable to members, just as 
political parties are hardly accountable to citizens. Rather than being characterized only by weak labor, 
post-communist Europe is a locus of weak democratic representation of citizens more generally. The 
literature on labor weakness in that region is equaled in the pessimism of its conclusions only by the 
literature on the weak links between parties and citizens and the growing disillusionment of citizens 
with political parties.12 

Why is this important? Organized labor’s problem in mobilizing workers is not only one of 
discourse, of finding the “right language”. Rather than learn the language of class, union leaders have 
to become more responsive to worker demands. The problem lies more with leaders’ accountability and 
unions’ responsiveness to members and is part of the larger problem concerning the responsiveness of 
post-communist political systems to demands of citizens.   

One should look more deeply into the unity of interests between workers and unions in post-
communist countries, which is often taken for granted – for instance by the legacy argument. The 
legacy argument blames union leaders for not representing members' interests without really asking 
                                                 
12  This was generally expected: see Offe 1991, Elster 1993; but empirical confirmation came only in the 2000s: 
Wessels/Klingemann 2006, Segert 2008. One can take the case of Ukraine as an extreme example. According to 
Pańków/Kopatienko 2001:187, the only organizations that Ukrainian citizens trust less than unions are political parties; they 
enjoy the trust of only two percent of the population, as compared to four percent in the case of unions. However, the data in 
both the World Value Survey and the Post-Communist Publics Survey contradict these figures, showing much higher 
confidence rates in Ukrainian unions. The situation in Ukraine does not, however, characterize all post-communist 
countries; e.g. a majority of workers express trust in trade unions in the Czech Republic (Pollert 2001).   
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whether the unions have the internal democratic prerequisites to do so in the first place, and without 
asking about the match between members’ interests and union interests. It is not just that trade unions 
exited communism with sizeable bureaucracies (formed from the ranks of party officials and not from 
workers’ ranks) and interests sometimes contradicting those of member workers (Mandel 2001; Clarke/ 
Fairbrother 1993 referring to the post-Soviet context). During transformation, too, there were few 
incentives for trade unions to re-construct themselves as organizations that would welcome workers’ 
participation in decision-making. Only few studies of post-communist labor actually take this issue 
seriously. While structural approaches have a different focus, legacy-studies approach worker-union 
relations more from the angle of the ideologies that divide leaders and workers. They do not ask why it 
is that union leaders seemingly have difficulties in “understanding their new role” while workers 
allegedly do not. Indirect confirmation for this argument (that trade unions had few incentives to accept 
workers’ participation in decision-making) comes from David Ost, who in a recent article (2009, see 
also Ost 2005) argued that unions in Eastern Europe were led by skilled workers and technical 
personnel, as planned by the party, while the bulk of the membership consisted of unskilled workers; 
after the fall of communism, skilled workers distrusted the unskilled and accepted the policies – 
restructuring and privatization – that would weaken the position of the unskilled. But ignoring the 
interests of unskilled trade union members was possible precisely because trade unions had seen only 
little democratization after the fall of communism (Korkut 2003), something that prohibited the 
unskilled from having a say about the unions' approach.  
  One notable exception to the general neglect of the issue of unions’ responsiveness to workers 
is the study on the Russian labor movement by Mandel (2001; see also Korkut 2003). In his analysis 
Mandel notes that unions “[…] have choices, and the predominant choice is ‘social partnership’, a 
strategy based on subordination of union strategy to the aims of management at the enterprise and 
political levels. Other key aspects of union practice, especially the absence of democracy and 
solidarity, are closely bound up with that strategic choice.” Under the condition of lacking internal 
democracy, the problem leading to unions not embracing a more militant stance towards both 
management and state is not a crisis of socialist ideas but a result of union leaders simply taking the 
easiest way forward: 
 

“Partnership” is attractive to union leaders because it is a less risky, and certainly less onerous, 
strategy from their own point of view. From the vantage point of their own personal interests, 
“partnership” does work. In conditions of generalized poverty, unemployment and lawlessness, 
confronting management promises little personal reward but presents much risk. Managers have 
many ways of forcing union leaders out of their elected position and out of the plant. […] On the 
other hand, a co-operative relationship with management offers considerable rewards. Except 
for the unlikely case of a spontaneous rank-and-file mobilization, management’s support ensures 
the union leader’s re-election. (Mandel 2001: 11) 
 
The point is that the post-communist union leaders’ reluctance to embrace “socialist ideas” has 

less to do with (the delegitimation of) an “ideology” and more with concrete interests of leaders that 
members have little power to shape. Especially in the post-Soviet context, trade union leaders can get 
away with risking member sanctions because their practice of cooperation with the employer gains 
workers social benefits that the state is unable (or unwilling) to provide. Members on the other hand 
have to give up their expectation that the union also has a protection function against the employer.13 

What about post-communist countries other than the post-Soviet ones? One difference is that in 
none of the CEE-countries the plant continued to be the locus of welfare distribution in society. With 
the fall of communism unions had to part with some of their tasks, such as administering social 

                                                 
13 The post-Soviet countries considered here are especially Russia and Ukraine. The arguments might not apply to other 
post-Soviet cases, particularly the Baltic countries.  
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benefits. But this did not make them necessarily more welcoming of worker participation in union 
decision-making. In the absence of a continuous involvement of members in union decision-making, 
union leaders avoid workers demands and instead pursue their own personal or their organizations’ 
strategic agendas. Because of the sporadic character of worker protests, leaders could so far also 
channel these protests to benefit their interests.  

Although there are signs of unions returning to the provision of social benefits also in CEE 
countries (see Myant/ Smith 1999 for a study of the Czech Republic), other options were also available. 
Most notably, the region's most famous union relied on a right-wing, nationalist discourse blaming both 
the Left and the Liberals for the deterioration of living standards. As David Ost (2005) has shown in 
great detail, Solidarity channeled the anger of workers over falling living standards into an agenda 
aimed at furthering its political goal of fighting the Social-Democrats and Liberals in Parliament. 
Solidarity barely delivered on the economic demands of its members and could evade member pressure 
over falling standards by making use of a nationalistic discourse (Ost 2005).14 One could see a similar 
dynamic in Romania, where trade union leaders used the masses of workers striking over economic 
demands to gain access to political positions (Kideckel 2001; Pasti 2006). One trade union 
confederation, which would become the country’s most militant one, Cartel Alfa, explicitly steered 
against such developments and established a rule prohibiting its officers from joining political parties. 

Summing up, it is generally accepted that involving workers more in the union and even 
mobilizing them would give unions more power. So why do unions not mobilize workers? The 
difficulty mobilizing is partly due to the low responsiveness of unions to workers: Unions can either 
survive as organizations without relying on mobilization (post-Soviet context) or, on the few occasions 
that workers mobilize themselves, unions can channel such mobilization to further the leaders’ personal 
or political goals (post-communist context), rather than advance worker demands. Under such 
conditions, workers find it futile to mobilize over issues of falling living standards under the leadership 
of trade unions. 
 Second, the difficulty mobilizing is partly due to the situation in which many workers find 
themselves. During transformation, workers were in an extremely weak bargaining position, brought 
about by the economies’ restructuring and the huge shock of economies shifting from labor shortage to 
labor surplus (Crowley/ Ost 2001; Ashwin/ Clarke 2003). In CEE countries, early retirement schemes, 
social transfers, and a growing informal economy offered workers individual exit-options (Greskovits 
1998; Boeri 2000; Vanhuysse 2007). Further aggravating the unions’ positions are the often recurring 
economic crises, such as the transformation recession, the 1998 echoes of the Asian financial crises in 
several Eastern European countries (most notably in Russia), or the finance-induced crisis that started 
in 2008. As Streeck (1984) writes, 
 

Under crisis conditions the rule of the market asserts itself not just over the behaviour of firms 
but also over workers’ definitions of the interests – with their interests in the economic survival 
of ‘their’ employer becoming so intense that they escape union control (Streeck, 1984: 297).15 

 

                                                 
14 This led to a split in Solidarity in 1992 and the emergence of Solidarity ’80, which organized workers around class issues. 
Similarly to Solidarity, it too claimed to fight “communists”, but came closer to a more classical anti-capitalist discourse by 
leading its fights at the workplace against former communists turned capitalists - believing that the managers that had run 
the enterprises during communism had become the owners of the same enterprises during transformation. Meanwhile 
Solidarity limited its fights to protesting “red” influence in politics. (Ost 2005: 75-76) 
15 This argument should be nuanced to include intervening variables such as the framing by union leaders and workers of 
the reasons why crises occur or the actual material effects of crises (as seen in the empirical part of this dissertation, some 
crises have the effect of mobilizing workers against employers). I am, however, leaving this argument as formulated by 
Streeck, as I consider it a useful counterbalance to the expectation in the studies on the legacy of communism that the 
worsening of living conditions almost automatically leads to workers’ readiness to engage in collective action. 
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In other words, perceived economic crisis can lead workers to identify more strongly with the 
interests of employers by prioritizing the survival of the enterprise, i.e. its profitability for employers. 
This is a very important point in the analysis to follow in Chapters 3, 4, and 5 of how much it matters 
for union successes in defending workers rights and interests how workers and union define the 
situation their plant is in. Mobilization during contention can very much depend on the way workers 
themselves perceive and define their interests. But the economic changes of the 1990s did not affect 
only workers; the next subsection argues that economic changes had a crucial impact also on unions, by 
leading to a difficulty posing threats to the new, private owners. 
 
 
Unions’ difficulty posing threats to private owners 
 
The literature on Eastern European labor pays little attention to the situation of organized labor on the 
ground in times of unprecedented economic reform aimed at liberalization, stabilization, and 
privatization. Price liberalization in the early 1990s took off with little concern for capitalizing 
enterprises (at least in the countries this dissertation focuses on, Romania and Ukraine; one could also 
add Russia to this group). Managers found themselves lacking the means to pay workers and suppliers. 
Restructuring, the shutdown of loss-making parts of enterprises or of entire plants, affected plants and 
economic sectors simultaneously; this dramatically weakened the bargaining power of labor, which 
went from a situation of labor shortage to one of labor surplus. (Restructuring cost one of the branch-
level unions studied in this dissertation, machine-builders in Ukraine, 75% of their members in ten 
years.)   

It was the third dimension of reform – privatization - that brought most changes from a trade 
union perspective. Privatization meant for labor that it would have to deal with a new type of actor, 
often an opponent, of whose intentions it knew little. During communism workers and unions were in a 
situation where they knew one certain thing about management: its main goal was to meet the 
production plan. After privatization, there was a shift from manager to private owner as the main 
decision-maker about the plant, although often the owner would not even be present at the plant 
anymore. Furthermore, labor could no longer be certain about management’s (or the owner’s) 
commitment to production. Rising prices of assets and low availability of investments meant that 
owners and their managers might earn more and faster from selling the plant’s real estate and 
equipment than from reorganizing production with little capital in uncertain markets (where potential 
clients would face similar limitations). Third, privatization also often placed unions in situations where 
the privatized plant represented only one of several employer properties, thus decreasing a specific 
plant’s importance for an employer. 
 The issue of the new, private owners' commitment to production emphasizes the idea that the 
single most certain quality of the environment in communism – interest in production – has 
disappeared. Labor can no longer take for granted that it faces an employer interested in production, 
and labor’s most effective weapons, withholding productivity and disrupting production, can prove to 
be ineffective or even counterproductive when facing the private employer.  

Arguably the most (in)famous and easy-to-observe unintended consequence of privatization in 
Eastern Europe was asset-stripping, as reformers pushed through privatization in disregard of the 
region’s weak institutions (Hoff/ Stiglitz 2003; Campos/ Giovannoni 2003). Scholars usually attribute 
asset-stripping to lacking enforcement institutions (Hoff/ Stiglitz 2003), to insider privatization where 
former directors lacked the funds to launch production and therefore preferred to earn quick profits by 
selling assets (Brown/ Earle 2004), or to the emergence of a coalition of managers and politicians ex 
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ante interested in assets (Campos/ Giovannoni 2003).16 The existing literature stresses that employers’ 
lacking commitment to production during transformation was no negligible accident, but a 
characteristic feature of some of these countries’ economies. But rather than treat all cases of low or 
inexistent commitment to production as asset-stripping (as the literature above does), this study argues 
that commitment to production of the same employer can change depending on the characteristics of 
the political and economic environment. An employer initially interested in production might loose 
that interest as soon as resources crucial for production (ranging from investment capital to political 
connections) become less available. Thus, it is probably better to use the notion of an employer's 
changing commitment to production rather than a clear-cut distinction between “asset-strippers” and 
“value-builders” (the distinction was introduced by Hoff/ Stiglitz 2003).  

From the perspective of organized labor, this feature – of changing employer commitment to 
production - translates into uncertainty over the employer’s intentions at the plant. One of the early 
findings during fieldwork was that the strategies unions use operate differently – or combine 
differently – depending on how committed an employer is to production (without assuming that any 
employer not interested in production is an asset-stripper).   
 This discussion is very relevant, since employer intentions influence to a large extent what 
trade unions can achieve at a plant. There is a difference between asset-strippers and employers that 
are initially interested in production but after acquiring a plant lose their ability to invest in 
production, and that difference matters for labor strategy. Workers and unions can persuade the latter 
to sell the plant and thus allow the plant to survive, while it is more difficult to do the same in the case 
of an asset-stripper ex ante (i.e. since the moment of privatization) interested in making profits from 
selling assets and not from production and therefore planning strategies accordingly.   

From an international perspective these can hardly be seen as new challenges to labor (Burawoy 
1985; Hyman 1994). But in post-communist countries these challenges came about virtually over night, 
and all at the same time. They had the effect of creating an unprecedented difficulty for labor when it 
came to posing a threat to the employer. Strikes – or other means of disrupting production - would not 
help against employers uninterested in production or unsure about whether they would invest in 
production or not. Strikes at only one plant could also – in the cases where plants went to employers 
with multiple properties – actually trigger that employer’s decision to give up production and close 
down the plant. This uncertainty over owner intentions and over the extent to which a union can deploy 
its ‘natural’ weapons puts labor in a very difficult position. 

A further complication is the lack of reliability of and the long time taken by legal actions; 
taking the employer to court is most often an inconclusive strategy. There is a remarkable consensus in 
the literature that, in the post-communist context, it comes at the cost not only of delaying workers 
justice (if there is any in the end), but also of fragmenting collective interests (Mandel 2001; Ashwin/ 
Clarke 2003; Clarke 2005; Crowley/ Ost 2001.) Most importantly, as seen from the case studies in this 
dissertation, the few juridical victories of unions seem to have hardly any more general effects on 
employers’ behavior. The wider issue here is the weak level of rule of law that characterizes the 
situation of democracy in post-communist countries to different degrees. “Rule of law” refers to a legal 
“system in which the laws are public knowledge, are clear in meaning, and apply equally to everyone” 
(Carothers 1998: 96). As to enforcement, “[the] central institutions of the legal system, including 
courts, prosecutors, and police, are reasonably fair, competent, and efficient. Judges are impartial and 
independent […] Perhaps most important, the government is embedded in a comprehensive legal 
framework […]” (Carothers 1998: 96).17 Because rule of law is what makes individual rights possible, 

                                                 
16 Campos and Giovannoni (2003) empirically measure asset-stripping in several countries, finding its highest values in 
Ukraine, followed in order by Russia, Romania, Slovakia and Poland. 
17 See also Carothers’ (1998) discussion of the importance of rule of law for democracy. 
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the absence of or a low level of rule of law is a significant structural condition weakening labor 
representation in Eastern Europe. 

Furthermore, labor very often is in the position of not knowing to whom to address its threats; 
this is due to structurally withheld knowledge of the rules and practices governing the new economy 
that, especially in the post-Soviet context, allows owners to hide their identity. In Ukraine, for instance, 
only the General Prosecutor can launch an inquiry to find out the majority shareholder of an enterprise. 
Employers can also easily hide financial data from the unions and ignore court orders asking them to 
reveal such data. In one of the cases studied in this dissertation (the Ball Bearings Plant in Vinnitsa, 
Ukraine, see Chapter 5), management even ignored an inquiry of governmental organs.18  
 Is labor capable of acting at levels higher than the plant-level? Most often in Eastern Europe 
labor has returned to the plant level as the key locus of trade union decision-making, strategy planning, 
and power. In other words, further aggravating labor’s capacity to respond to employers is a tendency 
towards isolation at the plant level and a difficulty breaking out of that isolation. 
 
 
Labor’s difficulty breaking out of political isolation 
 
Kubicek (1999) shows in a discussion of post-Soviet countries (Russia and Ukraine) that in reaction to 
communist-era centralism and top-down decision-making in unions, workers and union leaders prefer a 
highly decentralized model of bargaining with employers, where only plant-level collective agreements 
have a binding character. Furthermore, plant-level unions are the ones that control most of organized 
labor’s resources by keeping the biggest part of membership fees (in Romania and Ukraine around 
70%) and refusing to redirect them into central all-branch strike funds. The Eastern European unions’ 
new-found enthusiasm for plant-level prominence over other levels of collective bargaining bears many 
pitfalls for unions: Kubicek warns that plant-level bargaining enables management to deepen workforce 
divisions and weakens the capacity to find allies among organizations (such as most importantly all 
other unions) outside the plant. 

Ost (2005) and Myant/ Smith (1999) report similar drives towards de-centralization in Poland 
and the Czech Republic. In both countries, at least at the end of the 1990s, the support for central 
organizations (national-level trade union federations) was minimal; only about 2-5% of membership 
fees went to the centre, figures very similar to the situation in Russia and Ukraine or in Romania. Most 
funds (between 60-70% of dues) stay at the plant-level and are spent on social benefits. Efforts to set 
up strike funds remain minimal. Solidarity is one of the few national unions directing any dues to a 
strike fund (some 5%), while the money that remains at the plant-level is all spent on other items.19 

To some extent, the rejection of “centralism” came from below: 
 
The inability to develop an independent labor programme was a legacy of the “Communist” 
past, which had discredited not so much socialist values – workers remained attached to its 
ideals of democracy, equality, and social justice – but the institutional arrangements necessary to 
realize them. After sixty years of bureaucratic “socialism”, workers had a hard time believing 
that central planning of any kind could be democratic and efficient. This allergy to centralism 
played into the hands of the liberal forces, who presented the market as freedom. (Mandel 2001: 
4) 

                                                 
18 See also Mandel (1998: 36): “Under privatization management has acquired a virtual monopoly over information 
concerning the enterprise’s economic situation and dealings. This is a key source of power vis-à-vis the workers.”  
19 The decentralized nature of the union movement is supported also by economic developments linked to transformation 
and globalization: The shrinking of companies and the break-up of large enterprises affect union solidarity and make plant-
level agreements the best that unions can hope for (Kubicek 1999:96). Nevertheless the unions cornered themselves into 
their present situation by cutting down the support for national- and branch-level organizations. 
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Although supported by rank-and-file members, de-centralization was initiated by plant-level 

union leaders; after the fall of communism and of the Communist state’s control, plant-level leaders 
could become – via de-centralization - the masters of the funds they collected at plant level; they could 
re-deploy these funds to ensure their re-election. The institutional structure of unions also gave them 
the voting power to pursue these actions.20 

There are also “structural factors” that favored the de-centralization of trade unions; 
privatization is the most important one, according to Kubicek (2004: 189), as “privatization brings with 
it a certain degree of de-centralization [of companies, my clarification]. Before, there was one owner in 
the whole economy; now there are several in each sector, and firms compete among each other.” 
(Kubicek 2004: 189)  

My fieldwork supplements these observations by adding that there is little concern among 
plant-level union leaders that the solutions to some of their members’ problems might be found at the 
branch or national level; investing in branch or national-level labor organizations is not a priority. 
Consequently, on the few occasions that plant-level unions do end up looking for support, there is 
hardly any to count on. National- and branch-level organizations are often too weak and understaffed to 
undertake solidarity campaigns. They also lack the experience and fear that branch-level militancy 
might upset employers at other plants where the situation is calm. Once unions have defined their 
approach to industrial relations as “social partnership”, plants where there is open conflict between 
union and management or owner might seem exceptional to national-level and other plant-level unions 
and the conflict an example of the local union leader’s mismanagement of the situation. 

Another dynamic could also be at work in explaining organized labor’s isolation in post-
communist Europe and its tendency towards de-centralization. As suggested by Pizzorno (2000: 22), 
post-communist countries (Pizzorno refers to Russia, but the argument can be generalized) undergo “a 
dramatic period of the dissolution of the previous forms of sociability (the extinction of the 
[Communist] party and of a whole system of associative activities).” What was lost at the national level 
in terms of networks of influence – once the unions ceased to be one of the four corners of Communist 
power - could be partly recreated at the local level. Here labor might try to compensate for a “deficit of 
sociability” (Pizzorno 2000: 21) by establishing networks of communication and exchange with 
authorities and private employers. Although the approach of developing local contacts could never 
replace in importance the relationship to central authorities that draft and enact all the legislation 
relevant for labor, it can help to solve local problems. For instance, in one of the cases studied in this 
dissertation, unions in Ukraine’s Zaporizhia region worked to group employers together in an 
employer’s association to create more visibility around the issue of enforcement of plant-level 
collective agreements, and to negotiate regional agreements.  

The difficulty breaking out of the isolation of the plant-level is not only due to the lack of 
support between labor organizations; labor faces isolation also in relation to governments and political 
parties. Governments have been interested in breaking the power of trade unions, something that has 
happened most visibly in Russia in 1993 (after the dissolution of the Parliament), but also in Ukraine, 
following the public sector strikes of 1994 (Crowley 1995). There are few parties in post-communist 
countries that have a record of cooperation with unions and even fewer – and none in the two countries 
this dissertation studies - where the goal of cooperation is not recruiting politicians from among union 
leaders but delivering on workers’ demands. Often enough the political systems in question are also 
plagued by instability (Ukraine is again the extreme example), and with political parties quickly 
shifting from government to opposition, it makes little sense to develop political alliances. Also, as one 

                                                 
20 This is by no means a process that is reverting towards centralization. During fieldwork, both in Romania and in Ukraine, 
I found that plant-union leaders at least block centralizing drives (in Romania) and sometimes even go further in taking 
more of the central labor organs’ power away (such as in the machine-builders’ union in Ukraine). 
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of the cases studied during fieldwork, the Ball Bearings Plant in Vinnitsa, Ukraine (Chapter 5), shows, 
there is suspicion of civil servants refusing to implement union-friendly legislation because the next 
party-in-power might disapprove of it and purge the respective ministries (V1 2008).     
 Appealing to local authorities to enforce legislation and intervene on the workers' side is 
difficult for other reasons. Supporting employers (or simply not intervening) might be very beneficial 
for authorities when faced with the choice between taxes and/or rents offered by private owners and the 
possible popularity-hike among workers in case of successful intervention. It is up to the workers to 
raise the visibility of their cause by taking the protests outside of the plant and into the streets; this way 
they can make intervention more beneficial for authorities. In turn, this only shows how interrelated the 
three difficulties – mobilization, threatening, and breaking out of isolation – are. The unions’ most 
important means for breaking out of isolation is a mobilized group of members; being able to pose a 
threat to the employer might require breaking out of isolation. 
 
 

1.3. The Puzzle of Organized Labor's Continued Exis tence in Post-
Communist Europe 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   
The three sets of difficulties discussed above raise the question that actually leads this research. Why, 
despite its weakness, is there still organized labor in post-communist countries? This is to ask a similar 
question to the one raised by Alessandro Pizzorno in a study of Western European unions some 30 
years ago (1978). Pizzorno’s question was: why are unions still around given that they have lost their 
ability to pose economic threats to employers? The response was that unions had entered political 
exchange with governments, exchanging political stability and votes for legislation that increases the 
unions’ workplace influence. In post-communist Europe it was the state that created the legal 
obligation for employers to negotiate with unions. The state also took up the role of initiating and 
concluding national- and branch-level negotiations over minimum wages, working conditions, and 
employment protection; national- and branch-level negotiations lead to agreements that have the status 
of law. But at the plant-level and on the shop floor employers might ignore legislation passed in the 
capital. In post-communist countries (and in non-Western settings more generally) this only creates 
enforcement problems for unions, so the political exchange perspective only partly answers the 
question why organized labor is still around.  

A different perspective is one that claims that organized labor survives as it accommodated 
itself to existing power relations; based on the situation in post-Soviet countries, this perspective claims 
that unions have carved out for themselves a niche of managing social benefits at the plant level; 
members should not expect protection against management, but at least they get social benefits that the 
state is unable to provide (Ashwin/ Clarke 2003; Clarke/ Pringle 2007; Ilyin 2007; Mandel 2001; 
Petrova 2001). This perspective, however, does not offer an answer to what happens with unions 
outside of the post-Soviet context, where there are less or no social benefits to distribute; nor can it 
explain the leaps towards militancy that even social-benefits-specialized unions in post-Soviet 
countries undertake. 

One could also argue that it is simply a matter of time until unions will disappear. Since 
“communist economies were over unionized” (Kubicek 2004: 187), with union membership figures 
reaching 110m or 40m at the beginning of transformation (as in the case of the FNPR in Russia or the 
FPU in Ukraine), it takes time until the membership figure actually reaches rock bottom. But in post-
communist countries most of the decline in membership took place in the transformation recession’s 
first years, most notably in the 1990s; it was industrial restructuring (basically, the closing down of 
large-scale enterprises) that made the biggest inroads into union membership figures. In the two 
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branch-level union federations studied in this dissertation, steel makers in Romania and machine-
builders in Ukraine, the drop in membership then was about 75%. Ever since the 1990s membership 
has stabilized. 

 Fourth, to understand labor survival one can also think of labor having its strongholds, 
organizations that managed to overcome some of the difficulties mentioned above in their sectors; 
certain sectors of the economy might offer labor advantages that might make it easier to mobilize 
workers. One argument is that this happened where there was less exposure to restructuring or plants 
could regain some of the markets lost in the early 1990s; this gave labor the means to pose threats to 
production. Mandel (1998: 54) refers for instance to the mining and transport sectors (longshoremen, 
locomotive drivers, municipal public transport drivers).21 Organizations set up in these sectors later 
spread to new branches, so far only with limited successes.  

More interesting are situations when workers effectively defend their interests in parts of the 
economy and at plants that are subject to thorough restructuring and privatization and labor fully faces 
the difficulties presented above. This study explores differences between these few “successful” cases 
and the majority of “unsuccessful” cases in terms of workers’ (and union’s) strategies. Therefore the 
study’s main research question is: What specific strategies can succeed in protecting the rights and 
living standards of workers (given the difficulties sketched above)? The goal is to find out more about 
and open new perspectives on what organized labor is up against, and also to learn about how labor 
strategy operates in such a challenging context.  

The original contribution of this research lies in studying those cases where organized labor 
did make demands and achieved their realization in Eastern Europe and comparing these more and 
less successful cases with each other and with cases that have seen no successes in terms of labor 
representation (I explain the concept of labor representation in Chapter 3). The focus on successful 
cases of labor representation rests on the idea that more can be learned from cases of success and the 
conditions that made success possible than from cases of failure.22 This is even more clearly the case if 
such instances of a phenomenon (successful labor representation) run contrary to theoretical 
predictions or previous research findings (labor weakness), because the specification of the conditions 
making such instances possible can lead to the refining of theories, of what we know about the more 
general phenomenon (in this case the strength or weakness of organized labor). 

One might ask why studying organized labor is important at all. In the literature there have been 
two major motivations for this research interest: First, there has been an interest in organized labor as 
part of wider civil society; as the constituents of civil society with the most members unions could play 
a key role in democratization, by mitigating problems such as “the overcentralization of authority and 
lack of checks on both political and economic power” particularly in countries such as Russia and 
Ukraine (Kubicek 2004:195; see also Kubicek 1999, 2002).  

Organized labor is not just another part of civil society either. Public policy in the 1990s 
targeted workers in myriad ways, but workers had little say over it. Business, on the other hand, 
whether national or foreign, was much more influential. Governments passed market reforms without 
public consultation, in disregard of workers and working conditions. Without questioning the 

                                                 
21 Actually, the observation is partly not true for mining, with Poland, Romania, Ukraine and Russia plunging the mining 
sector into a period of extreme restructuring that cost the sector between 42% (Ukraine) and 92% (Romania) of the 
workforce (Haney/ Shkaratan 2003: 4). But it is true that militant labor emerged in the sector before the start of 
restructuring, especially in Russia, Ukraine, and Romania. 
22 See Merton 1949 and Lipset/ Trouw/ Coleman 1956. In the words of Robert K. Merton: “In the world laboratory of the 
sociologist, as in the more secluded laboratories of the physicist and chemist, it is the successful experiment which is 
decisive and not the thousand-and-one failures which preceded it. More is learned from the single case of success than from 
multiple failures. A single success proves it can be done. Thereafter it is necessary only to learn what made it work. This, at 
least, is what I take to be the sociological sense of those revealing words of Thomas Love Peacock: ‘Whatever is, is 
possible.’” (Merton 1949: 194-195) 
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legitimacy of market reforms, politicians and other shapers of public opinion (such as Western 
academia, Przeworski 1991: 181-182) depicted organized labor as the key obstacle to market reform. 
The reforms’ record of bringing about a rise in living standards is at best ambiguous (Wessels/ 
Klingemann 2006) and at worst disastrous, especially in the post-Soviet area (Stuckler/ King/ McKee 
2009). Furthermore the non-democratic character of reforms undermined public support for post-
communist political regimes. Some authors therefore argue that the absence of class interests from the 
cleavages structuring post-communist politics leaves room for nationalist mobilization; in a Polanyian 
vein, the key question is who, with what discourse, and to what result captures the anger and frustration 
unleashed by market reform in post-communist publics. The answers to these questions might prove 
vital for the region’s democratization (Ost 2005; Crowley/ Ost 2001; Vanhuysse 2007). 23  

Second, apart from underlining the obvious political stake of the fate of labor, we should also 
see collective action and bargaining as the key means that allow workers to improve their working and 
living conditions and escape the sort of competition that leads to worsening working conditions. Wages 
and working conditions hardly improve without organized labor struggle, since workers can only rarely 
leave their plants for better working conditions elsewhere, due to the slackness of post-communist 
labor markets and constraints on migration. Therefore, worker struggles at and around their plants are 
key to both achieving union goals and protecting worker interests. 

 
 

1.4. Dissertation Outline 
 
Eastern European labor is no monolith sharing the same characteristics irrespective of time and space. 
Despite the claim that Eastern European labor is weaker, on average, than Western European labor, this 
does not mean that there is no variance among Eastern European countries. Stanojevic (2003) showed 
that there is variation in the labor weakness outcome, by arguing that, under the condition of a political 
elite much more open to negotiations with labor, Slovenian unions could have a say over mitigating 
market reforms in the interest of workers. Similarly to Stanojevic’s analysis, this dissertation draws on 
the situation in another country, Romania, where labor was much more militant than in other countries 
of the region and also had a say in drafting labor codes and exerting minimal control over privatization. 
Chapter 2 intends to show exactly that: that Romania stands out in post-communist comparison in 
terms of the militancy of its unions. Furthermore, the dissertation finds cases of militant labor also in a 
country less known for its protest-prone trade unions, Ukraine.24 The next chapter (Chapter 2) traces 
those cases of militant labor to particular economic sectors in Ukraine and discusses why one of those 
sectors – civil-machine-building – might have seen more industrial contention than other sectors. The 
argument is that rather than enjoying protection from the economic changes that affected the country in 
the 1990s, civil machine-building not only faced the full brunt of such changes but also was the site of 
an exceptional labor organization, characterized at least in the 1990s by readiness to engage in worker-
initiated contention. The chapter also presents an overview of key developments for labor in Romania 
and Ukraine throughout transformation, in order to familiarize the reader with the political and 
economic context of labor representation in the two post-communist countries. In structuring the 
presentation of developments, the chapter follows Westergaard's (1970: 130) advice that the labor 
                                                 
23 That consequences would turn out to be important was understood quite early, including by policy advisers. The World 
Bank declared in its 1996 World Development Report that  “establishing a social consensus will be crucial for the long-term 
success of the transition”, because “cross-country analyses suggest that societies that are very unequal in terms of income or 
assets tend to be politically and socially less stable and to have lower rates of investment and growth.” Of course, the first 
part of this point features heavily in political science, with some of the biggest names in the field arguing that economic 
inequality can threaten democracy (Dahl 1985; for a review see Held 2006). 
24 A notable exception to the general quiescence of unions, also in Ukraine, is the miners’ movement; see Mykhnenko 2002. 
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movement, its ability of “crystallization and cohesion of discontents” is best understood by “observing” 
“concrete political and industrial action”, rather than by approaching it exclusively via opinion polls 
and attitude surveys. 

Chapter 3 presents the theoretical framework of this dissertation. The theory developed in 
Chapter 3 offers a set of answers to this study's overarching question, exploring why are there cases of 
unions successfully defending workers’ interests even when faced with the structural difficulties of 
post-communism: What specific strategies can succeed in protecting the rights and living standards of 
workers (given the structural difficulties brought about by post-communist transformation)? The theory 
developed in Chapter 3 using game theoretical tools and insights from social movement theory is a 
theory of labor strategy, formulating the dissertation's main argument: Strategy matters even under the 
harshest conditions. Successful unions ensured a situational definition connecting the workers' and the 
union leaders' perceptions about employers and thus ensuring that workers would back the actions of 
the union. Furthermore, successful unions calibrated threats they addressed to employers to the 
production intentions of the employer and to the employer's organizational structure. They also ensured 
outside support, at least in the form of state intervention. These strategy elements (a shared situational 
definition within the plant regarding employer intentions, threats and disruptive actions adjusted to 
employer intentions, and outside support) proved crucial for defending worker rights and living 
standards. Chapter 3 also presents the research design, providing the rationale for the case selection of 
18 contention episodes at 10 plants in the Romanian steel industry and Ukraine's civil machine-
building sector. 

Chapters 4 and 5 represent the dissertation's empirical core. Chapter 4 presents contention 
episodes in Romania and Ukraine centered around everyday problems at the newly privatized plant: 
problems of un-timely or low pay, layoffs, and work overload. In all the cases under study such issues 
led to contention at least in the form of workers expressing discontent or even taking action themselves; 
what is under study is how trade unions reacted to contention and whether and how their reactions 
furthered the resolution of worker demands. Chapter 5 shifts perspective to a different challenge: the 
preservation of entire plants, with factories coming under the threat of plant closure. The contention 
episodes in this chapter show dramatic forms of worker protests, from hunger strikes to roadblocks and 
factory occupations, and examines how and when such actions could be successful. 

Chapter 6 takes a step back from the empirical analysis by returning to the theory laid out in 
Chapter 3, evaluating it in light of the evidence introduced in the empirical chapters. Whereas Chapter 
6 emphasizes the findings drawn from comparison across episodes of contention, Chapter 7 compares 
the trade unionism models dominating labor in the two different countries. In Chapter 7 I turn to the 
question why so few trade unions could develop the strategic elements allowing them to save plants or 
improve pay and working conditions. If more unions would use the strategic elements, there would be 
less cases of asset-stripping than mentioned in the literature presented in this chapter, or plant closures 
would be accompanied by significant severance payments. I describe the obstacles to strategic action 
by comparing the strategies of unions in Romania and Ukraine. Obstacles emerge foremost from the 
extreme complications to successful labor action that post-Soviet unions face due to the distributive 
model of unionism (administering social benefits), obstacles that Romanian unions do not face. Chapter 
7 then moves to specify – on the basis of the comparison between unionism models and what led to the 
divergence between Romania and Ukraine (in terms of obstacles to strategic action) - some 
implications for the entire post-communist region, situating Romania and Ukraine in their regional 
context. It shows that the problems plaguing labor in both countries are not specific to them but instead 
are part of a larger phenomenon of low union responsiveness to the demands of workers and low 
government and national unions’ responsiveness to the struggles of plant-level unions. 

Chapter 8 draws the study's conclusions in terms of the strategy elements that led to the success 
or failure of labor in protecting workers. It also discusses the possible ways of assisting post-
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communist trade unions in overcoming their problems and in order to guide such assistance identifies 
two issues for further research on post-communist labor's strategic capacity.    
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Chapter 2: Labor in Romania and Ukraine. Two Approa ches to 
Managing Worker Discontent 
 

2.1. Romanian and Ukrainian Labor in Regional Persp ective 
 

Post-Communist Europe saw the biggest wave of industrial action at the beginning of transformation, 
in 1992-1994. Workers and trade unions organized strikes and demonstrations in all of post-
communist Europe’s four biggest countries, in Russia, Ukraine, Poland, and Romania, and also in the 
member states of the rapidly disintegrating Federal Republic of Yugoslavia. Yet only in Slovenia did 
the worker protests of the early 1990s lead to the inclusion of labor into the policy-making process 
around pro-market reforms. In other countries exclusion was the norm, happening either immediately 
in the protests’ aftermath – most notably in Russia in 1993, or more gradually, such as in the case of 
Hungary, where labor’s marginalization became evident once the Socialists came to power in 1994 
only to continue their center-right-wing predecessors' policies. In most countries trade unions accepted 
such trends without much opposition. This happened partly because of the government’s hostility to 
their influence (the case of Russia). Partly, it happened as trade unions chose to support pro-market 
governments, such as the 1994-1998 coalition of Socialists and Liberals in Hungary and the 
Solidarity–governments in Poland (1989-1993 and 1996-2000) – at the expense of grassroots demands 
stemming from the rank-and-file of the trade unions. Tóth (2001) and Ost (2005) tell the same story 
for Hungary and Poland, of unions powerful enough to organize mass protests at the start of 
transformation, but which later on lost their credibility among workers and therefore also the capacity 
to mobilize supporters because they chose to support government-initiated reforms rather than to give 
in to rank-and-file pressure. No longer able to mobilize workers, the unions would lose most of their 
bargaining power in relation to the government by the end of the transformation’s first decade, and 
face political marginalization. The situation would change around the mid-2000s, when the 
increasingly strong populist right-wing would turn to courting trade unions in countries such as Poland 
and Slovakia (Meardi 2007), and Hungary (Budapester Zeitung, February 11, 2008). But this could 
not change that, generally speaking, throughout transformation’s first 15 years the trade unions failed 
to have a say about the market reforms that affected so decisively the living standards and interests of 
their members. 
 Table 2.1 gives an overview of what transformation’s first decade meant for several large post-
communist countries in terms of several economic indicators: change in gross domestic product 
(GDP) relative to the year 1989, annual inflation, annual registered unemployment, and changes in 
real wages relative to the year 1989 (Source: UNICEF reports, various years). 
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Table 2.1: Transition indicators for selected post-communist countries 

Real GDP 
development              

 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 
Lowest 

level 
Ukraine 100 96.6 85.4 73.7 63.2 48.7 42.7 38.5 37.3 36.6 36.5 37.6 36.5 
Russia 100 96 91.2 78 71.2 62.2 59.6 57.5 58 55.3 57.1 60.8 55.3 
Romania 100 94.4 82.2 75 76.1 79.1 84.7 88 82.6 78.2 75.7 76.8 75 
Poland 100 88.4 82.2 84.3 87.6 92.1 98.6 104.6 111.8 117.1 122 128 82.2 
Hungary 100 96.5 85 82.4 81.9 84.3 85.5 86.6 90.6 95.1 99.3 105.3 81.9 
              
Annual inflation rate            Average 
Ukraine n.a. 4.2 91 1210 4735 891 377 80 15.9 10.6 22.7 28 678.7 
Russia n.a. 5.3 92.7 1526 875 311.4 197.7 47.8 14.7 27.6 86.1 20.7 291.4 
Romania n.a. 5.1 161.1 210.4 256.1 136.7 32.3 38.8 154.8 59.1 45.8 45 104.1 
Poland n.a. 585.8 70.3 43 35.3 32.2 27.8 19.9 14.9 11.8 7.3 9.9 78 
Hungary n.a. 28.9 35 23 22.5 18.8 28.2 23.6 18.3 14.3 10.1 9.5 21.1 
              
Annual registered unemployment rate           
             Average 
Poland n.a. 3.4 9.2 12.9 14.9 16.5 15.2 14.3 11.5 10 12 14 12 
Romania n.a. n.a. 3 8.2 10.4 10.9 9.5 6.6 8.9 10.4 11.5 n.a. 8.8 
Hungary 0.4 0.8 8.5 12.3 12.1 10.4 10.4 10.5 10.4 9.1 9.6 n.a. 8.6 
Russia n.a. n.a. 0.1 0.8 1.1 2.2 3.2 3.4 2.8 2.6 1.7 1 2 
Ukraine n.a. n.a. n.a. 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.4 1.3 3 3.7 4.3 n.a. 1.7 
              
Real wages development             

 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999  

Average 
during 

recession 
Russia 100 109.1 102.4 68.9 69.1 63.7 45.9 52 54.5 47.2 38.2 n.a. 54.9 
Ukraine 100 109.3 114.2 123.7 63.2 56.4 62.2 59.3 57.7 55.7 48.4 n.a. 57.6 
Romania 100 105.2 88.9 77.3 64.4 64.6 72.7 79.8 62.3 61.1 62.3 n.a. 73.9 
Poland 100 75.6 75.4 73.3 71.2 71.6 73.7 77.9 82.4 85.2 95.8 n.a. 78.2 
Hungary 100 94.3 87.7 86.5 83.1 89.1 78.2 74.3 77.1 79.6 81 n.a. 84 
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One post-communist country where labor did protest over certain aspects of market reform was 
Romania, a country that witnessed much higher levels of protest than the post-communist average (see 
Crowley 2004: 404). This difference in mobilization could mean that trade unions in Romania found 
ways to mitigate structural difficulties of mobilizing, threatening, and breaking out of isolation. Thus 
trade unions in Romania contradict the expectation of the literature on Eastern European labor linking 
“labor weakness” to the trade unions’ failure to mobilize large numbers of workers (the thesis of 
communism’s “ideological legacy”). Trade unions did mobilize workers, or better said, Romanian 
trade unions were much less reluctant to give in to rank-and-file pressure and criticize pro-market 
reforms than their counterparts in other post-communist countries. Despite Romanian unions 
achieving mobilization, this did not automatically translate into more state openness to the idea of 
including trade unions in negotiations around reforms. At the end of the 1999s, the verdict was that 
Romanian trade unions had “won many battles, but lost the war” (Kideckel 2001), apparently facing 
the same prospects of marginalization as unions in the Central Eastern European countries. Two 
further studies, however, contradict Kideckel, arguing that “Romanian trade unions have affected the 
course of every government since 1989” (Bush 2004: 435), or that “no [political] party, singly or in 
coalition with others, has the political capacity to fully act against the mobilized and organized 
workers” (Keil/ Keil 2002: 28).  

These latter two studies were inspired by the events of 1999, a year of exceptional anti-
government mobilization, with the unions in mining, the metal sector (steel and machine-building), 
transportation, education, and health care, organizing an unprecedented wave of strikes and 
demonstrations (Martin/ Cristescu-Martin 2000). Following that year, unions became much more 
influential a presence in Romanian politics. After a change in government in late 2000 that saw the 
Social-Democrats return to power, the unions scored a number of successes, such as the 2003 Labor 
Code and the 2002 privatization laws obliging new owners to sign “social contracts” with unions. On 
the other hand, these were no easy times for the unions: what they won at the national level, they lost 
at the plant-level. Quite far from actually supporting the unions on ideological grounds, the Social-
Democrats would push privatizations in the interest of Western investors at the cost of violent 
conflicts with the unions, ending in clashes between workers and riot police, particularly in the year 
2003, when the country would eventually privatize some of its last remaining state-owned enterprises 
in the steel industry. 

The figure below presents data for employee involvement in strikes, 1990-2007, for five 
Eastern European countries (Poland, Russia, Romania, Ukraine, Hungary), and one Western European 
one (the United Kingdom), included for comparison on the basis of also having trade unions with a 
de-centralized structure (Hyman 1994). The figure uses ILO data on the number of participants in 
strikes in all sectors of the economy, including the public one.  
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Figure 2.1: Workers participating in strikes, all sectors of economy, 1990-2007 (per one million 
country inhabitants) 
Source: International Labor Organization, author’s calculations based on data available in the Laborsta 
online database (laborsta.ilo.org, retrieved April 12, 2009). 
 
I am using the measure of strike participation rather than number of strikes or duration, since it is the 
only variable the ILO provides data for since the fall of communism across a large number of countries 
including Ukraine (other measures do not include Ukraine). Sources using other strike measures (e.g. 
duration, Crowley 2004; Hans-Boeckler-Stiftung 2009) show that Romania has in fact seen much more 
industrial conflict during this time than any other country in the region. The difference to figure 1 is 
due to the fact that I only weighted the numbers of participants for country size, and not also for size of 
the manufacturing sector. With Romania’s huge agriculture sector, comprising around 40% of the 
employed population in 2000 (only 27% in industry), Romania should be considered much more strike-
prone than pictured in the graph above.  

The strike data for Russia as presented in Figure 2.1 has to be handled with suspicion, ever 
since the reform of strike legislation in the early 2000s made it extremely difficult to register strikes. 
For instance, I counted that it takes at least 30 days in Russia to organize an official strike (going 
through the mandatory steps of conciliation, mediation, arbitration, and worker or trade union 
conference).25 It is true that strike participation decreases for Russia already around 1997, but it could 
very well be that the changed Labor Code regulations make it difficult to establish whether Russia is 
currently witnessing a reversal of the trend of decreasing strike participation. What is more puzzling, 
however, is the data for Ukraine. Here too, strike participation decreases despite the country seeing a 
change in the Labor Code (similar to the one seen in Russia) only as late as 2008. I will later in this 
chapter interpret the data for Ukraine as reflecting a change in the stance of trade unions towards 
industrial conflict, trying to steer away as much as possible from using strikes in the resolution of 
episodes of contention with employers.  
 The ILO data is also subject to different approaches to operationalizing the notion of a strike, as 
the data comes from different national central statistics offices. For instance, the data on Poland is the 

                                                 
25  For details on Russian labor legislation, see http://www.ilo.org/public/english/dialogue/ifpdial/info/national/rus.htm 
(retrieved 12.04.2009). 
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most inclusive, covering official and unofficial strikes, sit-ins, occupations, and warning strikes. Data 
for Hungary is similarly inclusive, covering both official strikes and unofficial ones. The data for 
Russia, Ukraine, and Romania is much more conservative, reporting only “official and constitutional 
strikes”.26 Apparently, the term “official” does not refer to legally registered strikes, but only to those 
strikes that are also recognized by courts as legal. For instance, during fieldwork in Ukraine I came 
across three plants that had witnessed strikes in 2007, none of them “legal”, as the trade union either 
tried to marginalize strikers or refused to register the strike since following the official conflict 
resolution procedure (including the steps of conciliation, mediation, arbitration, and worker or trade 
union conference, giving the workers the right to strike “legally”) would cost protesters too much time. 
One strike that lasted for two weeks in February 2007 at the Ternopil’ combine-plant and received wide 
regional media coverage was registered with the authorities after the trade union had gone through all 
intermediary steps. Nevertheless, the strike was later declared to be illegal in court and therefore not 
included in the statistics either.27 

Figure 2.2 presents data for manufacturing, the part of the post-communist economies that has 
seen the earliest and deepest restructuring and privatization efforts. Since the ILO provides no data on 
strike participation for Russia, that country is not included here. The picture here is different, with 
more people participating in strikes in Romania than in any other country, at least starting from 1996. 
(Again I am weighting numbers only for country size, not also for the relative size of the 
manufacturing sector, which would further increase the difference between Romania and other 
countries.) The figure shows that the beginning of the 1990s brought a peak in labor militancy in 
Poland, and also in Ukraine and Hungary, with more people participating in strikes in these countries 
than in any year after that date. Romania, however, would see two more peaks in strike activity, one 
around 1999 and another one during the Social-Democrats’ last year in office, 2003-2004. This raises 
the following question: why did Romania see more industrial conflict during 1995-2005 than any 
other of the post-communist European countries? The easy answer that Romania came out much more 
slowly from the transformation recession than Poland and Hungary (Romania reached its 1989 GDP-
level only in 2004) does not stand the test of comparison with Ukraine. Ukraine has not yet overcome 
the transformation recession (the GDP-level in 2010 is still below the 1989-level) but has seen a 
similar decrease in labor militancy as Poland and Hungary. Why was Romania so exceptional in this 
regard, and what is the story behind the numbers? 

                                                 
26 For the corresponding reports on the strike operationalizations used, see the ILO webpages on Poland, 
http://laborsta.ilo.org/applv8/data/SSM7/E/pl.html, Hungary, http://laborsta.ilo.org/applv8/data/SSM7/E/hu.html, Russia, 
http://laborsta.ilo.org/applv8/data/SSM7/E/ru.html, Ukraine http://laborsta.ilo.org/applv8/data/SSM7/E/ua.html, Romania, 
http://laborsta.ilo.org/applv8/data/SSM7/E/ro.html (retrieved 12.04.2009).   
27 Statistics show only one strike in manufacturing in 2007, involving 277 workers, while at the three plants where I did 
fieldwork and that experienced strikes in 2007, the minimum number of participants was 600. See the ILO statistics 
webportal, http://laborsta.ilo.org/ (retrieved 12.04.2009). 
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Figure 2.2: Workers participating in strikes, manufacturing only, 1990-2007 (per 1m country 
inhabitants) 
Source: International Labor Organization, author’s calculations based on data available in the Laborsta 
online database (laborsta.ilo.org, retrieved April 12, 2009). 
 
 

2.2. Managing Discontent in Romania 
    

The Romanian trade union scene shares with Hungary the trait unique among post-communist 
countries of a trade union scene dominated by several large union confederations, rather than by one 
(as in Russia, Ukraine, Czech Republic) or two (Poland) national federations. Unlike Hungary, the 
Romanian trade union scene is not just divided between union confederations in the private economy 
and those dominating the public sector. There are two cleavages structuring also the union scene 
organizing industrial enterprises. First, there is a divide between unions in the mining and metal 
sectors, on the one hand, and unions in the oil- and chemical-industries, transport, and utilities (energy, 
water, gas), on the other hand (organized by the National Confederation of Free Trade Unions of 
Romania – Brotherhood, Confederaţia Naţională a Sindicatelor Libere din România-Frăţia, CNSLR-
Frăţia). Second, within the metal sector, the steel industry is organized by the Cartel Alfa confederation 
(also organizing a sizeable part of the miners, especially in coal- and iron-ore extraction), while 
machine-building is organized by the National Union Bloc (Blocul Naţional Sindical, BNS). 
Furthermore, copper miners and rubber-industry workers created a fifth national confederation, 
Meridian, that would later attract also textile- and public sector workers. Meridian also includes 
Romania’s once most militant and conflict-prone trade union, the League of Jiu Valley Mining Unions, 
most famous for the 1999 clashes with police in their march on Bucharest, followed by the arrest and 
imprisonment of most of its leaders. The cleavages are rather rough; each of the country’s biggest 
confederations (CNSLR- Frăţia, Cartel Alfa, BNS, Meridian) is nowadays present in both the public 
and the private sector, although to varying degrees.  
 Around the end of the transformation’s first decade, the oil- and chemical industry, utilities, and 
most of the public sector would be grouped in CNSLR-Frăţia, while most extractive- and heavy 
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industry was organized by Cartel Alfa (plus miners in Meridian and machine-builders in BNS). This 
situation roughly coincided with the sizeable differences in restructuring between the different branches 
of the economy. Mining and heavy industry (steel, non-ferrous metallurgy, machine-building) were hit 
hardest by the transformation recession, seeing the biggest cuts in output and employment. The oil- and 
chemical industries and utilities (gas, water, energy), on the other hand, saw an increase of their output 
in comparison to 1990 (FES 2006: 10). Kideckel (2001) argued that due to these developments the 
interests of trade unionists were fundamentally different, and this prohibited the trade union 
confederations from acting together against the government. However, the data on strike participation 
shows something different: In 1999, the year when the country saw most industrial conflict, Romania 
witnessed a peak in both the total number of strikes (a figure dominated that year by strikes in the 
public sector, especially education) and in the number of strikes in manufacturing (Figure 2.3). It seems 
that at least that year trade unions could act together at least in the way of organizing industrial conflict 
at the same time. This can be seen as evidence for the possibility that the various trade unions could 
reconcile their interests that year and form a common front against the government. 
 
Figure 2.3: Worker participation in strikes in Romania, 1992-2007 
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Source: International Labor Organization, author’s calculations based on data available in the Laborsta 
online database (laborsta.ilo.org, retrieved April 12, 2009). 
 
Trying a different interpretation, Martin and Cristescu-Martin (2000) see the events of 1999 as 
resulting from the government’s failure to institutionalize industrial conflict in tripartite commissions. 
The point deserves attention, since more efforts on the part of the government to include unions in 
effective tripartite bodies could have served the government's interests by leaving the 1999 protests 
without guidance by union leadership. But the government was trapped between international 
commitments to the International Monetary Fund and the World Bank and its limited decision-making 
ability, being a broad and fragile center-right coalition of four political parties (Stan 2002). In other 
words, there is little that the government could have offered unions in tripartite bodies. To confirm this 
suspicion, the experience of trade unions in tripartite bodies in other post-communist countries has not 
been very bright. For instance, in Hungary unions in manufacturing gave their support to the 
government, with the Social-Democratic 1994-1998 government not being able to offer much in 
exchange. Nevertheless, the co-option of the manufacturing unions into tripartite bodies meant that the 
government had successfully divided organized labor, so that the strike wave of 1995 in Hungary 
would be limited to the public sector, as a comparison of figures 1 and 2 shows. For unions in 
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manufacturing this meant even more membership decline than was due only to restructuring, with a 
large part of the rank-and-file disappointed by the union leadership’s choices (Tóth 2001). In contrast, 
in Romania because of the intra-industry division between trade unions, the government would have to 
co-opt more than just one union in industry to ensure that the remaining unions in industry do not lead 
strikes. Co-opting a union on one side of the intra-industry divide would mean supporting that union’s 
interests rather than the other ones', something that would push other unions to take a hostile stance 
towards government. How such a hostile stance developed can be seen better if we switch from a 
snapshot-perspective of industrial conflict in Romania to one that follows key events in the 
development of the scene after the fall of communism. One can distinguish between several periods in 
the development of Romanian trade unions after 1989, based on the relations to the ruling parties and 
the pace and direction of economic reform. While the oil-industry unions kept their power throughout 
transformation, what changed was the situation of unions in mining, steel, and machine-building. 
 
 

1) The Years of Union Power 
 
A first period, encompassing transformation’s first seven years (1990-1997), could be referred to in the 
way trade union leaders themselves call it: the years of union power. 1990 saw the Communist 
monolith General Union of Romanian Syndicates (Uniunea Generală a Sindicatelor din România, 
UGSR) disbanded along intra-industry divisions, with one interviewee suggesting that one of the 
causes for the UGSR’s fall was the inability of sectoral union leaders to reach a decision around who 
would run the union (Bv5 2008). Meanwhile, the process of union creation could develop bottom-up, 
with workers at the country’s biggest plants disbanding the old union and establishing new ones (T1 
2009). The rapid creation of unions in the oil industry, spreading – partly with the help of Western 
trade unions – know-how on organizing and mobilizing to the steel sector (H4 2007), meant that trade 
unions could quickly acquire influence at the local level, based on the massive numbers of members 
they commanded in Romania’s heavy industry. As one union leader declared in an interview, “when 
one [union leader] would step in the governor’s office as the representative of 20,000 people [at a 
single plant] he would take no “no’s” from any governor” (H3 2008). The actual relationship to the 
government was in fact rarely that easy, and could develop into conflict also in these early years. For 
instance, in 1994 the government attempted to close down a steel- and a heavy-machinery plant in the 
Romanian town of Reşiţa; this confronted the unions for the first time with the challenge of mobilizing 
to stop a plant closure. It would turn out to be Cartel Alfa’s first victory, as it convinced the 
government – after a long stand-off - to support investment at the plant and help replace obsolete 
equipment rather than close down the plant altogether. 
 The real power of unions would actually lie in the mining sector, with miners proving perfectly 
capable not only of organizing strikes in their isolated mining communities, but also of disrupting 
politics in the capital. In fact, the miners established a symbiotic relationship to parts of Romania’s 
post-communist Social-Democratic Party (called the National Salvation Front at the beginning of the 
1990s and then later the Party of Social Democracy and Social-Democratic Party). Miners proved 
instrumental to violently crushing the opposition’s protests in Bucharest in June 1990, but became 
increasingly independent one year later. They ousted the government in September 1991 and again 
attempted the same thing in 1992, when instead they reached an agreement (Rus 2007).  
 
 

2) Decline and Backlash: Restructuring and First-Wave Privatizations. 
 
The elections of 1996 brought to power a center-right coalition of four parties that initiated 
restructuring at several metal plants, but focused most of its efforts on the mining sector. The term 
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restructuring most of all and primarily implied layoffs, and, at least in the mining industry, the closure 
of many economic units (mines). The government's approach relied on offering workers substantial 
severance benefits, for instance in the case of miners and steel-workers including the equivalent of 12 
times the worker's monthly wage. Strapped as they were by falling demand for their products and 
having witnessed a long period of diminishing wages (also due to inflation), most workers were happy 
to take the government's offer. In the case of one steel-plant plant studied in this dissertation, 
Siderurgica in the isolated mountain town of Hunedoara, the workers not only did not oppose 
restructuring but asked their union leaders to go to Bucharest and get them even higher severance 
payments. But the government forced the program at a speed that was beyond the capacity of local 
labor markets to offer jobs to the newly unemployed. In Hunedoara the laid-off workers ran out of 
money soon, with little luck in finding new jobs. When the government declared that 60% of the 
workforce would be laid-off over a period of six months in 1999, the union chose to fight and blocked 
restructuring by occupying the plant. In the end the union convinced the new prime-minister to grant 
the enterprise guarantees for a bank loan that would be used for modernizing production facilities.  
 But the real problem for the government turned out to be the mining sector. When sending into 
unemployment 70,000 miners in the Jiu Valley in 1998 (another 13,000 accepted retirement), the 
government apparently thought that the problem of the miners' protest potential would be solved by 
offering miners high enough severance pay and expected them to return to their native regions (Eastern 
Romania, as opposed to the Jiu Valley in Western Transylvania, where most mines are located, Haney/ 
Shkaratan 2003: 6). In January 1999, however, after depleting severance funds and having nothing with 
which to replace the jobs lost in the closing of their mines in the Jiu Valley, the miners forced a march 
on Bucharest, twice defeating the police forces sent to stop them and forcing the government to 
negotiate. The President of the country even pulled the army out of the barracks to block the roads to 
Bucharest. The government nevertheless gained the upper hand once the results of the negotiations 
divided the miners and, in a third and successful clash with the less numerous radical core of the 
miners' movement, the police arrested most of the miners' leaders. Five leaders received long jail 
sentences, and one died in prison. Despite seeing the miner leaders imprisoned, the government lost the 
momentum for further reform, and the prime-minister was replaced, a victim of the infighting between 
the coalition government's several political parties.  
 In machine-building, too, unions stopped restructuring by simultaneously organizing disruptive 
actions in different parts of the country, usually in the form of road blocks. On one occasion in Braşov 
in 1999, workers even captured the Minister of Finance, holding him captive to force negotiations with 
the prime-minister (Ziarul de Iaşi, June 3, 1999). In the same town, an industrial center concentrating 
the country's biggest machine-building plants, later that year the workers also occupied and devastated 
the governor's office (Ziarul de Iaşi, November 6, 1999). 
 Meanwhile, the government's privatization initiatives for the steel sector ended in bitter conflict. 
The first wave of privatizations, mediated by a state agency called the State Property Fund, proved that 
the state was incapable of finding private owners for the steel plants who would be interested in 
investing in production, and not in asset-stripping. 1999-2000 saw a number or privatizations in the 
steel-industry to foreign companies consisting of nothing more than a mail box in Bucharest, Gibraltar 
or New York. Facing mounting wage arrears due to the new owner's incapacity to maintain stable 
production, the trade unions’ response was to block the new owners' actions at these plants and demand 
that the plants be returned into state property. The unions would achieve four such re-nationalizations 
through a mix of disruptive actions such as road blocks in battles that lasted until 2003. The most 
dramatic of these standoffs, over the privatization of the Reşiţa steel mill to the American company 
Noble Ventures, which last almost three years (Financial Times, April 18, 2005), is studied in the 
dissertation's Chapter 4 (together with other cases). The other three re-nationalized plants were 
Petrotub in Roman, Tepro in Iaşi, and the steel-mill in Oţelu Roşu. 
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 Figure 2.4 shows the approval rate in the Romanian population for organizing strikes, at two 
different moments in transformation, in regional comparison. Similarly to many other post-communist 
countries (I include Bulgaria, the Czech Republic, and Estonia next to the countries included in the 
previous figures), Romania has seen a strong rise in the numbers of its citizens that approve of strike 
action. The figure shows that Romania is in no way exceptional in the extent to which its population 
came to support strikes, even though in Romania the actual strike pattern singles out the country from 
the post-communist region (see Figure 2.2). Figure 2.4 shows also countries that have witnessed the 
opposite trend, of diminishing support in the population for strikes (Ukraine), but levels nevertheless 
remain comparable to the only Western European country included in the two-wave Post-Communist 
Publics Survey, Germany (without Eastern Germany).  
 
Figure 2.4: Approval of strike threats in the population, various post-communist countries and 
Western Germany, early 1990s and late 1990s 
  

Source: Author's calculations based on the Post-Communist Publics Survey, part of the Post-Communist Citizen 
Project (Barnes/ Simon 1998, Wessels/ Klingemann 2006).28 
 

From a trade union perspective, the single most dramatic event that turned into an infamous 
symbol of this first wave of privatizations was the assassination of trade union leader Virgil Săhleanu 
in September 2000 at the steel plant Tepro in Iaşi. Criminal investigations later established that the 
murder was commissioned by the (already private) plant's general manager together with a foreign 
investor (Adevărul 2005, March 3). The unions saw and portrayed the state as the main culprit for the 
assassination, which for them became symbolic of the state's inability to find 'proper' investors (Ziua, 
September 8, 2000, citing the Cartel Alfa leader). Also, the asset-stripping of the steel plant in Călan, 

                                                 
28 The specific question asked was “Do you approve of a community using the following ways to protest or do you think 
they are unacceptable?”, with the following “ways to protest” included: “petition, boycotts, lawful demonstrations, 
threatening to go on strike, wildcat strike, occupying buildings/factories”. Answers consisted of “approve strongly”, 
“approve”, “disapprove”, “disapprove strongly” (Central Archive for Empirical Social Research, University of Cologne, 
2005). In the early 1990s the percentage of respondents approving the use of strike threats was 52,80% in Romania, 70% in 
Ukraine, 54,90% in Poland, 47,20% in Hungary, 61,20% in the Czech Republic, 32,50% in Estonia, 54,90% in Bulgaria 
(data for Western Germany not available). In the late 1990s the percentage of respondents approving the use of strike threats 
was 66,30% in Romania, 55,60% in Ukraine, 50,90% in Poland, 47,80% in Hungary, 76,20% in the Czech Republic, 
70,50% in Estonia, 62,10% in Bulgaria, 61,50% in Western Germany. 
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Hunedoara, a privatization that the trade unions initially backed, was important in convincing the trade 
unions that the government was less interested in keeping the country's industry alive than in feeding 
its hungry political clientèle (Agerpress, February 2, 2009, citing the former trade union leader in 
Călan). 
 
 
3) The Second Wave of Privatizations, 2002-2004, and the Stabilization of Industrial Relations 

 
The elections in December 2000 brought the Social-Democrats back to power, in numbers strong 
enough to witness something unseen ever since 1992, a single-party government. The period would 
bring a stabilization in industrial relations due to the government finalizing privatizations in the 
country's heavy industry, the emergence of a more transparent and united employer's network to engage 
in tripartite negotiations, and the adoption of a new labor code. The new government proved much 
better at imposing privatization by force than its predecessor, while also using generous severance 
payments and at, least in the case of the machine-building center in Braşov, a strategy of co-opting 
union leaders.29 In the steel sector, the government eventually turned to the unions' side in two 
standoffs between private employers suspected of asset-stripping and workers in Reşiţa and Oţelu 
Roşu, accepting to cancel the two plants' privatizations. Yet with Romania already in the process of 
accession to the European Union (EU), the steel industry could not remain in state hands. Furthermore, 
an important transnational business group, Mittal Steel, was interested in the steel industry and received 
the Social-Democrats support in acquiring the country's biggest steel plant in Galaţi (BBC News, 
February 14, 2002). The same group also acquired two more plants, the ones in Hunedoara and Roman, 
but conditioned the takeover of the plants on the government's ability to impose 50% layoffs. The 
unions fought the terms of privatization bitterly, but the government imposed them by making 
unprecedented - at least in the steel sector - use of the police (B4 2007). The other steel producers to 
enter Romania in 2002-2004 next to Mittal Steel were Russia's TMK and Mechel, initially acquiring 
the plant in Reşiţa (TMK, 2004) and Târgovişte (Mechel, 2002), and later taking over three other 
(smaller) plants. Part of the deal that convinced the unions to accept these privatizations was that the 
government issued a law in 2002 canceling the debt of enterprises to the state budget (Ziarul Financiar, 
October 27, 2003) and asking employers to sign a social contract with the unions, to last for several 
years, that would return the plant to state property if the employer failed to meet the obligations in the 
social contract (Calcagno/ Hefner/ Dan 2006).  
 The figure below shows some labor market outcomes of government reforms in Romania. The 
large numbers of workers shed especially in the transformation’s first decade – the drop in the number 
of full-time employees from 47% in 1993 to 33% in 1999 - was achieved at the expense of a staggering 
increase in the number of retirees from 19% in 1993 to 37% in 2005. The drop in union members and 
the rise in the number of retirees seem to go hand in hand. At the same time, the percentage of people 
declaring union membership in the total number of employees decreased dramatically, from 29% in 
1993 to 14.6% in 2005. Unemployment peaked around 1999 at 7.8%, to decrease to pre-1993 levels in 
2005 (4.8%). The number of people in the “housewives”-category also increased tremendously during 
transformation, from 4.4% in 1993 to 13.1 and 13.3% in 1999 and 2005, respectively.  

                                                 
29 The Social-Democrats offered union leaders top positions on the party’s local list of candidates in the parliamentary 
elections of 2004. I studied how the government dealt with the union stronghold in Braşov in two rounds of fieldwork in 
2008. 
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Figure 2.5: Employment categories in Romania, 1993-2005  
Source: Author’s calculations based on the World Values Survey database (World Values Survey 
Association, 2009). The percentage of union members is calculated as the union members’ percentage in the 
total number of employees (formal and informal), including the self-employed.  
 
 The end of privatizations brought stabilization also to the employer side, with unions in the steel 
sector for the first time meeting private employers over negotiating a branch-level collective agreement 
in 2004. The adoption of a new Labor Code in 2003, to replace the pre-1989 one, brought further 
stabilization to the country's industrial relations. The government faced a united front of trade unions in 
the negotiations over the labor code, a fact that was seen by several sources as a success for labor. 
Thus, free-market economists Coyne and Leeson (2004: 244) decry the adoption of the Code as it 
“make[s] it extremely difficult to hire short-term labor and make[s] the process of firing employees 
arduous”, and sociologist Pasti (2006: 54) notes that the code included “a vast network of employer 
obligations”. After the Social-Democrats lost the elections in 2004, the new right-wing government 
accepted the employers' demand to renegotiate the Labor Code. Pasti (2006: 54-55) writes that the 
employers had for the first time overcome the divide between foreign and local employers and had 
made radical proposals for abolishing unlimited work contracts and collective agreements. The trade 
unions stopped both proposals, but accepted to renegotiate parts of the Code. 
 Ever since, the country's industrial relations scene has seen a break from the contentious 
patterns of the end of the 1990s and beginning of the 2000s. Following Romania's obligations as a 
country negotiating EU-accession and - starting with 2007 - as an EU-member, trade unions saw 
increasing inclusion into the process of policy-making at the national level, with the overall verdict so 
far being that the EU-acquis communautaire, coupled with the strength of Romanian trade unions, have 
led to an improvement in labor standards unseen in countries with weaker trade unions, such as Poland 
or Estonia (Trif 2008). However, Romanian trade unions have not escaped the dilemma of the inclusion 
in national politics (Offe/ Wiesenthal 1980), their increased influence at the national level costing them 
some of their influence on the ground. The trade unions might have become vulnerable to discontent 
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from below, mostly by accepting the government's and employers’ arguments for coupling wages to 
productivity increases in a country still witnessing low standards of living and continuing increases of 
consumer prices. Thus, in 2008 the country's biggest steel-plant, ArcelorMittal Galaţi, responsible for 
77% of Romania's steel production, was crippled by an illegal strike at the coke-processing section, 
involving some 3,000 of the plant's 16,000 employees and organized by a rogue trade union 
unrepresented at the national or the branch level (Mediafax, April 15, 2008). The union demanded in 
the name of the workers a 100% wage increase, while the established unions of the Cartel Alfa had 
achieved only a 9% increase. It remains to be seen whether the unions can manage such discontent. On 
the other hand, some unions (Cartel Alfa and BNS) also recently had some successes by organizing the 
workers at the green-field site of Nokia's new plant near Cluj and winning a three-week strike at the 
Renault car-plant in Piteşti, both in 2008 (Ziua de Cluj, February 20, 2008, BBC News, April 11, 2008). 
This demonstrates that they are capable of functioning under the conditions of more consolidated 
capitalism. 
 
 

2.3. Managing Discontent in Ukraine 
 
Transformation brought Ukrainian workers a tremendous deterioration of living standards, the various 
aspects of which – in terms of employment, wages, housing, access to health services, education – are 
covered in Mandel 2004, Simonchuk 2005, and Zon 2000 (for a regional comparison see Libanova 
2007). A recent article (Stuckler/ King/ McKee 2009) spurred the debate again by arguing that mass 
privatization has led to a “post-communist mortality crisis” due to stress- and alcoholism-related 
illnesses that devastated the ranks of the ‘restructured’ (massively laid-off) workers, particularly in CIS 
states. Although Ukraine stands out as the Eastern European country with trade unions undertaking 
little to no efforts to mitigate the effects of economic reforms on workers, the country has seen its share 
of industrial conflict. The situation in Ukraine features the following three characteristics. First, 
similarly to Poland and Hungary, Ukraine's peak in industrial conflict occurred at the beginning of 
transformation. Second, unlike in the Romanian case, most industrial conflict in Ukraine can be traced 
back to the mining sector, while unions in manufacturing showed much less initiative to organize 
opposition to employers. The figure below shows strikes in Ukraine's manufacturing sector in 
comparative perspective, Ukraine's manufacturing industry showing one of the lowest shares in the 
total number of strikes in the region. 
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Figure 2.6: Ukraine's silent manufacturing sector. Average share of manufacturing workers in 
the number of total strike participants, in several Eastern European countries and the UK, 1990-
2007 
Source: Author's calculations based on ILO data. 
 
Third, as shown in Figure 2.7 below, contention in industry took place predominantly in the country's 
Eastern regions, the home of most of Ukraine's mining and heavy-industry sectors (Pan'kova/ 
Ivashchenko 2006). The country's Western half saw much less industrial conflict, or, better said, The 
Federation of Ukrainian Trade Unions (FPU) did not lead such conflict to the extent this happened in 
the East. FPU leaders in the West were reluctant to join the strike movement started by Donbass 
workers, suspecting that the latter's strikes were instrumental to the political goal of gaining autonomy 
for the Donbass region (Pan'kova/ Ivashchenko 2006: 242), and also facing far less competition from 
new unions, which predominantly emerged among Eastern Ukraine’s miners (Pleines 2004). 
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Figure 2.7: The number of enterprises and organizations on strike in 1990-2004 in Ukraine and 
in its Eastern region of Donetsk (Donets’ka oblast') 
Source: Adapted from Pan'kova/ Ivashchenko 2006: 241. 
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One possible explanation for Ukraine's much lower strike rates than in other countries – despite 

seeing equally harsh economic conditions – is the difference in how Ukrainian governments 
approached the reform process of the country's industry throughout transformation. For instance, while 
Romania's heavy industry (steel and machine-building) was subject to thorough restructuring in the 
form of mass layoffs as early as 1997, the situation in Ukraine was very different. The Ukrainian steel 
sector never came close to the numbers of workers sent into unemployment or retirement in Romania 
or Poland by 2000 (between 50-70%, see FES 2006, Sznajder 2006), with current employment 
numbers similar to numbers at the beginning of transformation (labor restructuring in steel never 
reached 10% of the 1990 labor force, with the industry employing 440,000 in 1990 and 423,000 in 
2002, Mykhnenko 2004: 49). Civil machine-building saw massive job loss, about 78% of the 1992 
workforce. Indeed, machine-building and metal-processing in general were at the heart of labor market 
restructuring in Ukraine, the industrial sector to see the biggest drop in employment, from 3m in 1990 
to a staggering 1,8m in 1995, and down again to 974,000 in 2001 (Simonchuk 2005: 17, using data 
from the State Statistics Office of Ukraine). However, the decrease in jobs did not take place via 
massive layoffs (as in Romania, for instance, with government-supported severance pay packages); the 
case studies analyzed in the empirical chapters suggest that most employees left by themselves because 
of the very low wages in the sector. The only sector to see restructuring in the form of massive layoffs 
and simultaneous closure of enterprises over a short period of time was the mining sector, but even 
there the layoffs – some 25% of the pre-restructuring workforce - never came close to the situation in 
neighboring countries such as Romania or Poland, where layoffs reached up to two thirds of the 
workforce by 2001 (60% in Romania and 41% in Poland, Haney/Shkaratan 2003: 4). The government 
abandoned the restructuring program in the mining sector in 2001, in a return to an industry model 
relying on increasing production through high levels of subsidization (Ibid.: 10). 
 Figure 2.8 below presents survey data on the development of union membership in Ukraine and 
other labor market indicators, such as percentage of full-time and part-time employees, retirees, and 
unemployed. Data comes from the World Values Survey and is confirmed by data in the Post-
Communist Publics Survey; I present here the numbers from the WVS since it includes more data 
points and variables. The data shows an interesting trend: While the numbers of full-time employees 
decline together with the numbers of union members in the transformation’s first decade, a growth in 
full-time employment in the 2000s does not bring about a reversal in the trend of declining 
membership. This is probably partly due to the fact that full-time employment is growing through job 
creation in the private sector and at green-field sites, areas that Ukrainian unions have difficulties 
organizing. 
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Figure 2.8: Employment categories for Ukraine, 1990-2005  
Source: Author’s calculations based on the World Values Survey database (World Values Survey Association 
2009). The percentage of union members is calculated as the union members’ percentage in the total number of 
employees, including the self-employed. Data points for 1990 are taken from the WVS conducted in the Russian 
Federation on the assumption that data for Russia comes close to Ukraine, as no WVS was conducted in Ukraine 
at the beginning of transformation. Data from the Post-Communist Publics Survey confirms this assumption, 
finding 87.9% union members in Ukraine among those “working full-time” in January 1991 and only 38.5% in 
December 1998. 
 
The other explanation I offer links the lower strike rate to the 'structural constraints' faced by trade 
unions in Ukraine. Even more than the Yeltsin administration in Russia, the government allowed 
Ukrainian trade unions to carry on performing tasks of distributing social benefits (Davis 2001: 108), 
tasks that came at the expense of more militant action, such as leading worker protests. In the face of 
mounting worker discontent with reforms, unions could dodge the task of actually leading worker 
protests and instead perform tasks of administering social benefits that governments and local 
authorities did not take over. Only when the economic crisis brought by the transformation recession 
became so bad as to undermine the enterprises' ability to pay for social benefits would trade unions 
accept a more militant role. Trade unions would switch back to the model of providing social benefits 
as soon as the economic situation would allow enterprises to pay for at least some of these benefits.  
 To illustrate the idea of how the unions' return to providing social benefits came about, I 
distinguish between three phases in the development of Ukrainian trade unions during transformation 
and I introduce a Ukrainian industrial union that has seen a drop in employment during transformation 
similarly to what the Romanian steel industry has experienced. The first phase – marked by the 
exceptionally high participation in strikes in 1989-1991 – was set off by the fall of the Soviet Union 
and the miners' strikes that accompanied it. It led to the creation of new unions predominantly in 
mining in Russia and Ukraine, but most workers (also in mining) retained membership of the FPU, the  
Federation of Trade Unions of Ukraine, the successor of the Soviet-era union and a proponent of the 
social-benefits model. The second phase was marked by increased mobilization in response to the 
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deepening transformation recession and reached its peak in the 1997 strike wave. The third phase saw 
trade unions move away from protests, to the extent that the country's partial recovery from the 
transformation recession allowed FPU unions to resume their social-benefits-providing mission. While 
discussing the three phases and especially the latter two (less dominated by unions in mining) I will 
provide an overview of developments in and around Ukraine's Farm- and Auto-Machine Builders' 
Union, a union that has been at the center of economic turmoil and also protest activities, but later 
returned to the distributive model of providing social benefits. 
 
  

1. Pre-1994 Strikes and Mobilization 
 

The strike wave that spread across the Soviet mining sector in 1989-1991 would leave deep traces in 
the Ukrainian trade union scene (Borisov 1993; Crowley 1995; Pleines 2004). Similarly to Russia, 
Ukraine also saw the establishment of new, independent trade unions, distancing themselves from the 
model of the communist successor unions that continued to administer social benefits and tolerate 
management union membership. The main newly-established union was the miners' NPGU union 
(Nezalezhna profspilka hirnykiv Ukrainy, The Independent Trade Union of Miners of Ukraine).30 It 
soon spread into other branches by establishing “independent” trade unions among dockers and 
especially transport workers, and founded the Confederation of Free Trade Unions of Ukraine 
(Konfederatsiia vil’nykh profspilok Ukrainy, KVPU) with workers from these other branches. 
Confronted with a government-initiated offensive against KVPU unions in the public sector in 1992, 
workers organized by the KVPU shortly lost momentum, but protests erupted again with the national 
strike in June 1993. The strike opposed the government's reform program and was aimed at forcing the 
resignation of President Leonid Kravchuk, the main culprit in the workers' eyes for the worsening of 
living standards. The strike was initiated by the miners and was concentrated in Eastern Ukraine. It 
ended only after Parliament agreed to hold a referendum on the population's confidence in the President 
and the Parliament (Crowley 1995: 62). The promise was not kept, but elections followed already in 
1994, seeing all candidates for President running on platforms supporting worker and especially miner 
demands (Mandel 1994). The winner of the elections, Leonid Kuchma, ignored the promises made in 
the campaign and initiated a vast program of reforms that set the stage for a new protest wave.  
 

2. Mid 1990’s - The Ukrainian Strike Movement (Miners, Machine-building) 
 

Worker protests gained momentum again around 1996-1997, but were to a much larger extent the result 
of spontaneous action by workers protesting over wage arrears and worsening living standards than the 
result of coordinated union action. The 1996-1997 strike wave saw no more political strikes or attempts 
to co-ordinate regional strikes, with the exception, again, of the mining sector. According to Pan'kova 
and Ivashenko (2006: 243), the government controlled by President Leonid Kuchma also pursued a 
harsher policy towards protesters, using police, punitive layoffs, and arrests to intimidate strike 
organizers. In fact, the government's approach was much more nuanced, at least in the mining sector: 
The government used more aggressive methods (initiating court investigations and sentencing leaders) 
only in the case of the NPGU. At the same time it courted the FPU-affiliated PPVP industrial union, 
organizing some two thirds of the miners (PPVP - Profspilka pratsivnykiv vugol’noi promislivosti, the 
Union of Mining Industry Workers). The government offered PPVP leaders positions in the 
administration, including the job of a deputy prime-minister, and increased the financial support for 

                                                 
30  All abbreviations of names of Ukrainian organizations in this dissertation refer to the organizations’ names in Ukrainian. 
For the NPGU, however, despite giving in the text above the full name in Ukrainian, I will use the abbrevation NPGU 
(abbreviated from the organization’s name in Russian) as is its very common in the literature. 
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PPVP activities. By 1998 the government had reached agreements with both NPGU and PPVP (Pleines 
2004). In manufacturing, strike activity was strongest in 1997 (if one excludes the pre-1994 phase), 
with roughly 14,000 workers going on official strikes that year; the figure would drop dramatically 
after 1998, with no annual participation numbers ever exceeding 1,000 workers after 1999.  
 
 

3. Restoration 
 
The third phase started around 2000 and lasted until the world economic crisis reached Ukraine in 
2008. It was a phase characterized by relative economic stability of the economy and slow recovery 
from the transformation recession. Unions refrained from industrial conflict, the most influential of 
them preferring to distribute social benefits rather than interfere in employment relations. The period, 
however, was not void of industrial conflict. It is just that such conflict was marginal, with the large 
industrial unions doing little to support the plant-level organizations that occasionally entered into 
conflict with employers over issues such as pay and working conditions. To illustrate this, I will 
introduce the example of one of Ukraine's industrial unions in machine-building, a union that saw a 
change from a militant period around the end of the 1990s to a return to providing social benefits in the 
2000s: Ukraine's Auto- and Farm-Machine-Building Workers' Union (Profspilka pratsivnykiv 
avtomobil’nogo ta sil’s’kogospodar’skogo mashynobuduvannia Ukrainy, ASMU).   
 
 

ASMU Unions during the Transformation Recession 
 
Ukrainian machine-building is one of the sectors that best embodied the larger national trend of a 
country that saw Eastern Europe’s deepest and longest transformation recession (excluding war-hit 
economies). After 1992 the ASMU lost 74% of its half-a-million members during transformation, with 
most of the difference due to the massive closure wave and downsizing of enterprises; the percentage 
of union members in the sector remained, despite such closures, at around 90%.31  Throughout 
transformation, living conditions continued to deteriorate, with wage increases doing little to 
compensate for the rise in consumer prices (yearly increases below inflation rates until 2000) and, also 
in the machine-building sector, substantially and constantly falling below the manufacturing sector 
wage average, a dynamic presented in Figure 2.9. 
 

                                                 
31 In January 1991 the ASMU had 520,000 members and in 1996 only 360,000. Density in the sector had remained 
unchanged over these years, at 96% (Mandel 1997: Interview with the ASMU chairman). By 2003 the ASMU membership 
had halved again, down to 156,030 members, while the figure for 2007 was 128,302 members. The unionization rate had 
also fallen, down to 87% (A2 2008). 
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Figure 2.9: Dynamics of the average monthly wage in selected industrial sectors 
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historical exchange rate data on www.oanda.com  

 
While Pańków and Kopatko (2001) noted the general apathy of Ukrainian trade unions and 

failure to defend workers’ interests during transformation, the picture among ASMU organizations 
around the end of the transformation’s first decade was very different. Labor in civil machine-building 
did not go down without a fight during transformation. A member of the successor to the Soviet-era 
union, the Ukrainian Federation of Trade Unions (FPU), ASMU contrasted in many ways with the 
general picture of passive and non-influential FPU unions in the face of reforms that “devastated 
millions of workers” (Kubicek 2004: 166-167; Pańków/ Kopatienko 2001; Borisov/ Clarke 2006). 

ASMU stands out due to its fight for trade union independence by prohibiting managers from 
joining trade unions. Despite a deep divide between ASMU’s central leadership and plant-level and 
regional leaders over this issue, with central leaders supporting independence, ASMU had some 
important results. First, ASMU achieved in 1997-1998 the change of its formal statutes to exclude 
management from union positions (either being elected to union positions or negotiating on behalf of 
the union). Second, ASMU achieved the inclusion of a provision forbidding management to enter 
unions in the new Law on Trade Unions (1998-1999). Parliament watered down the provision by 
restricting its effects to company owners and general managers, but within ASMU new statutes forbade 
union membership to all management ranks down to shop foremen (Mandel 2004: 170). 

Machine-building remains a deeply divided industrial sector, with as many as eleven unions 
negotiating the sectoral agreement with the government in 1998. Ten years later (in January 2008) there 
were still ten industrial unions left, including e.g. ASMU, the Ship-Building Workers, the Electronics-
Industry Workers, the Military Industry Workers, and Aviation. ASMU stood out in the 1998 
negotiations as the only union in the machine-building sector to enter into conflict with the government 
– back then under the leadership of President Leonid Kuchma - over the issue of minimum wage levels. 
The government wanted to keep a minimum wage that was below the poverty line, a proposal that 
ASMU refused to support, despite being hardly able to do anything about it. (For other similar 
instances, see Mandel 2004: 171.) 

ASMU also stood out for its critical stance towards the dominant approach among post-Soviet 
unions in Russia and Ukraine, the so-called ‘social partnership’ approach. Initially imported from 
Western vocabulary, social partnership became the mantra of traditional post-Soviet unions in most of 
the CIS countries, with little attention paid to the fact that ‘partnership’ implied some measure of equal 
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power between partners (state, employers, and unions). Needless to say, such equality between partners 
was largely absent and unrealistic in the post-Soviet political economy (Ashwin 2004; Ashwin/ Clarke 
2003; Borisov/ Clarke 2006). The unions’ partners in tri-partite organizations also today fail to deliver 
on the most basic demands of unions, such as the timely payment of wages or the increase of minimum 
wages to the subsistence-wage level, but this has led to little criticism among unions of the usefulness 
of the ‘social partnership’ approach in post-Soviet unions (Borisov/ Clarke 2006). The ASMU 
leadership around the end of the 1990s was an exception from this pattern, showing little understanding 
for the failure of ‘partners’ to respect and enforce sectoral agreement stipulations on wage payments 
and minimum levels. It also pressured plant-level unions to respect sectoral agreements, achieving that 
in 2000 about 70% of plant organizations reached the target of wage levels as laid-out in the sectoral 
agreements. This, however, was about to change dramatically due to a change in leaders and after the 
Kharkiv regional organization lost influence within ASMU (Mandel 2004). 

 
 

Restoration of the Social-Benefits Model and Margin alization of Contention 
Within ASMU 
 
Restoration of the Social-Benefits Model  
 
Mandel (2004) explains ASMU’s exceptional stance with reference to its atypical 1991-1999 central 
leader – coming from employee-ranks rather than from the union bureaucracy - and the influence of the 
Kharkiv regional organization within ASMU. Accounting for more than a quarter of ASMU’s members 
in the 1990s, the Kharkiv regional organization – from among the country’s 25 - was Ukraine’s first 
labor organization to declare its independence from state and management in May 1990 (Mandel 2004: 
168). It played the main part in shaping ASMU politics, by supporting the move towards union 
independence, the wave of worker militancy in the 1990s’ second half (pushing for a national general 
strike), and the Socialist Party in politics (Mandel 2004: 183-187).  

 In late 1999 ASMU underwent a change in leadership, the new union president being much 
more supportive of ‘social partnership’ than his predecessor. The extent to which ASMU organizations 
reached the target of wage levels as laid-out in the sectoral agreements fell from 70% to 50%, despite 
the overall economic improvement (Mandel 2004:182). This roughly coincided also with the decline in 
influence of the Kharkiv regional organization, with all but one of the large machine-producing plants 
in that region shut down during the beginning of the 2000s. The regional organization that would rise to 
take the place of Kharkiv would be the one in Zaporizhia, with some 30,000 members also nowadays, 
of which 16,000 at the country’s biggest car-building plant, The Zaporizhia Automobile-Building Plant 
(Zaporiz’kyi Avtomobilebudivel’nyi Zavod, ZAZ). ZAZ would quickly become one of the sector’s few 
profitable plants, largely after the 2002 privatization to a local businessman. In comparison with the 
late 1990s, production rose sixfold. There was also a substantial increase in wages, and therefore also 
in the money that the ZAZ plant-level organization received from members and re-directed to central 
ASMU organs (while keeping 70% of funds for itself). Figure 2.10 shows how car-production 
developed in Ukraine ever since the fall of the Soviet Union. At least 60% of the yearly amount can be 
attributed to ZAZ, given that ZAZ is by far the biggest car-producer in the country (220,000 cars per 
year, in comparison to only 88,000 produced by the second-biggest car manufacturer, Bohdan 
Holding). 
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Figure 2.10: In and out of the transformation recession: Car production in Ukraine, 1992-2007 
(in thousands of units)Source: State Statistics Committee of Ukraine. 

 
The rise of the ZAZ plant and its union’s social partnership approach would go hand-in-hand 

with one of the country’s biggest defeats of militant unionism, the battle over Kharkiv’s Serp i Molot 
(“Sickle and Hammer”) plant. Three years of protests over wage arrears and plant closure would prove 
fruitless, and in 2004 authorities closed down Serp i Molot, laying-off the last remaining 300 workers 
(down from 17,000 at the beginning of transformation; Yednist’ November 2003). Years of 
demonstrations, road blocks, clashes with the police, but also negotiations with the government failed 
to rescue the plant or to fully return wage arrears, despite the government’s publicly-stated 
commitment to support workers’ demands (Yednist’ September 2003). Serp i Molot, producing engines 
for farm machines, was also somewhat of a relic of the situation in the 1990s – a large, state-owned 
enterprise, with no future due to the collapse of its main clients such as Ukraine’s farm-machine plants 
(Ibid.). In contrast, ZAZ was a privately owned enterprise, had seen investment and an owner 
successfully lobbying the government for measures to protect ZAZ from external competition by 
raising import tariffs (Zon 2000). Next to its own production of Ukrainian cars, ZAZ assembles cars of 
some of the world’s top producers, such as Mercedes, Renault, GM, and Russian car-manufacturer 
VAZ (personal observation, fieldwork 2007).  

The rise of ZAZ is important because of the private owner’s support for union-managed 
provision of social benefits at the plant. Step-by-step, ever since taking over the plant in 2002, the new 
owner has re-introduced many welfare elements at the plant.32 Management extends about Euro 1m a 
year in funds for the union to administer, about four times more than the union collects in membership 
fees (ZAZ 2005). The result is that management offers the union the possibility of functioning as a 
distributive, Soviet-type union, instead of an organization representing workers. Also, the line dividing 

                                                 
32 The employer at ZAZ thus resembled increasingly the paternalist factory boss in Burawoy’s (1985: 95-99) depiction of 
19th-century Lancashire textile industry. “Factory owners […] exercised their influence by constructing a communal leisure 
life around the factory through the erection of swimming baths, day schools, Sunday schools, canteens, gymnasia, libraries 
and, above all, churches. There were local sports events, trips to the countryside and workers’ dinners at the master’s 
residence. There were public ceremonies […] to celebrate [the master’s] political victories. In this way employees came to 
identify with the fortunes and interests of their employer. What industrial conflict there was, particularly strikes, had a 
ritual, pacific quality” (Burawoy 1985:97). 
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management from union is very thin at ZAZ: The current trade union chairman is the plant’s former 
production manager (something that violates the ASMU statute, ASMU 2005: 7).  

 
 

Marginalization of Conflict Within ASMU 
 

One important divide in the world of ASMU lies between automobile plants such as ZAZ, the truck 
plant in Kremenchuk, and the bus-plant in L’viv, and the plants specialized in farm-machines and spare 
parts. The former, led by their general directors, united in a powerful lobby in 1997 to convince the 
Kuchma-regime to protect their markets by extending credit to consumers or by setting up tariffs to 
protect them from external competition (Yegorov 2004). Furthermore, these plants – and especially 
ZAZ – continued to rely on production in the form of assembling cars actually produced abroad (cars 
are assembled to 80% from parts produced elsewhere, Ibid.). Companies such as ZAZ and the car plant 
in Lutsk – now Bohdan Holding – nowadays function more as gate-keepers of the Ukrainian car 
market, allowing car imports to enter the Ukrainian market mainly by passing through their assembly 
lines (Ibid.).  
 Farm-machine plants were less lucky for one major reason. In the absence of a powerful lobby, 
the Kuchma-regime privatized most of these plants (some 38) under a fraudulent scheme in 1998, 
allowing shares to be siphoned-off to off-shore companies that postponed any investment in production 
(Kommersant, April 5,.2006). Later in the 2000s, property rights over some of these plants came under 
intense dispute between various business factions. Most often such disputes were settled only by selling 
assets and closing down operations, but in a few cases – such as the combine plants in Kherson and in 
Ternopil’ - these plants nevertheless survived (Delovaya stolitsa, September 10, 2007, and October 27, 
2008). The market for farm-machines is – in comparison to the car-market - highly dependent on credit 
to consumers, something that led to problems even in the few cases where new, private owners showed 
some interest in production (Schodenyi L’viv, October 23, 2008). Counting on government aid to 
extend credit to consumers and producers, private owners would be left without any such credit as soon 
as a change in political power would take place (this happened in Kherson, but the owner of the plant 
owns at least one other factory plagued by the same problems, the farm-machine plant in L’viv, 
Delovaya stolitsa, June 10, 2008; H1 2008). Table 2.2 below offers some evidence for the farm-
machine sector’s much more difficult existence in comparison to the situation of car production; while 
the production of cars increased fourfold in 2003-2007, the production of grain combines is decreasing. 
 
Table 2.2: Machine-production in Ukraine, 2003-2007  
(the table does not cover the entire spectrum of machine-production in the country) 
 

 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 
Grain 
combines 

101 305 308 - 137 

Passenger cars 
(thousands) 

98,3 174 192 267 380 

Buses 2558 2598 4655 7660 9127 
 
* Data are confidential according to the Law on State Statistics of Ukraine as in that year (2006) there were only 
two enterprises left that produced combines in Ukraine. I estimate production at around 200, given that in 2006 
Kherson did not produce any combines, while in the previous ones it produced around 100 per year. Source: 
State Statistics Committee of Ukraine. 
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The result of the state’s low support levels was that private owners in the farm-machine part of 
the industry had less or no money for supporting social benefits schemes, and therefore at these plants 
there was more potential for contention and militant worker action. For instance, the ‘success-stories’ 
of ZAZ and the truck plant in Kremenchuk have filled the pages of the ASMU newspaper - Yednist’ - 
for several years, with Yednist’ editors emphasizing how unions at these plants get along with 
employers without experiencing any contention. Thes stories stand in dark contrast with an equally 
long-lasting type of reporting regarding the dramatic worker protests at the combine-plants in Ternopil’ 
(2006-2007), Kherson (2006-2007, 2008-2009), and the Ball-Bearings Plant in Vinnitsa (2002-2003, 
2006, 2007, 2008-2009), all plants where employers have failed to support social benefits schemes and 
consequently experienced more contention. The empirical chapters will show how conflict-ridden these 
plants were throughout the 2000s, with conflict escalating into strikes and one factory occupation that 
the press reported but that did not make it into the official strike statistics. ASMU left all these plants to 
fight in isolation; for instance, while in 1999 the ASMU central leadership directly took part in solving 
a conflict at the Vinnitsa Ball-Bearings plant, the new leadership, elected in 2000, would not show 
support for its plant-level organizations anymore (for instance, by trying to get directly involved in 
negotiations with employers). The ASMU leader did not travel even once to any of these conflict-
ridden sites, leaving the regional organizations to fight these battles without the support of central-level 
unions (to which they were paying part of their dues). 

The developments at the plant-level – trade union organizations hardly able to pose any threats 
to employers – are echoed also at the national-level. The Orange Revolution in 2004 seemed to bring 
some new blood to the trade union scene. First, the KVPU – and especially the miners' union NPGU – 
mobilized in support of the Orange political parties, something that meant that the government would 
show less hostility towards trade unions than in the times of the Kuchma regime, when the head of the 
Ukrainian Secret Service called the unions a threat to national security (Kubicek 2004). The 
declarations of both the new president of the country, Victor Yushchenko, and of Yulia Tymoshenko, 
the head of government in 2005 and in 2007-2010, welcomed an increase in the role of trade unions in 
society (and specifically in the enforcement of labor legislation).33 The FPU, too, showed signs of 
independence: The Orange Revolution brought a change in leadership at the top, with the new leaders 
mobilizing an unprecedented crowd of some 15,000 in a 2006 anti-government demonstration in Kyiv, 
the highest number that the FPU mobilized ever since the early 1990s (the workers came from the 
FPU's regional organizations from all over the country, Kommersant, May 25, 2006). This deserves 
attention, since it shows that workers trusted the FPU enough to follow its call in 2006 and rally under 
FPU banners.  

Yet these developments actually meant little on the ground, with the FPU continuing to support 
the social-benefits model and social partnership at the explicit expense of tactics that would prove to 
the government and employers that the FPU could be a threat to their policies and would therefore 
deserve more recognition. As a result, the FPU fell prey to a new crisis in 2008: First, one FPU vice- 
chairman was arrested on corruption charges, prompting the resignation of the FPU president. Second, 
a new and nebulous self-proclaimed trade union organization, copying the name and insignia of the 
FPU, launched an attack on FPU property to capture the latter's headquarters and documents in 
November-December 2008 (A3 2008, Kommersant, November 19, 2008). In this context, with a 
leadership paralyzed by fighting to stop what was virtually a take-over and by struggling to elect a new 
chairman, the FPU could do little to mobilize workers to protest over the worsening of living standards 
                                                 
33 In a meeting with FPU leaders in early 2008, President Viktor Yushchenko criticized the FPU for failing to defend 
workers' rights: “Less than 20% of workers believe that union membership actually defends their rights. And it is a question 
of honor for you to increase this indicator ”, said the President, also criticizing the FPU for failing to even try to influence 
government politics in any policy area (Kommersant, February 1, 2008). For an overview of the relations between prime-
minister Tymoshenko and the unions (FPU and KVPU), including the practice of inviting union leaders to government 
meetings, see Kommersant, April 29, 2009. 
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brought by the economic crisis; in a demonstration organized in December 2008, the FPU rallied only 
about 4,000 people in Kyiv (the FPU had expected some 15-20,000 participants, Kommersant, 
December 24, 2008). Furthermore, the FPU does little to support the plant-level units undergoing 
serious crises in their relationships with owners: Wherever the economic crisis caused problems such as 
wage arrears and mass layoffs, struggling workers had to represent themselves all alone, despite being 
members of the FPU (this happened at the L’viv Bus Plant and the Kherson Harvester Plant).  
 
 

2.4. Conclusion 
 
This chapter presented an overview of developments in worker-initiated contention around 
transformation in two post-communist countries. It has argued that there is wide variation between and 
within countries in how Eastern European labor reacted to the deterioration of worker living and 
working standards in the aftermath of market reforms. It has showed that while Romania has seen 
fierce conflict between a trade union scene capable of mobilizing workers on one side and employers 
and governments on the other, Ukrainian trade unions have been much less interested in attempting to 
mobilize workers around challenging transformation-linked policies, at least in the manufacturing 
sector. After two peaks in protest activity in the form of strikes at the beginning of transformation and 
around 1996-1997, labor returned to a less disruptive approach to industrial relations. This might seem 
a result of Ukraine's industry seeing less restructuring than the industries of the country's western 
neighbors. In order to challenge this view, I included in this chapter a discussion of ASMU, the large 
industrial union in machine-building. Despite seeing a drop in employment similar to what we have 
seen in heavily restructured industries in Romania, the ASMU has also steered away from the 
contentious approach that had characterized the industry around the mid-1990s. But contention and 
conflict never truly disappeared from the industrial relations scene, not in Ukraine and also not in the 
rest of post-communist Europe. Either marginalized in farm-machine plants in the world of the ASMU 
in Ukraine, or omnipresent in Romanian manufacturing, contention is present in various forms, from 
official work conflicts and law suits to strikes and factory occupations. The cases that this dissertation 
will discuss in the empirical chapters are episodes of contention in which workers and trade unions not 
only protested over the worsening living and working conditions, but also did so effectively, by 
preventing further deterioration or even reversing it. The dissertation studies precisely those trade 
unions that overcame the difficulties mobilizing workers, posing threats to employers, and breaking 
out of isolation identified in the previous chapter. The next chapter offers a theoretical answer to the 
question how unions can effectively defend the interests of workers when confronted with these 
structural difficulties.    
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Chapter 3: A Theory of Labor Strategy 
 

 

3.1. What Is Labor Interest Representation?  
 
Defining Labor Interest Representation 
The dissertation’s main empirical and theoretical goal is the identification of circumstances under 
which labor representation can take place despite structural difficulties. The most important causal 
claim of the research is that even in difficult political and economic contexts trade unions can develop 
specific strategies that can lead to successful labor representation (i.e. that “strategy” makes labor 
representation possible). By combining several strategic elements, trade unions can defend the interests 
and rights of workers. 
 This chapter explains the theoretical rationale behind the dissertation’s research question: How 
do trade unions ensure effective labor representation given several structural difficulties for labor? 
While Chapter 1 has focused on explaining the concept of structural difficulties, this chapter proceeds 
by introducing the concept of labor interest representation, the dissertation's dependent variable. It then 
moves on to describe what trade unions can do to ensure successful labor representation, and introduces 
the concept of strategy. The dissertation’s aim is to take labor strategy apart and understand its 
constituting elements and whether and how these can bring about successful labor representation. For 
this reason, it first uses a game theoretical approach to develop several expectations about how 
structural difficulties affect the actions of trade unions. Second, it uses theory to identify the three 
strategy elements of shared situational definition, threat potential, and external support. Third, it 
constructs a set of propositions around strategy and strategy elements, which are presented in the 
chapter's third part and predict when and how strategy can bring about labor representation. Part four 
presents the research design and rationale for case selection. 

Rather than labor weakness – the concept presented and criticized in the first chapter - this 
dissertation uses the concept of labor representation as its main dependent variable, arguing that this 
change in focus does a better job of capturing variation than labor weakness. I define labor 
representation as the process through which workers, usually acting collectively organized in a trade 
union, protect their interests in relation to employers and governmental authorities. (Throughout the 
dissertation I also use the term ‘organized labor’ and 'labor', by which I mean both workers and trade 
unions.) According to Claus Offe (1985), a trade union is a coalition of labor suppliers that tries to 
influence the labor exchange between workers and employers. The trade union does this by achieving a 
balance between the following three goals: wage level protection or increases, security of employment, 
and safety of working conditions. Labor must prioritize among these goals, as it is difficult to 
simultaneously maximize all three of them (Offe 1985: 10). I combine Offe’s focus on what a trade 
union is and what its goals are with Richard Hyman’s (1997: 310) definition of labor representation 
(Hyman uses the term “employee representation”) as a concept combining three dimensions. The 
process of labor representation needs to be to some extent autonomous of management’s interests and 
influence, effective - it should reach its goals or a combination thereof at least partly, and legitimate -
these goals should be compatible with workers’ initial demands (Hyman 1997).34 

                                                 
34  Hyman (1997) uses the term “efficient” rather than “effective” in describing the outcome-dimension of labor 
representation. I, however, follow Klanderman (1989) in using the term “effectiveness” as it relates to goal achievement 
while efficiency relates more to the satisfaction and cooperation of members (Gundelach 1989) or to the relation between 
goal achievement and resources used (Etzioni 1964). 
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By using “labor representation” instead of “labor weakness” as the dependent variable, I take 
issue with the concept of “labor weakness” as it favors outcomes over processes. Outcomes correspond 
only to the effectiveness dimension in Hyman’s conceptualization, while overlooking the two other 
dimensions, autonomy and legitimacy, themselves crucial tasks for labor in post-communist countries. 
Outcomes - for instance union density, collective bargaining coverage, wage increases - are inherently 
difficult to attribute to the agency of labor alone. By adding the dimensions of autonomy and 
legitimacy it becomes easier to determine whether  specific outcomes – observable at the plant level, or 
observable through comparisons between different plants, such as higher wages, better employment 
protection and working conditions – can be attributed to the agency of trade unions or not. The 
interplay between the three dimensions of effectiveness, autonomy, and legitimacy is complex. 
Reaching legitimate goals might sometimes cost the union its autonomy, as management can try to take 
over the union organization. There is no single objective measure for any of these dimensions, as the 
process of labor interest representation has to be studied in relation to what can be achieved in a 
particular context.  

In Hyman (1997) as in more classical sociology (Weber 1947) “autonomy” is a concept that 
refers to an organization – the “representation mechanism”, as Hyman calls it - rather than to the 
organization’s goals and outcomes of its actions. For Weber, an autonomous organization or group is 
one in which the “order governing the group has been established by its own members on their own 
authority”. It constrasts with what Weber calls “heteronomous” organizations, whose order “has been 
imposed by an outside agency” (Weber 1947: 148). Note that Weber’s definition is much more 
restrictive than Hyman’s: it studies the organization from its inception and considers that moment the 
dermining one for making an organization autonomous or not. In Hyman’s account, “autonomy 
indicates the independence of a representation mechanism from the employer” (1997: 310). This 
formulation does not rule out the possibility that an organization can become autonomous even if it was 
not so at its inception. Indeed, in many of the cases presented in this dissertation, unions started 
contention episodes as organizations depending on the employer for their funds and even for keeping 
the plant unionized. Throughout the contention episodes, unions would develop into autonomous 
organizations under worker pressure, coming to act free from and in all the cases against the employer. 
This thesis uses a definition of autonomy that comes closest to Hyman’s definition above: a union (a 
“representation mechanism”) is autonomous when it is independent from the employer, when it is 
capable of following a course of action that is not imposed by an outside agency.    

Legitimacy regards the demands formulated by a union and the outcomes it reaches via its 
actions. It is useful to turn to Scharpf’s (1970) distinction between input and output legitimacy to 
analyze some of the main contributions to legitimacy in the industrial relations literature. On the input 
side, legitimacy requires that the position of the union is informed by the needs of workers and that the 
union reaches such an informed position via dialogue with the workers. Offe and Wiesenthal (1980: 80) 
go as far as arguing that such dialogical action is the essence of the employee collective action, because 
a trade union will always depend, for the realization of its demands, on the degree to which it can 
mobilize workers (or credibly threaten to do so). On the output side, trade unions have to make sure 
that whatever they obtained for the workers via dialogical, autonomous, and effective action also is 
accepted by the workers. This separation between input and output legitimacy is analytically necessary 
because the moment T0 when workers and unions agree on a set of demands and the moment T1 when 
employers and unions agree on demands are successive, i.e. workers cannot know at moment T0 what 
unions and employers will agree on at moment T1. For instance, one of the trade unions to be presented 
later could not convince the employer to decrease the workload, the core demand of workers. Despite 
obtaining instead a series of wage increases, workers could not deal with the workload anymore, and a 
large part of them left the enterprise (incidentally, that was also what the employer wanted), again 
increasing the workload for the workers staying behind and thus further pressuring the union to do 
something about the problem. The example shows that a union cannot achieve successful labor 
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representation without considerations of output legitimacy, without taking into consideration whether 
the outcomes of its actions are actually relevant for the workers in whose names they have been carried 
out. Indeed, Hyman (1997: 311) considers the output aspect of legitimacy the determining one: 
“[legitimacy] is gained and sustained by a record of ‘delivering the goods’, and is lost by a persistent 
(or sometimes a single) failure to deliver”. Hyman also draws our attention to the fact that establishing 
(output) legitimacy often does not rely on the exactness of the fit between worker demands and union-
delivered “goods”. Often legitimacy can rely on “ideological resources”, on the union leadership’s 
“capacity to inform, explain and argue” (Hyman 1997: 311). But what is present in both accounts 
(Hyman’s and Offe and Wiesenthal’s) and is important for understanding the concept of labor 
representation as used throughout this thesis, is that the union has to be in dialogue with its members 
and show its members that either its actions or the outcomes of its actions, or both, correspond to 
worker demands or interests. 

Same as legitimacy, effectiveness operates at the level of concrete worker demands rather than 
at the level of an entire organization (as in the case of autonomy). Effectiveness relates to a union’s 
actual fulfillment of concrete worker demands. Hyman defines the term more in terms of an 
organization’s attributes: effectiveness (“efficacy” in Hyman’s wording) “may be conceptualized partly 
in terms of organizational capacity: the ability to acquire relevant information (intelligence), to 
formulate policies coherently and dynamically (strategy), and to implement them appropriately 
(competence)” (Hyman 1998: 311). Although Hyman’s definition is useful, used as such in this study it 
would pose the threat of conceptually overlapping with the explanatory factors that are conceptualized 
further in this chapter in terms of strategy. In this study, I treat effectiveness not in terms of 
organizational capacity, but as an attribute of specific union actions and outcomes of actions aimed at 
the fulfillment of concrete worker demands.35 The guiding question in establishing whether a union’s 
actions are effective is: Do union actions actually reach outcomes that correspond or approximate the 
goals the union set itself? (I discuss goal achievement further below). 

All three dimensions are needed in order to argue that a “representation mechanism” such as a 
trade union has achieved labor representation. A union can be effective without autonomy and 
legitimacy: It can set its goals without any dialogue with members, and so low or in line with employer 
interests that it can easily achieve them. A union can be autonomous without effectiveness and 
legitimacy, but without legitimacy it is not really representing workers, so one cannot speak of labor 
representation. Third, a union cannot bring about labor representation only by being legitimate: even if 
its actions are informed by member demands and interests, it will not bring about labor representation 
if it fails to ensure the autonomy and effectiveness of its actions. Furthermore, combining two of the 
dimensions also does not ensure labor interest representation. Effectiveness and autonomy alone come 
closest to possibly bringing about labor interest representation, but without legitimacy (without 
pursuing demands relevant to workers) a union can again set its goals too low. Effectiveness and 
legitimacy without autonomy raises the question of how a union can ever be effective in pursuing 
legitimate demands (demands formulated in dialogue with workers) if its actions are imposed by an 
outside agency whose interests typically conflict at least in part with those of workers. Finally, 
legitimacy and autonomy in the absence of effectiveness are not enough to speak of labor interest 
representation since the very purpose of labor interest representation is not met. Whatever demands the 
union and workers formulate and whatever autonomous actions they carry out to fulfill those demands, 

                                                 
35 The reasons why I treat effectiveness as a characteristic of union actions and outcomes and not of unions are, first, the 
need to keep the dissertation’s central subject (labor interest representation) distinct from the explanatory factors identified 
further in this text. The second reason is that for reasons of comparability (trying to hold the actual demands of workers 
over which unions clash with employers constant to a certain extent) the unit of analysis of this study consists of contention 
episodes rather than entire trade union organizations (in the sense of studying unions over their entire lifespans). 
Furthermore, studying the organizational capacity of a union requires different theories and research design than the 
research question regarding the causes for successful labor representation guiding this dissertation.   
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such actions need to reach their aims at least partially in order to talk about labor interest 
representation. Of course, not any outcome will do: in order to talk of labor interest representation, the 
outcome most be relevant to or accepted by workers. 

Summing up, labor interest representation requires all three ingredients. There is no 
representation without legitimacy. As Hyman (1997: 311) points out, legitimacy is basically what 
makes “representatives” “representative”, it is that which puts the “representation” into the concept of 
labor interest representation. Without autonomy, there is no “labor” in “labor interest representation”, 
as in the absence of a representation mechanism’s (a union’s) autonomy we would be speaking of other 
actors’ interest representation, but not of the workers’ representation. Finally, legitimacy (in the sense 
of delivering the goods) requires effectiveness; the union needs to reach outcomes that are relevant for 
and accepted by workers. 

 
Operationalizing successful labor representation 
Throughout the study I use the notion of successful trade unions to capture the phenomenon of unions 
that achieve labor representation. The issue of defining and operationalizing the success of collective 
action has received most attention in the literature on social movements. Most authors define success in 
a way that would come close only to the “efficiency”-dimension of Hyman’s labor representation 
concept (“effectiveness” in my formulation). Success refers to the extent to which an organization or 
“social movement” reaches its goals (on success as goal achievement see Gamson 1975, Johnston 
1994, Ganz 2000, and for a review of the industrial relations literature on goal achievement see Frege 
2002). But gauging the success of instances of collective action – such as organizations or social 
movements – in terms of goal achievement is a notoriously difficult task (Gamson 1968, Huberts 
1989). The problem is that it is often difficult to establish whether goal achievement is an effect of 
collective action or whether it has other causes. Goal achievement can erroneously be attributed to the 
agency of organizations or social movements – the issue of “pseudosuccess” (Huberts 1989: 404). 
Conversely, defining success as goal achievement can also give rise to problems of “pseudofailure”, 
where “one cannot conclude that no influence has occurred simply by a failure to achieve a preferred 
outcome” (Gamson 1968: 66). 

One could also add that organizations such as trade unions and other social movement 
organizations often set themselves goals that are far beyond what they can hope to achieve. Goals such 
as radical societal and political change often prove impossible to achieve, but this does not mean that 
social movement organizations fail to have any influence at all.  

The industrial relations literature often approaches goal achievement as what a union achieves 
in terms of objective measures such as union density, collective bargaining coverage, and wage levels. 
This could be an appropriate approach when making between-country comparisons of trade unions in 
countries facing similar political and economic conditions. Yet when the focus is on the plant level, as 
in the case of this study, density and wage levels have to be gauged in terms of what is achievable in a 
given context. Without in-depth case-studies it is impossible to tell whether differences in wage levels 
between plants are the outcomes of differences in labor representation or of other factors.   
 A number of authors argue for supplementing understandings of success as goal achievement 
with additional measures, such as the capacity of a “social movement” to accumulate resources for the 
future (even in the absence of goal achievement, Klandermans 1989) and its capacity to influence other 
parties, such as state authorities, employers or publics (see Noort 1984 and Huberts 1989). Piven and 
Cloward (1979) have a different understanding of success than the goal-achievement perspective, 
defining success more in terms of the disruption and political reverberations that a “poor people’s 
movement” causes. Frege (2002: 59) rejects measures of goal achievement in favor of measures of the 
unions’ influence on management in her study of Hungarian and Slovenian industrial relations 
(measured as the union leaders’ self-perceived influence on management). 
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 I argue for an understanding of success that uses the distinction between goal achievement and 
influence (a distinction introduced in Huberts 1989, see also Noort 1984: 29-32 for a discussion of 
measuring the “effects” of “social movements” on local government decision-making). Influence in 
these accounts refers to whether a “social movement organization” in some way affected the actions of 
other parties, such as states or employers. (One can easily recognize in this formulation a strong 
similarity to definitions of “power” in sociology and political science; for the purposes of this 
dissertation, it is not necessary to distinguish between power and influence. I will use the term 
influence rather than power since the literature on social movement theory cited above tends to use 
influence rather than power to approximate goal achievement)36 Influence can mean that an 
organization such as a union only partly reached its goals, or that it got something in exchange for 
abandoning its initial goals. Process-tracing via fieldwork can show in each case whether unions had 
influence over management or authorities or not. In most cases this is not a difficult task: Wage raises 
or returns of wage arrears are an instance of labor representation when they are the result of 
negotiations between workers (mostly represented by unions) and employers, something that can be 
established via fieldwork. Another example of how events can be traced back to union action relates to 
government action; specifically, government action against employers usually follows after unions 
made public possible employer abuses at the plant.  
 
Successful labor representation and contention episodes 
 
This study measures labor representation during so-called “episodes of contention” (McAdam/ Tarrow/ 
Tilly 2001) between labor and employer. First, the existence of episodes of contention might indicate 
that at least at certain moments the workers could establish the autonomy of their organizations 
(unions) vis-à-vis management (autonomy). Second, one can ask whether in such episodes of 
contention the disagreement between union and employer stems from some violation of workers’ rights 
or interests, and whether the union reacted to such violation in response to workers demands or 
pressure (legitimacy). Third, whether and how labor resolves an episode of contention gives a good 
approximation of labor’s ability to achieve labor representation (effectiveness). One could argue that 
studying episodes of contention biases the study by assuming that in all plants there is contention 
between management and union. I consider it difficult to define a union as a coalition of labor suppliers 
striving to influence the labor exchange (Offe 1985) without expecting some disagreement – and also 
contention – with the employer. In line with Polanyi (1957 [1944]) and Offe and Wiesenthal (1980: 
70), I argue that employees and employers can have opposite interests in the labor exchange (arguing 
this, I do not exclude the possibility that the two sides might be in a relationship of mutual dependence 
and quite often collaborate towards achieving common goals). Conflict over interests happens because 

                                                 
36 The starting point for modern definitions of power in sociology and political science is Weber’s (1947: 152) definition: 
“Power (Macht) is the probability that one actor within a social relationship will be in a position to carry out his own will 
despite resistance, regardless of the basis on which this probability rests”. By far the most influential definition of power in 
political science (Schmidt 2004: 424), Weber’s formulation recasts power as an attribute of social relationships rather than 
as a cause for or force behind a specific outcome. The definition does not mention to what extent carrying out one’s own 
will despite resistance actually requires or might involve giving up parts of what constitutes one’s will (a possibility that the 
concept of influence does not exclude). But power in the Weberian accounts is distinct from other – stricter - forms of 
control such as Herrschaft (‘imperative control’ in Talcott Parson’s translation of Weber, see Weber 1947) and discipline. 
Both latter forms of control involve command and obeisance, something that the concept of power in the Weberian account 
does not necessarily involve (power is more encompassing than imperative control and discipline). Because it is not 
restricted to command and obeisance, power in the Weberian account comes close to the notion of influence used above. 
Furthermore (and confirming that it is possible not to distinguish between power and influence), there are authors in 
political science who either treat influence as a synonym of power (Dahl 1994), or define power as influence (power as 
“control or influence over the actions of others to promote one’s goals without their consent, against their ‘will’, or without 
their knowledge or understanding”, Buckley 1967: 186).  
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the employer cannot turn labor into a commodity, as labor cannot be separated from the employee that 
produces labor. Since the employee's welfare depends on increasing the price of labor, and since the 
employer’s profits depend in part on decreasing the price of labor as a factor of production, some 
potential for conflict over the price of labor can always be expected.37  

However, although some potential for conflict between employers and employees might be a 
characteristic of most workplaces, this does not apply also to relations between unions and employers, 
especially in the post-communist context. Given that many unions in post-communist Europe do not 
have their origins in ‘coalitions of labor suppliers’ but in communist state organizations intended to 
control the workplace (for a literature review see Herod 1998), one should expect to find plants that did 
not go through episodes of contention between union and employer. Whether there were episodes of 
contention between employer and workers is a different question. Although I did not select plants based 
on the criterion that contention was present there, fieldwork revealed such episodes - contention 
between workers and employers - in all eleven plants included in this study.  

What differed from one case to the other is the way unions reacted to the conflict. It is precisely 
this reaction that helps establish to what extent a union is autonomous and legitimate, although 
determining whether a union is autonomous is easier than to establish its legitimacy. For establishing 
autonomy it is sufficient that during such episodes of contention the union takes a different position 
than the employer. For establishing whether a union’s demands and outcomes of its actions are 
legitimate, I will use a wider array of indicators, like analyzing whether and why there was variation in 
worker participation in union actions, studying how unions formulate demands and the extent to which 
they involve members in the process (Borisov 1999), and the workers’ reactions to the goods delivered 
by the unions. The combination of such indicators differs from case to case, depending on how much 
access I had to interview partners, archives, and personal observation.   

 
Main actors throughout this study 
Last, it is important to clarify who or what is the main actor in this dissertation. So far in the text I have 
used interchangeably concepts such as workers, trade unions, and labor. At certain points in this 
dissertation I will, however, distinguish between these concepts (workers and trade unions, with the 
term labor ecompassing both workers and trade unions), depending on whether trade unions are 
autonomous or not (when a contention episode starts). I will use the term trade unions (instead of labor) 
to name the actor pursuing labor interest representation only when trade unions are already 
autonomous. I will use “workers” or “worker groups” when there is no autonomous trade union at the 
plant and it is therefore worker groups that take up tasks of labor interest representation. The argument 
for using this distinction between workers and trade unions is that trade unions cannot be treated as 
“representation mechanisms” of labor as long as they are not autonomous from management, and 
therefore cannot be expected to pursue labor interest representation. Instead, it is workers or groups of 
workers who take up tasks of labor interest representation. Trade unions are usually conceived in the 
social scientific literature as coalitions of labor suppliers (workers), but in the post-communist context 
there are many cases where former communist trade unions did not reform to open up their ranks and 
actions to “labor suppliers’” (workers’) presence and influence. Instead, many unions – one might say 
most of them in the post-Soviet context - remained organizations run by management-appointed 
(earlier: Communist Party-appointed) personnel, with little to no autonomy from management. Lack of 
reform towards autonomy was also the reason why international trade union organizations refused 
affiliation in the 1990s to the biggest labor federations in Russia and Ukraine (A3 2009). Because such 
unions are far from the unionism model where unions represent workers in their relationship to 
management (the labor suppliers coalition model), I will speak of workers and workers groups as the 

                                                 
37 I do not argue that profit motivations are the only factor explaining the actions of employers; for an overview of other 
factors see Kahancová 2007. 
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actors pursuing labor interest representation where trade unions are not autonomous. One of the main 
findings of the dissertation is that it is more difficult for Ukrainian “labor” than for Romanian “labor” 
(understood as comprising both workers and trade unions) to ensure labor interest representation. This 
is so because Romanian labor is more likely to already have achieved autonomy of trade unions. In 
contrast, in Ukraine, labor still faces the issue of trade union autonomy, as management kept its control 
over union funds and ranks and has the means to bring about distributive unionism. In the empirical 
chapters it will be shown that in contrast to the Romanian episodes of contention, in the Ukrainian ones 
labor first had to focus on autonomy before effectiveness (Romanian unions, already autonomous, 
could proceed to effectiveness directly). 

To denominate un-reformed, non-autonomous, post-Soviet organizations I will use the concept 
of distributive trade unions, building on Clarke's (2005) distinction between directive and 
representative unions (see Chapter 1). Needless to say, it is not from these organizations that one 
should expect the pursuit of labor interest representation. This is because one can hardly imagine that a 
union can achieve success on both dimensions at the same time: effective resolution of worker 
demands requires autonomy beforehand, in order for a union to actually be capable of taking up worker 
demands. In contexts in which non-autonomous unions predominate, the pursuit of labor representation 
emerges among groups of workers, and sometimes take the form of attempting to reform the 
distributive trade union to make it autonomous, or, to use Clarke's terminology, representative (to be 
discussed in Chapters 5 and 7).38    
 
 

3.2. Strategies of Labor Interest Representation 
 

3.2.1. Elements of Strategy  
 
How come that there are unions successfully defending workers interests given the structural 
difficulties with mobilizing workers, threatening employers, and breaking out of isolation sketched in 
Chapter 1? This dissertation answers this question in terms of labor strategy. It distinguishes between 
structural difficulties for labor - that are initially beyond its control - and strategic elements that 
determine the extent to which labor can mitigate the impact of structural difficulties. It identifies 
several strategic elements that unions pursue in effectively protecting workers’ rights and living 
standards; it later uses these elements to formulate a set of propositions. It is argued that strategy 
makes the difference between the plants where effective labor representation was possible and the 
plants where unions failed to defend workers’ interests (given similar contextual challenges). Strategy 
should mitigate the impact of post-communist unions’ difficulties mobilizing, threatening, and 
breaking out of isolation.39 

                                                 
38 In other words, the tasks ahead of Ukrainian labor are more complicated and cover all three dimensions of labor interest 
representation, a key reason for taking this research to the Ukrainian context (for a detailed discussion of the country 
selection see section 3.2.). 
39 The focus of the dissertation is on strategies and less on “strategic capacity”, i.e. on the question how and why some 
unions are able to develop certain strategies while others are not (Ganz 2000). The reason why this chapter and the wider 
PhD project behind it mainly focus on strategies is that such work has not been previously carried out in Eastern Europe; 
before moving to issues of strategic capacity, one should have a clearer picture of what the building blocks of strategies are. 
Also, importing the findings on strategies of Western unions (and especially US unions that are more relevant since their 
struggle is similarly decentralized as in Eastern Europe) is not an option, given the more important resources - including 
their higher acceptance - that Western unions can still count on in their societies. 
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A strategy is a “succession of intertemporal decisions in which present action is evaluated in 
terms of its consequences for future goals” (Pizzorno 1978). In conceptualizing strategy employing 
the elements described below, the dissertation builds on an application of social movement theory to 
the field of Industrial Relations (Kelly 1998). Mobilization theory – as the application is called – 
tackles some key topics that the discipline of Industrial Relations and this dissertation share: “interest 
definition”, “formation of collectivism” (collective action), and “the acquisition of power resources” 
(Kelly 1998). This dissertation is concerned with mobilization-aspects and therefore specifically 
draws on mobilization theory in answering the questions how and when unions and workers agree 
over goals and actions and act together. It is also concerned with the outcomes of actions of workers 
or unions confronting employers, specifically in when and how such actions can be successful. 
Mobilization theory contributes to answering the question about the success of collective actions via 
the concept of political opportunity, the extent to which the “ruling class” is vulnerable to new 
demands, and the extent to which it limits the use of repression in response to the mobilizing group's 
demands.  

Furthermore I use the theory of interdependent decisions of Thomas C. Schelling (1960) to 
show how strategies work in convincing the opponents of a group to accept that group's demands. 
Specifically, what is crucial for this research is Schelling's idea that what matters when actors - such 
as trade unions and employers - confront each other is not only the seriousness of the threat that one 
actor poses for the other, but the ability of the actor to communicate and enforce the threat. 

The distinction between mobilization and outcomes of trade union action in conceptualizing 
trade union strategy comes close to Wiesenthal’s (1996) categorization of trade union tasks along an 
internal-external axis. The dissertation uses the following internal/external distinction: On the one 
hand, it studies relations between trade unions and members and on the other hand their external 
relations to the government, the business group to which the state-owned enterprise (SOE) is being or 
has been sold, and the wider community (the town where the enterprise is located). The answers to the 
question “What specific strategies bring about labor representation?” rely on combining the three 
strategic elements discussed below: the shared definition of the situation, threat potential, and outside 
support. 
 
a) The shared definition of the situation. In order for labor representation to be “autonomous of 
management’s interests and influence” (according to the autonomy-dimension of labor representation 
in Hyman 1997), trade unions need a definition of the situation that enables them to act autonomously 
of management; this definition should allow the union to see its interests as different from those of 
management.  

There also needs to be some agreement between at least parts of the workforce and the union 
leaders over this definition of the situation: the situational definition needs to be shared. The less 
agreement there is between leaders and workers (or among leaders) over this issue, the more the union 
has to find ways to accommodate internal opposition. Internal opposition might restrict the union's 
capacity to act, either by making its strike threats less credible (the more there is internal opposition to 
a union leadership, the less participation can be expected), or by endangering the unity of the trade 
union organization. Workers also need to find reasons to stay in a union and support (if not also 
participate in) its actions. How does a trade union justify its goals and actions to members, so that it 
keeps them loyal, especially over long periods of time and when the going gets tough, such as during 
long strikes (Scott 1991)? Under what conditions do workers keep supporting their union? Sometimes a 
union needs to translate the results of negotiations and actions into concrete benefits for members, and 
sometimes it is enough that workers perceive the union as autonomous of management. More 
importantly, workers and leaders have to share a definition of their situation that builds on some notion 
of collective identity introducing a distinction between “us” (workers) and “them” (managers and/or 
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owners).40 Keeping workers organized and motivated, and membership numbers stable, ensures protest 
capacity and the unity of the trade union organization and raises the chance that demands will be heard. 

One should not mistake the shared situational definition with worker mobilization, although the 
less there is agreement between leaders and workers, the less the union can rely on a mobilized 
workforce (Hyman 1994: 133). This is not to say that mobilization depends exclusively on whether or 
how people end up believing that they have a common interest. Social movement theory repeatedly 
makes the point that mobilization (participation in forms of collective action) requires more than just a 
notion of shared interests (Tilly 1978: 56) or the awareness of a perceived injustice; social 
identification, social attribution, cost-benefit-calculations, and beliefs about personal efficacy are other 
factors that share the burden of explaining mobilization (McAdam 1998). Therefore, the definition of 
the situation that a group is in should tackle these varied factors influencing workers’ participation in 
forms of collective action. As we will see in the empirical part, certain situations that plants in post-
communist countries end up in influence several of these factors; for example, situations of wage 
arrears coupled with beliefs that private owners are uninterested in production end up influencing cost-
benefit calculations and uniting union bureaucracies, foremen and workers in the defense of their 
jobs.41   

In this dissertation, the concept of a shared situational definition refers to workers and union 
leaders sharing roughly the same beliefs about employer intentions. The shared situational definition 
does not rule out disagreements between workers and union leaders over means to achieve goals; in 
fact, such disagreements are very likely, given the highly unequal distribution of action costs between 
workers and leaders caused by legal regulations. (For instance, it is union leaders that will get sued for 
the costs incurred from organizing an illegal strike or for procedural mistakes in the course of 
legalizing a strike.) Securing a shared situational definition means for a union that it can count on 
workers not necessarily for participating in its actions (over which there might be disagreement) but at 
least for supporting those actions by not leaving the union during contention episodes (something that 
would undermine a union's threat potential vis-à-vis the employer, see next point). 

Even where unions can reach their goals without mobilizing workers (for instance by taking 
employers to court), the definition by the union leaders and by the workers of the plant’s situation is - 
as an instance of organization of attention - a central process out of which decisions arise (Powell/ 
DiMaggio 1991:19 and March/ Simon 1993 [1958]). This is particularly important in post-communist 
countries where we have seen that unions have difficulty mobilizing workers also because they act in a 
context where extracting rents from management to offer workers social benefits is a less costly and 
less risky strategy (ensuring the union bureaucracy’s survival) than one relying on confrontation and 
threats to management. In other words, without a shared situational definition there might be not only 
no labor representation, but also no attempts to bring it about. 
 
b) Threat potential. Even if a trade union relies on a mobilized constituency of workers, this does not 
mean that employers will automatically yield to the workers’ or union’s demands. We have seen in the 
                                                 
40 This does not mean that such a definition of the situation necessarily relies on some perceived fundamental difference of 
interests due to class positions. In many of the case studies presented in this dissertation, while ignoring many cases of 
worker rights violations and assisting management in disciplining workers, unions acted only when they believed 
management to be harming the plant. In other words, in these cases union leaders acted on an “us versus them” distinction 
that distinguished between the people of the plant – working there and depending on its survival – and alien owners with 
little interest in the plant's capacity to maintain jobs. On the importance of a shared notion of collective identity see 
March/Olsen 1989: 38, Offe/ Wiesenthal 1980, and especially Matza/ Wellman 1980.  
41 Social movement theory uses the concept of framing to show how social movements override mobilization problems; 
framing is defined to involve “the strategic creation and manipulation of shared understandings and interpretations of the 
world, its problems, and viable courses of action” (Campbell 2002: 9, my emphasis). The key word is “shared”; social 
movement theory argues that understandings are shared when they are framed in ways that resonate with the cultural 
backgrounds or beliefs of larger groups of potential supporters (Benford/ Snow 2000). 
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previous chapter that unions have difficulty posing threats to employers, and especially posing threats 
that rely on disrupting production. Is there any way that labor can pose threats to employers and create 
costs for the employer if the latter ignores it?  

This dissertation uses a central insight from Thomas C. Schelling’s game theoretical essay “A 
Reorientation of Game Theory” (Schelling 1960). Schelling redirects our attention from the actual 
damage that players can inflict upon each other to “structural elements” of games, such as most notably 
communication and enforcement, a guarantee that there will be a punishment or the capacity to carry 
out the threat. A threat means, in the words of Schelling, “that one asserts that he will do, in a 
contingency, what he would manifestly prefer not to do if the contingency occurred, the contingency 
being governed by the second party’s behavior” (Schelling 1960: 123). Later Schelling argued that 
“threat is used to mean a commitment, or intended commitment, to a conditional act – conditioned on 
the performance or behavior of the object of the threat – that one would not ordinarily be motivated to 
carry out” (2001: 52). It is such conditional commitment that makes a threat and that distinguishes 
threats from warnings. In Schelling’s theory (2006: 3), a warning refers to an “announcement that 
punishment will be forthcoming in the event of misbehavior, when that punishment, given the 
misbehavior, would be in the rational interest of the one making the announcement”. Warnings involve 
punishments that follow misbehavior easily because the warning issuer has all the reasons for (and 
incurs little costs if) using that punishment. But sometimes the types of punishments involved by 
warnings are not easily available to issuers (I use here Schelling’s terminology of threat or warning 
issuers and recipients). Instead, issuers only have available the types of punishments involved in 
threats, punishments that do not follow misbehavior easily, possibly because if carried out they harm 
both recipient and issuer. Punishments capable of hurting both parties raise issues of credibility: issuers 
need to credibly commit themselves to punishments, somehow signal to a recipient that punishment can 
be as swift as in the case of a warning. Commitment, communication, and enforcement are crucial for 
the credibility and effectiveness of a threat, and therefore represent contested terrain. Often players 
make ineffective threats because they cannot communicate them to recipients or because they cannot 
enforce them. Threats are difficult to communicate or enforce especially when communication and 
enforcement depend upon a third actor (such as the state in the case of this dissertation). Because 
punishment does not follow misbehavior as easily as in the case of a warning, recipients end up having 
a crucial incentive when confronted with threats to destroy communication and undermine 
enforcement, a behavior that constitutes a crucial difference between threats and warnings.42 
Commitment and the role of communication and enforcement for credible commitment represent areas 
of employers-unions struggle previously left unexplored in studies of post-communist labor. 

The consequence for labor of transforming its struggles from struggles over the size of threats 
into struggles over communication and enforcement of threats is that it would have to act more as a 

                                                 
42 In the words of Schelling: “It is typically in the interest of both issuer and recipient that a warning be reliably issued and 
received. In contrast, it is not in the interest of the target of a threat that the threat be consummated, that is, that the 
(conditional) obligation be successfully incurred and communicated; and if it cannot be successfully communicated in 
cannot succeed and cannot serve a purpose” (Schelling 2006: 3). Schelling (1960: 123) offers the following example for 
clarifying the difference between threats and warnings: “In ordinary language, ‘threat’ is often used also for the case in 
which one merely points out to an adversary, or reminds him, that one would take action painful to the adversary if the latter 
fails to comply, it being clear that one would have incentive to do so. To ‘threaten’ to call the police on a trespasser is of this 
sort, the threat to shoot him is not. But it seems better to use a different word for these cases – I suggest ‘warning’ rather 
than ‘threat’ – because the ‘threat’ either is superfluous, and does not constitute a move, or it conveys true information and 
relates to situations wih an information structure and communication structure worth keeping distinct. In this latter case it is 
a mutually beneficial move, precluding a jointly undesired outcome by including the second party’s understanding.” 
Schelling draws to our attention that a crucial difference between a warning and a threat in game-theoretical terms is that a 
warning does not constitute a move – the move may follow without actually depending on the warning. In contrast, a threat 
is a move, “the act of commitment is not included in communicating it” (Ibid.), and offers the recipient the possibility to 
respond to the threat by contesting and acting against the issuer’s commitment to carry out a threat. 
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social movement than as an established, recognized member of the polity that can easily respond to 
misbehavior’s with threats (Hyman 1994). That is, labor should launch political battles aimed to 
influence authorities to enforce legislation and guarantee communication channels between unions and 
employers or even larger campaigns to change legislation. As we will see, most of these political 
battles take the form of creating visibility around local authorities’ record in enforcing legislation. The 
dissertation builds here on a theory of the state that perceives the state to have an interest both in 
reproducing capitalist structures and in seeking democratic legitimation (Offe 1973). In order to 
activate the state’s interest in democratic legitimation, labor has to create visibility around the state’s 
(lack of) actions to satisfy an important constituency (in this case workers). Labor can bring about the 
state’s involvement only when it creates a stake in terms of popularity for state authorities to interfere 
in a given situation (Pizzorno 1978). The post-communist particularity of such situations is that 
political battles will rarely be fought at the national level; it is the workplace - and the plant-level - that 
under the condition of growing de-centralization of labor organizations become the places where labor 
can restore communication and enforcement of threats. 

Under conditions of weak rule-of-law, labor generally faces high obstacles in ensuring the 
communication and enforcement of threats. Take the case of a union’s threat to take an employer to 
court if the latter fails to pay wage arrears or implement a wage increase to the official industry branch-
level minimum wage. The threat is empty if the union will win in court only years after it sued the 
employer, and the employer knows this. In the words of Schelling (1960: 132), in such a case 
“punishment cannot be guaranteed” and the union should look for an enforceable threat or fight to 
ensure enforcement. 

The point on communication deserves special attention. Communicating threats or evidence that 
threats are enforceable (in Schelling’s words, that the player is committed to carry threats out) is a 
crucial component of contention between unions and employers. In several cases studied in the 
dissertation’s empirical part, employers refuse or block communication – usually by hiding the owner’s 
identity – to make threats irrelevant. Unions break out of this situation sometimes by co-opting state 
officials to disclose the owners’ identity; alternatively, unions can determine the division of tasks and 
responsibilities between management and owner, and then pressure management to do what is within 
its reach. In all cases restoring communication was enough to force employers to negotiate, especially 
in the cases where such communication was made visible to the public. 

The term “potential” in “threat potential” refers to the possibility of the threat being carried out; 
in Schelling’s (1960) non-zero-sum game theory most of the time opponents have little interest in 
actually carrying out threats due to the costs involved. Furthermore, sometimes it can be enough to 
communicate threats for opponents to reach an agreement. For instance, a union might have a 
reputation that it is conflict-prone and well-connected, a reputation that might deter the employer from 
acting unilaterally at the plant or taking actions upsetting the union. But other times disruptive threats 
will have to be carried out, and labor does make use of disruptive actions in the cases under study. 
What is important is that such disruptive actions are nevertheless preceded by threats, and it is already 
at the level of threatening that unions face tough choices (over constituting threats, discussed below) 
and management opposition to communicating and enforcing threats. I therefore use the concept of 
threat potential instead of disruption, as threatening logically precedes disruption and reveals that there 
is contention between labor and employers already before the start of disruptive actions. We will see 
that in all contention episodes during which trade unions took part in the contention episode on the side 
of workers, the union always addressed some threats to the employer, but did not always go as far as 
carrying out the threats and engaging in disruption (it either could do without it or was deterred from 
carrying out the threats). I prefer using the concept of threat potential instead of simply threat or 
disruption because I consider it to be more inclusive, containing the basis for both the idea of 
threatening and for the actual act of carrying threats out: credibly threatening also implies having the 
means to actually carry out a threat. 
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 Building threat potential is a challenge on both the internal and the external dimensions of labor 
strategy. This is because a trade union can combine mobilizing members for demonstrations (which is a 
good sign of the potential to strike, of the commitment to the strike threat) with the threat of going to 
court, for which it might need connections and therefore outside support. 
 
c) Organizing support outside the plant. Labor can hardly be successful in isolation. It has to involve 
the support of actors outside the plant that can pressure the trade union’s opponent to accept workers’ 
demands. If the trade union chooses to protest against the employer, it needs the support of actors that 
can ensure visibility of the protests and that also support protesting unions with various resources.  

“Support” can range from the personal connections of trade union leaders to the formal 
affiliation of trade unions to one or the other labor federation. It might be based on formal contracts or 
on informal agreements, for instance about exchanging votes for political support. There are also 
different possible motivations for external actors to support a union, ranging from ideological to 
material. For instance, supporting actors can help the union because they share and uphold some 
common identity. The most typical examples is shared political identity, such as in the case of alliances 
between left-wing politicians and trade unions, or shared regional identity, leading to alliances against 
an employer coming from a different region or country. Political (votes) or economic interest (for 
instance, other companies that have lent money to a plant and now seek the return of debts) can also 
motivate politicians or even other companies to support labor.43 

 There are four types of possible sources of support (during contention episodes) one can think 
of on the basis of analyzing the environment surrounding a plant-level union: 1.) other unions, usually 
offering material support but often also sharing their connections; 2.) political actors, either civil 
servants or politicians, who can make it costly for the local authority or employer to ignore the union 
(basically they can ensure the enforcement of deals reached between union and employer); 3.) the local 
community (for instance the local press) that can contribute with material resources and most of all 
greatly and dramatically expand the visibility of a trade union’s actions, restore communication with 
employers and help in mobilizing sympathizers; and 4.) institutional stakeholders (these are usually 
other companies, state- or private-owned, that play a role in an enterprise’s privatization, usually by 
guaranteeing the deal).  

Especially in the case of a conflict-oriented and militant trade union, visibility is crucial as a 
guarantee against local authorities’ and employers’ possible use of violence, but also for drawing in the 
active participation of the population. The union does not necessarily need support outside the plant to 
provoke visibility, especially in a small community (for instance, the union can turn to public hunger 
strikes as in one of the cases studied in this dissertation); yet allying with local actors such as the press 
or the church can greatly increase visibility and support. 

In order to distinguish between different types of support, I will conceptualize these different 
types along a continuum: From the list of possible support types above, one can see that one aspect in 
which they differ is permanence, how permanent support sources are. Some of them, such as support 
from state authorities or politicians, can be seen as temporary sources of outside support. They do not 
last longer than a union can credibly threaten with or carry out visible disruption. Other support sources 
are more permanent, as they rely on formal affiliations, or on the degree of influence a plant-level 
union has in a wider branch- or national-level trade union structure. Depending on the issue over which 
labor is protesting, I argue that it is especially two sources of outside support (the extremes on the 
continuum) that a union needs to secure in order to ensure successful labor interest representation. 
First, if the issue is the return of a plant into state property or stopping asset-stripping at the plant, 
successful labor representation requires some sort of state intervention. Most often, the most 

                                                 
43 This part of the argument builds on the social movement theory of McAdam/ Tarrow/ Tilly (2001) and on Pizzorno’s 
ideas on trade unions and political exchange (1978). 
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straightforward way of stopping an asset-stripping employer is disrupting the employer's property 
rights over a plant, usually via a factory occupation. This requires that state authorities at least refrain 
from protecting the employer's property rights, and at most that the state cancel the privatization 
agreement. Since success of labor actions over the fate of plants logically involves some sort of 
decision by the state, securing state support is a necessary condition for success. This kind of support is 
temporary, strongly connected to electoral cycles (unions are more likely to secure it around elections), 
and lasting only as long as there is explicit union action – visible demonstrations or even disruptive 
actions such as roadblocks - to secure it.  

Another type of support, more permanent, might also be important. This time it does not 
directly matter for the resolution of contention, but for the capacity of a union to hold out during long 
contention episodes and also for communicating threats: wider labor support, from other plant-level 
unions or from branch- and national-level union organizations. Wider labor support means that a trade 
union involved in contention at the plant can count on other unions pooling their resources to support it 
or using their connections to politicians to bring about state support. This source of support, wider 
labor, is more permanent in nature, as it does not depend so much on electoral cycles but on the type of 
union organization (distributive versus representative) and degree of solidarity between unions.   

The next sub-section discusses two ways in which trade unions can develop threat potential. I 
will argue in the Research Design section that the distinction below between two interaction modes is 
an important tool for ensuring variation in the case selection. The point of variation is to make sure that 
I capture all relevant strategy combinations that can lead to successful labor representation. 
 
 

3.2.2. Modes of Interaction 
 
In combining the strategic elements above, trade unions usually follow one of the two following 
“modes of interaction” (Scharpf 1997): conciliatory or conflict-oriented. Remember the discussion in 
the previous chapter about the three structural difficulties that trade unions face in the post-communist 
context: the difficulty mobilizing workers, posing threats to employers, and breaking out of isolation. 
Confronted with these difficulties, most of the literature on post-communist labor expects plant-level 
trade unions to take a conciliatory approach towards management during episodes of contention. This 
means that they will not rely on tactics disrupting production (strikes) or property relations (factory 
occupations) at a plant to influence negotiations with the employer. Instead, they will threaten mostly 
by initiating lawsuits, or they will give up altogether the task of interfering in episodes of contention on 
the workers' side, preferring instead to distribute social benefits in order to offer workers some sort of 
incentive to stay in the union.44 This latter possibility is extremely salient especially in post-Soviet 
countries such as Ukraine, where employer practices of offering workers social benefits to limit 
turnover or to replace wage increases is still largely present, due to the state's lacking capacity to offer 
these benefits – such as housing or access to health services – itself. The latter possibility – of 
providing workers with social benefits rather than protecting them during episodes of contention – in 
effect nullifies the prospects for labor representation and also makes strategy irrelevant, at least in 
terms of the three elements described above. Yet Chapter 2 also showed that despite being confronted 
with structural difficulties, there are nevertheless unions that do make use of disruptive tactics such as 

                                                 
44 The reader might find it surprising that I treat lawsuits as conciliatory actions. I consider lawsuits to be conciliatory to the 
extent that unions use lawsuits as an alternative to actions that disrupt production and that incur higher costs to the 
employer. A union that chooses to respond to violations of worker rights and interests with lawsuits rather than threats or 
actions of disrupting production signals to the employer that it has chosen a less disruptive response, and in that sense a 
lawsuit can be considered a conciliatory action. 
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strikes (and the empirical chapters will present also two cases of factory occupations). I use the term 
conflict-oriented interaction mode to describe unions making use of such disruptive tactics.  
 I expect unions to follow one or the other mode of interaction depending on worker pressure 
and employer actions, and specifically on whether the employer extends the union funds to be 
distributed as social benefits. (I develop this expectation by using game-theoretical tools in sub-section 
3.2.4.; since social benefits play a role only in Ukraine, this means that in Romania the mode of 
interaction depends mainly on worker pressure.) When episodes of contention lead to rising worker 
pressure and the employer fails to offer social benefits – for any reason, e.g. due to declining profits or 
because it took over the plant without really being interested in production – unions do switch to 
disruptive tactics or risk being left by the workers (who might establish other unions). During 
contention episodes, unions making use of disruptive actions can achieve successful labor 
representation, if they make use of the three strategy elements presented above (shared situational 
definition, threat potential, outside support).  
 Summing up, depending on the mode of interaction – conciliatory or conflict-oriented – unions 
can take two roads to threat potential: If conciliatory, they can develop threat potential by threatening 
to sue the employer; if conflict-oriented, they can develop threat potential by threatening to disrupt 
production at the plant (striking) or by disrupting property relations (by occupying the plant). However, 
in the contexts where employers control union funds and ranks, unions do not even resort to the threat 
of suing the employer, and therefore nullify the prospects for labor interest representation, for which 
threat potential is a prerequisite (that threat potential is a prerequisite for successful labor representation 
is a hypothesis and it will be explored in Chapters 4 and 5). 
 The section on propositions below shows how the contextual feature of employer control over 
union funds and ranks limits the scope for successful labor representation and affects the relevance of 
the various strategy elements for successful labor representation. The next section presents a causal 
story of how unions combine various strategic elements to bring about labor representation. 
 
 

3.2.3. How Does Strategy Work? The Causal Story 
 
The story below is based on a hypothetical expectation about how the strategic elements relate to each 
other and combine to bring about effective labor representation. At the basis of this sub-section lies 
the idea of taking apart the concept of “threat”. What does it mean to pose a threat? As noted above, 
Schelling (1960) draws our attention to two “structural elements” of situations between individuals or 
groups that determine the credibility of a threat: communicating and enforcing a threat. I argue that 
there is one more element that again features two aspects: constituting a threat, a concept consisting of 
two different aspects. The first one refers to the process of addressing the threat, identifying the 
addressee of a threat. This is not as commonsensical as it sounds, nor is it an easy choice in the case of 
a union. In which situations should a union address a threat to the employer (owner and management), 
and in which situations should it differentiate between management and owner? Furthermore, unions 
often take struggles out of the plant in order to push the authorities to intervene on their side. In such 
situations, labor ends up threatening state authorities. This raises the question about when (in which 
situations) exactly to threaten the state, and concretely which organs (central government, local 
mayor, local governor – the government's representative). This is not just a question of finding the 
'right' opponent, meaning the one that is also able to do something about a union's demands; it is also a 
question of mobilization tactics: Some opponents are better targets than others, also because their 
identity resonates with workers' perceptions.  

The second aspect of constituting a threat refers to calibrating the threat, determining what 
exactly would pose a threat to the opponent: What is a meaningful threat given the addressee? Is the 
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threat of disrupting production equally important to management as it is to the owner? In which 
situations should a union abandon the strategy of threatening to disrupt production and instead 
threaten to disrupt property relations? And, as the focus of labor's efforts moves toward the state, what 
limits should labor set itself when threatening the state? These are all questions that the trade unions 
that will be presented in the empirical part have had to face. Similarly, questions also arose around the 
issues of enforcing and communicating threats, especially since in some situations there is a trade-off 
between the two, captured by the question of how to communicate a threat so as not to undermine its 
enforcement. These three elements of posing a threat – constituting, communicating, and enforcing 
threats – will underpin and structure the analysis of strategic elements in the empirical chapters. 
 Successful labor - usually represented by a trade union - defines its situation and that of the 
enterprise to present a danger to the interests of union members, and a necessity to act in order to 
counter that danger. A trade union also has to ensure that a significant part of the workers shares and 
approves that definition. A shared definition of the situation is particularly difficult to reach in 
contexts where trade unions might have acted too long as distributors of social benefits rather than as 
representatives of workers. In other words, the trade union's preference for distributing social benefits 
might have severed the dialogical links to workers that constitute the essence of collective action on 
the part of labor.  

Second, a group of organized workers (a trade union) that has defined its situation as one in 
which it needs to act faces the challenge of building up a threat potential. Threat potential ensures that 
the employer takes labor seriously (accepts it to negotiations and partly accepts its demands). This 
potential is not limited to a credible ability to strike, especially if labor wants to avoid the shutdown of 
its enterprise, because in this case a strike would not make much sense; what is crucial here is 
constituting the actual threat – finding the addressee and calibrating the threat to the addressee. Labor 
might constitute a threat in court, by using law suits, or it might have a reputation of having the 
resources to effectively sue its opponent, if the latter refuses to negotiate. In order to have threat 
potential, a union also has to ensure that its threats are enforceable and communicable to the 
employer. As the empirical part of the dissertation will show, the employer’s first step after receiving 
the demands of an organized group of workers is to hinder the workers or the union from 
communicating and enforcing their threats. The most obvious example of employers undermining the 
enforceability of threats is when workers threaten with a factory occupation and the employer 
responds by making sure that local authorities protect the plant from the workers. Even more 
rudimentary, employers can simply refuse any communication with the workers, thus rendering 
useless the very idea of threatening. Communication can be restored by public manifestations of 
labor’s power or of a union’s support among workers – for instance in the form of demonstrations or 
pickets. In other words, if confronted with an employer interested in production, a mobilized 
workforce can be enough to constitute, communicate and enforce a threat to the employer.  

In contexts where the position of trade unions is insecure because the state fails to guarantee 
their right to exist, labor has fewer means to build up threat potential. For instance, the threat of going 
to court will sound empty if courts never issue decisions against the state or the employer. Therefore, 
labor needs to find sources of support outside the plant for negotiations or protests; actors outside the 
plant can help in many ways, from funding and supplying workers on strike to sharing connections to 
higher levels of political power, and thus enforcing and communicating threats.  

These three elements (shared situational definition, threat potential, and outside support) are 
not static assets. They develop over time and in interaction between labor and opponent. When labor 
makes its demands, it often has only uncertain and partial information about the opponent’s 
determination. It is therefore often uncertain about the actual amount of threat potential or the amount 
of support it needs for ensuring that its demands are accepted. If demands are not accepted from the 
outset, labor - usually represented by a trade union - will have to move back and forth between the 
negotiation situation, in which it faces the opponent, and its basis for being accepted to negotiations 
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(the threat potential and the sources for support). It revises at a cost both the threat potential (it 
increases it by partially carrying out threats) and the sources of outside support, by broadening and 
deepening them (for instance, via formal agreements). The figure below illustrates the main 
components of this causal story.  
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Figure 3.1: How it works – the road to successful labor representation 
How it works – the road to successful labor representation; *TU = trade union 
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3.2.4. Boundaries of Trade Union Action: A Game-The oretical Analysis  
 
Only few unions find the way to labor representation given the structural difficulties they face. Most 
unions tend to follow a conciliatory approach to episodes of contention, something that greatly limits 
their options. In this section I introduce a game-theoretical analysis, schematizing the story presented in 
the previous section as an interaction between two collective actors, the union and the employer. The 
point of the analysis is to introduce the study's set of propositions. The analysis starts from the idea that 
the extent to which the employer is interested in production is crucial for labor strategy. Employer 
interest in production influences not only whether trade unions can constitute threats, but also whether 
unions are capable of any autonomous action at all. This happens since in contexts with distributive 
trade unions, an employer will extend funds to the trade union to administer as social benefits and to 
keep it out of labor representation. 
 In situations when the employer is interested in production, workers and especially their unions 
tend to favor conciliatory strategies allowing them to reduce confrontation costs as much as possible. 
Workers and unions tend to avoid actions that disrupt production because of the high costs they entail, 
given the structural difficulties. Yet conciliatory approaches bear their risks for unions: Since 
conciliatory approaches do not rely on the mobilization of union members and communication with 
them, such approaches might alienate workers and encourage them to find alternatives to the union. (In 
other words, union leaders and members fail to share a common definition of the situation they are in.) 
Unions have to come up with solutions to address this “member alienation” cost; sometimes, employers 
create such solutions by extending unions benefits to administer and distribute to workers. However, if 
the benefits are too meager or if the employer does not offer any, workers will tend to look for 
alternatives to the conciliatory union.  

But what happens in a situation of uncertainty over the employer’s commitment to production at 
the plant? The literature on asset-stripping presented in Chapter 1 argues that especially in Romania 
and Ukraine many employers asset-stripped their enterprises rather than invested in production. At the 
moment when a plant is privatized, trade unions and workers know little about their new employer's 
intentions, whether the employer is interested in production or not. The two-level structure of the 
single-round game below tries to capture this fundamental uncertainty of unions after their plants have 
been privatized. It is an empirical finding that with the exception of one union in Ukraine, every single 
union in my sample faced this uncertainty. Five, two in Romania and three in Ukraine, still face it 
today. The game-theoretical analysis below aims to show that under conditions of uncertainty over 
employer interests, unions are better off advancing their goals through conciliatory strategies. 
However, when the probability that the employer is interested in production becomes very small, the 
union should opt for a conflict-oriented strategy.45  

The main point that the game-theoretical analysis uncovers is that there is a situation that partly 
helps unions deal with the difficulty of mobilizing members, but at the same time makes it impossible 
to solve an episode of contention within the boundaries of the plant. This is a situation when plants end 
up in the hands of employers uninterested in production. This situation facilitates a process by which 
workers and unions come to share a definition of situation – since asset-stripping threatens everybody’s 
job, and thus overcome labor's difficulty mobilizing workers. (Furthermore, if one thinks about the 
Ukrainian situation, then it is precisely a situation in which employers are asset-strippers that makes it 
impossible for the union to administer social benefits - the employer does not pay for them anymore – 

                                                 
45 In order to capture this uncertainty, the game below does not assume complete information. The union does not know 
whether the employer is interested in production or not, it does not “know” in which half of the game it actually is. I let an 
actor called Chance (C) make the move determining what kind of employer the union is facing. (Alternatively for Chance, 
game theorists also call this actor Nature; see Morrow 1994: 55). 
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and might even inadvertently make the union take up labor representation.) By overcoming this 
difficulty, unions gain more possibilities of posing threats to the employer, once they can rely on a 
mobilized workforce. In other words, the game theoretical analysis allows us to establish the sequence 
in which unions have to deal with the three structural difficulties, and how these difficulties are 
interrelated: Overcoming mobilization problems is crucial for establishing a basis for threat potential; 
and overcoming mobilization problems might depend on whether the union faces an asset-stripper, a 
situation that favors the emergence of a shared definition between workers and union; a mobilized 
workforce poses a threat to the employer only to the extent to which the union succeeds at taking the 
conflict out of the plant and breaking out of isolation (at the plant union and workers have little to 
threaten with, given that the employer is not interested in production). In brief, we should expect that 
most union-led worker protests will take place at plants taken over by asset-strippers; furthermore, such 
protest is successful only to the extent that conflict takes place also outside the plant.  
 
Game description46 (see figure 3.2 below) 
The game begins with a chance move, with the role of depicting the union’s uncertainty over employer 
intentions. γ is the probability that the employer is not interested in production. Structural difficulties 
for labor action represent common knowledge for both sides (union and employer). The game’s upper 
part shows those outcomes where the employer is interested in production. The pay-off structure and 
the moves are common knowledge; however, at the beginning of the game the union does not know in 
which half of the game it is (I explain below when the union can overcome the uncertainty over 
employer intentions).  
 
Employer interested in production 
The union is the first player to move, deciding to change the status quo with which it is no longer 
content and playing threaten (and also formulates a set of demands). This happens as the union 
believes that employers infringe upon worker interests. The union also has the alternative not to protest 
against such infringements and stick to the status quo (Status Quo outcome). Sticking to the status quo 
will inevitably raise the question of worker discontent with this outcome; members force the union 
back to the protest path, or union leaders find some way to appease workers. Protesting takes the form 
of advancing some demands and threats in case the employer will not comply. The employer faces the 
option of giving in to these threats, a case in which it will have to make some concessions (outcome 
Concessions, and the game ends). In the post-Soviet contexts (such as Ukraine) employers can play a 
move that allows them both to prevent that the union carries out threats and at the same time allows 
employers not to make concessions on issues that infringe over worker interests. Employers might not 
want to let the union actually carry threats out, either because the union has a reputation of being able 
to disrupt production, or because the employer is among the few employers that do not want to risk 
disruptions (irrespective of the union's reputation). In this situation, the employer plays extend benefits, 
an action that specifically aims to divide workers and union. An employer extending benefits allows the 
union to perform traditional tasks of administering social benefits rather than representing workers. It is 
expected that the union takes the employer's offer, thus ending the game. Some workers will be 
unhappy with the outcome, but in case they will resort to collective action against the employer, they 
will have to do so in the absence of the union's support. I call this outcome the Distributive Unionism 
outcome: in exchange for giving up threatening, the union gets to administer social benefits. However, 
it does so at the cost of giving up the representation of workers, and giving up the issue which it was 
threatening about. Depending on how relevant that issue was to the workers, ending up in the 
Distributive Unionism situation comes for the union at the cost of certain membership discontent, noted 
as cmembers in the payoffs for the union. If the employer offers to extend benefits to the union (something 

                                                 
46 Some terminology of moves and outcomes is taken from a deterrence game presented in Morrow 1994. 
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possible only in the Ukrainian cases), the union can interpret this as interest in production. However, 
the opposite situation does not follow: an employer that does not offer to extend benefits to a union 
cannot automatically be considered an asset-stripper. The employer might not offer to extend benefits 
because it does not find union threats credible (given that structural difficulties to labor action are 
common knowledge). 
 As labor weakness due to structural difficulties is common knowledge, the employer can ignore 
union threats if it finds them not credible. (The employer plays ignore threat.) The union can react by 
backing down, going for an outcome that is certainly favored by the employer, but not by union 
members (outcome Union Backdown). The union might also react by choosing conflict and carrying 
out some threats that rely on disrupting employer control over plant and production, by playing disrupt, 
but then it faces the high costs of such actions due to the structural difficulties to labor action (outcome 
Strike, a situation in which a union organizes disruptive actions against the employer at very high costs 
for the union, such as the possible relocation of the plant). Alternatively the union can go for a 
conciliatory approach, usually in the form of suing the employer and playing sue. Here the union builds 
up the means to pressure the employer without disrupting production (outcome “Lawsuit”); it is this 
outcome that the union favors most, since it cannot reach the Concessions-outcome in a single-round 
game. I will say more about the payoffs for each outcome below. 
 
Employer not interested in production 
The game’s lower part depicts the situation where the union faces an employer uninterested in 
production. The outcomes have the same names as in the upper part of the game, intending to show the 
uncertainty faced by union: outcomes look similar, but payoffs differ. Of course, it can be that the 
union overcomes uncertainty and somehow finds out in which half of the game it is. But this ‘move’- 
of a union overcoming uncertainty – is not covered in the game (I discuss how unions might overcome 
uncertainty in the sub-section on Information below).47  

The union will move away from the status quo outcome (Status Quo*, star symbols help 
identify outcomes in the lower part of the game), as it risks loosing everything (it might have found out 
in which half of the game it is). Alternatively, even if the union does not have the information to push it 
to action against an asset-stripper, it might still choose to threaten: even if union leaders believe to be in 
the upper half of the game, the union might choose to leave the Status Quo and make threats to the 
employer over perceived infringements because it risks membership discontent with the Status Quo 
outcome. The employer prefers not granting any concessions (will avoid the Concessions* outcome) to 
a union playing threaten. It is highly unlikely that union and employer will reach the Concessions*-
outcome: Since the structural difficulties to labor actions are common knowledge, the employer will 
play ignore threat believing that the union cannot carry out its threats and will later back down if the 
employer plays ignore threat. 

The union can react by backing down, an outcome certainly favored by the employer, but not by 
the union. Backing down in front of an asset-stripper means a total defeat for the union. The union 
looses all of its members’ jobs at the plant without any compensation (the corresponding outcome of 
the union’s action to back down is Union Backdown*). Alternatively to Union Backdown*, the union 
can choose a conciliatory approach, where it avoids carrying out disruptive actions against the 
employer. Instead, it chooses to sue the employer and obstruct the employer’s asset-stripping actions in 
court (outcome Lawsuit*). However, contrary to the situation in the upper part of the game, the logic of 
the lower game is close to zero-sum, as asset-stripping means a total loss to the workers (the loss of 
                                                 
47 The employer is not always an asset-stripper, i.e. an employer that took over a plant to make a profit only from selling its 
assets. In my sample unions face not only asset-strippers but also employers who have decided, after initial investment in 
production, to asset-strip plants because of the unstable political climate and a multinational that bought plants as part of 
“political packages” – where governments sold investors valuable enterprises only under the condition that they also buy 
“weaker” plants employing many workers. 
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their jobs). If the employer turns out to be an asset-stripper, the “Lawsuit*” outcome can only postpone 
plant closure, and possibly gain workers the payment of wage arrears. Worse, given the long time that 
legal action takes, workers might receive the money only well after plant closure. Furthermore, suing 
cannot really solve the ownership problem (since it was not the union that sold the plant to the current 
employer, it cannot sue the employer over ownership issues). The Lawsuit* outcome also comes at the 
cost of tensions between leaders and members: first, by postponing the acceptance of demands, second, 
by alienating members from the workings of union politics. (I noted this cost as cmembers for the union 
payoff; the lawsuit itself might also cost the union money and time, a cost noted as cstate.) The employer 
gets a payoff of 1- cstate as the lawsuit will delay or limit the extent to which it can asset-strip the plant. 

  The union can also go for conflict. The reason why it can do so in the lower half of the game 
without facing all the costs implied by structural difficulties to labor action is that a high certainty of 
the employer being an asset-stripper lowers union costs of mobilizing members. By taking disruptive 
action, the union can actually reach such certainty, if it is in the lower half of the game: If a union 
chooses to disrupt production in a plant owned by an asset-stripper, it will find confirmation for its 
initial belief that the employer is not interested in production (the employer is indifferent to costs due to 
strikes). This can only raise the existing level of certainty among workers that the employer is an asset-
stripper. Therefore, for high certainty over employer intentions a union should always play disrupt at 
this stage of the game and never sue or back down. The outcome of this move (disrupt), Strike*, is the 
only one that can solve the problem from the union perspective by eliminating the risk of asset-
stripping. This happens when the union pressures state authorities hard enough to get them to cancel 
the privatization contract and re-nationalize the plant; however, there is a cost to it, the cost of state 
intervention, noted cstate for the union pay-off. Strike* comes at a cost as usually state authorities have 
their own interests when interfering to nationalize a plant – for instance, they can be interested in 
privatizing it to business interest groups close to the government (which might turn out to be asset-
strippers) or, given that state authorities as a rule want to discourage workers from asking for plant re-
nationalizations, they will protract episodes of contention as long as possible before finally re-
nationalizing a plant. 
 
Information 
The dotted lines in the model represent information sets of the union. At the first node the union cannot 
yet tell for sure what an employer’s moves mean in terms of the latter’s intentions. Because labor’s 
structural difficulties are common knowledge, an employer always resists initial threats in single-round 
games. However, the union cannot tell from the employer’s move to what extent the latter is interested 
in production, precisely because its leaders know that any employer (whether asset-stripper or not), will 
act similarly and ignore union threats (finding them not credible because of labor’s structural 
difficulties). In the few cases when employers extend benefits (corresponding to the Ukrainian unions 
in my sample), such actions usually mean that the employer is interested in production. Therefore, at 
the second information node important differences between Ukrainian and Romanian unions arise: 
Romanian unions face more uncertainty than Ukrainian ones, since in their contexts employers do not 
extend benefits and their moves do not contain information about commitment to production. 
Nevertheless, benefits provision is not of much help in reducing uncertainty even in the Ukrainian 
context: precisely because the structural difficulties are common knowledge and make union threats 
non-credible, unions cannot interpret the employer’s reluctance to extend benefits as evidence of asset-
stripping.  
 Basically, the union can overcome the uncertainty over employer intentions only by relying on 
moves and information about the employer not captured in the game. For instance, a union can 
mobilize external supporters to find out more about the employer. Alternatively, it can threaten with 
disruptive and non-disruptive actions unless the employer does not allow access to relevant plant 
information (about the status of plant account, investment plans, or privatization contract). But 
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threatening at this stage might require a situational definition portraying the employer as an asset-
stripper. It will be shown that in the empirical cases I studied and that I present in Chapters 4 and 5, the 
unions who took disruptive action against asset-strippers and ended up in the State Intervention 
outcome did so after intense internal struggles over situational definitions. In other words, the 
information gathered by unions about employers could rarely be interpreted unequivocally within the 
union and sparked internal conflicts between those believing to be facing an asset-stripper and the 
others. Whether such internal conflicts ended in time for the union to overcome uncertainty and act 
(play threaten and then disrupt) depended greatly on the availability of asset-stripping evidence and the 
warring faction’s ability to convince workers to support one of them. 
 
Payoffs 
The preferences over outcomes are empirically and theoretically-informed; so are the payoffs. They are 
PU, PE є [-1,1], where -1 means loosing the plant for both actors in the lower part of the game, and 
loosing one's place at the plant as a result of disruptive actions or of member discontent for the union in 
the upper part of the game. 1 is the payoff when the actors reach their goals (production or asset-
stripping, respectively, for the employer; full satisfaction of worker interests for the union). For the 
Concessions-outcome (when the employer makes concessions), the payoff A for the union means that it 
imposed part of its demands (upper level of the game); A is lower than 1, since the union as a rule can 
only partly reach demands, because it usually has to bargain over them with the employer. The pay-off 
for the employer is 1-A (where 1 is what the employer makes from production minus the size of the 
concessions, A). The size of the concessions is bigger than what the employer would offer the union in 
terms of benefits. This is to capture the idea that the employer would, also for the strategic reasons 
outlined, prefer to extend benefits to making concessions whenever doing so is possible.  

For the situation when the employer ignores the union and the union resorts to carrying out 
threats in the form of disrupting production, the payoff for the union is -1, as it looses its place at the 
plant due to the employer's power over union ranks (in Ukraine), or simply because such actions might 
trigger the employer's decision to move production to another plant (in Ukraine and Romania). The 
payoff 0 for the employer shows that the employer, too, faces costs in the case of the union's disruptive 
actions. 

If the union sues the employer, the payoff 1-cstate- cmembers (1 minus state intervention costs 
minus members costs) for the union intends to show the high costs entailed by conciliatory actions: 
since such actions consist of taking the employer to court, there will always be a cost of state 
intervention – for instance, costs related to the duration of a process. Such costs can equal 1 for the 
union, nullifying the potential benefits. There is also a cost of member alienation or member discontent 
(cmembers), since workers will likely grow unhappy with the long duration of conciliatory actions and 
look for alternatives to the union.48   
 
The equilibrium 
The equilibrium for the entire game is (threaten, disrupt: γ =1, sue: γ<1; ignore threats), where γ is the 
probability that the employer is not interested in production, γ є [0,1]. This means that the trade union 
plays threaten, and in the last move it plays disrupt only for a probability of 1 that the owner is not 
interested in production, and plays sue for a smaller probability; the employer plays ignore threat in the 
first round. The equilibrium captures the idea that in situations of uncertainty, unions are better off if 
they avoid disruptive actions. The union can risk disruption only in situations when it is sure that the 
employer will asset strip the plant. 

                                                 
48 In this game, I chose to model members and the state as institutional costs to union action and not as separate actors, as 
Shubik (1982) recommends for the sake of keeping the game simple.  
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Believing that unions are too weak to carry out strike threats, employers will not grant any 
concessions, and will resist the union. The employer always plays ignore threat in the single-round 
game, as it is interested in the back down result. An interesting implication is that if the employer can 
raise the uncertainty about its intentions, it can deter the union from playing a conflict-oriented 
strategy. Managing uncertainty can also give union leaders more control over their members. 
Depending on their interests, leaders can either spread rumors among workers that the employer is not 
interested in production, in order to mobilize workers more easily in the defense of their plant; or they 
can appease such rumors, in order to prevent violent protests in case these are deemed too risky. 
Empirically speaking, union leaders try by all means to reduce the uncertainty around the situation they 
are in.49  

As said before, preferences over outcomes are empirically informed (i.e., the preferences come 
from what I know about my cases); there is at least one more reason (other than structural difficulties) 
for the strong preference of unions for conciliatory strategies. It is not only that the union faces high 
costs for disruptive actions; such costs are shared unequally within the union. Authorities will hold 
union leaders responsible for any loss or damage to private or public property; this generates for them 
an incentive to stay on the conciliatory path and try to convince members that this is the only feasible 
path. 

The strength of the choice for the conciliatory approach also explains some structural 
difficulties that trade unions face. Conciliatory approaches appear to be responsible for the replication 
of decentralized and powerless union branch-level structures. Because unions, once they choose a 
conciliatory approach, always have to find ways to appease the workforce, they will do so by spending 
on members the strike funds and funds that could be used by upper union structures. Sometimes, as in 
Ukraine, this money does not even come from membership contributions, but from the employer’s 
pockets in the form of collective agreement stipulations on social benefits, thus raising the dependence 
of workers on the employer even further. This argument finds confirmation among all unions in my 
sample, however to varying extents. Some unions construct their conciliatory approaches from the 
beginning to inflict costs on the employers, but costs that do not disrupt production.50 Such cost-
inflicting tactics are found among Romanian unions and rely on legal resources that are not available in 
the Ukrainian cases. 

In later game-rounds (in later episodes of contention), in situations of employers interested in 
production, employers should no longer risk disruptions of production and extend unions social 
benefits, or in contexts where extending social benefits is not an available strategy, the employer can be 
expected to bargain over concessions. This possibility is, however, off the equilibrium-path, since the 
employer will always ignore union threats in the belief that the union will be deterred into backing 
down by the high costs entailed by disruptive actions. Nevertheless, as we will see in Chapter 4, there 
are employers that – instead of ignoring the union - do extend social benefits for the unions to 
administer, thus effectively preventing the union from threatening in later game-rounds. The 
explanation – why employers might use tactics other than ignoring the union - is that unions could 
solve the problem of structural difficulties during the first round of the game (present in the payoff of -
1 for disruptive actions, the Strike outcome in the upper-part game) and effectively make disruptive 
threats. I will discuss in Chapter 6 how and why this happens, and what it means for the theory 
developed here. 

Summing up, the main conclusion of the game theoretical analysis is that there is little labor 
interest representation to expect in situations where employers are interested in production: When 

                                                 
49 To use an insight from a study that focused on how a multinational company deals with uncertainty, the union leaders in 
this dissertation try to find “the situations under which uncertainty can be defeated by social interaction” (Kahancová 2007: 
17). 
50 For strategies of inflicting costs, see Schelling 1984. 
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employers are interested in production, it is problematic for Ukrainian unions to become autonomous 
(the first dimension of labor interest representation), while for Romanian unions it is difficult to be 
effective (the third dimension of labor interest representation). Furthermore, if there is any labor 
interest representation, unions will bring it about via conciliatory strategies, but these will be lengthy 
and costly, possibly triggering member discontent with the lack of results (the union will have low 
output legitimacy, the second dimension of labor interest representation). In the situations where the 
employer is an asset-stripper, union and workers might reach a shared definition of the situation 
helping the union to overcome mobilization problems, but the union cannot effectively make use of the 
mobilized workers for disrupting production (as the employer is not interested in production). 
Therefore, the success of labor actions depends on state intervention and the capacity of the union to 
channel such intervention in its interest. The employer's intentions for the plant influence not only 
whether trade unions can constitute effective threats (unions can constitute threats, but the strike threat 
is ineffective), but also whether unions are capable of autonomous action; this happens because an 
employer interested in production can extend the union benefits to administer, thus relieving it from the 
task of representing worker interests.51 Last, what makes the union's preference for conciliatory actions 
so strong is the uncertainty over the employer's intentions. The union cannot interpret the employer’s 
disregard of its threats as evidence for asset-stripping. Therefore, although union leaders know that 
only disruptive actions work in saving the plant from closure when confronting asset-strippers, they 
also know that disruptive actions can bear the extreme cost of triggering plant closure or repression if 
used against employers interested in production.52  

In short, in light of the discussion on the game’s equilibrium, I derive two propositions from the 
analysis above (they will be presented again in section 3.2.4.). First, to the extent unions can overcome 
the uncertainty over employer intentions, one should expect no conflict-oriented (disruptive) actions of 
unions against employers in the upper half of the game (for employers interested in production), as 
such actions are either ineffective - in both countries (due to the high costs they entail under structural 
difficulties for labor), or – in Ukraine - employers can offer unions social benefits in exchange for not 
carrying out disruptive threats. For the lower half of the game (for employers interested in asset-
stripping), to the extent that unions can overcome the uncertainty around employer intentions, I expect 
all unions to make use of conflict-oriented (disruptive) threats or actions in the form of triggering (or 
threatening to trigger) state intervention. I will discuss in Chapter 6 to what extent the empirical cases 
actually confirm these two propositions as well as the additional propositions developed below.53  

                                                 
51 Again, this is possible only in some contexts, such as Ukraine, and not in Romania; moreover, in post-Soviet contexts a 
union does not automatically become incapable of being autonomous as soon as the employer extends the offer of 
administering social benefits. The union still has a choice to accept the employer’s offer or not, even if one can argue that 
the chance is high that it will accept the offer of administering social benefits instead of representing workers. 
52 The reader might find the expectation that only disruptive actions bring results against asset-strippers far-fetched. 
However, the most obvious reason why non-disruptive actions such as lawsuits cannot work in these cases is mainly 
because it is not the trade union with whom the employer has signed the privatization agreement, but the state. The union 
can only signal to the state the breach of the privatization agreement (in some cases studied in this dissertation requiring the 
employer to continue production at the plant), but it cannot sue the employer. Equally important, lawsuits take time, and 
employers interested in asset-stripping can basically go on with selling plant assets while at the same time stalling for time 
in court. Third, asset-stripping might be legal, or employers might actually find legal formulas that justify asset-stripping. In 
one of the cases studied in this dissertation (a contention episode at a harvester plant in Ukraine) the employer allowed the 
plant to accumulate debt to other companies owned by the same employer (the employer did not allow the plant to pay its 
debts), and in the end sued in the name of the other companies for the plant’s bankruptcy. In that case, the employer had the 
legal backing for asset-stripping. 
53 As we will see in the empirical chapters, unions do not know when the game starts what sort of employer they are dealing 
with (asset-stripper or not). Most unions in this study had to deal with this uncertainty over employer intentions throughout 
entire contention episodes. Some chose to play it safe and not take conflict-oriented actions, but some unions actually took 
the risk and engaged in disruptive actions. Some unions actually developed a level of certainty about employer intentions 
that allowed them to adapt their strategy accordingly from the start of the contention episode. Sometimes, the evidence for 
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These game-theoretical propositions above offer little details about what trade unions actually 
do in response to employer actions. The next section presents the study's set of propositions, clarifying 
how and when trade unions combine strategy elements to bring about labor representation. 
Supplementing the game-theoretical analysis, the propositions explore how contextual differences in 
the employer's power over union funds and ranks (differences between Romania and Ukraine), coupled 
with the employer's interest in production, matter for labor strategy. As hinted in the previous 
comments, there are unions that manage to escape the logic of the game-theoretical analysis presented 
above and also to contradict the previous two propositions. Unions can break the logic of the game 
outlined above by using the three strategy elements. First, they can limit the uncertainty over owner 
intentions, by finding support outside the plant to find out more about the employer, or by manipulating 
the definition of the situation to mobilize workers against the employer, diminishing uncertainty over 
employer intentions by portraying the employer as an asset-stripper (asset-stripping means that 
everybody’s place at the plant is under threat). Second, by distinguishing between different addressees 
of threats, trade unions combine disruptive and conciliatory actions to simultaneously limit member 
costs and avoid employer repression; or, by pressuring the state to enforce threats, they effectively use 
conciliatory strategies against asset-strippers. An in-depth discussion of these points will follow in the 
empirical chapters. 
 

                                                                                                                                                                        
employer intentions was obvious, for instance in the cases in this dissertation when employers actually made public their 
decision to close down the plant. In most cases, however, certainty over employer intentions followed only after intense 
struggles in the union over the definition of the plant’s situation. 
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Figure 3.2: The Union Strategy Game 
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Note that the outcomes and payoffs for the same courses of action are different in the upper and the 
lower half of the game since different employer intentions change payoffs and outcomes for union and 
employer. The figure rests on the following further clarifications (some of them already mentioned in 
the game-description above).    

 
 

Clarifications 
 
The outcome labels for the upper half of the game (with employers interested in production) have the 
following meanings: 

• “Status Quo” is a situation in which a union chooses not to make any threats even if it observes 
infringements of workers’ rights and interests. In this outcome the union faces the costs of 
member discontent, and the employer is in the most advantageous situation in the upper half of 
the game (a payoff of 1 for the employer means that the employer can realize production and 
profit targets without sharing anything with the union). 

• “Distributive Unionism” refers to a situation in which in exchange for giving up threatening, the 
union gets to administer social benefits. However, it does so at the cost of giving up the 
representation of workers, and giving up the issue over which it was threatening. This might 
spark the members’ discontent. The payoffs are ‘benefits-cmembers’ for the union (the benefits it 
gets from the employer minus costs incurred from the members’ discontent), and 1-benefits for 
the employer. 

• “Concessions” refers to a situation in which the employer gives in to a threatening union’s 
demands. Usually union and employer will agree over some concessions, bringing them a 
payoff of A for the union (A is a number smaller than 1, the maximum payoff for the union, and 
higher than the benefits supported by the employer in the “Distributive Unionism outcome”), 
and 1-A for the employer. 

• “Strike” refers to the situation when a union chooses to face the costs of disruptive actions 
against an employer interested in production and carry out the threats of striking. In the upper 
half of the game costs are extreme for the union, possibly triggering the relocation of the plant. 
The payoff -1 for the union denotes the worst possible outcome for the union, job loss due to 
plant closure or no gains and the union loosing its place at the plant. The payoff 0 for the 
employer means that the employer is in a worse situation than, for example, in a situation in 
which the union makes no threats – the Status-Quo outcome. Nevertheless, even if the employer 
has to give up production plans due to the union’s disruptive actions, it can still limit losses to a 
payoff of 0 by selling the plant or its assets. 

• “Lawsuit” refers to a situation when the union builds up the means to influence an employer 
interested in production without making use of disruptive actions (such as strikes), usually by 
suing the employer. In this situation it is possible that a union realizes a maximum payoff of 1 
(in the ideal situation that a court will recognize employer infringements of worker rights and 
interests). However, the union still faces lawsuit costs (noted as costs of state intervention, 
cstate). It also faces possible member discontent with a course of action that might take a long 
time before actually reaching the outcomes desired by workers and union. The payoff for the 
employer is 1- cstate, with cstate representing the costs of the union’s legal action (ranging from 
representation costs to what it would have to give up to the union in case the union wins in 
court). 

• “Union Backdown” refers to a situation in which, after threatening the employer without results 
(the employer plays ignore threat), the union gives up the issue over which it was protesting. 
However, it does so at the cost of giving up the representation of workers, and giving up the 
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issue over which it was threatening. This will probably spark the members’ discontent. The 
employer makes the maximum payoff possible in the game, 1. 

 
The outcome labels for the lower half of the game (with employers being asset-strippers) are the same 
as for the upper half of the game in order to symbolize the uncertainty facing the union. Outcomes in 
the lower half of the game are distinguished by an asterisk from the similar outcomes above. They have 
the following meanings: 

• “Status Quo*” is a situation in which a union chooses not to make any threats even if it 
observes infringements of workers’ rights and interests. The outcome bears the same name as 
the corresponding outcome in the upper half of the game since the union does not know at this 
stage in which game it is. In this outcome the union faces not only the costs of member 
discontent, but the extreme costs of plant closure (-1, meaning complete job loss without 
compensation). The employer can realize in this outcome a payoff of 1, meaning that it can 
asset-strip the plant without union interference. 

• “Concessions*” refers to the concessions made by an employer-asset-stripper. For instance, the 
employer might give in to union threats and might sell the plant instead of asset-stripping it. 
Alternatively, it might offer workers substantial severance pay that makes up for closing the 
plant (noted as an employer payoff or 1-A, with A the size of severance payments or of the size 
of the difference between the profits from asset-stripping and the profit from selling the plant).54  

• “Strike*” refers to the situation when a union chooses to face the costs of disruptive actions 
against an employer asset-stripper and trigger the intervention of the state via disruptive actions 
(portrayed as a cost in the union’s pay-off). The union will probably first organize a strike, but 
faced with an employer that ignores the strike, the union will calibrate threats and actions 
accordingly and organize a factory occupation. At this point, it is crucial that the union triggers 
state intervention: it needs to have the state on its side in order for the authorities not to impose 
sanctions on the occupation. State intervention comes at a cost (noted as -cstate for the union): 
the union might have to organize protests outside the plant to trigger such intervention. In case 
of state intervention that recognizes the legality of union actions the employer risks losing the 
plant, with a corresponding payoff of -1. 

• “Lawsuit*” refers to a union building up the means to influence the employer-asset-stripper 
without making use of disruptive actions (such as attempting to trigger state intervention). The 
outcomes of such actions usually mean that a union manages to postpone the juridical 
liquidation of an enterprise, even if in practice the employer might very well succeed in selling 
the plant’s assets. The union still faces lawsuit costs (noted as costs of state intervention, cstate). 
It also faces possible member discontent with a course of action that might take a long time 
before actually reaching the outcomes desired by workers and union. It cannot make a payoff of 
1 as in the corresponding outcome in the upper part of the game because it cannot force a 
change in the employers’ intentions for the plant in court (unions do not have the possibility of 
sueing over ownership issues, since they were not a part in the privatization contract). The 
payoff for the employer is 1- cstate, with cstate representing the costs of the union’s legal action 
(ranging from representation costs to what it would have to give up to the union in case the 
union wins in court). The employer might get a payoff of 1, if the lawsuit is inconclusive or 
does not succeed in delaying employer plans of asset-stripping the plant. 

                                                 
54 It is very unlikely that the game will end at this outcome. The employer has little reasons to find the union’s threats 
credible. This happens because the union will choose to make strike- or law-suit-threats that are inappropriate if addressed 
to an asset-stripper. Furthermore, as structural difficulties to labor action are known, the employer will not find the union’s 
threats credible. 
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• “Union Backdown*” refers to a situation in which, after threatening the employer without 
results (the employer plays ignore threat), the union gives up the issue over which it was 
protesting. In contrast to the corresponding situation in the upper half of the game, the costs of 
backing down in the lower half of the game are extreme: total job loss due to plant closure, with 
a payoff of -1 for the union.  The employer makes the maximum payoff possible in the game 1, 
as it gets the profit from selling the assets. 

 
Preferences over outcomes: 
UU refers to the utilities of the trade union; UE refers to the utilities of the employer; A ∈ (0,1); 
1>A>benefits; cstate, cmembers∈  [0,1]55 
For the trade union (the preferences over outcomes read from the most favored ones – those with 
corresponding payoffs of 1 – in descending order to the least favored ones, with corresponding payoffs 
of -1): 
UU(Strike*) = 1>/= UU(Lawsuit) > UU(Concessions) > UU(Concessions*)>UU(Distributive 
Unionism)>UU(Union Backdown)>UU(Status Quo)> = UU(Lawsuit*) >UU(Strike)= UU(Union 
Backdown*)= UU(Status Quo*)= -1 
 
For the employer:  
UE(Status Quo)=1= UE(Status Quo*)= UE(Union Backdown) = UE(Union Backdown*)> 
UE(Distributive Unionism)>UE(Concessions)= UE(Concessions*)> UE(Lawsuit)= 
UE(Lawsuit*)>UE(Strike)>UE(Strike*)= -1 
 
 
Assumptions of the model 
The model assumes for the sake of simplicity stable employer preferences. (Actually, at least in the 
cases of the contention episodes in Vinnitsa and Kherson, presented in Chapter 5, the employer 
apparently changed preferences.) This assumption does not diminish the relevance of the cases in my 
sample; it is just that the story is far richer, of course, than the model could ever depict in its single-
round form. Thinking of it as a game with multiple rounds can help in relaxing this assumption. 

Second, the model assumes also for the sake of simplicity that employer infringements upon 
workers rights or interests can be treated as equivalent (i.e., it does not matter what unions protest 
about). I think that the current payoffs for union actions remain unchanged no matter what the actual 
topic of protests is – be it working conditions, the protection of tariff systems (systems of 
differentiating pay on the basis of worker skill level), work overload, or the most dramatic topic, wage 
arrears. If the topic is plant closure, then the union will automatically know that it is in the lower half of 
the game, but in none of the cases studied here such information was available to the union from the 
game’s (the contention episode’s) start; with a couple of exceptions, employers usually did not disclose 
that they were attempting to close down the enterprise. 

Third, the model assumes that the trade union has the autonomy to decide whether to threaten or 
not in the first place (i.e. it starts the game). How the trade union might find itself in such a situation 
given the structural difficulties that it always faces is an empirical question, to be explored in the case 
of every union in the sample.  

                                                 
55 In words, A cannot take the values 0 or 1, but is located somewhere between these two values. This means that  what a 
union can get in the Concessions outcome is less than 1, and can be less than in the outcomes of Lawsuit (if 1-cstate - cmembers 
> A). It is in any way more than in the Distributive Unionism outcome (as A is bigger than “benefits”). Similarly, for the 
lower half of the game, what a union could get in the Concessions* outcome can be more than in the Strike* outcome (if 1-
cstate<A). In contrast to A, cstate, cmembers can take the values 0 and 1, either giving the union the maximum payoff of 1 in the 
Lawsuit and Strike* outcome, or nullifying that payoff and bringing the union in a situation worse than in the Concessions-
outcome. 
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3.2.4. The Propositions 
 
To explore the workings of strategy elements and different combinations thereof, this dissertation 
selects episodes of contention in two Eastern European countries – Romania and Ukraine - that differ 
in the structural difficulties that their political economies pose to organized labor. Concretely, the 
employer's control over the trade union's funds and ranks in post-Soviet countries such as Ukraine is 
expected to make labor representation a more difficult task in Ukraine than in Romania, where labor 
does not face this obstacle. It is expected that both conflict-oriented and conciliatory approaches have 
higher chances to be successful in the first of the two countries, Romania, where trade unions face less 
obstacles in acting autonomously from the employer. In Ukraine managers are often allowed to be 
union members, and it is only in the late 1990s that trade unions pushed for a law to ban union 
membership at least for general managers. As discussed in the previous chapter, the law, however, did 
not ban membership for management below the general manager (such as line managers or foremen) 
and is often not enforced even regarding general managers. As to union funds, in many plants in 
Ukraine the unions can still count on substantial welfare benefits to distribute, benefits that come from 
the employer. The provision of such funds allows unions to take the road of least resistance towards 
the employer, and distribute social benefits rather than represent workers in front of the employer. 
Therefore, when workers initiate demands, they often have to do so without the union's leadership, 
know-how, connections, and full-time work that the union could dedicate to the task of promoting the 
workers' demands. If a Ukrainian union tries to strike or to take an employer interested in production 
to court, the employer can later use its power over union ranks to replace union leaders with others 
who limit their activities to administering management-sponsored social wages. As an result, such 
power over funds and ranks effectively deters Ukrainian union leaders and stops the union from acting 
autonomously of the employer. Union leaders do not try to expand their role of social-wage 
administrators to acting to influence the labor exchange, unless there is a crisis making the provision 
of social wages impossible. Such a crisis occurs when the employer is not interested in production 
anymore, or when the plant faces economic problems so that the employer can no longer provide the 
union with social benefits to distribute. In situations of crisis, union leaders can define the situation of 
their plant in a way that is shared by workers, and establish some common ground for opposition to 
management. This opens prospects for successful labor representation.  

 It will be hypothesized that it is this difference in management power over union funds and 
ranks that explains why Romanian unions can generally be more successful in bringing about labor 
representation. This idea – of the impact of the difference between management power between 
Romania and Ukraine – is part of the argument regarding the structural difficulty to mobilize. It shows 
an important limitation to the workings of strategy in bringing about labor representation, a limitation 
uncovered by using an explorative research design that puts a set of strategic elements - initially 
identified by studying several Romanian contention episodes - to work  in the Ukrainian context.  

The table of propositions below makes these ideas explicit. It specifies which strategy 
elements matter in which situation, showing for instance that although threat potential always matters 
in convincing the employer to negotiate, it relies on different combinations with other strategic 
elements, depending on the type of context (country – whether management has power over union 
funds and ranks), mode of interaction, and employer intentions. Employer intentions – whether the 
employer is interested in producing at a plant or not, an issue mentioned under the heading “difficulty 
posing threats to employers” in the previous chapter, is also expected to determine different strategy 
combinations leading to labor representation. The propositions below will list different strategy 
combinations expected to bring about labor representation, depending on the situation that labor faces. 
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These situations range from labor facing an employer interested in production and with no power over 
union funds and ranks to the situation that leaves the least room for labor representation, an employer 
interested in production and with power over union funds and ranks. For instance, in situations when 
the employer is not interested in production, threat potential needs either a shared definition of the 
situation (to mobilize workers) or support from outside the plant to ensure communication and 
enforcement (in situations where unions try to disrupt relations of property and return a private plant 
into state property); yet in such a situation workers and union have a higher chance of sharing a 
situational definition given that the employer has no more power over union funds, and the trade union 
has an incentive to act more in the interest of workers and no longer as a distributor of social benefits. 
The study begins from the following proposition. 
 P1) Strategy matters: Strategy is a necessary condition for bringing about labor 
representation. The point of this proposition is to show that labor representation does not come about 
because of factors that have nothing to do with the agency of labor – for instance, because the state 
makes sure that there is labor representation, by protecting trade union independence, ensuring that 
trade unions are connected to the demands of workers, and forcing employers to negotiate and reach 
agreements with labor. Quite to the contrary, analyses focusing on the relationship between state and 
trade unions in post-communist states have shown the opposite picture, of state organs often failing to 
protect elementary collective representation rights of workers (Kubicek 2004; Mandel 2004). Instead, 
workers (and unions) need to act and to do so strategically if they want to further their interests. To 
prove this point, the dissertation uses comparisons between the levels of labor representation at the 
same plant at different moments in time, depending on the extent that labor makes use of strategic 
elements. As to how strategic elements combine to bring about labor representation depending on the 
situation, the dissertation works with the following additional propositions.  

P2) If an employer is interested in production and has no power over union funds and ranks, a 
conciliatory union can rely on threat potential alone in bringing about labor representation. (Threat 
potential is a necessary and sufficient strategic element.) In the case of a conciliatory union, threat 
potential relies on non-disruptive threats and can do without a shared definition of situation, at least 
over the short term (during initial episodes of contention). 

P3) If an employer is interested in production and has no power over union funds and ranks, a 
conflict-oriented union must reach a shared definition of the situation (over which to protest) with 
workers, in order to establish threat potential. (Threat potential and a shared definition of the 
situation are necessary conditions for success when a conflict-oriented union confronts an employer 
interested in production.) 

A conflict-oriented union needs first a shared definition of the situation with the workers, to 
allow it to have a threat potential, to constitute, communicate and enforce the threat. Remember that it 
has been said above (section 3.2.2.) that trade unions can develop threat potential in two ways: either 
via a conciliatory approach (where threats do not target production, but instead rely on taking the 
employer to court), or via a conflict-oriented approach, involving threats to disrupt production. If the 
trade union takes a conciliatory approach, achieving labor representation should require no other 
strategic elements but making some threats (such as taking the employer to court). However, it often 
happens that lawsuits take long enough to make this strategy ineffective, and therefore a trade union 
can turn to a conflict-oriented approach, basically by threatening to strike. In order to strike, however, 
the union needs the support of the workers, and therefore also a definition of the situation shared by 
union and members. Reaching such a shared definition might prove problematic, especially if the 
initiative will come from the union – and not from the workers - because unions face a structural 
difficulty mobilizing workers. Nevertheless the empirical chapters will present two unions that 
actually took the initiative of reaching a shared definition of the situation with workers.   

P4) If the employer is interested in production and operates in a context with strong 
managerial power (control over union funds and ranks), there cannot be any labor representation, 
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irrespective of whether the union is conciliatory or conflict-oriented. This happens because unions 
cannot act autonomously of the employer, since unions receive funds to distribute as social benefits 
and therefore avoid representing workers during episodes of contention.56 In other words, a context-
related factor – employer control over union funds and ranks - influences labor representation more 
than strategy, by affecting the prospects for the union coming up with a strategy. This does not mean, 
however, that workers will not raise demands or that there will be no contention at the plant. It is just 
that the union does not take part in contention, and that a sizable part of the workers will not raise 
demands or will not risk acting collectively to further demands as long as they risk loosing social 
benefits.   

It is expected that conciliatory unions can be successful only when facing employers interested 
in production in contexts that allow unions to be autonomous (where there is no management control 
over union funds and ranks). Here they can rely mainly on the strategic element of threat potential, as 
long as they can constitute, communicate, and enforce threats without using disruption (a situation 
already discussed under P2).  

P5) If the employer is not interested in production, conciliatory unions cannot pose threats to 
the employer and therefore cannot bring about labor representation. 

This proposition is derived from the game-theoretical analysis above. In this situation the 
employer owns the plant for reasons other than production; that is, the employer might have taken 
over the plant out of interest in the plant's assets. Sooner or later, the employer's disinterest in 
production will lead to a deterioration in pay and working conditions at the plant, and will prompt 
worker protests. In this situation conciliatory unions - even if they win in court cases over wages or 
working conditions - cannot change in court the employer's plans for the plant, and problems with pay 
and working conditions are bound to re-emerge. Nor can unions – via law suits – demand the return of 
the plant into state property, a possibility that is not provided for by national law either in Romania or 
Ukraine. Conciliatory unions therefore cannot establish threat potential vis-à-vis the employer, not in 
the short-run and especially not in the long-run, when problems of deteriorating pay and working 
conditions only increase. This is a case of unions following the wrong strategy given the context they 
are in, as an employer's disinterest in production makes the strategies of conciliatory unions 
ineffective, i.e. they cannot bring about labor representation. It is expected that conciliatory unions 
will in such a situation turn conflict-oriented, a case when the relevant proposition for this situation 
becomes P6. 

P6) If the employer is not interested in production, conflict-oriented unions take struggles 
outside the plant and find ways to address the issue of support from outside the plant.(Outside support 
is a necessary condition for success.) 

Support from outside the plant matters most when the union confronts an employer with no 
interest in production. As stated under the heading of the previous proposition, all unions are expected 
to turn conflict-oriented in such a situation. This happens, on the one hand, because employers no 
longer extend funds to the union to administer as social benefits and pacify at least a part of the 
workforce; on the other hand, pay and working conditions at the plant deteriorate, pushing workers to 
protest and pressure the union. Outside support becomes crucial for allowing the union to pose a threat 
to the employer; since the employer is not interested in production, the union will usually attempt to 
pose threats in the form of disruption of property relations: the only thing that it can still threaten with 
is to threaten the employer with taking over the plant, so that the employer cannot make profits from 
asset-stripping it. In exchange for giving up the threat or action of plant occupation, unions usually 
demand some sort of compensation for the workers facing the prospect of loosing their jobs: severance 
payments and, most often, return of wage arrears. In order for such threats to be credible, a union 

                                                 
56 At least in the cases that I have studied during fieldwork, I found no evidence for the possibility that a union might have 
ever tried to administer social benefits and at the same time ensure labor representation.   
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needs actors outside the plant to offer the support to establish communication and enforcement of 
threats. Because property relations are guaranteed by the state, the plant-level alone is no longer 
sufficient for guaranteeing to the union that threats to the employer will be communicated and 
enforced. For instance, when an owner is not based at the respective plant – but in some other very 
distant town or country – it is only by organizing some kind of support from actors outside the plant 
that the union can hope to communicate to the owner and enforce the threat of disrupting property 
relations. Also, since disrupting property relations almost always takes the form of plant occupations, 
organized labor needs the support of other actors to enforce the threat that it can credibly disrupt 
property relations, i.e. without triggering a reaction of the authorities favorable to the employer. 

Table 3.1 presents five of the six propositions, omitting the first one (that strategy generally 
matters). The table classifies the five propositions (P2-P6) in terms of conciliatory versus conflict-
oriented modes of interaction, employer commitment to production, and low versus strong 
management control over union funds and ranks (Romania versus Ukraine). The table shows that in a 
context with strong employer control over union funds and ranks (in Ukraine), there can be no labor 
representation if the employer is interested in production. Only conflict-oriented unions can bring 
about labor representation, but only if the employer is not interested in production. The scope for labor 
representation is much broader in the other context, Romania, where the employer does not control 
union funds and ranks; labor representation can come about in such a context irrespective of employer 
commitment. In other words, the table shows how context-related factors can determine which 
specific strategy elements bring about labor representation, or when labor representation is not 
possible at all. 
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Table 3.1: Table of hypotheses with employer interest distinction and managerial power over union funds and ranks 
 
Type of context/ 
Interaction 
mode 

Context 1: No managerial power over union funds 
and ranks 
(Romania) 

Context 2: managerial power over union funds and 
ranks 
(Ukraine) 

 Employer interested in 
production 

Employer not 
interested in 
production 

Employer interested 
in production 

Employer not interested in 
production 

Conflict-
oriented 

Threat potential matters. 
Definition of situation 
crucial for mobilization and 
threat potential (P3) 

Outside support matters. 
Threat potential disruptive 
only; support matters for 
disruption and 
mobilization (P6) 

No labor representation 
possible (union cannot 
be autonomous due to 
context) (P4) 

Outside support matters greatly for 
supporting disruption and 
mobilization. 
The shared definition of situation 
emerges because wage arrears 
unite workers and unions (P6) 

Conciliatory 
 

Threat potential still 
crucial, but relies on non-
disruptive actions (P2) 

No labor representation 
(union not effective). 
Unions cannot change in 
court the employer’s plans 
for the plant (where these 
differ from the 
privatization contract) 
(P5)  

No labor representation 
possible (union not 
autonomous). 
Staying conciliatory 
comes at the cost of 
autonomy: 
unions survive but not 
as coalitions of labor 
suppliers (P4) 

No labor representation possible 
(union not effective) (P5) 
 
No union stays conciliatory in this 
situation. Unions either abandon 
conciliatory approaches trying to 
disrupt property relations or 
disappear altogether. (The 
proposition relevant for this 
situation is P6) 
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3.3. Research Design 
 

3.3.1. Ranking Cases on the Dependent Variable 
 
As argued in the chapter's first section, I use a definition of success that couples the following 
dimensions of labor representation: input and output legitimacy, autonomy, and effectiveness 
understood as ‘influence’ (the partial achievement of demands). This way - and by using episodes of 
contention rather than plants or unions as cases - the study allows for degrees of success and achieves 
more variation in the dependent variable, and more causal leverage. Degrees of success refer to the 
very likely situations when unions achieve only part of the demands raised by workers, and this 
outcome (partial achievement of demands) is accepted by workers (output legitimacy). I usually 
establish that workers accepted an outcome by studying workers reactions to that outcome and how 
much support workers show for a union after the union communicated an outcome. This is established 
through questions such as whether workers stay in the union, whether workers still participate in 
collective action, and whether the leading committee of the union still reaches majority decisions or is 
deeply divided over the outcomes of previous actions. I count as cases of “successful labor 
represention” all contention episodes where unions span the space between unions that achieved the 
outcome of fulfilling all worker demands (only one in the entire sample of eleven unions), to those that 
achieve only some demands or even exchange in negotiations with employers those demands for an 
agreement over other issues, as long as a majority of workers accepts the outcomes. This raises the 
number of episodes of contention when unions successfully brought about labor representation from 
one to seven (out of fifteen episodes of contention). The table below presents an overview of the fifteen 
cases of episodes of contention in terms of how unions score on the several dimensions of labor 
representation. Scores of 3 mark successful unions, meaning that the union was successful on all three 
dimensions of labor representation: effectiveness as influence, autonomy, and legitimacy. Data for the 
table comes from fieldwork. The difference between episodes of contention with a score of 1-2 and 
those scoring 3, between lack of success and successful labor representation, is related to the union's 
ability to have not only influence over outcomes but also make sure that the outcomes of their actions 
are accepted by workers. 
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Table 3.2: How cases rank on the dependent variable dimensions  
(abbreviations refer to plant names, town names in brackets, first six cases took place at plants in Romania, the others in Ukraine) 

Effectiveness Episode of contention (case) 
Influence Did the 
union achieve some 
goals? 

Autonomy  
Is the union  
autonomous 
from the 
employer? 

Legitimacy 
Do workers 
accept 
outcomes of 
union action? 

Score 

CSR(Reşiţa, RO) 2000-2003 Yes Yes Yes 3 
Socomet (Oţelu Roşu, RO) 1999-
2003 

No Yes No 1 

ISPAT (Hunedoara, RO) 2003-2008 Yes Yes No 2 
COS (Târgovişte, RO) 2005-2008 Yes Yes Yes 3 
COS 2008 No Yes No 1 
ZAZ (Zaporizhia, UKR) 2007 Yes No No 1 
KrAZ (Kremenchuk, UKR) 2003-
2004 

Yes Yes Yes 3 

KrAZ 2005 No No Yes 1 
TKZ (Ternopil', UKR) 2007-2008 Yes No Yes 2 
HK (Herson, UKR) 2006-2007 No Yes No 1 
HK summer 2007 Yes Yes Yes 3 
HK 2008-2009 Yes Yes No 2 
VPZ (Vinnitsa, UKR) 2002-2003 Yes Yes Yes 3 
VPZ 2005-2006 Yes Yes Yes 3 
VPZ 2008 Yes Yes Yes 3 
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This dissertation’s main empirical and theoretical goal is the identification of circumstances under 
which labor representation can take place despite the presence of structural difficulties of organized 
labor. The most important causal claim of the research is that even in difficult political and economic 
contexts trade unions develop specific strategies that can lead to effective labor representation (i.e., that 
“strategy” leads to labor representation and success). Through research design (case selection) the 
study intends to distinguish the effects on labor representation of the key explanatory variable of 
“strategy” from the workings of structural variables – the structural difficulties (by keeping these 
variables constant, at a level representative of each country’s political and economic context). The 
study also intends to show which specific strategy combinations ensured effective labor representation, 
and thus goes beyond the isolation of a certain cause’s effect.57 In order to determine the workings of 
different strategy combinations the study relies on process-tracing, on establishing for each episode of 
contention the decisions taken by organized labor, the course of events linked to these decisions, and 
the constellation and behavior of actors around such events. 
 The “cases” of this dissertation are episodes of contention rather than plants or unions. Using 
the data collected during an initial round of fieldwork in late 2007, I selected the episodes of contention 
for each plant by focusing on the biggest and most protracted crises the plant went through after 
privatization.58 If after the resolution of that particular crisis (contention episode), there were no other 
cases of contention at a plant, I limited the study to one contention episode per plant. If other 
contention episodes erupted, I studied what happened in each contention episode until there was some 
final resolution (usually in the form of one of the opposing sides leaving the picture: either the private 
owner following the re-nationalization of the plant, or the union in the cases when the plant ceased to 
exist or the union lost its autonomy). This led, for instance, to the inclusion in this study of a second 
contention episode for three Ukrainian plants.  
 
 

3.3.2. Country Selection 
 

The research design includes, first, case studies from a country that witnessed much higher levels of 
protest than the post-communist average. This difference in mobilization could mean that trade unions 
in such a country found ways to mitigate structural difficulties of mobilizing, threatening, and 
breaking out of isolation. Romania witnessed in the 1990s and 2000s more industrial conflict than any 
other post-communist country (see the previous chapter). Romanian trade unions contradict the 
expectation of the literature on Eastern European labor linking “labor weakness” to the trade unions’ 
failure to mobilize large numbers of workers (the thesis of communism’s “ideological legacy”). 
However, despite Romanian unions achieving mobilization, this did not mean that they could 
automatically achieve more than their other Eastern European counterparts. Despite being stronger in 
terms of influence over governments – particularly over legislation - than Eastern European unions 
elsewhere (Pasti 2006, Trif 2008, for the opposite argument see Kideckel 2001), organized labor was 
– regardless of the numbers it could mobilize - less successful against private employers at the plant-
level. This leads to the idea that overcoming mobilization problems is not enough for trade unions to 
successfully represent the interests of workers, and that there are other difficulties that trade unions 
have to address through their strategies if they want to achieve labor representation. (More generally 
                                                 
57 On the relevance of the identification of causal mechanisms via case-studies and on how generalizations can afterwards 
be drawn see McKeown 2004: 163; see also Knight/ North 1997 and George/ Bennett 2005: 12 on causal mechanisms 
versus causal effects. 
58 I did at least two rounds of fieldwork at almost every plant with the exception of the steel plants in Hunedoara and Oţelu 
Roşu (both in Romania, one fieldwork round for each), and a maximum of four fieldwork rounds in Târgovişte (Romania), 
and Vinnitsa (Ukraine). 
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this means that workers’ mobilization is a necessary but insufficient condition for the success of 
labor.)59 The research design includes episodes of contention in four Romanian plants, with two 
episodes where unions achieved labor representation and three episodes where unions were 
unsuccessful.  

Case selection includes also episodes of contention at plants in a post-Soviet country, Ukraine. 
The reason behind this is that the study intends to gauge whether specific combinations of strategy 
identified in Romania can be expected to have similar effects across a broad range of post-communist 
countries. So far no study undertook a comparison in terms of structural difficulties of organized 
labor, labor strategy, and their effects on labor representation between post-Soviet and other post-
communist countries. This study selects cases in Ukraine, a country where – in comparison to 
Romania - employers have more discretionary power in controlling union ranks and funds. This 
contextual challenge makes it even more difficult for labor to make gains in relation to employers. 
Therefore it is insightful to study whether and how workers in this context can protect their interests 
vis-à-vis employers. If for the success of both Romanian and Ukrainian labor what mattered were a 
shared situational definition, credible threatening, and organizing support outside the plant, this should 
strengthen the case for accepting the study’s central proposition that labor representation depends on 
specific combinations of labor strategies.60 

The other reason for selecting post-Soviet Ukraine and not carrying out this study only in 
Romania is that at least in Romanian industry many trade unions can be regarded as coalitions of labor 
suppliers. Trade unions in key Romanian industrial sectors emerged bottom-up in the reform year 
1990, in clear rejection of the communist model of unionism consisting of exchanging subordination 
to the state for the right to administer social benefits. In other words, Romanian unions already start 
from a situation where they do not have to pursue all three dimensions of labor representation. They 
already are autonomous, but what is still lacking are legitimacy and effectiveness. In contrast, 
Ukrainian labor still has a long way to go in order to establish autonomous trade unions. The tasks 
ahead are more complicated than in the Romanian case and cover all three labor representation 
dimensions. By taking the Ukrainian contention episodes on board, I could observe whether and how 
labor can deal with all three dimensions of labor interest representation. The research design includes 
episodes of contention in five Ukrainian plants, with three episodes where unions achieved labor 
representation and four episodes where unions were unsuccessful (at three plants I studied two 
contention episodes for each plant). 

The study thus focuses on cases of successful labor representation in the two countries. Seven 
out of fifteen episodes of contention included in the study are such successful cases. The other eight 
are cases where organized labor was unsuccessful but where workers (not necessarily unions) at least 
formulated demands to employers and authorities. The study will compare the successful and 
unsuccessful cases, in order to single out the most important strategic elements in ensuring effective 
labor representation. 

 
 

3.3.3. Mode of Interaction 
  
Case selection in this project is driven not only by the logic of controlled experimentation but also by 
an interest in diversifying the empirical domain of observation to generate more data relevant to the 
research question. Therefore, and for the theoretical reasons discussed under 3.2.2, the selection of 

                                                 
59 This latter proposition is confirmed by other studies of workers’ movements, see Levi/ Olson 2000. 
60 In the words of Munck (2004: 220), "if this evidence suggests that a similar mechanism produced or prevented the 
outcome in each case, this constitutes evidence for causal homogeneity." 
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episodes of contention includes unions with different “modes of interaction” (Scharpf 1997) during 
the episodes of contention under study. Specifically, during roughly half of the episodes of contention 
(featuring both successful and unsuccessful unions) labor has taken a more conflict-oriented approach 
towards both business groups and state representatives (in each country). Conflict-oriented labor made 
threats or attempts of disruption. Disruption refers to either disrupting production or taking control 
over the plant (disrupting the employer’s property rights over the plant). In the rest of the cases labor 
followed a conciliatory approach, operating without any threats to disrupt production or property 
relations.  

Again, the logic behind this distinction is not only the isolation of causes (of a certain 
independent variable, in this case assessing the impact of different modes of interaction and different 
strategies for labor representation). It is also to find out more about how large labor's scope for 
opposition is, and what concrete forms such opposition can take, in order to infer which the 
determinants of success were and how labor combined them. The basis for selecting episodes of 
contention is less to find "’typical’ cases, but rather [...] ’telling’ case[s], in which ’the particular 
circumstances surrounding a case serve to make previously obscure theoretical relationships 
sufficiently apparent’" (McKeown 2004). 
 Furthermore, the inclusion of conciliatory unions should minimize the considerable bias risked  
by selecting conflict-oriented unions from the press. Since most press reports focus on unions 
achieving some form of disruption, selecting cases from the press only would lead to a skewed 
sample, since most unions in Eastern Europe abstain from disruptive actions. Instead, I selected the 
conciliatory unions in interviews with trade union officials in the two countries, asking these officials 
to name plants where they considered that labor representation was high (simply which unions they 
consider to have achieved the most for workers) despite the apparent absence of contention. 
 
 

3.3.4. Industry- and Plants-Selection 
 
The cases come from the two countries’ metal sectors, including metallurgy and machine- and 
machine-parts-producing sub-sectors. The reason for this choice is that the metal sector went through 
dramatic restructuring and full privatization after the fall of communism, and should therefore provide 
a good approximation of the context leading to structural difficulties for labor. The cases come from 
the steel industry in Romania and machine-building in Ukraine, with both sectors seeing a drop of at 
least 75% of the 1989-1991 workforce over the post-communist transformation's first ten years. Almost 
all episodes of contention (17 out of 18) took place in privatized plants. In both countries the unions 
figuring in the episodes covered are members of the respective national and industry-level union 
federations: Cartel Alfa - Metarom (Cartel Alfa is a national confederation, Metarom is its member 
union in the steel industry) in Romania, and FPU – ASMU in Ukraine (FPU is the Federation of 
Ukrainian Trade Unions, ASMU the FPU’s civil machine-building organization). A further reason for 
selecting this sector is that this is not a sector with production peculiarities that create particular 
collective action problems for workers (such as any sector where employees are isolated from each 
other), nor does it create particular collective action opportunities (of a particular occupational 
community, as in the mining sector). 

The reason why I keep union affiliation constant in both countries is that the study follows how 
the trade union center - Metarom in Romania and the ASMU in Ukraine – dealt with contention at 
different plants and at different moments in time. Both Metarom and the ASMU are organizations that 
have seen more conflict than any other national union in their country, except for unions in mining. 
This is not a bias, however, as it does not translate into sector specificities which could obscure the 
relation between my dependent variable (labor representation) and independent one (strategy). Given 
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that Romanian Metarom is an industrial union of steel-workers, I might face claims that steel is an 
exceptional sector giving workers strategic advantages that they do not have elsewhere in the economy. 
While I show that this is not so in each of my cases, the other way of arguing against such a claim is to 
include unions from a sector that does not offer workers such advantages or one that is more 
fragmented in terms of union affiliation, and where some industry-wide unions do show high levels of 
labor representation while others do not. ASMU in Ukraine is precisely such a union, as it is only one 
industry union in Ukrainian machine-building. There are nine other ones, such as the Ship-builders 
Union or the Military Machine-Builders Union, industrial unions that, although based in a very similar 
– basically the same – sector, have seen much less conflict and also less reform in terms of moving 
away from the social-wage-supplier model towards the ‘labor-suppliers-coalition’ model. ASMU came 
in the late 1990s close to similar levels of labor representation as Metarom, and the fact that it is not the 
only national union in its sector but the only one to be in such a situation shows that labor 
representation does not depend so much on the sector as to make strategy irrelevant. 

Table 3.3 below presents the plants where the trade unions that figure in this research are based, 
according to the mode of interaction, the outcome in terms of labor representation (aggregated for cases 
where several episodes of contention were studied), and the contextual variable of employer power 
over union funds and ranks. The table also includes a successful conciliatory union in a context where 
the employer is interested in production and has power over union funds and ranks; according to my 
propositions, such unions cannot be successful. The case, however, as will be argued in chapter 6, does 
not contradict the propositions, being an exceptional case where management and union stayed 
unchanged since Soviet times, and where no new private owner ever concentrated enough shares as to 
have the power to change the established pattern of cooperation between union and management. (The 
case basically represents an exception to the presence of structural difficulties hampering labor’s 
actions.)  
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Table 3.3: Trade unions studied during fieldwork  
(Abbreviations refer to plant names, followed by town names) 

Context 
No employer  power over union funds and ranks 
(Romania) 

Employer power over union funds and ranks (Ukraine) 
 

Outcome Outcome 
Mode of interaction Successful union Unsuccessful union Successful union Unsuccessful union 
Conflict  
(Union threatens to 
disrupt production/  
property relations) 
 

CSR, Reşiţa 
Union won the 
plant’s re-
privatization (virtual 
take-over of the 
plant by the union; 
union had to 
pressure the 
government to reach 
its goals) 

Oţelu Roşu steel plant (Oţelu Roşu)  
Mirror-case of the union in Reşiţa; 
union organized years-long protests to 
re-privatize the plant but could not, as 
Vatra, support protesters long enough; 
the plant was re-privatized but without 
the union; workers lost their 
organization 

VPZ, Vinnitsa 
Six years of total conflict between 
union and management over every 
possible issue, from workers’ right 
to organize in unions to collective 
agreements, future of the plant, etc. 
Union could win mainly by 
pressuring authorities. 
 
HK, Herson  
Dramatic radicalization of workers, 
led to the use of the most radical 
disruptive tactics in my Ukrainian 
sample, a plant occupation. Union 
kept its autonomy and on some 
occasions workers could have 
influence over management, for 
instance over union recognition and 
wage arrears. 

TKZ, Ternopil'  
Organized a strike, the 
management’s backlash that 
followed targeted activists and 
destroyed the union’s 
independence  
 
KrAZ, Kremenchuk 
Threatened to strike and 
management initially gave in, 
only to later strike back by 
targeting activists and destroying 
the union’s independence 
 
 

Conciliation 
(No threats of 
disrupting production/ 
owner’s property 
rights) 

COS, Targoviste 
Avoids strike-
threats but has 
turned wage-debts 
into a basis for 
threat potential in 
court 

ISPAT, Hunedoara 
Avoids strike-threats over over-work 
issues, fearing plant closure; tries 
escaping member pressure through 
wage increases, workforce re-
conversion, job creation 
 
Roman truck plant, Brasov 
Government-backed re-structuring 
allowed employer to target activists 
and control the union 

KKZ, Kremenchuk 
This union has an easy existence at 
a plant that went through an 
atypical privatization: there is no 
shareholder strong enough to 
impose a new management policy 
and therefore plant management 
stayed unchanged since Soviet 
times 

ZEA, Sutiskyi 
Organized a meeting to 
demonstrate control over workers; 
management retaliated by 
targeting activists and destroyed 
the union altogether 
 
ZAZ, Zaporozhe 
Employer-union collusion, 
handles workers discontent via 
coercion, selective incentives 
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I selected the plants after consulting the limited academic literature that exists on plant-level worker 
protests in Eastern Europe, national and local press, and trade union press. This allowed me to identify 
the sites of episodes of contention where trade unions used disruptive methods to achieve their goals. In 
both countries, it is rather conflict-oriented unions that reach the media. In-depth interviews with 
Metarom and ASMU leaders helped me to identify also the conciliatory unions in the sample.61  

 
 

3.4. Conclusions   
 
This study challenges the general labor-weakness thesis directly by arguing (and empirically 
demonstrating) that in post-communist contexts there were also - mostly isolated at the plant-level - 
unions that tried to resist employers and achieved limited successes, no matter how bleak the bigger 
(national) picture. This chapter discussed what elements such unions combined in their strategies, 
arguing that rather than working only by constituting threats to their opponents, strategies also work by 
ensuring that threats are communicated and enforced. The chapter introduced the concept of labor 
representation and operationalized it by making use of the distinction in social movement theory 
between understanding outcomes in terms of goal achievement and understanding them in terms of 
influence. I argue that process tracing and fieldwork allow for a good assessment of the influence of 
labor strategic action. The chapter also discussed what constitutes a case throughout the dissertation; 
rather than focusing on specific actors, the dissertation advances “episodes of contention” as cases. 
Relying on game theoretical tools and insights from social movement theory, I developed in Chapter 3 
a theory of labor strategy to explain how unions can bring about successful labor representation. The 
theory expects strategy to matter even under the harshest conditions. Successful unions are expected to 
ensure a situational definition connecting the workers' and the union leaders' perceptions about 
employers production intentions and thus ensure that workers will back the actions of the union. 
Successful unions furthermore calibrate threats they address to employers to the production intentions 
of the employer and to the employer's organizational structure. They also ensure outside support, at 
least in the form of state intervention. These strategy elements (a shared situational definition within 
the plant regarding employer intentions, threats and disruptive actions adjusted to employer intentions, 
and outside support) are expected to be crucial for defending workers’ rights and living standards. The 
chapter's last part presented the research design employed to probe a set of propositions derived from 
the strategic elements presented above. The chapter also discussed the reasoning behind the country- 
and sector-selection: the metal sector in Romania and Ukraine. 

Studying unions that tried to bring about labor representation can take us beyond mono-causal 
explanations and give insights into the complex interplay of factors weakening labor; it can also offer 

                                                 
61 The table includes more plants than actually discussed in this dissertation. The two plants that I do not discuss in any of 
the chapters are the electrical car-parts plant in Sutiskyi, Ukraine, and the truck plant Roman in Braşov, Romania. I decided 
not to include the former plant in the empirical chapters due to strong similarities with the contention episodes at the truck 
plant KrAZ in Kremenchuk (Chapter 4). As to the latter case, I decided to include it in the sample as a conciliatory union 
because the history of the union indicated that the union had all the prerequisites it needed for conflict-oriented interaction, 
but nevertheless it was refraining from any disruptive methods (the case of the union at the Roman plant in Braşov, 
Romania). It turned out that the union had lost its autonomy following a wave of layoffs that had targeted the most active 
union leaders. I do not discuss the case in the empirical chapters, as I studied it mostly in order to gather information for the 
background chapter (Chapter 2). The unions in Braşov were highly influential and protest-prone in the 1990s, and it was 
important to find out why they had been silent ever since the moment of that plant’s privatization, despite massive layoffs.  
Another reason for not discussing the situation at Roman was that fieldwork had shown that following the repression wave 
laying-off the active union leaders, the union had colluded with the employer. There was little to no labor representation to 
study, and also no strategy of labor representation. I present and discuss a similar case in Chapter 4, the contention episode 
at the car-plant ZAZ in Zaporizhia, Ukraine. 
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insights on how labor can override such factors. By looking into those situations in which labor 
overcame its problems with mobilization, breaking out of isolation, and posing threats – in which 
workers turn to their trade unions for defense and unions take up militant tasks – this study 
accompanies labor's struggle with employers and states, in the belief that “a social order reveals itself 
in the way it responds to pressure” (Burawoy 1998). The following two chapters form the empirical 
core of the dissertation. They elucidate how labor deals with employers at the plant level by using 
different combinations of strategic elements and how and when such strategic elements and their 
combinations can effectively defend worker interests. 
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Chapter 4: Struggles at the Plant 
 

4.1. Introduction 
 
This chapter presents five case studies, episodes of contention at two Romanian and two Ukrainian 
plants. These are all episodes where unions and workers – and sometimes workers alone - protested 
over issues concerning the everyday functioning of the plant: pay, working conditions, or 
management’s treatment of the workers. The next chapter deals with situations where workers 
protested over the closure of their plants. 

The purpose of this and the next chapter is to identify within each case study what led to the 
success or failure of union action. I will return in Chapters 6 and 7 to discussing the importance of the 
empirical cases for the theory of labor strategy developed in Chapter 3. During the contention episodes 
presented in this chapter trade unions deal with worker demands for timely or higher pay and better 
working conditions. As hypothesized, it is expected that labor strategy will not rely so much on outside 
support (and particularly state intervention) as in the case of the unions in the next chapter, which 
struggle for the survival of the plants and of the workers’ main basis for their livelihoods, their jobs. 
The episodes presented below underline the strength of the unions’ preference for conciliatory 
interaction. Confronted with structural difficulties when it comes to striking, mobilizing, and breaking 
out of isolation, and – in the Ukrainian context – offered the choice of running social benefits rather 
than representing workers – unions are expected to prefer conciliatory approaches to disruptive ones 
such as strikes, work interruptions, or plant occupations. In practice, however, what actually happens 
during the contention episodes discussed below differs from the expectation of no disruption, with 
unions threatening strikes as they find ways to evade some of the costs associated with them.  

The logic of presenting cases – contention episodes – in this empirical chapter is that of starting 
from the least complex cases in terms of the limitations faced by unions. In the first two (Romanian) 
cases autonomous unions face employers over issues of timely or higher pay and layoffs; unions are 
constrained to refrain from strike actions as strikes might push employers to relocate their businesses or 
the costs might prove too high for workers. The two cases show how unions find ways to threaten the 
employer without risking triggering the employer’s decision to close the plant (given the high 
investments that these plants require in order to make a profit again, it was generally not expected that 
the employer would be able to sell the plant instead of closing it down).  

The next (third, Ukrainian) case introduces a severe limitation to union action – management 
control over union funds and ranks, and studies how contention emerges at a plant organized by a 
distributive union and how the union responded to contention from below. The union operates in an 
environment where it is extremely difficult to act autonomously of the employer: Top union leaders are 
former managers and have offers of returning to management jobs. The union relies on management 
funds that allow it to administer social benefits rather than interfere on the workers’ side in the episode 
of contention under study. The case shows how the employer’s extension of social benefits to the union 
leads to an outcome where there is no labor representation.  

The last two cases - this time both located at the same plant - introduce an element that disrupts 
distributive unionism: the wage arrears crisis, severing the links between management and union and 
pushing the latter to respond to pressures from the workers. In the fourth contention episode 
management fails to pay wages and creates a situation that unites workers and union. Workers strike 
over the issue of wage arrears and the union joins them as it receives no more funds from management 
to administer as social benefits. However, once the crisis of wage arrears is solved, the employer 
signals its readiness to return to the provision of social benefits to workers via the union: In the fifth 
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episode, with foremen controlling union ranks and elections, the union accepts a change in leadership 
and takes up again the task of providing benefits rather than representing workers. 

The case studies have the following structure. Each case study of contention episodes aims to 
show how unions and workers at these plants struggle with specific structural difficulties, and whether 
and how strategy helps them overcome these difficulties. I will start the case studies by presenting 
background information on the plants and contexts of each contention episode, the plants’ post-
communist history, and how this history translates into structural difficulties for labor. Then I will 
present the responses of labor: whether and how workers and union reach a shared definition of the 
situation; what course of action follows from the definition of the situation and, specifically, how labor 
constitutes, communicates and enforces threats to employer and state. 

The table below presents a first overview of the contention episodes studied in this chapter. It 
offers the following details: the contention episodes, named after the plant (including its location and 
duration), the name of the private owner during the contention episodes studied, and the size of the 
workforce throughout transformation (to give an idea of the extent of restructuring). It also mentions 
the union name and affiliation (at industry and national levels). 

 
Table 4.1: Overview of Plants in Chapter 4 
(Abbreviations explained throughout chapter) 

Contention Episode 
(Plant name, 
duration) 

Owner and city/country 
of origin  

Workforce size Union name  

Siderurgica, Hunedoara 
(Romania) 
2003-2009 

LNM Holding (UK/The 
Netherlands)  

20,000 employees in 
1990; 2,200 at time of 
fieldwork 

Siderurgistul, member of 
Metarom/Cartel Alfa 

COS, Târgovişte 
(Romania) 
2004-2009 

Mechel (Russia) 20,000 employees in 
1990; some 3,900 since 
privatization 

SLI, member of 
Metarom/Cartel Alfa 

ZAZ, Zaporizhia 
(Ukraine) 
2007-2008 

Ukravto (Ukraine) 22,000 in 1990; 16,000 
presently 

ZAZ, member of 
ASMU/FPU 

KrAZ, Kremenchuk 
(Ukraine) 
2 contention episodes in 
2003-2004 and 2005 

MegaMotors 
(Germany/Ukraine) 

Some 13,000 in 1990; 
6,900 presently 

KrAZ, member of 
ASMU/FPU 

 
The first union presented here underlines the point of the strong preference for conciliatory 

approaches, especially since one can compare the strong change in the union’s protest behavior before 
and after privatization. Privatization is the moment when one structural difficulty – posing threats to the 
employers – suddenly becomes extremely relevant for the union, before privatization one of the 
country’s most strike-prone. 
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4.2. Siderurgica in Hunedoara, Romania 

4.2.1. Plant Background and Labor Representation 
 
The Siderurgica plant, established in 1882 (Turnock 1970: 542), is located in Hunedoara, an isolated 
town of 80,000 inhabitants in the mountainous county of Hunedoara. The county economy’s 
dependence on metallurgy and mining became acute under the communist dictatorship. Starting with 
1949, these branches went through an intense period of development, drawing into the county’s towns 
many workers from Romania’s East. Hunedoara became the most urbanized county in Romania, with 
more than 70% of the population living in towns. The county is a hotbed of worker militancy; miners 
here organized a strike and protests despite harsh repression even under the dictatorship, in 1977. 
Shortly after the 1989 revolution, partly instrumental to political interest groups in Bucharest and partly 
driven out of their Jiu Valley by worsening living and working conditions, miners were responsible for 
most of the social unrest that shook Romania throughout transformation.  

Metallurgy underwent similar turmoil. Siderurgica used to be the country’s first and biggest 
steel mill, nationalized in 1938 and developed by the communist government into Romania’s main 
steelworks in 1949-1964 (Turnock 1970: 549). Employing in 1990 some 20,000 workers, it entered a 
period of restructuring that left it with less than 1,000 workers today. Restructuring started in 1997 with 
the transformation of some of the plant’s less needed shops (construction shops, repairing, etc.) into 
autonomous enterprises but keeping Siderurgica as the main share-holder. Many other shops were 
closed, such as the Siemens-Martin oven or the coke plant. 

 
Picture 1: Ruins of the Siemens-Martin oven towering over Siderurgica in Hunedoara, 

Romania, November 2007 (taken by the author) 
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Throughout transformation, the Siderurgistul union pushed the government to support the plant 

through a variety of spectacular and often violent actions. Governmental support took the form of 
investments in technology and subsidies for energy and iron ore suppliers. The union had to fight for all 
these concessions. It supported restructuring, but insisted that any layoffs take place only under its 
conditions: that layoffs be phased over several years, that the government pay for severance payments 
and workforce re-conversion programs, and that it pay for the costly technological investments needed 
to make the plant viable. When the government chose to impose its own restructuring plan in 2000, the 
union fought that plan bitterly. It organized road blocks and occupied the governor’s office and the 
plant. Eventually the government gave up its plan and accepted to invest in technology.   

The government finally sold the plant in 2003 to the LNM Holding (LNM stands for Lakshmi 
Narayan Mittal, the company founder and owner), at that time one of the world’s top steel producers. It 
accepted the investor’s condition of handing over the enterprise with only 2,000 employees (instead of 
8,000 at that time). The government managed to impose this reduction in the workforce after clashes 
between workers and police, and the taking into custody of all 18 union leaders. The LNM promised 
not to decrease the number of workers any more, and even to hire back some of the laid-off, if 
production would increase. As we will see, the employer did not keep this promise (Adevărul, 
November 12, 2003). 

Privatization was apparently the end of a period of intense militancy, unparalleled by any other 
union in my two-country sample. The union in Hunedoara was ready to go further than other unions 
and its repertoire for developing threat potential was very vast; it ranged from conventional strikes, sit-
ins at the plant, road blocks, to the threat to kidnap international sportsmen, an attack on the ruling 
party’s headquarters, and the occupation of the local governor’s office. Romania had a long history of 
violent conflicts initiated by miners and other workers (machine-building in Braşov and metallurgy in 
Iaşi, where workers threatened to blow up their plant). Authorities therefore did their best to counteract 
union actions (B4 2007). For the union, this meant that it had to carry through such actions under 
conditions of maximum secrecy and evade the presence of police informants, something that, again, it 
achieved.  

The moment of privatization changed everything. In their discussions with me, union leaders 
tried to portray themselves as highly conciliatory; this is so partly because they felt that using the same 
methods against private owners as against authorities prior to privatization would be illegitimate and 
would lack workers’ support, and partly because they perceived their ‘bad’ reputation as an obstacle in 
negotiations. To cite the union’s main leader: “We wanted to prove that Hunedoara is a socially 
governable area” (H1 2007).  

As to labor interest representation, the union manages to keep wages above the wages at any of 
the country’s other big steel mills.62 Wage increases are the result of negotiations; these negotiations 
took place at least three times in the context of strike threats – in 2004, 2007, and 2008. Union leaders, 
however, feel that they have failed so far to defend members’ interests after privatization (H1-H3 
2007). Despite wage increases, the union could not do much on issues such as employment and 
working conditions; for workers these are the biggest issues. The layoffs taking place at the plant ever 
since privatization and causing a decrease from 2,500 to 700 workers nowadays (layoffs hidden under 
the façade of voluntarily resigning from the job) are an issue that leaders admit to have been clueless 
about how to address (H1-H3 2007). Worse, their attempts to tackle the issue not only failed but have 
backfired and hurt remaining workers (as discussed further below). 
                                                 
62 According to a document from 2007 released by the employer’s association in metallurgy, workers in Hunedoara have a 
“minimum revenue” that is higher than what workers at the other big plants get (the other plants that employ similar – or 
higher - numbers of workers are located in Reşiţa, Târgovişte, Câmpia Turzii, Roman, and Galaţi). See UniRomSider, 
October 2007, “Situaţia salarială la data de 17.10.2007, indicatori pentru muncitori calificaţi” (in Romanian) [The Wage-
level situation on 17.10.2007, indicators for skilled workers ]. 
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The table below sums up the situation of labor representation at the plant. The union is capable 
of autonomous action. It is a Cartel Alfa founding member, meaning that it was a union that emerged in 
opposition to the former UGSR-organization, the communist-times union administering social benefits 
instead of representing workers. Employers (public and private) throughout the 20 years after the fall of 
communism regarded restructuring – decreasing the size of the workforce – as their main priority, 
something that fostered conflict with the union and strengthened the union’s autonomy. The union fails, 
however, to address the workers’ main demand: work overload – and is therefore listed as failing to be 
effective in the table below. The union achieves wage increases for workers, something that prevents 
workers from getting back at the union. Instead, workers show their dissatisfaction with conditions at 
the plant by choosing to leave the plant together, as we will see below.  
 
Table 4.2: Labor representation in the case of Siderurgistul, the union at Siderurgica Hunedoara  
 
Autonomy  Legitimacy  Effectiveness 
High   
(No social benefits to 
administer for the union) 

Input: High  
(Union open to demands from below)  
Output: Low  
(Workers do not accept outcomes of union 
actions and continue leaving the plant) 

Low 
(Union does not solve key worker 
demand over workload) 

  
 Today the plant bears the name of Arcelor Mittal Hunedoara; I will refer to it as Siderurgica, 
the old name of the plant and also how the people I talked to still call it (and also the plant’s 
international listing). Managers, all Romanians with the exception of a few consultants, are all 
appointed by LNM, not Arcelor, so I will refer throughout this text to LNM, not Arcelor Mittal, as the 
management and the employer.  

The plant makes a profit since 2006. This is the result of: a pre-privatization restructuring 
program that meant a 90% workforce reduction; a 1999 government investment in changing the plant’s 
technological basis from iron-ore-and-coal-based Siemens Martin technology to scrap-iron electric 
ovens; and the rise in the world price for steel that has characterized steel markets from 2002-2003 
until 2008. 

 
 

4.2.2. Strategy 
 
The union at Siderurgica, called Siderurgistul (The Metal Worker) is firmly anchored in the reality of 
structural difficulties for labor action. The union has few problems in mobilizing workers – in its pre-
privatization past, the union mobilized workers against the government on many occasions, earning it a 
reputation as one of the country's most militant. But ever since privatization the union has had great 
difficulties posing threats to the employer. The biggest difficulties that the union leaders admit facing 
regard owner intentions and owner power. First, union leaders are not sure about LNM’s plans for their 
plant inside the LNM empire. Union leaders base their judgments of owner intentions on the following 
story: They argue that back in 2003, when the LNM bought the plant, it bought it because the 
government asked the LNM – in exchange for the country’s biggest steel works in Galaţi – to also take 
over the plants in Hunedoara and another town, Roman. Therefore, union leaders argue that the 
privatization of Siderurgica had to do more with political-economic reasons than with purely economic 
ones; probably, the government forced the LNM to buy Siderurgica (in exchange for selling it the 
Galaţi steelworks) in order to stop covering the plant’s losses. The plant went to the LNM through a 
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secret privatization contract that would prevent the LNM from selling or closing the plant until January 
1, 2009. Union leaders fear that this privatization contract is the only reason for their plant’s existence. 
(H1-H3 2007)63 

The union leaders’ fears are appeased only by what little investment LNM has made at the 
plant, buying new machines for the main electrical oven in September 2007. Actually this investment 
pushed the union into its biggest strategic dilemma: If the LNM has some plans for keeping the plant, 
how far can the union push workers’ interests without shifting LNM intentions in the direction of 
closing the plant? 

The union’s second difficulty relates to finding means to threaten employers. Means used 
against the government do not work against the LNM. This is so because of the unequal distribution of 
costs between owner and union should the union turn to strikes or other violent means, because of the 
Eropean Union (EU)-monitoring program for Romanian metallurgy. If the country’s six biggest 
metallurgy plants had failed to become “viable” (profit-making) by 2009, their current owners would 
have had to return all state-aid that the plants received since 1990. Among the six plants were the steel 
works in Reşiţa, Târgovişte, and Hunedoara. This, of course, pressured management to obtain positive 
results at the plant, but it did not place the union in a good bargaining situation. If the plants had failed 
to make a profit by 2009 – for instance because of strikes - the return of state-aid would have meant the 
bankruptcy of each of these plants, the disappearance of the union, mass unemployment, and a severe 
blow to local economies (in all three towns the steel mills are the main employer and budget 
contributor).64 If it would strike, the union loses infinitely more than the employer does. With the plant 
in Hunedoara just a small drop in the LNM ocean (1,900 workers at the time of fieldwork – November-
December 2007, while LNM worldwide employs 320,000 in 60 countries), the owner will not care 
much about the plant. But loosing their jobs in a monoindustrial town would mean losing everything 
for the workers. When facing the government, it seemed that the union’s chances of success were 
proportional to its militancy and the disruptive nature of its actions; now, this relationship seems 
reversed. 
  The union was incapable of solving the workload problem. Even worse, as I argue below, the 
actions pursued by the union to solve the problem only worsened the workers’ situation. In this context, 
the union’s only achievement in terms of strategy was to avoid becoming a target for worker discontent 
despite doing only little to solve the workload problem. The union obtained wage increases from 
management to appease workers and thus channel worker discontent from taking action against the 
union towards leaving the plant. In the rest of this section, I show how Siderurgistul tries and fails to 
solve the problem of work overload. The reasons for failing are to be found less in the union’s support 
among the workers – I argue that workers and union leaders share the same definition of situation and 
the workers participate in union-led disruptive actions – but in the failure to constitute threats. 
Specifically, the problem lies in the fact that the employer – one of the worlds’ largest multinationals – 
is simply too big to care about the little disruption that the union can achieve in Hunedoara. However, 
local management does care about the union disruption attempts and is willing to grant limited 
concessions. 
 
Tackling the problem of work overload 
I arrived in Hunedoara in the middle of a conflict between management and union: In November 2007 
management attempted to shut down two shops at the plant and lay off 280 people. Union leaders relied 
on the argument that the closure of the two shops would constitute a breach of the privatization 

                                                 
63 At the time of fieldwork – 2007 – it was impossible to know what would happen with the plant after the end of this 
contractual period of protection. But the January 1, 2009 deadline has passed at the time of writing, and the plant still exists. 
64 In the end, all six steel-plants survived the year 2009 and successfully met the EU report targets prior to that year (and the 
world economic crisis).  
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agreement. They thereby thought to have a legal cover for action that they expected would lead to 
success (H1 2007). Instead, not only did the union lose the battle, its involvement led to a worse-off 
result for the workers.  

 Union leaders criticized management’s arguments that the two sections were not profitable, 
claiming that it was because of management that the sections were not profitable (H1 2007). For 
instance, they accused management of failing to organize security to guard the laminar sections; this 
led to massive theft, a problem well-known at Siderurgica.65 The union picketed the governor’s office, 
and in response the governor sent out the police, labor control, and State Property Fund to check the 
legality of management actions. Consequently, the State Property Fund – back then still represented in 
the Shareholders’ Assembly - forbade the LNM to close down the shops. The LNM responded by 
paying the 280 workers to leave and stopping production at the two shops without officially closing 
them down. In the end, the shops de facto no longer work while the workers are left with less benefits 
than they would have gotten in case of a collective layoff (because they left “voluntarily”, they do not 
qualify for unemployment benefits). Had the union not intervened, they would have been collectively 
laid off. Ever since November 2007 the union has not attempted to fight layoffs anymore. Also, ever 
since 2007, the LNM has preferred to lay off workers by paying them to leave “voluntarily” rather than 
by collective layoffs, further reducing the workforce to 700 people (September 2009). 

Other attempts to directly fight the work overload problem also proved fruitless. For instance, 
the union has contacted labor control authorities, but these have proven powerless in front of the 
employer. Authorities can only fine the LNM and the fines are too minor to scare the employer, who 
gains more from laying off workers than it loses from paying fines (as long as one does not take work 
interruptions due to accidents into account, but there were no such accidents until summer 2009). The 
union’s plan was to work via the national union Cartel Alfa to support legislation giving labor control 
more power. It did not want to give labor control powers to fine more, as fines are eventually paid by 
workers, but instead prefers an increase in the powers of labor control to sue managers (H1 2007). 
These actions, however, failed to bear any fruits. 

 
A partial way out 
The workload issue is problematic for the union for the following reason: First, the increased workload 
pushes workers to leave the plant, and leaving workers only increase the workload for the remaining 
ones. This leads workers to pressure the union to act on the workload problem. The union therefore has 
to find a solution to limit worker dissatisfaction, so that such dissatisfaction does not translate into a 
decision to join any competitor of the union or to violently protest against the union leadership 
(something that happened on several occasions in the recent past). The solution also had to avoid 
hurting the enterprise so much as to make it miss the targets agreed with the European Union (and 
prompt the plant’s closure). The union found such a solution by carefully addressing and calibrating 
threats. 

                                                 
65 One union vice-leader told me that people steel more today than they used to in the 1970s, when people shared an “ethos” 
of the plant, while now “no one minds stealing from the rich guy [Mittal]” (H3 2007). Schemes to steal materials from 
Romanian metal plants - and especially iron and steel - have made the headlines in newspapers for years, if not for decades. 
In the 1990s, the center-right government had declared itself incapable of putting an end to the “iron mafia” (R3 2007.) In 
the 2000s the situation seemed to be changing. After the new center-right government threatened it with the dismissal of all 
officers would it fail to stop theft at Siderurgica, the police in the counties of Alba and Hunedoara mounted one of their 
biggest operations; 280 special troops arrested 49 people in July 2006. This did not, however, put an end to thievery 
schemes, although it diminished them as criminal networks lost their leaders. The police operation could not address a main 
cause of participation in stealing, the county population’s extreme poverty. For instance, during theft operations most work 
would be done by so-called “nephews”, young people who were paid 30-50 Lei/operation (10-15 Euros) and would steal 60-
100 kg iron/night each, transporting it physically over plant fences and through the river (regardless of the time of the year). 
Sometimes as many as 100 people participated in such operations, fighting off workers and security guards who were not 
part of the scheme. See the article in Servus Hunedoara, October 18, 2007. 
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The union acted on information suggesting that decisions over workforce size are made at the 
level of the multinational, while wages are within limits at the discretion of local management. 
Following this information, the union explicitly addressed its threats to management, rather than 
owner. It also calibrated these threats so as not to threaten the plant’s well-being (such a threat would 
hardly have been credible), by limiting strikes to warning strikes and strike threats. The union made 
strike threats on three occasions, all of them regarding wage levels. It also went on a warning strike of a 
couple of hours in March 2004. The action was part of a branch-level strike, aimed to push negotiations 
for a new branch-level agreement. That year, six months later, union and management signed a 
collective agreement (in October 2004). The union made a second strike threat in early 2007, when it 
was unhappy with the level of wages (the national average wage had risen by 30% at the beginning of 
that year, something that did not happen also at Siderurgica). In order to force negotiations, the entire 
Metarom-team met in Hunedoara. (Metarom is the Cartel’s branch organization in metallurgy.) They 
threatened with a branch-level strike, should the employer fail to meet their demands. This proved 
enough to re-launch negotiations and secure the wage-increase (stiri.portal.ro, May 18, 2007). 

A third strike threat was issued in February 2008, when the union threatened to strike because 
management reduced the number of working days per week at the plant (from six to five days), thus 
reducing worker income. It accused management of violating the collective agreement (the reduction 
involves a change from four to three shifts per day, something that is illegal according to the collective 
agreement). The union walked away only after securing a wage increase from management (Cronica 
Română, February 26, 2008). 

The strike threats ocurred in a climate of acute dissatisfaction over the workload issue. The 
union tried to channel some of the discontent over workload into discontent over wages, and deliver as 
much as it can on the issue of wages. Strike threats worked out when the issue was wages but did not 
work over workload matters. The question is, why? The overburdening workload is mainly the result of 
workforce reductions. While it is the local management that decides over wages, decisions over 
workforce reductions were made at higher levels and had apparently been made at the time of 
privatization. LNM pursued a productivity of 500 tons per worker, and apparently tried to achieve it 
mostly via layoffs and less via investments in technology.66 

At least once the union could turn its discontent with workload into a wage increase without 
threatening to strike. When management refused to grant workers the extra compensation for overtime 
in December 2006, the union sued management, and the latter offered a 6% wage increase to settle the 
law suit (H1 2007, H1 2008). 

It seems that what the union can ask for in exchange for accepting layoffs and workload 
problems is wage increases. However, this does not solve the number one problem of workers at the 
plant - workload; it is for this reason that I list this union as not successful. What is even worse for the 
union is that ongoing layoffs only increase the workload problem for remaining workers; these workers 
then decide to leave, again increasing the problem for their colleagues who stay at the plant. Whenever 
there is a new call for “voluntary leaves” there are more workers signing up than management is 
willing to let go.67 One of the workers told the press: “I was not interested anymore in staying at the 
                                                 
66 The target for 2008 was 300,000 t of end-products (roughly around 130t/worker), but the plant missed it because of the 
economic crisis that began in 2008. The crisis led to the interruption of production at the plant for the first time in 80 years 
(the last time it stopped was due to the Great Depression, according to the plant’s director). It can be calculated that in 2008 
Siderurgica was far away from the 500t/worker target. For instance, at the LNM’s steel plant in Galaţi, the country’s 
biggest, most productive and most profitable plant, production did not exceed, according to my calculations, 298t/worker in 
the peak-year 2007 (4,3m tons of crude steel, 14,400 workers); since Galaţi is responsible for 70% of Romania’s steel 
production, figures at other plants can only be smaller. The figure of 500t/worker comes from an interview in the local press 
with a public relations firm hired by LNM to communicate its strategy in 2005 (Replica, September 1-7, 2005). 
67 I found evidence of this – in the form of press articles, most of them collected by the union – as early as 1999. The last 
time that similar news showed up in the press was in June 2008; management had 70 places for “voluntary leaves”, and 
more than 200 employees (engineers, foremen, workers) signed up. See Cotidianul, June 24, 2008. 
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plant because I did not like at all what was happening: Out of 1,800 people 1,400 stayed, and the 
outlook seems to be 800. This is where the incompetence and incoherence of those who managed this 
plant [combinat] brought us.” Another leaving worker, 49 years old, stated: “Staying would have been 
humiliating. They would have sent me to [do] the lowest work. It’s not about [my] pride, but about [the 
fact that] down there they need strong, young men, while I couldn’t keep up with them. I’m worried 
about my younger colleagues. I don’t know what they will do.”68 

The basis for the union’s strike threats remains its power to mobilize workers via a shared 
definition of the situation. One proof that union and workers are united is the failure of union splinter 
groups to pose threats to the union. Ever since the start of restructuring in 1997 there were several 
splinter groups that emerged in opposition to the union’s support of restructuring. The most vocal of 
them – and the only one to be active also at the time of fieldwork - established itself as a branch of the 
radical Solidaritatea [The Solidarity] “Virgil Săhleanu” (SVS) union in Galaţi, taking up the name of 
murdered Romanian trade union leader Virgil Săhleanu. In Galaţi, SVS organizes a number of workers 
that is unknown but high enough to bring the entire coke plant in Galaţi to a standstill via an illegal 
strike in early 2008 (some 3,800 workers signed up in support of the strike, out of a total of 15,000 
workers at the steelworks in Galaţi). SVS, however, does not command similar numbers in Hunedoara. 
At the only public action it organized when I was in Hunedoara, a picket, SVS could not draw more 
than 15 people altogether (and four were from another plant with SVS presence, see Mesagerul 
Hunedorean, October 17, 2007).  

Participation in Siderurgistul-actions is much higher, and such actions even became disruptive 
on several occasions. Participation shows that the union still enjoyed considerable support among 
workers. For instance, in October 2007 the union took action against the company to which the LNM 
had subcontracted the transport service. Workers were extremely unhappy with transport conditions. 
The buses were 30-years old and had holes in the rooftops letting water and cold in. At least 120 union 
members blocked the busses (according to Agerpess, while Servus Hunedoara gives a number of 350 
participants, October 2, 2007). In the meantime, the union had alerted the police and the press. As a 
result, police took the company’s license away (Agerpress, October 2, 2007). In this episode, the union 
was very careful in calibrating the threat: It was preoccupied with presenting the incident not as a direct 
confrontation and declined responsibility for it, instead portraying itself – as did union leaders in my 
interviews – as giving in to worker demands rather than leading them (H1 2007). The union was also 
careful not to hurt and also evade accusations of trying to hurt production, but to demonstrate that it can 
disrupt how management runs the plant and that workers support it in doing so. 

 
 

                                                 
68 I also interviewed the first worker, a founding member of Siderurgistul, during my fieldwork (H4 2007); it was a surprise 
to hear that he left the plant. Both excerpts are from ziare.ro, February 16, 2008. 
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Picture 2: A Cartel and BNS picket organized in November 2007 with the participation of Siderurgistul 

unionists in Deva (capital of Hunedoara county, Romania; taken by the author) 

 
Another solution was to force management to grant workers higher severance payments in case of 
conventional mass layoffs, and thus motivate workers to demand conventional mass layoffs rather than 
participate in “voluntary” schemes. This way, workers would be better protected, also qualifying for 
one year of unemployment benefits from the state, something that they do not receive in case of 
“voluntary” leaves. In fact, for management this would mean that it could carry out no more layoffs 
without the union’s approval. The union nevertheless achieved the negotiation of corresponding clauses 
in the new Collective Agreement in November 2008. As a result, management was temporarily forced 
to stop using voluntary leave schemes. Later on, however, probably intending to gain back the control 
over layoffs, management topped the “voluntary” leaves offer to beat the one in the collective 
agreements. Management gained the upper hand only when it raised benefits included in the severance 
payments for voluntary leaves by enough money to exceed the sum workers would get as 
unemployment benefits. Starting with December 2009, voluntary schemes caused another significant 
drop in employment, reducing the workforce from some 1,300 in late 2008 to 700 (Servus Hunedoara, 
April 13, 2009). Union leaders could only decry in the local press the violation of the collective 
agreement (Servus Hunedoara, February 24, 2009).69 
 The figure below shows an overview of employment numbers throughout restructuring at 
Siderurgica. The (dark) blue line shows the actual development of employment, with the number of 
workers dropping from over 20,000 in 1990 to 700 in September 2009. The red line shows the figures 
agreed upon by union and state management in 1997, the development of employment had the 
government respected its restructuring plan for Siderurgica. The (short) yellow line shows the 
restructuring plan of the State Property Fund (in 2000 the actual owner of the plant), intending to bring 

                                                 
69 In the context of the current crisis, this reduction in the workforce was not felt as much as an increase in the work 
overload; production at the plant stopped on several occasions – for the longest time in February-March 2009, for six weeks 
- and management cut the number of working days (Servus Hunedoara, March 17, 2009). However, after the workforce 
reduction, something happened that union leaders warned me about many times during the interviews (H1-H3 2007), and 
the last time in an open letter to the government (Open letter to the Government, March 17, 2009). An accident caused 
production to stop in June 2009, when 100 tons of liquid steel flowed out of a container and set the main production hall on 
fire. Production had just started again, after one month of interruption due to the world economic crisis (Adevărul, June 26, 
2009). 
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the number of employees down by 64% in some 60 days. The union fought this plan and the State 
Property Plan via a combination of disruptive actions ranging from road blocks to a plant occupation. 
These actions were successful in convinging the State Property Fund to give up its plan, but later, in 
2003, the government imposed the 60% layoff via massive police involvement to lift worker road 
blocks and take union leaders into custody. 
 
Figure 4.1: Employment changes at Siderurgica, 1990-200970 
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4.2.3. Conclusions 
 
Many months after fieldwork I still considered the union in Hunedoara, Siderurgistul, a conciliatory 
one. The reason was that Siderurgistul leaders denied to me making any threats to disrupt production 
on the issues that were the most critical for its members, such as workload (H1-H3 2007). It seemed not 
to have a source of threat potential at all at the plant. As a result, I thought the union escaped member 
dissatisfaction via heavy involvement in workforce re-conversion and job creation in town, activities 
that union leaders presented to me as their solution to the workers' problems (H5 2007). I interpreted 
the existence of several splinter groups as another sign that workers are unhappy with the union. Yet 
this raised more questions than it answered: Why would workers join splinter groups that do not differ 
from Siderurgistul in their choice of methods to tackle the workload-problem? How could workforce 
re-conversion ever help with worker discontent if the total number of workers re-trained was 
somewhere around 1,000 (15% of the 1997 workforce, when the program started), and until 2001 only 
30% of re-trained workers actually found a new job? How could job creation tackle worker discontent 
if the program was set up only in 2004 and began producing jobs only in 2007? And most importantly, 
why did management sign a collective agreement with the union, raising worker revenues above the 
level at any of the country’s other big plants? 

                                                 
70 Sources: Restructuring plan as agreed between plant management and union (1997) including author's estimations of 
yearly layoff rates, various newspapers, fieldwork interviews.  
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My game-theoretical analysis suggests that uncertainty over the employer’s commitment to 
production pushes the union onto a conciliatory path; the union’s leaders take this path because they are 
afraid that militancy might trigger the employer’s decision to close down the plant. In Hunedoara, 
however, the union is on a conflict-oriented path, despite its leaders’ many statements that they are 
conciliatory. The union actually made strike threats, in summer 2004 and spring 2007. In 2004 it had 
even organized a warning strike, and in 2007 threatened to organize a branch-level strike with other 
Cartel unions. In both incidents, the issue was wage levels. In February 2008, again, the union 
threatened to strike. I was puzzled that the union goes so far on the issue of wages but avoids any 
similar threats over workload. And strike threats over wages were effective: Hunedoara workers have 
the highest wages in my sample (and among the country’s biggest plants). Why does the union get 
away with it? The union could find out that the decision to close down the plant or not is made at 
higher levels of management, not the local level. This leaves the union much room that other unions do 
not have, because local management shares with the union the uncertainty over a strike's outcomes: 
Missing productivity targets might trigger the demise of the entire plant, including its management. The 
union can therefore put local management under limited pressure – through strike threats - without 
fearing that this will directly trigger the decision to close down the plant. This union might not solve 
the workers' most pressing problems, but it nevertheless survives, as it has found that, by carefully 
addressing and calibrating threats, it can obtain concessions from management and appease worker 
discontent.  

Next is a union at a plant where it was far more difficult for the union to disentangle the owner-
management front. At Siderurgica, the LNM employs managers who have spent most of their lives 
working at Siderurgica before privatization. At the next plant, however, privatization meant not only a 
change in ownership – with Russian steel-giant Mechel buying the plant – but also one in management, 
with managers coming from Mechel's original plant in Chelyabinsk, Russia. Despite a very tense 
relationship between union and management, the union found a way to constitute its threats so as to 
target management and hurt it without disrupting production. Similarly to the union at Siderurgica, it 
enjoyed massive support among workers and was ready and able to strike, but – as it too faced a large 
multinational and was under EU monitoring – could not afford missing productivity targets. The union 
constituted a threat that allowed it to block plant accounts and therefore managerial activity at the plant. 
Rather than a battle over addressing and calibrating threats as in the case of Siderurgica, the struggle of 
the Free Independents (the name of the union) turned to be about enforcing and communicating threats. 

 
 

4.3. COS in Târgovi şte, Romania 
 

4.3.1. Plant Background and Labor Representation 
 

The Special Steel Works (Combinatul de Oţeluri Speciale, COS) in Târgovişte, established in the 
1970s, had like the plant in Hunedoara some 20,000 workers at the beginning of transformation. Today 
it employs roughly a fifth of that workforce, 4,000 people. It is located in a town similar in size to 
Hunedoara, with 90,000 inhabitants. The town suffered tremendously during transformation, with tens 
of thousands of people leaving it and its plants since the fall of the dictatorship. 

Just as in the pre-1989 past, the COS is still the biggest employer in town. The situation at the 
plant was a surprisingly calm one during the 1990s, the exact opposite to the situation in Hunedoara, 
where the union organized innumerable protests. The COS faced fewer restructuring pressures, given 
this plant's more favorable location (than the one of the mountain-locked plant in Hunedoara), being 
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better connected to supply lines and centers, such as the Danube, the Black Sea port of Constanţa and 
the capital Bucharest. The only violent conflict prior to privatization took place in 1997, when workers 
stormed the administrative building, unhappy with management decisions. The union is aware of its 
“conciliatory” path throughout transformation,71 very different from the one followed by unions 
elsewhere (most prominently in Hunedoara and Reşiţa). One of its leaders said that they chose to go 
another way, relying more on using law suits than on strikes and road blocks in their relation to local 
management (B1 2007). The government eventually sold the COS in 2003 to the Russian mining and 
steel company Mechel.  

Mechel is one of the five biggest Russian steel corporations, with its most important production 
and iron ore/coal extraction facilities in Russia (in Chelyabinsk and in the Kuzbass region, 
respectively). By acquiring two plants in Romania and one in Lithuania it began expanding into Eastern 
Europe and the European Union. Mechel made two recent additions in the steel industry in 2008, by 
buying two more plants in Romania, in Buzău and in Oţelu Roşu (the latter plant is also part of my 
sample). Mechel managers declare that the purpose of their expansion is to export raw materials from 
its Russian plants to the European ones, and then sell in Russia the high-end products of its European 
plants.72 Apparently Mechel wanted to avoid overproduction in raw-materials in the Russian markets 
and for that reason was expanding westwards. The evidence to support this claim looks solid; not only 
did part of the supplies for its plants in Romania and all for the one in Lithuania come from Russia, but 
Mechel had also pursued an aggressive policy of buying thermo-power stations in Romania and 
especially in Bulgaria. Mechel supplied these power stations with coal at lower prices than in Russia, 
something that triggered intense criticism and a fine of Eur 250m from the Russian government 
(Kommersant, July 25, 2008). 

The “Free Independent Union” (SLI) at the COS managed to influence privatization by having 
the government persuade the new owner to sign a collective agreement with the union (B1 2007-2008). 
A “Social Agreement” - imposed on Mechel - should have laid out the conditions for the plant’s 
restructuring, detailing which shops and sections would be closed and how many workers would be laid 
off in the coming years. This second document, however, failed to materialize. The collective 
agreement was signed by the new management in 2004 for a period of four years. 

Ever since privatization the employer-union relationship has dramatically deteriorated. 
According to the union, the employer had signed the collective agreement knowing that it would not 
respect it. Union leaders accuse the employert of having refused to negotiate with the union on any 
issue, explicitly inviting the union to sue it. The union reports violations of 43 collective agreement 
articles (the document has 153), and also labor code and other national legislation violations.73 Local 
management has indeed refused to raise wages according to national and branch-level minimum wage 
increases. It claimed that there are far too many workers at the plant, but refused to put forward a 
restructuring plan. Management preferred to force them to leave one by one by keeping wages close to 
the country minimum (a cheaper strategy than using collective layoffs, subject to generous benefits 

                                                 
71 “Conciliatory” – as respondents in Târgovişte use the term - does not necessarily mean avoiding to disrupt production 
(which would be the definition I use), but less reliance on street protests or strikes in order to minimize the costs for union 
and members. (Interview B1 2008b) 
72 See the interview with the general manager of Mechel’s mining subsidiary “UK Mechel”, Vladimir Polin, (Prime-Tass 
2008). 
73 Interviews T1 2008a, T2 2008a. One big difference between the situation in Târgovişte and the one at other Romanian 
plants in my sample is that the top-management is not local (Romanian), but Russian. At the other three Mechel-owned 
plants in Romania management is local. In Târgovişte communication between union and Russian managers is more 
difficult than elsewhere, taking place only through translators, which union leaders think also further deteriorates relations. 
Also, xenophobic insults between the two sides are common, with union leaders and members often explaining the 
difficulties they have with management in terms of the latter’s origin (T1-T3 2008). Mechel runs its four plants in Romania 
as one company, under the control of the general manager in Târgovişte. 
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regulated by law and by the collective agreement, in force until December 2008).74 Consequently, since 
the moment of privatization, some 1,700 workers have left the plant, bringing down the number of 
workers to 3,900 at the time of fieldwork (2008), and 3,100 at the time of writing (2009).   

The biggest issue to divide management and union was the wage level, and specifically 
management's refusal to raise wages to branch- and national-level minimums. The union saw wage 
increases as the only solution for the increasing problem of work overload: If wages would grow, fewer 
people would leave. Working conditions are another issue, because they radicalize the workforce. 
Deadly work accidents and management’s reaction to it (blaming the workers) have angered workers, 
who initiated spontaneous protests following an accident that left one worker dead in 2007. Work 
accidents were often followed by “collective punishments” consisting of wage cuts applied to the entire 
plant because of temporary production declines. Such “collective punishments” pushed members to ask 
loudly for a strike (Protocol of the SLI General Assembly on August 3, 2007) – something that union 
leaders tried to postpone, thinking that it bears more risks than benefits for the union (T2 2008). 
Instead, they pursued a strategy relying on lawsuits, proving in court management's obligation to 
increase wages to minimum levels and – after winning the cases – threatening to block the plant's 
accounts and management operations. Management retaliated via lawsuits and by freezing membership 
fee flows to union accounts. In September 2008, however, the plant went on a warning strike, with 
union leaders giving in to worker demands. Management retaliated by cutting the wages of strike 
participants (despite the strike being legal), attempting to ban the union from the plant, and initiating 
the creation of a company-friendly union. Success for the union came in two rounds, in response to the 
union's threats of blocking plant accounts. First, in January 2008 management granted a 30% wage 
increase to all workers, corresponding to the legal national minimum wage. Second, with plant 
revenues dropping three times because of the economic crisis, management accepted negotiations with 
the union in August 2009 and granted workers bonuses. It negotiated exclusively with the Free 
Independent Union and not with the company-friendly union, in an attempt to rule out the possibility of 
having plant accounts blocked in times of world economic crisis. This change in attitude towards the 
union ocurred after Mechel replaced its entire managerial team in July 2009 with new managers more 
open to negotiations with the union and unblocked the flow of membership fees to the union’s account. 
Work accidents at Mechel plants leaving five workers dead in August 2009 (two of them in Târgovişte) 
caused increased media attention around working conditions at Mechel and might have also contributed 
to increasing the pressure on management to negotiate. The table below summarizes the situation of the 
union in Târgovişte in terms of labor representation. (This summary relies on information collected 
during four fieldwork rounds in January 2008 – Summer 2009.) 

 
Table 4.3: Labor representation in the case of SLI, the union at COS Târgovişte 
 
Autonomy  Legitimacy  Effectiveness 
High  
(No social benefits to 
administer for the union) 

Input: High  
(Union open to demands from below) 
Output: High  
(Workers accept outcomes of union actions) 

High 
(Union solves key worker demands) 

 
The argument in this section is the following: In order to achieve success and force 

management to grant wage raises and recognize tariff systems, the union had to pursue two tasks. First, 
it had to find a legal and efficient way of pressuring management – as we will see below, it had to find 
ways to efficiently calibrate, communicate, and enforce threats. Second, in order to hold out during the 

                                                 
74 The source used here for management’s opinion on employment and pay is the General Assembly Protocol of March 
2006. 
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process of constituting and enforcing threats, the union had to manage the internal tensions stemming 
from a definition of the situation not shared by all members. Reaching a shared definition was an 
arduous process, requiring briefly giving up the conciliatory path and organizing a strike, and dealing 
with the dissatisfaction of parts of the union leadership.   
 
 

4.3.2. Strategy 
 
At first I thought that the situation at the COS is indeed as the union portrays it: Management always 
refused negotiations on wage increases. This proved only partly true. It turned out that the union made 
a choice shortly after privatization, a choice to walk out of the negotiation room following an offer 
from the general manager that it deemed unacceptable. This is what happened: In 2004 the union asked 
for a wage increase for the first time. Management accepted to talk about it, but offered to increase the 
wages of production workers most, and within that category the wages of workers in the electrical oven 
shop. The union refused to talk about this, insisting instead that all workers at the plant benefit from the 
pay raise (personal observation of a talk between one union leader and workers, January 2008).  

Management’s position on this issue was quite clear (and managers repeated it during union 
conferences): Management needs to motivate workers to be productive and insists that it has the right 
to pay most productive workers more than the others. The union, however, opposed such 
differentiations as they destroy union solidarity. The same happened when management started 
touching existing worker qualification tariffs and their corresponding wage coefficients – further to be 
referred to as “tariff system” (an illegal move as worker tariffs are laid out by law). For the trade union 
– incidentally the only instance at plant level to check whether the law is respected - this proved 
unacceptable, as the management’s proposal would have disrupted existing hierarchies and replaced 
them with ones that the union cannot control. This issue would prove tremendously divisive over the 
period 2004-2008, until management de facto recognized the tariff system by granting the 30% pay 
raise in accordance with the tariff system.  

The union’s refusal to talk about the issue of differentiated pay spurred conflict also within the 
union. Several union leaders disproved of the union’s (and specifically the union president’s) lack of 
compromising skills and accused it of waging a war of principles at the expense of the workers’ well-
being (T2 2008, B1 2008). They accused the union of not getting workers any wage increase for four 
years (2004-2008).  

 
Managing the internal front 
The union went through tremendous struggle to reach a shared definition of the situation. First, the 
union was plagued by disagreement between leaders. Second, strong disagreement erupted also 
between workers and union leaders, with the former doubting that employers are interested in 
production and asking for a strike, and with the latter arguing against one. Third, rather than give in to 
strike demands, union leaders accepted to include among their ranks some of the most vocal workers 
accusing management of asset-stripping and asking for disruptive actions, thus postponing giving in to 
strike demands for one year (2007-2008). This, however, only exacerbated conflicts between leaders, 
leading to a split in the union after a warning strike in September 2009. I argue that managing such 
tensions – for instance, by co-opting radical workers into the union’s council – gained the union time to 
evade disruptive actions and find ways to pressure management that imply less costs for the workers.    

The most important reason for the union leaders’ avoidance of disruptive actions such as strikes 
is the Romanian labor law, which denies trade unions the right to strike as long as they operate under a 
signed collective agreement. They have the right to strike only over and before the signing of a 
collective agreement. Violations of already signed collective agreements are to be reported to and 
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resolved by state authorities. Second, like the plant in Hunedoara the COS, too, fell under the EU’s 
monitoring program for Romanian metallurgy: Missing profitability targets would trigger the closing of 
the enterprise. Third, union leaders argue that the costs of any strikes would in the end be supported by 
the workers – it will be from their money that management will pay for disruptions in production (T2 
2008). At the COS work can be interrupted without damaging the equipment. But given most workers’ 
very low wages (roughly around 150 Euros/month for production workers at the time of fieldwork), 
paying for strikes is hardly an option, and their dependence on management and the money they get 
from it is even more acute. Fourth, union leaders would be the first to pay for the damage in case of 
illegal strikes.75 As a result of all these factors, union leaders attempted to avoid a strike until late 2008 
and succeeded (they would have had the right to strike already in summer 2008, when the collective 
agreement expired).  

Avoiding a strike was no easy task. First, the union succeeded only partially, with workers 
responding to the death of a worker in an accident by spontaneously interrupting work in summer 2007 
and triggering a wave of disciplinary layoffs. The union, over lawsuits that lasted one year, managed to 
gain back the jobs for 45 out of the 50 workers that were laid off. Second, avoiding a strike required 
bargaining with the workers. As worker delegates voted a resolution in favor of a strike in mid-2007, 
union leaders escaped the pressure only by co-opting a radical worker into the union council. This, in 
turn, had the effect of further straining relations within the union council. The radical worker suspected 
senior union leaders of corruption, and would insist that any union-management meetings take place 
with the participation of all three main union leaders (T3 2008a and T3 2008b). 

 
Picture 3: Shift change at the COS in Târgovişte, Romania, January 2008 (taken by the author) 

 
 

Calibrating threats 
Acting on the belief that strikes might do more harm than good (at least until summer 2008), union 
leaders pursued a path of pressuring management that relied mostly on lawsuits. It was the 
management’s refusal to raise wages according to national- and branch-level wage increases that 
                                                 
75 One union leader claimed this in front of a group of workers, in a meeting I had set up during fieldwork. The union leader 
was trying to discourage workers from striking and other disruptive actions, which workers were asking for (personal 
observation, January 2008). 
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offered the union a possibility to constitute a threat. In time, the sum owed to the workers reached an 
estimated Euro 4m. Initially, the union lost all law suits it had filed with the local court in Târgovişte. 
Accusing the court of corruption, in January 2007 the union started filing the law suits in Cluj, a city in 
Romania’s North. Here the court ruled in favour of the union, and courts in Târgovişte and Ploieşti 
followed suit. In autumn 2007 the union received favorable and final court decisions in the lawsuits 
regarding the wage debt. Union leaders believed that forcing management to pay the entire sum at once 
would bring the plant to standstill, as bailiffs would block plant accounts until workers receive the due 
sum. In other words, the union could seriously and legally block managerial activity at the plant 
without having workers disrupt production. Management reacted to this threat by initially ignoring it. 
By refusing to communicate, management was pushing the union to carry out the threat – something 
that the union had little incentives to do, given that blocking activity at the plant would also hurt 
workers. The union also tried contacting the Mechel headquarters in Moscow. It translated the court 
decision into Russian and sent a detailed report about the “consequences of bad management at COS” 
to Moscow, but never got an answer (T1 2008). Instead, one trade union leader (T2 2008a) confessed 
that a Mechel-Moscow representative, while visiting the plants in Romania, met with the trade 
unionists; apparently untouched by the unionists’ complaints, she said that Mechel Romania has 
Moscow’s full backing as long as the Romanian plants make a profit. The union leader interpreted this 
as confirmation that the only way to exert pressure on management is disrupting production, but one 
would have to achieve this while minimizing costs for workers. 

The solution was for the union to “tune its weapon” (calibrate threats) so as to inflict less 
damage and therefore make the threat more credible (it could be carried out without automatically 
hurting the workers): It collected as many as 3,000 declarations from workers empowering it to carry 
out court orders individually for each worker. It then carried out two of them, thus testing its new found 
weapon and sending a clear signal to management that it can inflict just enough damage to cut 
company profits without also hurting production. In January 2008 management invited the union to 
negotiate. It offered a raise of 30% in exchange for not carrying out the court order. 

Shortly after making the offer, management acted unilaterally and raised wages as of January 
2008 by 30% without signing any agreement with the union and dropping any demands to the union. It 
also refused to pay workers the wage difference for 2007 – the employer should have raised wages 
starting with January 2007 - but did so only one year later. The union leader concluded that 
management gave in on the wage increase only to prevent the difference from accumulating (T1 
2008b). The wage increase itself was not the only reason for the union to feel successful. For the first 
time in the post-privatization history of the plant, management not only granted an increase, but did so 
by respecting the tariff system and solving a key union demand. Management acknowledged that it 
made the pay raise in response to union pressure, and that it had asked in exchange that the union give 
up the execution of all the court orders it held (there were four of them). It motivated its decision in the 
following terms:  

 
In order to reach social peace, to un-block this tense situation, reduce the state of nervousness at 
the plant, and solve the conflicts of rights and of interests, [management] has offered the union 
to sign a peace treaty stating that management accepts the union’s wage demands, asking in 
exchange that the union give up all lawsuits regarding wages and tariff systems until the end of 
2008. (Management official press release, Dâmboviţa, March 5, 2008)  

 
By “tuning its weapon” to hurt only company profits without also disrupting production, the 

union communicated the threat to Mechel headquarters in Moscow. This might have convinced local 
management in Târgovişte to offer the wage raise in exchange for the union giving up the court orders. 
The union had failed on other occasions to communicate threats, being ridiculed by management, and 
showing how important and disputed the process of communicating threats can be. For instance, in July 
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2006 the union organized a meeting with some 900 participants to protest management actions, 
wanting to prove to management the support it enjoys among workers. In response, management 
presented union leaders with photographs of participants, thus letting them understand that they knew 
that the union can count on “only” 900 people in case of a strike; management was refusing to 
acknowledge the threat communicated by the union, thus rendering the threat ineffective. (T1-T2 2008) 

Management, however, did not wait to see whether the union would accept its demands, but 
instead granted the pay raise unilaterally and then intensified its efforts to block in court the union’s 
lawsuits about the sums due to workers prior to January 2008. It is unclear why management has 
chosen to break off negotiations, especially since union leaders declared in the press that they were 
ready to accept management’s demands. Officially, management motivated its actions by accusing the 
union of making “supplementary demands” (Dâmboviţa, January 23, 2008). My explanation, however, 
is that management was deeply distrustful of the union and did not believe that the union would give up 
its court orders.76 Furthermore, management might have acted on new information that it can delay the 
application of court orders, by getting help from highly influential local politicians from the Social 
Democratic Party (incidentally also the party that was in power in 2002 when the privatization deal 
took place). Mechel had courted this party in the past and had allowed it to campaign at the plant (T1 
2008, T8 2008). These politicians also own the law firm that helped management throughout 2008 to 
delay the application of court orders (for documents confirming the link between Mechel and the 
lawyers of the Social Democrats, see author’s archive).  

   
 

Enforcing threats 
While it had succeeded in communicating threats, the union entered in January 2008 a conflict over 
enforcing them. Helped by its political allies, management was trying to undermine the union’s 
capacity to carry out threats. At the beginning of 2008, the situation looked good for the union. It had 
won in court a case against management regarding the wage debt (management gave the 30% increase 
only in 2008, it should have done so in 2007) and had gotten a court ruling enabling bailiffs to take 
money out of the plant’s accounts in order to return debts to workers. Sixteen workers (including one 
union leader) filed requests to get their money from Mechel. However, management replied by filing a 
contestation request (it lost it) and then filed an appeal in July 2008 against the decision to carry out 
payments by force and won at the local court in Târgovişte. Management consequently also took the 16 
workers to court for the recovery of trial expenses – RON 55,000 (some Eur 15,000). Attached to the 
citation was the receipt of services paid for by management to a lawyer’s company, belonging to the 
regional head of the Social-Democratic Party (T1 2008b; T3 2008b, see author’s archive for 
corresponding documents). 

The union’s plan was to use the lawsuits regarding wage debts to force the employer to 
negotiate a new collective agreement. Should management refuse, the union was planning to carry out 
court orders worth 500,000 Euros (representing wage debts to roughly 1,000 workers) and keep part of 
the sum to finance a general strike to last one full month. The union could never have raised such 
money under regular conditions, when membership fees are its only income; but in 2008 it was aiming 

                                                 
76 In early January, right before management broke off negotiations, an accident took place in the main foundry, bringing 
production to a halt. The general manager accused the union of “sabotaging production” and imposed a disciplinary pay cut 
of 10% on the entire plant (personal observation, January 2008). Later that year, management issued a statement describing 
the union in the following terms: “The union thinks that if there will be no more conflicts, law suits, crises, tension, and an 
eternal war of ideas, then the plant’s employees will believe that there is no more union at the plant. […] With their 
demagogical and populist promises, the union disorients the employees, creating a state of nervousness at the plant and, in 
the end, blocking the collective’s activity, the fulfillment of planned financial results and of modernizing efforts, making 
impossible the improvement of the well-being of each employee at Mechel Târgovişte” (Management official press release, 
Dâmboviţa, March 5, 2008). 
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to transform the wage debt crisis into an advantage, holding back as “representation costs” 10% of the 
sum it would get each worker back and planning to use that sum for a strike. Instead, management’s 
success in court of blocking the return of wage debts, despite being temporary, could delay the 
application of a definitive and irrevocable court order. Management prevented the union from using its 
“juridical weapon” when the union needed it most, during collective agreement negotiations around 
summer 2008. This was a significant limitation to the union’s law-suit-approach: The union could not 
deploy its “juridical weapon” as it saw fit, and by mid-2008 was incapable of threatening. Worse still, 
in January 2008 management blocked the flow of membership fees to union accounts in an attempt to 
undermine the SLI’s position within the Cartel and also to let it hunger without funds. The union sued 
management, but management was quick to respond the same way: After it asked to see members’ 
signatures confirming that they agree to paying fees to the union in order to allow fees to reach the 
union’s accounts, management accused the union of forging signatures and then sued it. The tactic of 
involving the union in innumerable law suits proved effective in overwhelming union leaders with the 
task of representing the union in court (they had no lawyer anymore, being unable to afford one and 
also suspecting that management had bribed the last one they had hired; T1 2008; T3 2008). 

As the juridical weapon proved increasingly irrelevant for solving the workers’ demand for 
higher wages, union leaders came under pressure to organize a strike. The warning strike that took 
place for two hours on Tuesday, October 21, 2008, involved almost all workers of the corresponding 
shift (some 1,000). Its results were disastrous, with workers sanctioned and leadership divided. First, 
with the world crisis already affecting company sales, a strike would have served management, 
interested as it was in consuming existing production stocks and minimizing payments to workers. 
Later that year, in November 2008, Mechel sent 95% of the workers – 3,100 people - on paid leave, in 
order to give the company time to sell existing stocks (Incomod, November 11, 2008). Therefore, the 
warning strike did not transmit any credible warning to management, as it claimed to actually welcome 
a strike. Second, management sanctioned the workers involved in the strike with an illegal pay cut.77 
The union was not capable of doing much about these sanctions, as the only way it could protest the 
pay cuts was again by time-consuming lawsuits.  

Furthermore, the futility of the strike offered a good case for criticism to those among the union 
leaders who had disproved of it, and who were also critical of the union’s insistence on accepting only 
wage raises that respected the tariff systems. These union leaders left the union and established a new 
one, called Metalurgistul. It received considerable support from management, offering it not only a 
place to host its offices but also a car and driver. Meanwhile, management pressured the old union to 
leave its offices in the center of the plant, and offered it a place far outside the plant premises (but still 
on company property). Allegedly, the new union recruits workers by paying them small sums to leave 
the Free Independent Union (T1 2008). The new union has largely failed to attract much of the 
workforce. It has apparently gained somewhere between 600 (the figure acknowledged by SLI) and 
1,000 members (the Metalurgistul figure, T2 2008) and could not wrestle off the old union’s 
dominance among the workers. But the emergence of a second union cost SLI its internal unity and 
shows that it could not reach a shared situational definition among all members. It favored reaching a 
shared situational definition with workers - distrustful of employers largely seen as asset-strippers - 
over one uniting the whole leading council of the union (the people who set up the second union 
insisted that employers are trustworthy and interested in production; T2 2008).  

 What eventually broke the deadlock in union-management relations was that management ran 
out of methods to delay the execution of court orders. There was also a change in management. Mechel 
replaced all top management members that had been on the job ever since the plant's privatization with 

                                                 
77 The corresponding documents are in the author’s archive and show management-signed orders of fining workers, with 
managers actually writing down on these orders that the reason for the fine was “strike” participation. This shows how little 
Mechel management actually fears state authorities, as the union had organized the warning strike legally. 
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a new team in July 2009. The new team allowed membership fees to flow into the union's account 
again, re-launched negotiations around the collective agreement, and granted a 30% higher bonus on 
Steelworker's Day (a holiday celebrated on August 15 throughout the country). The union saw this 
gesture as a friendly one, as management respected the union's demand of giving the bonus 
indiscriminately (in previous years, management had refused to pay the full bonus to workers who had 
been on medical leave). 78 The gesture, however, came suspiciously close to – three days after - one of 
the worst accidents in the plant's recent history, when two workers died in an explosion at the plant and 
four others were injured. The press that stormed in to report on the event portrayed Mechel in very 
negative terms, underlining that workers were scared to speak to reporters as they feared repression 
(being laid-off), and told stories about grueling working conditions.79   

 
 

4.3.3. Conclusions 
 

The case of the SLI union in Târgovişte illustrates the point by Shelling (1960) about how the 
communication and enforcement of threats can become a field of tremendous dispute. Quite differently 
than the LNM management in Hunedoara, Mechel showed the union that it can effectively fight over 
the enforcement of threats and render threats ineffective, for a period of more than a year. This shows 
not only how difficult it is for organized labor to pose threats to employers in post-communist 
countries. Actually, if the difficulty with posing threats lay only in the increasingly unequal costs for 
union and owners of disrupting production then the situation of unions in post-communist countries 
would not be that different from the situation of Western unions. But the case of the union in 
Târgovişte shows that organized labor faces additional complications in how difficult it is to constitute, 
communicate, and enforce such threats. Its reliance on lawsuits allowed the union in Târgovişte to 
constitute an important threat to management, allowing it to hurt the plant just as much as to prevent 
managers from making profits, and without disrupting production. But at the same time it cost the 
union three years to constitute the threat (2005-2008). Furthermore, constituting a threat was not 
enough. The union also had to communicate and enforce it, processes marred again by contention. 
Management found ways to delay the entry into force of court orders for almost 18 additional months. 
The union's failure to offer any benefits from membership to the workers for such a long time allowed 
management to intervene in the conflict among union leaders and support the emergence of a splinter 
group.  
 As we move towards the East and take a closer look at two Ukrainian unions, we will see how 
unions’ ability to pose threats to plant owners decreases where owners have considerable power over 
unions, something that they de jure lack in Romania. In Ukraine, however, it is still legal for line 
managers to be union members. Furthermore, plants still administer considerable social benefits (such 
as housing and health care) and can decide which workers have access to them. Employers allow and 
encourage unions to run these social benefits, offering union leaders an alternative to representing 
workers against management that nevertheless keeps membership numbers high. Consequently, unions 

                                                 
78 One can only hypothesize about the reasons that led to Mechel's dismissing the initial managerial team, but it might be 
related to the old management’s failure to avoid losses at the plant (i.e., not making a profit). With Mechel hit bad enough 
by the crisis to register significant losses in Târgovişte, it could be that the mother-company decided to diminish losses by 
replacing managers. Mechel Moscow might have become interested in the record of its managers also for other reasons. 
Earlier that year (2009), the rumors about its managers’ corruption actually materialized in a criminal investigation leading 
to the flight to Russia of the sales manager at Mechel's plant near Cluj (Evenimentul Zilei, January 26, 2009).  
79 For instance, allegedly workers had to fix machines without turning them off (Adevărul, August 11, 2009). On August 24, 
another explosion caused the death of three workers at Mechel's plant in Oţelu Roşu, attracting more media attention to the 
situation of working conditions at Mechel (Adevărul, September 2, 2009). 
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in Ukraine face additional incentives to stay on the conciliatory path. If, in Romania, the strength of the 
union’s choice for conciliatory approaches lies in the difficulty with posing threats, in Ukraine unions 
and workers have a much more difficult time reaching a shared definition of the situation, because 
managers have the power to offer unions to stay out of issues of labor representation and nevertheless 
keep high membership, and because they can control unions by directly being involved in them.  

The first case presented below is one of extreme collusion between management and union. 
When episodes of contention arise, workers fight management in isolation and, if they attempt to 
organize independently, have to beat the offer of the benefits-administering union. The other union 
presented below illustrates the argument that there is a situation that can bring union and workers onto 
the same side of the barricade: situations of wage arrears, to feature heavily in Chapter 5.    

 
 

4.4. ZAZ in Zaporizhia, Ukraine 

4.4.1. Plant Background and Labor Representation 
 
The union at the car plant in Zaporizhia is typical of the type of relationships of collusion that exist 
between management and unions in post-Soviet countries, as analyzed in the literature (Ashwin/ Clarke 
2003; Ashwin 2004; Mandel 2004; and in more detail Petrova 2001). This literature highlights how the 
fact that unions administer management-funded benefits restricts their autonomy and interest in 
representing workers. My analysis focuses on other aspects that offer an answer to the question how 
unions earn their place at plants: coercion, rigging elections, and organizing political support for owner 
interests. It is useful to study such a case, as, in many unionized plants in Ukraine and Russia the basis 
for the existence of such unions is still in place: the state-tolerated practice of allowing managers to be 
union members and management's practice of allowing unions to administer social benefits (funded by 
the employer).80 Furthermore, understanding the situation of the union in Zaporizhia is important for 
one more reason: This union is – given its size and financial strength – a trend setter among Ukrainian 
unions, as argued in Chapter 2. Its actions influence profoundly other unions in the industry.  
 The union organization at the car plant in Zaporizhia (Zaporiz’kyi Avtomobilebudivel’nyi 
Zavod, Zaporizhia Automobile-Building Plant; further to be referred to as ZAZ) is with 16,000 
members the biggest union in civil machine-building in the country, and the most influential one – 
given its financial weight within Ukraine's Union of Auto- and Farm-Machine builders (ASMU). The 
ZAZ union boasts with its regularly-signed collective agreement, fully transferring the branch-level 
agreement to plant-level, featuring an additional-to-the-branch-agreement medical insurance believed 
by ZAZ union leaders to be “unique in Ukraine,” and establishing something like a “state within a 
state” (in the sense that it provides a benefit that the state does not although it should, according to 
union leaders, Z1 2007). The union has initiated a model of “social partnership” with employers that it 
has exported to the level of the Zaporizhia region (where it convinced employers to group in one 
association) and praises the advantages of collaboration between union and management. The ZAZ 
union leaders remember as the only instance of union-led protests a crisis of wage arrears back in 2001, 

                                                 
80 Petrova (2001) argues that employers tolerate such benefits-administering unions as they replace human resource 
departments, but my argument is that unions can perform such tasks only in countries with very limited welfare states, 
where the social reproduction of labor power is a responsibility of enterprises (as this was the case in the Soviet Union), 
more than it is one of the state. Restructuring of the economy in Russia and Ukraine did not involve improving social safety 
nets; what Russia and Ukraine spent during transition on unemployment benefits – for instance – remains but a fraction of 
what governments spent in Poland, Hungary, or the Czech Republic (Boeri/ Terrell 2002).  
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when the company was still state property.81 Ever since the 2002 privatization to Ukravto, owned by 
oligarch Teriel Vasadze, the union has not organized any protests against the owner or management 
anymore. This is also due to the fact that ever since 2002 there have been no more wage arrears. 

In an interview with the union leader and one of the vice-presidents, both stated that they (the 
union) never had any problems at all with management. According to them, there were no episodes of 
contention between union and management. All issues – such as the yearly signing of a new collective 
agreement - are resolved amicably – “by staying the whole night to discuss them until we solve them” 
(Z3 2007). Union leaders argue that as a result of negotiations, the “social sphere” has been expanding, 
first of all through the addition of the medical insurance to the already long collective-agreement-list of 
facilities the plant pays for on behalf of the workers. Specifically, according to the collective agreement 
of 2005 (the only one the author had access to), the plant is paying at least Euro 1m for the ASMU 
union’s running costs, medical expenses for workers, support for the Work Veterans’ Council, the 
Womens’ Council, the library, etc.82 

 
Picture 4: The ZAZ dental clinic (taken by the author, October 2007; the sign on top of the building 

reads: Avtozaz - Stomatologiya) 

 
  
Yet union leaders themselves cast doubt on the idea that the achievements at the plant are 

instances of effective labor representation. According to the regional ASMU leader, the ZAZ union can 
take no credit for the above-regional-average wage level at the plant (Z2 2007). The union never asked 
for wage increases above the minimum agreed at branch-level negotiations in Kyiv, although it could 
have done so, given the plant's increases in productivity, and the wage increases are not codified in the 
collective agreement. The plant’s management nevertheless offered until the world economic crisis a 

                                                 
81 Actually, the plant had been privatized one more time in the 1990s, when South-Korean Daewoo bought the plant around 
1996. After Daewoo's bankruptcy, ZAZ returned into state property. 
82 I can actually calculate the exact sum that, according to the collective agreement, went for paying for social benefits. See 
the collective agreement, ZAZ 2005. 
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wage level far above that figure, as it was struggling to cover workforce deficits.83 Second, the 
establishment of a regional employer association is more the work of ZAZ management using the 
association to promote its interests in Kyiv (Z2 2007). In other words, the union is not effective, as key 
achievements in terms of wage and benefits at the plant are the results of management’s unilateral 
actions, and not of union actions. As we will see from a case study of an episode of contention below, 
the union also has very little legitimacy among workers. It does not consult them over their demands, 
and does not take up their demands for collective agreement negotiations with management. Instead, it 
rigs elections and consultations over collective agreements in order to diminish worker input.   
 The union cooperates with the owner also in the political arena: Union leaders and top 
managers are all members of the bloc of political parties BYUT (Blok Yulii Tymoshenko, the Yulia 
Tymoshenko Bloc), a political party that has eased Ukravto's access to preferential government 
policies. Ukravto and the ZAZ's owner is also a member of that party and of the Ukrainian parliament. 
During fieldwork in Zaporizhia I could observe how both union leaders and top-managers often take 
the floor in front of workers or in the pages of the plant’s newspaper encouraging them to support the 
BYUT, which is also the only party allowed to organize electoral campaigning inside the plant. Union 
leaders (plant-level and regional) are BYUT members of the local council (Z2 2007).84 
 
Table 4.4: Labor representation in the case of the union at ZAZ in Zaporizhia, Ukraine 
 
Autonomy  Legitimacy  Effectiveness 
Low  
(Union depends on 
management financial 
support for social benefits) 

Input: Low  
(No involvement of workers to ensure that 
union demands to employer are relevant to 
workers)  
Output: Low  
(Union achievements fail to address worker-
relevant problems, such as wage level) 
 

Low 
(For instance, union fails to 
convince the employer to include a 
wage level in the plant’s collective 
agreement that is higher than the 
branch-level minimum) 
 

 
The table above presents the union at the ZAZ as one that achieves a very low level of labor 

representation. Not only does the union score low on legitimacy and effectiveness, it also fails to 
establish any autonomy from management. This prevents the union from taking up worker demands. 
As we will see from an episode of contention between workers and management presented below, there 
are strict limits to how much union interference management allows in such cases. Some of these limits 
stem from the union’s strong overlap with management. Most importantly, despite constituting an 
ASMU statute violation, the union’s overlap with management is so strong that union leaders are 
elected directly from their management positions and return to it after finishing their union mandates.85 
Furthermore, autonomy is absent also because management extends the union funds to administer as 
social benefits. The ZAZ is the typical case of how trade unions used to function in Soviet times, more 
directing welfare programs than representing workers. At the ZAZ the same managers have been at the 
plant since Soviet times, i.e. since the times when the troika union-management-state was the dominant 

                                                 
83 The regional ASMU leader criticized the ZAZ union for not trying to achieve the recognition of a higher wage level in the 
collective agreement, Z2 2007; a vice-leader of the ZAZ union also admitted that the high wages at the plant are not a merit 
of the union but an expression of management’s concern with finding enough workers (Z3 2007). 
84 The ZAZ enjoys many state-sponsored tax exemptions (on land, VAT, reinvested profit, and imported equipment); union 
leaders did not deny this, Z1 2007, Z3 2007. 
85 Asked what had happened to the previous union leader, whose signature featured on the collective agreement, the union’s 
vice-president responded: “He was invited to work as deputy-manager of the production department – a career jump, thank 
God!” (Z3 2007). See also the critique of ASMU’s former president of management’s involvement in union conferences 
(A3 2007).  
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norm; ever since, owners Daewoo and currently Ukravto have not brought in any outside managers. 
The union still sees in the members of management “its own” people, zavodchany [people from the 
plant], with whom it shares more than 20 years of common activity (i.e. since communism; Z1 2007).86 

The union leader describes himself as working to “solve people’s problems”, and as a representative of 
the collective (including management), rather than of just the employees (Z1 2007). The fact that the 
current’s trade union leader is the plant's former production manager shows that management perceives 
the union to be important in helping it run the plant. The next section explores what obstacles workers 
encounter when attempting labor interest representation, how the ASMU union helps management in 
running the plant, and focuses on how the union reacts when management is confronted with worker 
dissent. 

 
 

4.4.2. Strategy 
 
The ASMU union at the ZAZ has no strategy of labor representation. The union keeps a high 
membership by relying on other methods than representing workers: automatic union membership upon 
hiring and automatic deduction of the membership fee and management-paid benefits that the union 
administers and offers only to union members. Studying one episode of contention at the plant showed 
that the union avoids the members turning against it by engaging in election rigging and keeping the 
collective agreement and union statute secret. 
 
Containing worker unrest 
The union's definition of the situation is hardly shared by members. During my first round of fieldwork 
I talked to four auxiliary workers (i.e. workers who are not directly involved in production and instead 
do maintenance or office work). They do take part in union elections because they see in the union a 
provider of social benefits, but they perceive it to “be on the side of management” and not part of the 
“working class”. They also participate as they are coerced to do so – be it because they are close to 
pension age and would loose many benefits if fired, or because they cannot disrupt production, given 
that they work outside the production shops.  

I argue that the union leadership preserves its control through a combination of election-rigging 
and granting selective incentives to more vulnerable employees. It is categories such as technical-
administrative personnel – iteertsy - and older production workers that participate in elections; the 
medical insurance offered by the plant and administered by the ASMU union constitutes for these 
groups a strong incentive to stay in the union. This is not enough for young and production workers, for 
whom the extremely low wages are a source of discontent. This discontent, however, does not translate 
into union activism, but into a high turnover rate.87 

                                                 
86 On the distinction between the directive and the representative function of unions in plan and in market economies see 
Clarke 2005: “[The] primary task [of directive unions] was to create the social conditions and motivational structures which 
would contribute to the most rapid growth of production.” (Clarke 2005: 5) See Kubicek 2002 on the troika union-
management-state. 
87 See the interviews with workers, Z9 2008, Z5 2007, Z6 2007, Z7 2007. More specifically, 40 year-old worker Lena, 
employed at one of the plant’s painting sections, spoke of the union in the following terms. She was very critical of the 
ASMU union; speaking “from my working class perspective” she considered that the union “gives the intelligentsia too 
much attention”, as it is especially the engineers and iteersty who get most putyovki (holiday tickets to the plant’s or union’s 
hotels and medical centers); “us they see as a lower category”. In terms of defending the workers in front of management, 
“we workers think that the union is under the control of the management”. When I asked why she is then still paying her 
membership fee, she says that it is because “I have nowhere to go, especially we, women of our age”. She contrasts her 
position with that of “young workers”, among whom the turnover rate is very high: They “leave immediately” as they see 
the bad working conditions. When I asked why exactly they leave Lena said that “for instance wages have fallen two times 
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 In early 2008 I found out that there was a new union at the ZAZ. According to my sources in 
the Confederation of Free Unions of Ukraine (KPVU, a rival of the post-Soviet FPU, of which ASMU 
is a member), it was set up by a small group of workers very critical of the ASMU union. I decided to 
do another fieldwork round in Zaporozhia and find out more about what had pushed the ZAZ workers 
to establish a new union, especially by talking to production workers. In Zaporizia I stayed with 
Aleksandr, the initiator of the new union, in an apartment he shares with his wife and son in a worker 
neighborhood on the city’s outskirts, in an area heavily polluted by Zaporizhia’s two closely built 
metallurgical plants. 
 The initial spark of worker discontent – to lead later to the establishment of a new union - was 
not the wage level or working conditions, or layoff threats. It was discontent with the bad working 
climate and foreman abuse. The shop where all this happened is not a part of the ZAZ I visited in 
October 2007; it is part of the Ukravto corporation, and ZAZ management turned this shop into a 
distinct company called ZAZ Osnastka in 2003, part of the company’s plans to “localize the production 
of [Daewoo] Lanos” (Z3 2007). The shop produces press-forms (osnastka means “rigging”) and 
various spare parts for ZAZ cars as well as customers others than ZAZ. The shop’s workers are 
represented by the same organization as the ZAZ union; this means that the union leaders are the same 
as for the entire ZAZ-plant. ZAZ Osnastka consists of two shops and 300 workers, of whom some 250 
are ASMU union members. Shop 1-2 is where 21 workers walked out of ASMU to establish a new 
union. The creation of the KVPU union in March 2008 represented an opportunity to find out more 
about labor representation at the plant: what are the work-and-pay conditions at the plant and what does 
the ASMU union do about them. In 2007, ASMU union leaders at this plant had not allowed me to 
approach production-shop workers or their union leaders. Furthermore, one ASMU union leader 
admitted that he was afraid to talk to me as he has “only a couple of years more to go 'til retirement 
age” (Z3 2008). 
 It was the foreman of shop 1-2 who was the cause for most of the worker discontent. His 
schemes of stealing parts of production and detouring parts of ZAZ production into his pockets would 
not have been such a big problem for the workers, had this theft not caused them to miss production 
targets (and suffer pay cuts). In summer 2007, the moment when workers first voiced their discontent 
in an organized way, they had fulfilled only 30% of the plan. This exposed them to criticism from 
management: first from the foreman himself and then from the Osnastka manager. Workers suspected 
that both of them are connected under the same fraud schemes (Z8 2008).  

The scheme functioned according to the following pattern: Instead of dealing first with ZAZ 
orders, Osnastka took up what workers call “orders [coming] from the left” or “side orders” – orders 
that come from external customers and do not show up in the company books at their real value. For 
instance, even though “left orders” would cost more work hours than the same pieces for ZAZ, they 
would go to the foreman’s friends at a far lower price. Foremen did need the workers’s cooperation to 
bring about this scheme, just as they needed the approval of line managers. Workers had to execute 
“left orders” first (Z8 2008). Resisting was difficult, as, according to Aleksandr, the foreman was good 
in finding each worker’s weak points and blackmailing them into becoming part of his scheme. For 
instance he would check very strictly who was late for work or had come to work smelling of alcohol – 
he would not sanction the worker but would force the worker to come to work on Saturdays in 
exchange for the foreman’s blind eye. “In ten years he has broken the collective in such a way as to 

                                                                                                                                                                        
this year”, with no explanation from management or union – this drives away especially the young, who can find jobs more 
easily. At her shop “young workers” are the majority, and they leave as they come, something she cannot afford herself. As 
to why she is still a union member, she says that “the medical insurance is important to me”, while for the youth it is not; it 
is also important for her that her daughter can spend a few holidays at the plant’s holiday resort in Crimeea, and the union 
controls who goes there and who does not; in the past they were getting many more such putyovkis but times have changed; 
anyway, this is nothing for young workers, for whom the “defense of people” (via the union) is more important, but they do 
not have that at the ZAZ. 
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make sure that there is no collective and that people depend on him”. Aleksandr also mentioned that 
workers started avoiding talking to each other, barely knowing or greeting each other (Z8 2008). All 
this went unsanctioned by the ASMU local shop union steward. Ukravto knew about some of these 
schemes, and after the workers wrote several anonymous letters to Ukravto, some 15 men showed up at 
the shop to check daily activities. They all were from Ukravto’s “Regional Security Service” and 
“discovered” only a minor co-worker of the foreman to be connected to the fraud schemes; after they 
left the practice of “side orders” went on undisturbed (Z8 2008). 
 Workers first met to decide on actions to counter their foreman’s schemes on August 30, 2007. 
It was a meeting of maybe 30 workers, almost everyone in Aleksandr’s 40-people section and it took 
place within the very section. The result was a list of demands, starting with a rejection by workers of 
all management claims that they systematically fail to fulfill production plans; demands to management 
included making production transparent and the fulfillment of plans enforceable; the first demand was 
an explicit critique of management’s corruption and asked to “stop the practice of substituting 
materials” (one way in which the foreman was making money was by substituting production materials 
from ZAZ with cheaper ones – regardless of quality - and selling the first ones himself for a personal 
profit). Workers sent a second document – which in their strategy was the main one - to their ASMU 
union, declaring that they are not guilty of management’s accusations of not fulfilling the plan and 
demand an auditing control. All of these workers were old enough to have reached retirement-age; as 
the workers' letter to Ukravto mentions, “none of the young ones is left here” (Workers’ letter to 
Ukravto, 2007, in the author’s archive). All of them were qualified workers; Aleksandr, for instance, 
was a level six worker (qualification “tariff”-levels go from 1 to 8 where 8 is the highest level; 
Aleksandr gets paid UAH 1,700-1,800/month – some 213 Euros).  
 
Enter ASMU 
The first action of the union was that the ASMU union leader made sure that the document (containing 
the workers’ request to organize an auditing control at the plant) reached ZAZ top managers. These 
again ordered a control by Ukravto’s Regional Security Service. The ASMU union leader told 
Aleksandr in a conversation that he thinks the foreman should be fired. A Regional Security Service 
specialist came to the shop, stayed there for two months, and delivered a report at the end of 
November; however, there was no immediate consequence for the foreman. Another result of these 
demands was that management and the ASMU organized a meeting with shop 1-2 workers. 
Management, however, reprimanded workers during the meeting for denying that they were to blame 
for the unfulfilled production plan. The ASMU promised to address the workers' demands. (Z8 2008)  

A second meeting between union, management, and workers took place on January 6, 2008. 
This time again only the Osnastka director was present, reprimanding the workers, not letting them 
speak, and threatening to disband the press-form section. ASMU union leaders made no attempts to 
defend workers during this meeting. Later on, however, the ASMU did interfere on the worker’s side 
when management made a rude attempt to pressure Aleksandr after the January conference. Workers at 
the plant are divided between 5-day-workers and 4-day-workers that carry out auxiliary-to-production 
jobs. Aleksandr was in the first category but the foreman verbally informed him that he was moved into 
the second category (this was a significant loss in pay). Aleksandr kept showing up on Fridays for 
work, until the foreman de-branched his working station. Aleksandr wrote the ASMU union a 
complaint, and the union got him back into the first category. However, all the demands of the workers 
were left unanswered. Also, there was no communication between union and workers regarding these 
demands and how, if at all, they were being addressed. (Z8 2008) 
 The big conflict between the ASMU union and ZAZ Osnastka workers came in February 2008, 
when union and management organized conferences throughout the ZAZ to let workers formulate and 
vote on changes to the collective agreement. According to Aleksandr these conferences - at least at 
Osnastka - were marred by all sorts of fraud and ASMU statute violations. First, the document with the 
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collective agreement changes came to their shops only two days before the conference and there was no 
effort prior to that event to inform workers about their right to propose changes to the collective 
agreement. Second, the union used the conference also to simultaneously organize elections to the 
union, despite participants in the conference not being elected delegates but people who happened to 
show some interest in union matters. Third, there was a single chairman candidature and no question as 
to whether there were other candidates. Furthermore, voting was not secret but instead took place by 
show of hands. Prior to the conference, management refused to show the collective agreement to 
workers. At their shop the ASMU union newspaper (Yednist’) was always missing, so was the statute, 
and workers did not even know that their union is called ASMU until February. During the conference, 
the Osnastka ASMU union chairwoman only held a speech about “how many veterans they had helped 
and how many children they had sent on vacation”, without any reference to the wage level or working 
conditions (Z8 2008). Workers who took the floor accused ASMU of letting management draw up a 
proposal for the new collective agreement vastly increasing the cases in which management can cut 
worker bonuses. Aleksandr forced a vote on not allowing this proposal to become a part of the 
collective agreement and workers supported him.  

The ASMU conference was the moment when shop 1-2 workers decided to set up their own 
union. One worker who had worked in Portugal told his colleagues that their union should be one as 
there are in “Europe”. The next day an initiative group at the press-form section came together, 
working to establish the new union. Following the complaints voiced by workers at the February 2008 
conference, the ASMU union decided to organize elections separately at ZAZ Osnastka one month later 
– this time respecting the statute by inviting elected delegates and not just any union members to the 
elections. It was ZAZ-level ASMU union leaders that personally led the elections and took the floor to 
criticize the press-form workers.88  
 
 

4.4.3. Conclusions 
 
During the episode of contention at ZAZ Osnastka that started in August 2007 with the workers' list of 
demands, the ASMU did try to interfere on the workers' side, protecting from repression at least one of 
them and arranging meetings with management. During these meetings, however, ASMU leaders did 
not protect workers from management and watched as management reprimanded workers for initiating 
protests in the form of a petition. In February 2008 the ASMU became the target of open worker 
discontent. Management abuse in August 2008 had spurred workers' interest in union matters, but the 
union was not welcoming of worker participation. It had tried to rig elections and had tolerated the 
deterioration in collective agreement bonus regulations that infuriated a group of workers and 
encouraged them to create a new union. The episode gives an idea of the limits that the ASMU faces: It 
has enough influence to defend isolated workers against sanctions, but it has no basis for threat 
potential that would allow it to interfere with management practices even when these are illegal – and 
condemned by company owners.  
 All this can change and the union might find itself on the same side of the barricade as the 
workers in situations of wage arrears, as the cases below will show. Such situations sever the links 
between management and unions and make the latter capable of and interested in building up threat 
                                                 
88 As expected in the literature (Petrova 2001), representative unions do not perform well against distributive unions when 
the latter administer vital social benefits. The small union of the press-form workers could not grow at ZAZ. As Aleksandr 
said, workers for whom social benefits are not important choose to leave rather than stay and fight for the improvement of 
their employment and working conditions. Yet the new union managed to survive and management recognized it. In 2009 it 
had some twenty members, two-thirds of the number of workers who had signed the list of demands shop 1-2 in August 
2007 (corresponding documents are in the author’s archive; Z8 2008). 
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potential. However, once such crises are resolved, management might, as in the case of the union 
presented below, signal its readiness to return to the provision of wage arrears, with the condition that 
there will be a change in union leadership. The union discussed below agreed to taking up again the 
task of providing benefits rather than representing workers and also accepted the change in leadership.   
  
 

4.5. KrAZ in Kremenchuk, Ukraine 

4.5.1. Plant Background and Labor Representation 
 
One of the legends of the Soviet car industry, the automobile-plant KrAZ (Kremenchuks’kyi 
Avtomobilebudivel’nyi Zavod) in the industrial center Kremenchuk is Ukraine’s only truck producer 
and ASMU’s second biggest organization, with 7,000 members. The first contention episode at the 
KrAZ started one year after the plant’s privatization to the little-known company MegaMotors in 
2001. The union came under pressure to act as the plant’s situation looked increasingly dire. The 
union was confronted with press articles and rumors claiming that company insiders illegally sell 
trucks in town, with someone in the management making big profits out of the scheme. Workers had 
not been paid in months and in November dropped work in a wave of wildcat strikes (Yednist’, 
December 2003). ASMU leaders in Kyiv missed no chance to criticize the KrAZ union for failing to 
enforce the branch-agreement, as management had refused even to look at the document. Furthermore, 
management refused to disclose who the KrAZ’s owner is (i.e. who owns MegaMotors) and claimed 
that the owner does not allow it to negotiate with the union. Unknown owner, plummeting production, 
thievery schemes, and unpaid wages were all signs making the union leaders and workers believe that 
the plant was in the hands of asset-strippers. However, contrary to the unions presented in the next 
chapters, which initiated street protests and plant occupations to stop asset-stripping, the ASMU union 
at the KrAZ took a very different approach. It relied exclusively on establishing communication of 
threats to the owner, to whom it suggested that it has the necessary support to achieve the 
renationalization of the plant. 
 What the union had to do first was to find out who the owner was: FPU-contacts in Kyiv 
helped pressure the State Property Fund to disclose who owned MegaMotors – it turned out to be 
oligarch Konstantin Zhevago.89 (MegaMotors was officially registered as a German-Ukrainian joint 
venture.) In December 2003 the union initiated the work-conflict procedure (a series of legal steps 
involving state-mediation that a union has to take in order to carry out legal strikes). According to the 
former union leader, the union doubted that it would be able to achieve much through a strike against 
asset-strippers, but the idea behind the work-conflict was to create visibility and to attract local 
authorities to its side. Given the plant’s size and importance, the nation’s biggest media outlets 
became interested in the crisis and published news about it (K6 2007). The union leader portrayed the 
wage arrears as “genocide against the Ukrainian people” (a hint to the owner’s and general manager’s 
Russian origins, K6 2008). This apparently was too much for owner Zhevago, who accepted 
negotiations and even some of the union’s core demands, such as paying the huge wage arrears 
(including not only wages unpaid in 2003 but also two years of unpaid wages from before 
privatization, which, as the union found out from the secret privatization contract, it was in any case 

                                                 
89 See K7 2002. Knowing the owner’s identity is highly relevant for constituting and communicating threats. Other unions, 
such as the one at the combine plant in Ternopil’, could not do the same and led a fight against the employer without 
knowing who the owner was (see Chapter 7). 
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the owner’s obligation to pay for).90 The union celebrated the outcome as a big success, even as the 
plant would not be re-privatized.91  
 The second episode of contention followed in 2005. It was a special incident, as it took place 
not between workers and management but between union and management. The union did not even 
try to mobilize members in its support when management launched an offensive against it. Following 
that offensive, the trade union leaders had to go, and were replaced by a team that accepted that 
management-union relations at the plant would copy the situation of distributive unionism at the ZAZ. 

The second episode of contention basically consisted of a management backlash against the 
union. The general manager presented the payment of wage-arrears as a sign of the owner’s good 
intentions for the plant. With the elections in 2004 bringing down Zhevago’s political opponents (the 
business-groups around President Leonid Kuchma) army-orders helped re-launch production at the 
KrAZ. The general manager also started complaining that the union leader kept an atmosphere of 
hostility at the plant. What followed was an unmatched display of power and of what it means to have 
management hold union membership. The general manager used foremen to call a meeting of 
unionized workers without the union leader’s approval. On this occasion he made clear that the 
“personal problems” the union leader had with him jeopardized production at the plant. (Interview 
with the current KrAZ union leader, K1 2007, and with the former leader, K6 2007). In the end, even 
the union leader believed that if he left, union-management relations would benefit, and resigned. In 
the elections that followed in 2005, management made sure to impose open voting and have foremen – 
present in the elections as they were union members - check closely that delegates would vote for 
management’s candidate for union leader.92 

Like the union at the ZAZ, the KrAZ union, too, allows foremen - personnel that are part of 
management - to be union members and participate in elections. The union is in a situation where the 
people responsible for carrying out “management’s control function” (Müller-Jentsch 1997), having 
the power to sanction and fire workers, also participate in what should be workers’ mechanism for 
defense against management. In the case of KrAZ management used this situation to impose union 
leaders favorable to it in elections. 

In the years to come, the union returned to distributive unionism, administering social benefits. 
As in the case of the ZAZ, management agrees to pay for an impressive list of social benefits that in 
total almost equal what ZAZ management pays on social benefits. According to the KrAZ collective 
agreement, management pays not only for the plant’s hospital, but also for a Black Sea resort where 
workers can go on vacation (1,000 went there in 2006 – which cost the company some 130,000 Euro, 
according to the collective agreement, KrAZ 2007). In exchange, the union assists management in 
carrying out its control functions. The union enforces “work discipline” and makes sure that workers 
do not cut work and do not show up drunk for work. In case management is not happy with the 

                                                 
90 In early 2004 Zhevago was in a difficult political situation. 2001 (the year of the KrAZ privatization) had been Zhevago’s 
last year of expansion; starting that year his competitors were able not only to take from him important businesses in 
metallurgy and energy but also to bring down his main political ally, the head of the Zaporozhia regional administration. 
The close-to-the-president political allies of Zhevago (the so-called “Rebirth of Regions” political group) also lost power 
and became marginal, leaving Zhevago in an isolated position in the parliament as the last MP of his group (various press 
reports on the news portal Ukraina kriminal’naya, http://www.cripo.com.ua/stati/rub-8/r8-s20.htm; retrieved 14.11.2008) 
Around the elections in November 2004 Zhevago became close to the BYUT, something that would turn out beneficial as 
the BYUT government helped the KrAZ with state contracts, including with the Iraqi army, thus re-launching production 
(K1 2007). In 2004, however, Zhevago probably had enough competition to have welcomed a return of the KrAZ to state 
property and re-privatization. 
91 The union achieved that in February 2004 the State Property Fund filed a law suit against MegaMotors, asking for the 
plant’s return into state property as the new owner had not respected the production targets agreed upon in the privatization 
document. See the article in Ukraine’s high-profile weekly Zerkalo Nedeli, April 24, 2004. 
92 I got this story from ASMU officers in Kyiv (A4 2007) and the union team that lost that conflict (K6 2007, K7 2007). 
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union’s performance on these issues, union leaders admit that management refuses to negotiate and 
implement parts of the collective agreement in effect cutting the union’s funding.93 
 
Table 4.5: Labor representation in two episodes of contention at the KrAZ in Kremenchuk, 
Ukraine  
 
Episode of 
contention 

Autonomy  Legitimacy  Effectiveness 

December 2003-
2004 

High  
(No social benefits to 
administer) 

Input: High  
(Union accepts representing 
workers in a key area, wage 
arrears)  
Output: High  
(Union solves most important 
issue for workers, wage 
arrears) 

High  
(Union returns 
wage arrears) 
 

Early 2005 Low  
(Union depends on 
management financial 
support for social 
benefits) 

Input: Low  
(Union does not try to 
establish how workers see the 
leadership change)  
Output: Low  
(Outcome not relevant to 
workers) 

Low  
(Union changes 
leadership due to 
management 
pressure) 

 

  

4.5.2. Strategy 
 
The first episode of contention, 2003-2004: The importance of outside support 
During this initial episode of contention, the union leader made great efforts to portray management as 
asset-strippers. Quite differently than in the case of the plants discussed in the next chapter, this 
depiction of management was not meant for workers’ ears (who had already propagated the same idea 
during their spontaneous strikes), but for the media. As the union leaders later confessed, during that 
contention episode the union's strategy avoided mobilizing workers, meaning that it did not make the 
shared situational definition the basis of its actions. The union’s strategy relied on finding outside 
support, contacting the State Property Fund and involving it in the fight against the owner. The union 
threatened that it would trigger the plant's re-nationalization, and made this threat credible when it 
mobilized its connections to the State Property Fund. As the Property Fund initiated a lawsuit over the 
KrAZ plant's re-nationalization in early 2004, Zhevago probably found the threat credible, given that 
institution's quite recent actions against his business group.94 For the union, the most decisive action 
was finding out who the owner was and establishing communication. 

                                                 
93 K1 2007; on October 19, 2007, I observed a meeting of the 50-member union council reporting on the topics discussed. 
One of the issues discussed during that meeting was how shop stewards could control more effectively that workers respect 
production quality standards. 
94 The State Property Fund was the institution to stop Zhevago's expansion in 2001, by refusing to sell an enterprise to 
Zhevago despite his making the best offer. Probably the Fund was acting under the control of the so-called “Donets’k clan” 
of future prime-minister Viktor Yanukovich and the richest man of the country, Rinat Akhmetov (see Fn. 88). 
http://www.oligarh.net/?/themeofday/21113/ retrieved September 20, 2009, and for later instances of conflicts between 
Zhevago and the State Property Fund; see the interview in Korrespondent, November 3, 2007.  
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Threat potential, however, was quickly lost when the union gave up all demands as soon as the 
owner returned wage arrears. Given that in late 2003-early 2004 it was portraying the owner as an 
asset-stripper, it was strange how quickly the union gave up its demands of re-nationalization after the 
return of wage arrears. It was strange because the union leaders knew that money for the wage arrears 
came from a bank loan, not from re-launching production. The union demanded no other evidence that 
the owner was interested in production.    
 
The second episode of contention: The gulf between union leaders and workers 
After the 2004 change in government (which, up to that moment, had been dominated by the 
“Donets’k clan”), production took off again, greatly relying on the owner’s connections ensuring 
orders from the military. Management again could pay wages on time. It also started an offensive 
against the union. It explicitly portrayed what had happened in December 2003-2004 as a personal 
conflict between union leader and general manager that the former had started. There was little 
opposition in the plant to this view of things; the union leader also did not try to organize any 
opposition and had no support among the workers for his definition of the situation. After the elections 
in 2005 he took the management’s offer to become the plant’s new director on work safety and left the 
union leader seat open for the management-backed candidate. One of the members of the 2003-2004 
union team claimed that after the conflict over wage arrears “we felt like winners” and that the fact 
that they had to leave the union in 2005 was their decision to protect fellow workers from possible 
management repression and not an act of imposition of management’s will (K7 2008). However, 
management got what it wanted: a change in the union leadership. Also, according to a former 
foreman at the plant’s biggest production shop, the elections in which the union leader was voted 
down were strictly controlled by management, via the presence of foremen and open voting. Anybody 
voting against management’s candidate risked sanctions in the form of pay cuts (K5 2008). 

That the owner turned out not to be an asset-stripper was a strong blow to how the union had 
decided to approach the situation. Yet the union did little to ensure that it would have the backing of 
its members if confronted with management’s backlash. For instance, there was no involvement of 
workers in collective action after the November-December 2003 spontaneous strikes. The union did 
not use this potential. Once there were no more issues to require the involvement of the State Property 
Fund, management found that it faced a union with little to no backing from its members and therefore 
without threat potential. Union leaders refused to mobilize workers against management during the 
episode of contention in 2005. The problem with this was that the union did not have any other 
sources of threat potential. With management paying wages on time and producing at the plant, there 
would be no more breaches of the privatization contract, and therefore no more possibility to involve 
the State Property Fund. 
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Picture 5: A worker neighborhood in Kremenchuk, Ukraine (taken by the author from the 

home where the author lived during fieldwork, March 2008) 
 
The union leaders’ rejection of worker mobilization – and therefore, of possible sources of 

threat potential - was explicit. When asking union leaders why they did not rely on strike threats or on 
mobilizing members in their relations to owners, both union leaders (the one in office until 2005 and 
his replacement) give the same explanation and example: that workers are “apathetic”, that “our Slavic 
people are patient”, and that, for example, when the workers did not receive their pay for two years in 
a row (when the plant was in state property), there were no strikes at the plant whatsoever. But none of 
the leaders had an explanation for why wildcat strikes nevertheless broke out in November 2003 (K1 
2007, K6 2008). Members of the union bureaucracy since the Soviet Union, the union leaders at the 
KrAZ were proud to rely on “targeting officials” through FPU and ASMU communiqués. They 
contrasted their approach to approaches of more confrontational unions such as at the motor plant in 
Kharkiv, which they called “blind protesting”, people “sleeping in the streets but not achieving 
anything”. They saw ZAZ as the model for “targeting officials” and a ‘clever’ way of fighting in the 
workers’ interest; their main indicator of success was that the ZAZ union succeeded in never letting 
things go as far – become as conflictual - as in Kremenchuk (K7 2008, K6 2008).95 

 
 

4.5.3. Conclusions 
 
The KrAZ union was successful in winning a battle with management over wage arrears in 2003-
2004. It did so by explicitly rejecting actions relying on the mobilization of workers, considering them 
ineffective. Instead, it relied on its connections to the government and benefitted from the owner’s 
difficult political situation, and succeeded in making the owner pay the wage arrears. However, I 

                                                 
95 During this second episode of contention, the union leaders rejected possible outside support coming from the Communist 
Party. The Party had offered to mobilize workers at the plant in favor of the union leaders, but these rejected the offer (K5 
2008). 
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argue that this union’s rejection of mobilization – and of attempting to build on the shared definition 
of the situation with workers – made it extremely vulnerable to subsequent management pressure. It 
was management that – in the place of the union – attempted to shape the workers’ definition of the 
situation, by alleging that the union leader had a problem with the general manager. Management also 
courted a shop steward and offered her the job of union leader, as long as she would limit the union’s 
actions to administering social benefits and assisting with workers’ discipline. In exchange, 
management would recognize and sign the collective agreement. In the union elections of 2005, 
management imposed the shop steward as the new union leader by intimidating workers to vote for 
her. The old union leaders avoided taking any action against this and portrayed their lack of action as 
an attempt to protect workers from repression. Furthermore, the former union leader (the union 
chairman) accepted a job in the company’s management. 

The case of the KrAZ union shows that there are situations when unions that for all of their 
existence have administered social benefits do take up confrontational positions vis-à-vis 
management. These are situations of wage arrears (always implying also that the union does not 
receive any funds from management to administer), when the link between union and management is 
severed, and union and workers might share a definition of the situation they are in. Workers and 
union leaders at the KrAZ did share the same situational definition in 2003-2004, namely that 
management was engaged in asset-stripping rather than production. However, this did not 
automatically mean that – following a shared situational definition portraying the owner as an asset-
stripper - the union would also try to mobilize workers. In this particular case, the union refused to 
make this shared definition of the situation the crux of its strategies, to its later disadvantage.96 Part of 
the problem was that – with the wage arrears gone – the structural difficulties specific for Ukraine 
(mainly, management trade union membership), would still be present and make the task of 
autonomous union action virtually impossible. One of the Ukrainian cases in the next chapter focuses 
on the very rare situation when unions can get around such management control, even when crises of 
wage arrears are over. 

 
 

4.6. Conclusions 
 
The cases presented in this chapter show that despite structural difficulties, labor representation is 
possible for conciliatory unions when employers are interested in production, as long as employers do 
not control union ranks and funds. If the latter is the case, then only a situation of wage arrears can 
bring about some labor representation. The first case – Siderurgica - shows that unions can make 
limited use of conflict-oriented (disruptive) actions even when facing employers interested in 
production, without triggering the employer’s decision to close down the plant. It was possible to 
make disruptive threats in front of an employer interested in production because the union found out 
how to address and calibrate the threats to local management instead of the owner.97 Even if it fails to 
address key worker demands, the union can at least evade direct worker discontent. The same is true 

                                                 
96 This is not to confound a shared situational definition with mobilization or collective action. What this paragraph says is 
that the KrAZ union, despite being characterized by a situational definition shared by workers and leaders, did not try to use 
this shared situational definition to mobilize workers. In the second contention episode not only was there no mobilization, 
but there was also no shared situational definition anymore. This made it easier for management to drive a wedge between 
workers and their union leaders.    
97 This happened even though the union could not constitute threats to push the owner to back down from the plan of 
reducing personnel. In other words, the union succeeded in addressing and calibrating threats to local management, but 
failed to address and calibrate threats to the owner or to Mittal Steel’s European management (it was at this level that 
decisions about work load and personnel cuts were made). 
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for the SLI union in Târgovişte, only that in its case the threat relied on calibrating threats in such a 
way as to allow disruptive threats that do not involve workers (threatening to block plant accounts). 
The fact that SLI and the union at Siderurgica did use disruptive threats contradicts a basic 
expectation developed game-theoretically in Chapter 3 (expecting that unions will not make disruptive 
threats when confronted with employers interested in production). I will return to discussing the 
relevance of these cases for strategy theory in Chapter 6. The union at ZAZ is in a situation where 
employer power over union funds and ranks nullifies the prospects for labor representation. The union 
at KrAZ shows that – in comparison to ZAZ - there is a situation that can free unions from depending 
on management funds. However, such situations do not necessarily also free unions from management 
control over union ranks. The table below presents an overview of the most important factors in this 
chapter’s case studies. It shows that threat potential is a necessary condition for labor representation, 
although these cases do not offer support for the hypothesis (proposition two in Chapter 3) that it is 
also a sufficient one for conciliatory unions facing employers interested in production. In all cases 
where unions could bring about labor representation, threat potential relied to some extent either on 
outside support (KrAZ), or on a shared definition of the situation (Siderurgica and the COS).98 Table 
4.6 also mentions in the column on threat potential what aspect of threatening (constituting, 
communicating, and enforcing threats) and which dimension of constituting threats (addressing and 
calibrating threats) played the most important role in allowing or hindering the union from developing 
threat potential. 

 
Table 4.6: Labor representation and strategic elements: Overview of all episodes of contention in 
Chapter 4 
 
Episode of 
contention with end 
dates 

Labor 
Representation 

Wage 
Arrears 

Shared 
Definition 

Threat potential 
(with determining 
aspect) 

Outside 
support 

Siderurgica (2009) - - + - 
addressing threats 

- 

COS (2009) + - + + 
calibrating threats 

- 

ZAZ (2008) - - - - 
no attempt to threaten 

- 

KrAZ 2003-2004 + + + + 
communicating threats 

+ 

KrAZ 2005 - - - -  
no attempt to threaten 

- 

 
 
But what if crises of wage arrears do not just end as soon as the enterprise starts making profits 

again, but instead resurface over and over again? And what if owners attempt to close down the 
enterprise altogether? These situations – featuring employers not interested in production but in selling 
assets – represent the topic of the next chapter. In comparison to the situation of labor in this chapter, 
struggles over plant closures present from a labor perspective the advantage that workers and unions 
have an easier time reaching a shared definition of the situation. Even unions administering social 
benefits end up in the same situation of workers: having to lose the basis of their livelihood, the plant. 
On the other hand, struggles over plant closure can no longer be won by targeting the employer. 
Instead, labor has to take the more arduous road of targeting state officials in distant capitals and 

                                                 
98 In the case of the contention episode at the COS in Târgovişte, the union had to keep a shared definition of the situation 
for the long time until the lawsuits finally brought it threat potential. 
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ministries and convince them to interfere in such situations on labor’s side. Whether and how unions 
achieve this is the topic of the next chapter. 
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Chapter 5: Struggles for the Plant  
 

5.1. Introduction 
 
In the previous chapter we have seen how workers and trade unions deal with issues such as wage 
arrears and bad working conditions, issues concerning the daily relationship between workers and the 
plant’s management and owners. Workers and trade unions presented in this chapter fight for the 
survival of plants and maintenance of jobs. In their case, employers attempted to close down plants 
(entirely or most of the plant) and sell assets rather than invest in production. Contention then takes 
workers out of their plants and into the streets, fighting employers and authorities with road blocks, 
occupations of plants and of state buildings, and mobilizing local communities in their support through 
hunger strikes and marches.  
 The chapter presents six contention episodes, two in Romania and four in Ukraine. These 
episodes share with the episodes in the previous chapter the intensity of contestation within the unions 
over the definition of the situation, although in the cases presented here it was easier to overcome such 
contestation. In most unions there was disagreement about how exactly to understand the situation their 
plant was in: Parts of the union council, and also of the workforce, argued in favour of giving 
employers one more chance to prove their interest in production before going over to radical actions 
such as road blocks or factory occupations. The rest of the council was much more inclined to take 
disruptive action against the employers from the very start of wage arrears crises (such crises preceded 
in all cases the owner’s public announcement that the plant would have to close).  
 One of the differences from the unions treated in the previous chapter is that unions could 
remove the uncertainty about owner intentions, usually by establishing that owners were not planning 
to produce at the plant but instead close it. On the one hand, this enabled unions to unite workers under 
the banner of fighting for the plant’s survival. On the other hand, it became clear that there was little 
that unions could threaten those employers with that were not interested in production. Instead, all 
unions followed the road of targeting the state and demanding re-nationalization. But targeting 
authorities proved a very difficult undertaking, requiring outside support difficult to find and keep over 
repeated episodes of contention, especially in the Ukrainian cases. 
 The table below presents a first overview of the contention episodes studied in this chapter. It 
offers the following details: the plant name (including its location and the time period of the episode of 
contention), the name of the private owner during contention episodes studied, the size of the 
workforce before and after privatization and also at the contention episode's end. It also mentions 
whether the plant still exists and the union’s name and affiliation (at industry and national levels).  
 
Table 5.1: Overview of Plants in Chapter 5 
Contention 
episode (Plant 
name, duration) 

Owner and 
city/country of 
origin  

Workforce size Plant’s current 
status 

Union name  

CSR, Reşiţa 
(Romania) 
2000-2003 

Noble Ventures 
(USA) 

10,400 employees in 1990; 
3,800 during peak of 
protests (2001); 1,700 after 
2003 privatization 

Working 
(presently owned 
by TMK, Russia) 

Vatra, member of 
Metarom/Cartel 
Alfa 

Socomet, Oţelu 
Roşu (Romania) 
1999-2004 

Gavazzi Steel 
(Italy) 

3,050 at time of 
privatization (1999); 614 in 
September 2002 

Closed; one shop 
survived un- 
unionized as a 

Metasyd, member 
of Metarom/Cartel 
Alfa 
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different plant, 
400 workers 
(owned by 
Mechel) 

VPZ, Vinnitsa 
(Ukraine) 
2 contention 
episodes in 2002-
2003 and 2007-
2009 

Ukrinterprodukt 
(2002-present, 
Donetsk) 

9,000 during the last years 
of the Soviet Union; 2,700 
in 2002-3; 1,100-900  in 
2007-9 

Closed VPZ, member of 
ASMU/FPU 

HMZ (also HK, 
NVP-HMZ), 
Kherson (Ukraine) 
2 contention 
episodes in 2006-
2007 and 2008-
2009 

UAM (1998-
2004; Kyiv);  
Interpipe (2004-
7; Kyiv);  
BTS (2007-9; 
Bila Tserkva) 

12,000 during the last years 
of the Soviet Union; 2,400 
in 2006-2007; 1,300 in 
2007-9; 400 presently 

Working HK/HMZ, member 
of ASMU/FPU 

 
The chapter is structured as follows: The first two stories present Romanian unions featuring 

one episode of contention each. They both start from a situation similar to the one in the case of KrAZ 
in 2003-2004 (previous chapter), where wage arrears led workers to protest. In contrast to KrAZ, the 
problem of wage arrears persisted. Furthermore, the plants in this chapter saw no investment after 
privatization and production plummeting to a full stop. Leaders of the first two unions interpreted wage 
arrears, lacking investments, and the fall in production as a sign that owners are not interested in 
production but in assets, and aim to close down the plant. In response, the first union demanded and 
achieved re-nationalization. The other also achieved state intervention, but instead of re-nationalizing 
and selling the plant again, the state bankrupted it and effectively closed it down. The case shows the 
dangers for labor representation of state intervention. State intervention can easily turn against the 
unions’ objectives, and we will see in detail how and why this happened by comparing the two cases.  

The two Ukrainian unions experienced protracted and repeated episodes of contention, several 
employer attempts to close down the plant. In all four episodes of contention unions demanded re-
nationalization and did not get it, but instead in two out of four cases they achieved at least that 
employers backed down from plant closure and returned wage arrears. The conditions under which 
Ukrainian unions had to act were more difficult than in the Romanian cases; not only were they 
isolated within their labor federations, but they also had to undergo internal reform to ensure autonomy 
from management. The last Ukrainian union presented here – the one at HMZ in Kherson – is the one 
in my sample suffering most from the burden of structural difficulties. This union had to face several 
employers attempting to close down the plant or sell parts of it, with no previous experience with 
conflict and with union leaders heavily indebted to the distributive, Soviet model of unionism.  

The table below offers an overview of the six contention episodes discussed in this chapter in 
terms of employer intentions for production (observed versus declared) and union reactions. It presents 
the length of the episode of contention, the employer’s actions at the plant and declared intentions (in 
the Romanian cases the employers declared that they are interested in production, while the union 
claimed on the basis of growing wage arrears and no investment that the employers are asset-strippers), 
the union’s demands in response, and the episode’s outcome.     
 
Table 5.2: Overview of cases (contention episodes) in Chapter 5 
 Observed employer 

actions/ declared 
intentions 

Dominant 
union 
perception 

Union demands Outcome 
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of employer 
intentions 

CSR  
2000-2003 
(Romania) 

Wage arrears followed by 
no investment and no 
production/ investment  
(production) 

Initially split 
between asset-
stripping and 
production 

Re-nationalization 
Return of wage 
arrears 

Re-nationalization; 50% 
layoffs, state support for the 
laid-off 

Socomet 
2000-2003 
(Romania) 

Wage arrears, no 
investment, followed by 
no production /investment  
(production) 

Asset-stripping Re-nationalization 
Return of wage 
arrears 

Plant closure; 
80% layoffs; state support 
for the laid-off 

VPZ  
2002-2003 
(Ukraine) 

Wage arrears, plant 
closure/ plant closure 

Asset-stripping Re-nationalization 
Return of wage 
arrears 

Plant closure stopped; wage 
arrears returned; 
40% layoffs 

VPZ  
2007-2009 

Wage arrears, plant 
closure/ plant closure 

Asset-stripping Re-nationalization  
Return of wage 
arrears 

Plant closure; owner pays 
workers wage arrears and 
severance payments 

HMZ  
2006-2007 
(Ukraine) 

Wage arrears, plant 
liquidation (judicial 
restructuring)/ plant 
liquidation 

Split between 
asset-stripping 
and production 

Re-nationalization or 
no liquidation 
Return of wage 
arrears 

Plant liquidation (judicial 
restructuring); no return of 
wage arrears; 
40% layoffs 

HMZ  
2008-2009 

Wage arrears, plant 
closure/ plant closure 

Split between 
asset-stripping 
and production 

Re-nationalization  
Return of wage 
arrears 

Plant closure stopped; wage 
arrears returned; 
60% layoffs with state 
support for reconversion 

  
 

5.2. Combinatul Siderurgic Re şiţa (CSR), Romania 

5.2.1. Plant Background and Labor Representation 
 
The Reşiţa Steel-Works (Combinatul Siderurgic Reşiţa, CSR) is one of Europe’s oldest remaining steel 
works, established under the Habsburg Empire in 1771. It is located in the isolated city of Reşiţa, 
population 84,000, 486 km west of Bucharest, close to the border with Serbia. Under communism, the 
steel works declined in importance in comparison to the similar plant in nearby Hunedoara. The decline 
seemed to be total when the post-communist government attempted to close down the plant in 1994. 
Union-led worker protests, however, blocked the attempt, instead convincing the government to invest 
in the plant’s modernization. Five years later, in June 2000, the government sold the plant to the 
American company Noble Ventures (NV). At that time, the officials and local stakeholders – including 
the union – welcomed privatization to a company expected to make vital investment at the plant. The 
privatization deal was brokered by top Romanian and United States (US) embassy officials and 
required in the privatization contract that owner NV pay for the CSR the price of 85 million Euro over 
a period of two and a half years (with December 2002 as a deadline for the fourth round). None of the 
parties could cancel the contract earlier than December 2002.  

In 2000 owner NV failed to invest any money at the plant, and production went on by 
consuming existing stocks. Several - but initially not all - union leaders soon started accusing the 
owners that instead of paying suppliers and workers they took out of the plant the funds from selling 
production. Protests started in January 2001. As owners stopped paying wages the union-organized 
demonstrations soon escalated into more violent conflict, with workers on one occasion holding 
managers captive until they canceled an order to layoff all union leaders. Later that year the union 
virtually prohibited the employer from entering the plant, in order to stop NV from further selling 
existing stocks or taking cash out of the plant’s accounts. The union changed its demands from asking 
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for investment to be made and (since April-May 2001) wages to be paid, to pressuring the government 
to cancel the privation contract and grant workers financial aid (as they were not getting any wages at 
all).99  

Initially the strategy of the NV managers was to convince the state that the union does not allow 
it to do its job at CSR. Around September 2001 NV changed strategy to trying to co-opt the Vatra 
union onto its side and together pressure the government for a 15m USD credit. The loan was supposed 
to come from a state-owned bank, the Romanian Commercial Bank (Banca Comercială Română, 
BCR). The NV also used another tool to force the government’s positive answer to the loan-question: a 
lawsuit against Romania before the International Centre for Settlement of Investment Disputes (ICSID) 
in Washington for failing to enforce the US-Romania bilateral treaty on investment. However, the BCR 
refused to grant the credit arguing that NV guaranteed the loan with plant assets that in case of 
bankruptcy would go to other creditors and not to the BCR (ICSID 2005). 

After blocking the NV’s activity at the plant, the first months of union protests led to a protocol 
between union and government to start the judicial reorganization of the plant (practically canceling the 
privatization contract). Pressured by American authorities and risking bad press in the West (see 
below), the government in fact ignored the protocol and continued negotiating with NV. As a result, it 
granted the NV a re-organization of the CSR’s debts that should have allowed CSR to start producing 
again.  

A more concrete result of union action was to push the government to grant financial aid to 
workers who had not received wages since early 2001. Initially the government resisted union demands 
to provide financial aid or to intervene in the situation at the plant; prime-minister Adrian Năstase for 
instance would refuse in April 2001 to intervene at the plant, arguing that the government rejects a 
“Bolshevik attitude of nationalizing or intervening” at private plants such as the CSR (Ziarul 
Financiar, April 6, 2001). Despite this initial resistance, the government did give in to union-led street 
protests and in June 2001 agreed to pay financial aid and intervene with management at the plant. It 
canceled the privatization only in January 2003 as agreed in the privatization contract. Basically the 
government bought its way in Reşiţa: It agreed to pay financial aid to workers long enough to reach the 
day when it could cancel the privatization in accordance with the privatization contract. One year later 
the plant went for one Euro and with writing-off all debts to Russian company TMK.  

In 1990 the CSR had 10,400 employees, a figure that dropped to 8,000 in 1993 and had reached 
4,800 at the moment of the privatization to NV (June 2000). The number would fall to 3,800 during the 
peak of the protests (summer 2001), with the workers that had somewhere to go leaving the plant in the 
face of wage arrears. Under the “judicial reorganization” procedure in 2003 – required to pay off the 
company’s debt - the number of employees further dropped to 1,700. 

The NV, having paid only an initial USD 2m of the privatization price which it had taken in 
credit from a Swiss bank, went on with the ICSID lawsuit in Washington and lost the case in October 
2005. Initially recommended by the US ambassador as “the aristocracy of US steel” (Apostol/ Cotarcea 
2005), NV disappeared without a trace after the ICSID lawsuit, confirming suspicions that it had been 

                                                 
99 Later on, in an international lawsuit against Romania (ICSID 2005), NV lawyers argued that the union had de facto 
occupied the plant and intimidated the managers to leave it. In fact, however, NV behaved very strangely: It never really 
protested about what it called an “occupation” and never really filed any corresponding complaints with the local police (as 
the lawsuit proceedings would establish, ICSID 2005). It is true, on the other hand, that by June 2001 NV had lost control 
over the plant. In February 2001 it could still evacuate by force from its offices the two main union leaders by calling 
security guards. In June, however, it issued an order laying off some 50 people, of whom 22 were union leaders and shop 
stewards. Hundreds of workers kept the manager captive until the latter revoked the order. US managers left Reşiţa in 
September 2001 in response to worker pressure but would return in November 2001, brought back by a government promise 
to support the NV in finding credit and striking a deal with the union to return wage arrears in exchange for interrupting 
protests. 
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created only for the goal of taking over the CSR. The ICSID also stated in its judgment that NV did not 
have any funds to invest nor did it have any realistic prospects of attracting investment (ICSID 2005).  

Labor representation is high at the CSR. The union here organized first protests in December 
1994 against the government to obtain investment for upgrading production and switching from coal 
imports to production fueled with electric energy. It got the investment in machinery worth USD 35m 
and avoided the shut-down of the plant.100 At the end of protests against Noble Ventures, in January 
2003, the union had achieved the following: It had acted as the only instance enforcing the privatization 
contract and signaling the new owner’s failure to invest the money it promised; it had stopped 
management from further taking money from the plant; it had forced the government to find a solution 
for the plant (re-privatization), one that kept the entire plant alive. Equally important, it obtained for its 
workers financial aid to compensate for wage arrears. It also avoided a tricky governmental offer to 
send starving, unpaid workers into unemployment. Later evidence indicated that the offer might have 
been a trap to shut down the plant. Today the union signs a collective agreement with the present owner 
and has some of the highest wages in the country, well above branch-level agreements. Workers from 
other plants (such as the one in Oţelu Roşu, presented in the next contention episode) approached the 
Vatra union to organize unions at their plants, too. 

 
Table 5.3: Labor representation at the CSR in Reşiţa, Romania  
 

Episode of 
contention 

Autonomy  Legitimacy  Effectiveness 

2001-2003 High  
(No social benefits 
to administer) 

Input: High  
(Union represents workers in crucial 
areas, job protection and wage 
arrears, regularly consults workers) 
Output: High  
(Union “delivers the goods”) 
 

High 
(Union achieves 
the plant’s 
renationalization) 
 

 
 

 5.2.2. Strategy 
 
Restoring unity and the shared situational definition 
The union at the CSR is the only one in my sample to take action against an employer before the first 
wage arrears surfaced. Crises of wage arrears preceded trade union action in all but one case in my 
sample. But this also meant that there was much opposition – especially within the union council – to 
the idea of starting protests against the employer only on the basis of the latter failing to respect 
privatization conditions on investment. In January 2001 there was significant conflict in the union over 
whether the union should start protests or give employers more time. At the heart of the disagreement 
were two different conceptions about the employer: The current trade union leader claimed as early as 
2000 that the NV was interested in assets, not in production; the former leader, supported by many 
people in town (including the Cartel officers) and by the authorities, argued that the employer needed 
time to start production in Reşiţa, and that it was truly interested in it. He tried setting up a parallel 
union to show more support for the NV. However, the union council members countered this attempt 
by claiming that the pro-NV side disregarded workers; in the words of one of the union council 

                                                 
100 The union in Reşiţa was a forerunner in actions aimed at obtaining government investment; five years later – in 1999 – 
the union at Siderurgica in Hunedoara (see Chapter 4) would start protests over the same issue. 
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members (a worker), “what hurt us most was that these people [those trying to set up the pro-NV 
union] portrayed themselves as VIPs, as more important members of the community than us, the 
workers” (R2 2007). This position had enough support in the union to allow the union council to expel 
the former union leader from the organization. Union Vatra then publicized its own version of the facts, 
that Noble Ventures are asset-strippers. They were initially met with skepticism by local Cartel 
officers, but the growing “evidence” - mainly the offensive attitude of management - broadened the 
support for Vatra. 101  Later on, the originally-expelled union leader ended up sharing Vatra’s 
perspective (R4 2007).  

Another problem proved to be attracting the support of the local community in town. Ever since 
the start of protests under the union leadership in January 2001, only around 500 workers took part in 
them (on one occasion participation reached 1,000, right after the announcement of the first wage 
arrears at the plant, in February 2001). Their actions – road blocks taking place on an almost daily basis 
– annoyed the local population and risked turning it against the union members. At this moment, union 
leaders decided to change tactics and initiated a first hunger strike, aimed at creating visibility among 
the population. In the words of one of the leaders: “Why a hunger strike? […] To show to the public 
opinion the truth about an arrogant and cynical employer, seeing in CSR only a global business […], 
treating people like lifeless tools; and about the authorities of the Romanian state, not doing anything to 
solve this crisis” (Vatra union council, press release early June 2001).102 The hunger strike’s official 
demands were that the “Government take swift action in solving the crisis […], the production be re-
launched, and wage arrears returned” (Ibid.). 

On June 19, 25 union members initiated a hunger strike (12 were union council members), 
followed by another 23 members the next day. 17 more joined on June 21, and 40 more on June 22. On 
June 24, the list of people who were or had been on hunger strike reached 450 (the peak was reached 
that day, with 250 active participants). That day some 40 hunger strikers initiated a march through 
town, drawing the participation of 2,000 locals. Using buses of the local Transporter’s Union (also 
Cartel-affiliated), some 1,000 of these participants blocked for two hours the main route connecting 
Reşiţa to the county capital. The hunger strike stopped after nine days and after winning important 
concessions from the government in the form of financial aid to the unpaid workers and the start of a 
lawsuit to nullify the privatization agreement, as part of a procedure to obtain the plant’s judicial 
reorganization. 
 
Consulting members 
The shared definition of situation was briefly lost in late 2001. In a vote organized among union 
members, the members withdrew support for the union’s conflict-oriented approach. The union 
organized such votes, called “referendums”, on several occasions and aimed at establishing and 
keeping a shared situational definition (remember that the situational definition refers to employer 
intentions about the plant; it does not refer to demands, which remained partly unchanged throughout 
the episode of contention – return of wage arrears and preservation of the plant.) On three out of four 

                                                 
101 The local Cartel officer, himself a former CSR engineer, says he welcomed privatization to NV and was skeptical about 
the union’s sudden militancy and lack of understanding for the employer in January 2001. But when “the investor borrowed 
money from the union to pay workers their wages, we understood their intentions”, he says (R3 2007). The conflict-oriented 
wing of the union (led by the union leader) based its claim that the owner was an asset-stripper on the lack of any 
investment, plummeting production, and difficulty to pay wages on time. The conflict-oriented wing also claimed that the 
NV boss had come to Reşiţa two years prior to the privatization as an expert of the State Property Fund; his mission was to 
find an investor for the steel plant. 5-6 months before privatization, the State Property Fund allegedly ordered the steel plant 
not to purchase any raw materials or to sell any production without the "expert’s” permission (see union Vatra, Scrisoare 
deschisă adresată Parlamentului României [Open letter to the Romanian Parliament], March 2, 2002). 
102 See also Apostol/ Cotarcea 2005: 211, a book written by participants in those protests. 
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occasions that I have knowledge of, the position dominant in the union council also won most support 
among members. On one occasion, however, the two positions diverged. Here is what happened:  

Around September 2001 street pressure on the government made the latter accept union 
demands and initiate the judicial reorganization of the plant, de facto taking over the plant’s 
management and thus making sure that payments from plant customers would go to service the CSR’s 
debt (including to its employees). The Financial Times saw this intervention as “re-nationalization”, 
and US authorities criticized it, too. The Economist backed it, arguing that NV had failed to respect its 
privatization obligations.103 It was probably US pressure that moved the Romanian government to take 
up negotiations with the NV again. Isolated, the union, too, started negotiations, but this time NV 
demanded the evacuation of union offices from the plant, sending into unemployment all employees for 
a period of four months until credit would arrive, and the participation of the union in protests against 
the government. What is interesting about this episode is that the union rejected NV’s demands, but in 
a November 2001 referendum at the plant workers voted in favor of accepting all of NV’s demands (in 
exchange, the NV promised repayment of all wage arrears). Practically, despite the demands staying 
the same – return of wage arrears, workers and union council had different perspectives on the extent to 
which they could trust the employer: The union leaders wanted to continue protests and achieve re-
nationalization; workers wanted to grant the NV one more chance (or maybe also believed that NV 
would quickly return at least part of the wage arrears, something that the union leaders doubted). In the 
quest for a shared situational definition, union leaders followed the wish of the workers’ majority and 
interrupted protests until a new vote took place in February 2002 (despite a minority of the workers 
criticizing the leaders for doing so). As the NV nevertheless failed to keep its promises, the union 
initiated protests again in February-March 2002, this time with the full support of workers in a 
corresponding “referendum”.104 
   
The Quest for Threat Potential 
Quite differently than the unions in the previous chapter, union Vatra faced the challenge of how to 
trigger a governmental intervention to re-establish state control over the plant. The view that the 
government was both to blame and the solution for the plant’s problems emerged within the union 
together with the first protests, in January 2001. After all, it had been the government that had come up 
with the new owner and had privatized the plant. The problem was, however, that the union could 
initially hardly – to use Schelling’s (1984) terminology - inflict any costs on the government. The 
union’s insistence on road blocks disrupted only the traffic in Reşiţa, a small and isolated town, 40 km 
away from any major national route. It is true, on the one hand, that the union could increase the level 
of disruption it could cause by using a combination of mobilizing workers, the larger local community, 
and outside support. First, via the hunger strike the union increased participation in its actions such as 
road blocks, and secured some support from the local community. Second, by relying on outside 
support coming from other unions – such as Cartel Alfa’s transporters – it could transport protesters to 
locations where road blocks would place higher costs on the government – by disrupting traffic 
between the country’s two largest cities.  
 
 

                                                 
103 For an independent account of events in Reşiţa and a presentation of each side’s arguments (including those of the 
Financial Times and The Economist) see Radio Free Europe, July 5, 2001. 
104 The union organized “referenda” on four occasions (according to the author’s knowledge): in January 2001 (for starting 
the protests), in August 2001 (for continuing protests; 2,340 out of 2,363 participating workers agreed to continue protests; 
the remaining 1,437 workers did not take part); in November 2001 (workers voted in favor of giving NV one more chance), 
and in early 2002 (majority in favor of protest; R1 2007; Apostol/ Cotarcea 2005, Chapter 4). 
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Picture 6: CSR workers facing riot police in 2002 in the center of Reşiţa, Romania (picture courtesy of 

Marian Apostol) 
 
However, I argue against the view that it was the road blocks that gave the union its threat potential vis-
à-vis the government. The government never really looked like it had lost control over the situation 
when the union organized road blocks. Riot police would escort workers to the places where these 
organized road blocks, usually without interfering with the protesters and instead letting protests wear 
out. (Sometimes workers walked on foot a distance of 37 km to road block sites and would never hold 
out in the cold or in the sun in a roadblock for more than a couple of hours.) Riot police, however, 
showed that they could stop protesters when they wanted to. In one incident workers threatened to cut 
the town’s water supplies and marched in huge numbers (some 2,000 people) to take over the hydro 
station controlling the water supply. Riot police and special intervention troops, however, gave workers 
a fight and stopped them by force from entering the hydro station (Adevărul, March 13, 2002).105 

I argue that it was how the union carried out hunger strikes that gave the union threat potential 
vis-à-vis the state, thus securing a source of temporary outside support. When it gave in to union 
demands in July 2001 and accepted to initiate the judicial re-organization, government acted only 
during the hunger strike. Also, in the protocol signed with the union, the government's only demand to 
the union was to give up the hunger strike (Protocol, June 29, 2001). Apparently the government did 
not like the image of hundreds of workers, including women, on hunger strike in the middle of the 
town, easily broadcasted by media throughout the country. Every government concession was preceded 
by a hunger strike (there were three), not road blocks.  

                                                 
105 The hydro station is part of the plant and controls both the plant’s energy supply and the city’s water supply. Workers 
wanted to occupy it because local city council members demanded that the plant hand over the hydro station to the city in 
exchange for debt relief (CSR owed money to the city). The union, however, opposed this, as it would have left the plant 
without one of its strategic assets that ensured CSR energetic independence. The union stopped the initiative by winning a 
vote in the city council over the issue; with Cartel officers and CSR union members also part of the city council, and with a 
group of workers storming the meeting of the city council and present in the room during the voting, the outcome of the 
vote corresponded to the union’s demand of leaving the hydro station with CSR (Apostol/ Cotarcea 2005). 
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The second hunger strike started on September 11, 2001, involving 250. For the first time, 
workers also demanded that US managers leave the plant (which the two US citizens did). In response 
to the hunger strike, the government interfered decisively and – as part of the judicial reorganization - 
appointed a general manager to replace the US managers. The key win for the union, however, was not 
the appointment of the general manager, as the government soon proved that at the same time it was 
negotiating with the NV and in April 2002 US managers again had access to the plant. Instead, the 
agreement brought government support in the form of financial relief to the workers. Government 
accepted to provide some 1,200 workers with unemployment benefits (Protocol, September 20, 2001; 
in order to provide workers with unemployment benefits, the workers had to be laid-off; the 
corresponding decision was taken by the government-appointed general manager). This initial payment 
of financial aid would be followed by many others, totaling ROL 130 billion (some Eur 4,5 m) in aid to 
workers for the duration of protests (January 2001-March 2003). Extracting other payments also 
required significant protests, taking again the form of a hunger strike (the largest, involving 400 people 
at its peak of whom some 100 women in April 2002) and road blocks (targeting the main route between 
Romania's two largest cities, Bucharest and Timişoara).106 

What also counted in bringing about state intervention is the Cartel Alfa’s support for plant-
level union Vatra. Officers of the national union made sure that the demands of workers in Reşiţa 
would be communicated to government members in Bucharest; this way, while Vatra union leaders 
organized protests in Reşiţa, national Cartel officers would meet government members in Bucharest 
and negotiate. Cartel officers themselves were received by government officials only in the first hunger 
strike’s aftermath, in June 2001. The top leadership of the Cartel was in Reşiţa that day, assisting the 
plant-level union in negotiations. They were also in Reşiţa at the moment when union and government 
signed the protocol re-instating state-controlled management at the plant, in September 2001. Cartel 
Alfa also made sure that the plant-level union would have the busses it needed for organizing several of 
the road blocks. As we will see from the comparison with the Ukrainian cases, the national union in the 
Romanian cases assisted plant-level unions on numerous and crucial occasions; in the Ukrainian cases, 
it would prove unthinkable that FPU officers would ever go to Vinnitsa or Kherson, the places of 
conflict studied further on in this chapter.     
 
 

5.2.3. Conclusion - What Is in a Hunger Strike 
 
The 2000-2004 government would go down in history as the one that took the most decisive action 
against trade unions, with police responding to road blocks with a violence previously unseen (milder 
in Reşiţa but later on, in 2003, much more violent against protesters in Hunedoara or in the North-
Eastern town of Roman). The fact that this particular government pledged allegiance to social-
democracy did not matter much. Where unions relied exclusively on road-blocks in Romania in 2000-
2004 they lost against that government (in Hunedoara and Roman). However, what was different from 

                                                 
106 Starting with March 2002 and ending by mid-April, protesters established in the centre of Reşiţa a permanent picket, re-
naming the area “The Kilometre Zero of Poverty and Democracy” (The Kilometre Zero is a place in the country’s capital, 
Bucharest, from where the measuring of road distances throughout the country starts; it was the place of anti-governmental 
protests in 1990 and protesters re-named it the “Kilometre Zero of Anti-Communism”). The workers’ slogans during the 
hunger strike of April and of other protests were: “The Benefits of post-1989 governments: genocide, corruption, 
unemployment, hunger, humiliation” ; “We are sad, hungry and poor – in a country of heroes” (hint again at the 1989 
revolution), “You do political tourism – we live in the stone age”, “We have no bread – you fight over meat”; “Rulers, 
parliamentarians, Ferentari mafia: your tricks won’t work in Banat” (Ferentari is a neighborhood in the capital Bucharest, 
popularly believed to have high crime rates, but also to be inhabited by Roma; the Banat is a Western region in Romania of 
which Reşiţa is a major town); see Adevărul, March 1, 2009, and Apostol/ Cotarcea 2005, Chapter 4. 
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those protests and threatening about the Vatra union’s actions was the extent to which leaders relied on 
creating visibility around their actions. Their actions aimed at mobilizing the public on the union’s side 
and against the government. This is where the hunger strikes played their role: Initially they were not 
aimed at somehow influencing government or employer, but at shocking the public, raise its interest in 
the union’s cause, and raise the credibility of the union’s version of things by underlining the union's 
determination. Equally significant, the government could not use the police to stop such protests that 
also hurt its popularity. After the June 2001 hunger strike, the union leaders probably understood that 
the government was responsive to hunger strikes and organized two more, in September 2001 and April 
2002. 
 
Picture 7: “The Kilometer 0 of Poverty and Democracy”: Hunger strikers raising banners in the center 
of Reşiţa, Romania (April 2002; picture courtesy of Marian Apostol) 

 
 
 By carrying out hunger strikes in public and with such large participation, the union 
transformed hunger strikes into a source of threat potential in its relation to authorities. It exposed what 
it considered the authorities’ misdeed (irresponsible privatization) to the public; it did so by adding a 
new dimension to the original misdeed – starving workers, desperate enough about the conditions at 
their plant that they are ready to starve rather than accept management actions. Never and nowhere in 
post-communist Europe would workers make use of hunger strikes to such an extent and for such 
strategic goals such as provoking visibility and attracting participation in other union actions such as 
road blocks. Other hunger strikes in Eastern Europe would not be organized in public with the mass 
involvement of hundreds of workers, but within the plant, by isolated workers. They are actions of the 
last resort, born out of desperation, not strategy; or, if they are part of a strategy, then the strategy can 
be traced back to individual workers, not unions (Borisov 1999). Out of my sample, only unions in 
Reşiţa and Oţelu Roşu made strategic use of hunger strikes. (Union Metasyd in Oţelu Roşu took 
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inspiration from Vatra.) There is much to learn here about how the union organized the hunger strike: 
The last one lasted for sixty days in 2002 and involved at its peak moment 400 workers, of whom some 
100 were women; the hunger strike was declared in the governor’s office and carried out in a place of 
maximum visibility in the town center; it soon reached even Western media, risking to affect the 
government’s image (depending on how the media interpreted the actions; R2 2007).  

One of the outcomes of the hunger strike was that it brought about state intervention and secured 
temporary outside support in the form of financial aid to the workers. Yet state intervention can be 
tricky. Comparing the case of the Vatra union to the next helps to unravel an important moment in the 
episode of conflict at the CSR. Authorities have their own interests often linked to business clientele, 
and state intervention might only be a cover-up to siphon off funds and parts of the plant to that 
clientele. In comparison to the next union, the union in Reşiţa managed to avoid this risk. In August 
2002 the union resisted a government offer to send workers into unemployment, something that the 
union in the next case of Oţelu Roşu accepted. Government in the Reşiţa case motivated its offer by 
saying that workers would have a steady income for one year, and promised to find solutions to hire 
workers back. Although from a starving worker’s perspective this offer had its advantages (the money 
would come without having to march in the streets), from the perspective of the trade union it meant 
losing its source of threat potential, the mobilized workers. Workers on unemployment aid would not 
be as motivated anymore to fight for the return of wage arrears and re-nationalization. The next case of 
a union fighting the government over very similar demands and in a very similar situation shows that 
the government proposal probably was a trap, and that state intervention comes with its own risks.107 
 
 

5.3. Steel Plant Socomet in O ţelu Roşu, Romania 

5.3.1. Plant Background and Labor Representation 
 
Steel plant Socomet is located in Oţelu Roşu, a small town of 12,000 inhabitants, 70 km east of Reşiţa. 
The plant went through a first privatization in 1992. The state kept 49% of shares and substantial rights 
in the company’s administrative council, rights that according to the union leader it used to block the 
new owner’s investment at the plant (OR1 2007). Consequently, the private company pulled out in 
1994. It left the state as the only owner until April 1999, when the plant went to the company of Italian 
brothers Stefano and Marco Gavazzi. In late 1999 the plant got into serious trouble as it could not pay 
suppliers and workers anymore; also owners made only little of the promised investment. According to 
the union leader, the owners failed to implement their investment plan and blamed the authorities for 
failing to rearrange the timetable of debt deadlines (something authorities had accepted to do when they 
had signed the privatization contract). Electrica (supplying electricity) was the state company that was 
the toughest in forcing Gavazzi Steel (Socomet’s name after the 1999 privatization) to pay its debts, by 
unplugging it from the electric grid in late 2000; December 2000 was also the first month of wage 
arrears for Socomet workers (OR1 2007). 

The conflict between union and owners started when owners announced that, following the 
government’s failure to re-schedule debts, they would close down the plant. On January 23, 2001, 
according to union sources (OR1 2007; Apostol/ Cotarcea 2005), some 2,000 workers (the plant had 
around 3,000 employees) protested the closure in the town’s center. During that meeting the plant’s 
board of directors and the owners met 180 km away in Timisoara. They decided to offer workers the 

                                                 
107 I do not argue that the union in Reşiţa suspected the government’s offer of 2002 to be a trap, as it turned out to be in the 
case of Oţelu Roşu one year later. What the union leaders thought, however, was that sending the workers into 
unemployment would allow Noble Ventures to take over the plant (R1 2007). 
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return of wage arrears for December only if the union would accompany owners to negotiations for 
debt-rescheduling with the authorities. Remember that in nearby Reşiţa, union Vatra accepted in 2001 
(after the events in Oţelu Roşu) – after a “referendum” among union members – a similar proposal 
coming from owners Nobel Ventures. Plant-level union Metasyd in Oţelu Roşu, however, rejected the 
offer. Union leaders found out about the offer while still in the meeting in the town’s center. Union 
leaders raised the issue in front of the workers and – with the “protesters’ assent” (Apostol/ Cotarcea 
2005: 195) - decided to demand the canceling of the privatization agreement and to stop owners from 
entering the plant. They blamed Stefano Gavazzi’s management for creating company debt vis-à-vis 
suppliers on purpose, in an attempt to make quick money by not paying scrap metal suppliers. When 
owners returned to town, workers beat up and chased away Stefano Gavazzi. Like in Reşiţa, the union 
tried to convince the state to listen to its demands by making use of road blocks and hunger strikes with 
a maximum of 2,000 participating in one roadblock (more than two thirds of the workforce and many 
more than in any road block organized by Vatra).  

Following the protests, authorities initiated a criminal investigation around Socomet’s 
management. A court ordered the Gavazzi brothers not to leave the country for thirty days, as it was 
checking to what extent the owner was guilty of bankrupting the plant. Despite the court order the 
brothers left the country for good in May 2002. The state started the liquidation procedure in that year 
in order to sell the plant for whatever price was required to pay the long list of suppliers. It also offered 
that a large part of workers could go into unemployment in order to obtain some money – this proposal 
came in August 2003 and most workers had lived without any wages since February that year. Despite 
the union’s initial resistance to this proposal, 1,756 people accepted the offer in September 2003 and 
went into unemployment for a period of one year. (During this time period the state had to find 
investors to re-launch some of the production.) Only 600 people stayed at the plant to guard equipment 
and perform maintenance work. One year later the state did not keep its promise and did not hire 
workers back. Judges decided to split up the enterprise into several units and sell them. Most 
production facilities (underrated by corrupt judges, according to the union leader and the press, Amos 
News Agency, February 13, 2006) were sold off as real estate; the last surviving shop, the electrical 
oven, went to Ductil Steel, a company based in Buzău, Romania, and owned by several Italian 
businessmen. The plant in Oţelu Roşu lost its status as an autonomous company and became an 
auxiliary facility of the company in Buzău. The union leader retired. Threatened with layoffs, union 
members were forced to walk out of the union; there is no collective agreement signed at Oţelu Roşu 
today; the one signed in Buzău includes an addenda referring to workers in Oţelu Roşu. In the 
meantime, the plants in Buzău and in Oţelu Roşu have gone to Russian steel company Mechel. The 
number of workers further dropped to some 400 today.108 

Despite its autonomy and attention to workers' demands (input legitimacy), union Metasyd in 
Oţelu Roşu scored low on labor representation. The union's demise, failure to return wage arrears and 
defend jobs, in a situation where another union (Vatra) could achieve more, are all signs of low 
effectiveness. The union did manage to bring about state intervention at the plant, but this was more an 
effect of the union aligning its efforts with those of the Vatra union; as soon as the Vatra union's 
demands were addressed, Metasyd would no longer keep up the pressure on the state, and state 
intervention followed a path unintended by union leaders. I will argue below that the failure in the trade 
union's effectiveness is not so much due to lacking threat potential (it enjoyed advantages that Vatra 
did not have), but – as of 2003 - due to the increasing divergences between workers and union leaders 
regarding how to calibrate threats.  
                                                 
108 Workers whom I spoke to during fieldwork contradicted their former union leader’s version of how bad things currently 
are at Socomet; while the union leader told me that wages in Oţelu Roşu are three times smaller than at another plant owned 
by the same company but with a union, workers said that they have a salary that corresponds with branch levels. They were 
also happy with management at the plant and working conditions, but unhappy with not having their own collective 
agreement and fearful of the arrival of a new owner (Russian Mechel), OR2 2007, OR3 2007. 
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Table 5.4: Labor representation at Socomet in Oţelu Roşu, Romania 
 

Episode of 
contention 

Autonomy  Legitimacy  Effectiveness 

2001-2003 High  
(No social 
benefits to 
administer) 

Input: High  
(Union takes up worker 
demands)  
Output: Low  
(Union fails to deliver 
results that satisfy 
workers) 
 

Low  
(Union fails to convince 
authorities to nationalize or in 
other ways save the plant, and 
also fails to obtain funds to 
support the plant’s unpaid 
workers) 
 

    
 

5.3.2. Strategy 
 
The dangers of state intervention: a comparison of unions Vatra and Metasyd 
This union’s story is relevant for my research as it apparently relied on the same strategic elements and 
faced similar contextual problems as the Vatra union. In the end, however, it lost everything, from most 
of the jobs to unionization, while Vatra could avoid the same fate. With so much in common in the two 
cases, the question arises why the outcomes of union actions were so different. This sub-section 
discusses the contexts of union action in the two cases, the union leaders’ actions in terms of what was 
similar and what was different, and the views of the union leaders about what was the main difference 
explaining Metasyd’s defeat. I also present my claim regarding the main difference explaining defeat: 
the Metasyd leaders’ lacking ability to calibrate threats, concretely, not taking worker protests out of 
the plant and into the streets to pressure authorities for the cancelation of the privatization contract. 

The contexts for union action in the two cases were fairly similar. Both unions faced the same 
governments over the same issues (wages, work, cancelation of the privatization contract) at roughly 
the same time (2001-2003) and relied on the same support from the Cartel. The workers were in both 
cases ready to participate in conflict-oriented actions. In other words, both unions could overcome 
structural difficulties such as mobilizing workers and breaking out of isolation. The two unions – only 
70 km away from each other – even coordinated their actions to increase the disruption they would 
achieve vis-à-vis the state. For instance, the unions organized the road block of the key road between 
Romania’s biggest cities jointly, in August 2002 (Ziua, August 24, 2002). Generally, both unions 
employed the same mix of plant occupations - to keep asset-stripping owners away - and street pressure 
for state aid. One difference, however, refers to the use of hunger strikes: Union Metasyd also 
organized one but failed to organize it publicly – as the 43 participants’ medical situation deteriorated, 
they were moved to a hospital. In Reşiţa, many hunger strikers refused to leave the central place and 
were treated by medical teams on the spot.   

In both cases, the state responded to labor protests by offering to help workers by temporarily 
sending them into unemployment until it would have solved the property situation. Government argued 
that in unemployment workers would at least have a permanent source of income (unemployment 
benefit). The Vatra union refused. Metasyd refused, too, but a majority of its workers took the offer 
(1,700 did, 600 refused). What happened was that the unemployment offer of the government turned 
out not to be temporary. After one year the government refused to hire the workers back. It declared the 
plant bankrupt and sold assets to local business. Only one shop survived, where some 400 non-
unionized employees still work today. The question is why did the members of the two unions respond 
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differently to the unemployment-offer? Put differently, in what situations were the two unions when 
making the choice over accepting the government’s unemployment offer? 

First, let us have a look at how trade union leaders themselves explained the situation. Union 
leaders argued in interviews with me that people in Oţelu Roşu were “not as desperate” as in Reşiţa. 
Leaders also argued that workers in Oţelu Roşu did not participate as massively in protests as the ones 
in Reşiţa because of their rural background – they could go back to their land plots and make a living 
while workers in Reşiţa could not do so.109 But data on worker participation from the two plants in the 
same road blocks (the unions would organize them together until January 2003) shows the same or 
even higher participation of Oţelu Roşu workers than the Reşiţa group. In his book, one of the leaders 
making the not-as-desperate claim wrote in 2005 about the situation of Oţelu Roşu workers in 2002: 
“Three of the [43 hunger-] strike participants ended up in hospital […] One worker tries to commit 
suicide threatening to jump off the company’s headquarters. The people’s despair knows no limits. 
They do not find any more solutions to provide their families with food. They eat only water, bread, 
and boiled potatoes.” (Apostol/ Cotarcea 2005:  278) 
 
Calibrating threat potential: why Metasyd failed 
In August 2003 a majority of the workers took the government’s offer and went into unemployment, 
thus leaving the union without threat potential and giving up their control over the plant. Why did they 
take the offer? One can use the comparison with Reşiţa to argue that workers took the offer out of acute 
financial distress, because the state offered them less state aid than in the case of Reşiţa.110 Why was 
this so? Metasyd leaders were less determined to go as far as the ones of Vatra did in their actions vis-
à-vis the state, and also tried to dissuade their members from going as far. Evidence for this point is the 
drop in Metasyd protests after the CSR crisis was solved in January 2003: There were no more road 
blocks after the government gave in to the demands of the Reşiţa workers. The crucial detail at this 
moment of the story is that despite the apparent drop in protests – no more public road blocks to reach 
the ears of the media - there still was unrest at the plant in Oţelu Roşu. Workers continued protesting 
and took over the plant to block the attempts of now state-controlled management to allegedly asset-
strip it.111 But the union was not taking these protests out of the plant anymore and – as a result – had 
little left to threaten with, and could also obtain little. In March 2003 workers were exhausted after a 
conflict that had lasted since 1999. 1,700 of them took the unemployment offer, despite the union’s 
advice not to do so.  

I claim that the difference to Vatra lay in the way the union understood to calibrate its threats to 
the actor it had targeted. For instance, Vatra leaders believed the decision over the plant’s privatization 
contract to be in the state’s hands. Consequently, they addressed their threats to this actor and also 
                                                 
109 See OR1 2007 and R3 2007. Actually, I came across the opposite argument when studying the union at the Ball Bearings 
Plant in Vinnitsa, Ukraine (part 3 in this chapter). The ball-bearing plant in Vinnitsa employed workers that tend to live in 
one neighborhood on the city’s outskirts and where they have enough room for land plots. This allowed them to keep land 
plots around their blocks and in their home villages, something that they could use during long periods of strike. I came 
across similar thinking also among workers in Târgovişte, Romania. The trade union leaders of these unions explained that 
the fact that workers could ensure subsistence would make them more independent of management and more ready to strike. 
It seems that whether one has a land plot or not is a bad predictor for one’s likelihood to stay involved in long periods of 
protests; leadership, the capacity of union leaders to keep workers united around one definition of situation, proves to be the 
“intervening variable” between workers’ use of land plots and protest involvement. 
110 According to union leaders, see OR1 2007 and R3 2007. 
111 These episodes are part of how state-hired administrators (like with the NV in Reşiţa, workers had chased foreign owners 
out and the state had appointed a consulting company to run the plant and find ways to repay creditors) describe the 
situation at the plant in their complaints to state organs, claiming that workers (led by their union) threw them out of the 
plant on May 15, 2003: “On May 15, following union mass actions at the plant, management, composed of [identity 
withheld by author] are taken out of the plant by the unions’ representatives, and from this day on, union actions take place 
on a daily basis”, Expert Consulting, Raport privind activitatea desfăşurată de administratorul judiciar pe perioada 
Decembrie 2002 – Mai 2003 [Report concerning the activity of the judicial administrator, December 2002 – May 2003]. 
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calibrated them to the state, by switching from threatening with strikes and factory occupations to 
hunger strikes (and carrying them out). In contrast, Metasyd leaders did not engage in the same efforts 
of calibrating threats. Although they, too, believed the state to be the answer to their problems, they did 
not target this actor, although they could have, given the protest propensity among workers in Oţelu 
Roşu. Instead, they limited their efforts to controlling and disrupting state actions at the plant, to the 
extent they believed the state to be engaging in asset-stripping. But they did not launch visible protest 
campaigns to threaten the government’s popularity as the Vatra union in Reşiţa did.   

The evidence for my claim above about the cause for the rift between workers and union leaders 
over the unemployment offer mainly comes from studying the Metasyd leaders’ actions in comparison 
to the Vatra union’s actions. But the Metasyd union leadership's take on disruptive actions also offers 
further evidence. Despite investing much energy in all the stages of the protest, the union leaders of 
Metasyd were not ready to go as far in their protests as leaders of the Vatra union in Reşiţa. For 
instance, union leaders at Socomet told me that when Vatra leaders made a public statement that 
workers would block the railroad, they advised Vatra leaders not to do so as “railroads are considered 
strategic and police will shoot at will” (OR1 2007). Vatra union members in the end gave up the idea of 
blocking the railroad. However, the advice of the leaders in Oţelu Roşu was probably wrong, as police 
had no right whatsoever to open fire even under such circumstances and never did in the country's post-
1989 history. The story shows that Metasyd union leaders did not want to go as far as Vatra leaders did 
and therefore limited the sources of threat potential.  

Furthermore, often the Metasyd union would join in road blocks only after Vatra had begun 
organizing them, despite Metasyd also having enough militant workers to start such actions on its own 
(plus the fact that it had a tactical advantage: its town is only 17 km away from a European Highway, 
while Vatra workers usually had to get there by Cartel-sponsored busses or on foot, over a 37 km 
distance). And, as already mentioned, the end of protests in Reşiţa also brought a steep decline in 
protests in Oţelu Roşu, a decline to be traced back to leaders' decisions and not to workers’ alleged (by 
the leaders) reduced protest propensity.  

 
 

5.3.3. Conclusions 
 
Summing up, Metasyd union leaders were less and less inclined to continue street protests after the end 
of protests in Reşiţa, despite the workers' readiness to participate. At the same time, they advised 
workers not to take the government's unemployment benefit offer. Starving workers, however, were 
left with no alternative between the state's offer, on the one hand, and ineffective protests within the 
plant, on the other. Union leaders distrusted the state's unemployment offer, and rightly so. For 
workers, however, it would be the only way to receive financial help; one side – the leaders – distrusted 
the state, the other one – the workers – overwhelmingly took the state's offer discarding the leaders' 
warnings. 

Nevertheless, union Metasyd achieved two years of protests and a state intervention that at least 
brought unpaid workers some economic relief in the form of unemployment benefits and in the end – 
after two years – also obtained the return of wage arrears with the sale of Socomet's last remaining 
shop. As we move further East, we find unions and workers in a much more difficult situation. If 
Metasyd could count on the assistance from Cartel Alfa and the example of nearby Vatra members 
during the two years of conflict, the unions in the Ukrainian cases below find themselves in utter 
isolation. These plant-level unions - while organizing protests and demanding re-nationalization – 
would go against the dominant approach of the branch union ASMU and national union FPU of 
ignoring conflicts that they deemed too marginal and exceptional to support. They would also have to 
deal with an issue that the Romanian unions were spared – the organization's autonomy from 
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management. Throughout the years of conflict with employers, they would undergo tremendous 
radicalization, at the same time making impressive gains in terms of labor representation, winning the 
return of wage arrears and severance pay, and most importantly, delaying or stopping enterprise 
closure.       

 

 

5.4. The Ball-Bearings Plant VPZ in Vinnitsa, Ukrai ne 
 

5.4.1. Plant Background and Labor Representation  
 
First episode of contention: 2002-2003 and ensuing struggle 
The ASMU organization at the Vinnitsa ball-bearings plant (Vinnits’kyi Pidshipnikovyi Zavod, VPZ) 
saw more conflict with management than any other ASMU union. The committee leading the union at 
the time of my fieldwork (2007-2009) had emerged already in the wage arrears crisis years of 1998-
99. Back then, with the plant still in state property, the union’s most important fight was against a 
director who kept revenues from selling production to himself, instead of paying workers their wages. 
The tactics the union used in those days – such as involving the kollektiv, the workers’ collective, in 
all serious decision-making and in all stages of the fight - proved to be effective also in the years to 
come. The VPZ is located in the regional capital city, Vinnitsa (about a two-hour drive west of Kyiv), 
population 365,000 at the time of fieldwork. 

The privatization of VPZ started in 2001, when a first set of shares (28%) went to 
Ukrinterprodukt, a Donets’k-based company; in 2003 another 25% went to the same company.112 A 
unique case in my sample, the VPZ union influenced privatization, insisting that the new owner 
guarantee in the privatization contract the plant’s survival, that it would not cut the workforce, that it 
would create new jobs, and that it would not change the enterprise’s field of activity. A core demand 
was also the payment of wage arrears worth EUR 500,000. Two months after privatization it became 
evident that the owner did not plan to respect the privatization contract: Management had made no 
wage arrears payments and initiated a bankruptcy procedure. The bankruptcy procedure, coupled with 
the lack of any investment, convinced the union that the owner is an asset-stripper; in the 
corresponding episode of conflict (2002-2003), the union launched a series of protests demanding the 
plant’s renationalization and consisting of mass protests in the city. Although there was no 
renationalization, the union nevertheless convinced the owner to give up the bankruptcy procedure 
and re-launch production at the plant, and also to return the wage arrears.113  

The following years, 2004-2007, were marked by many other conflicts. Throughout these 
conflicts management gave in to union demands on several occasions, paid wages and arrears, raised 
the wage level, and signed a collective agreement. The union also resisted a backlash aiming to create 
a parallel union by using management’s control over union-member-foremen. Foremen refused to 
carry out management’s orders and asked the union for protection. Furthermore, in a unique case in 
Ukraine, the union won a lawsuit filed against it by the new Ukrinterprodukt-appointed manager, over 
whether managers are entitled to be union members or not. 

  
                                                 
112 Ukrinterprodukt bought the VPZ through intermediary companies, but union leaders could trace these companies back to 
the company in Donets’k; at the time of fieldwork Ukrinterprodukt's control over VPZ was already official. 
113 See Mandel 2004 for a case-study of this first period of protests. 
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The liquidation of the VPZ, 2007-2009 
The owner made a new attempt to shut down the plant and sell its assets in January 2008. At first, it 
looked like the union had enough support politically and among workers to stop the closure. But the 
intervention of authorities led events in another direction; while promising to do workers justice and 
renationalize the plant, state authorities failed to resolve the conflict. The union could only delay the 
closure for a long time (the plant was closed only in August 2009), and obtained the return of all wage 
arrears and severance payments from the owner. Here is how the events developed: 

Wage arrears resurfaced in July 2007, when the plant stopped paying wages to the 1,100 
workers. Like in 2002 the union turned to the authorities (mayor, regional governor) to solve the 
problem. Union leaders believed that legal work-conflicts are inefficient – they cost time and offer no 
guarantees that wage arrears will not reappear. Authorities helped bring the employer to the 
negotiation table, and in December union and management agreed on a plan for returning wage 
arrears; in early January 2008 the plant even briefly started producing again. But then the owner 
changed course again, sacked the general manager, and announced the plant’s closure (framing it as 
bankruptcy), with all workers to be fired on April 14, 2008.  

In response the union used various tactics to fight the closure, from intimidating managers via 
demonstrations in front of the plant or threats that it would occupy it, to lobbying authorities. On 
several occasions throughout 2008, union members took control over company gates and legal 
documents to prevent asset-stripping. Lobbying authorities was done via pickets and demonstrations, 
enlisting also the help of a former union member who had become an important civil servant. He 
stopped the bankruptcy procedure by refusing to register it with local authorities, claiming that the 
employer had not respected legal procedures such as informing the union of its actions in time. ( See 
interviews with VPZ union leaders V1 2007, V1 2008, V2 2007, V2 2008.)  

This bought the union time to concentrate its actions in two directions: First, it lobbied the 
government to step up its efforts in court to try to re-take the plant into state property because 
Ukrinterprodukt had failed to respect privatization obligations.114 Union leaders had argued since 
January 2008 that their plant had been profitable until 3-4 months before, when the owner decided to 
liquidate it. They asked the government’s help to set-up a commission to prove their statements right. 
BYUT politicians in government and parliament promised the union their help, especially since the 
Ukrinterprodukt-owner is an MP of the Party of Regions, BYUT’s archrival. The agency supposed to 
co-sign the commission report and represent the government in court, the State Property Fund, was 
paralyzed by political conflict between the prime-minister and the president and initially refused to 
back the creation of the committee. But worker pressure via a picket in Kyiv and negotiations with 
Fund representatives soon led to the creation of the commission. In the words of one union leader: 
“We fought it out. All this [the commission] would have never come into existence without the people 
[the workers] taking it to the streets” (V1 2008). The commission found out that the plant had been 
“bankrupted on purpose” and demanded a criminal investigation into how the plant owner had 
handled privatization obligations. The Ministry of Interior and the General Prosecutor, however, 
postponed enacting the demand (transformed into an order of the prime-minister, see below; V2 2008; 
Profspilkovi Visti, September 12, 2008).  

Second, the union continued its efforts to convince local authorities, such as the region’s 
governor, to sue the employer for the way it carried out the bankruptcy process. The increasing 
visibility in the media that the protesting workers created around the VPZ case made it profitable for 
politicians such as the governor to get involved in solving the crisis; after all, the VPZ workers’ 

                                                 
114 In Ukraine there are precedents of plant re-nationalizations; the most important one took place when the Tymoshenko 
government re-nationalized the country’s biggest steel works in Kryvyi Roh in 2005, taking it back from oligarchs Viktor 
Pinchuk and Rinat Akhmetov. The official reason was that the initial privatization was fraudulent. Later the Tymoshenko 
government sold the steel mills to Lakshmi Mittal in what would become Eastern Europe’s biggest privatization deal ever. 
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pickets were the only citizens that had demonstrated in front of his office in years. The mayor also got 
involved: His lawyers helped the union to file a lawsuit to temporarily stop the bankruptcy procedure 
and postpone the April 14 deadline. Eventually, in April 2008 the governor traveled to Donets’k, 
where he convinced the Ukrinterprodukt-owner not to close the plant.115 

In May 2008, the owner motivated his initial – January 2008 - decision to close down the plant 
by claiming that management had misinformed him about the plant’s prospects. The owner invited 
managers, union, and local authorities to work together on a plan to make the plant profitable. In 
summer 2008 management (and the owner) rejected the plan drawn up by union members as “not 
profitable” (V1 2009). Consequently, management announced again – for the third time since 
privatization – that it would close the plant. The involvement of the authorities in negotiations brought 
no results; management refused anything less than liquidation. One worker had commented earlier 
that this – the employer’s insistence on closing the plant - makes sense, to a certain extent: He claimed 
that the VPZ is worth Eur 20m as a ball-bearings plant, and Eur 500m as real-estate (V3 2007). 

Ensuing protests and again a picket in Kyiv would also fail to bring any palpable results for the 
union, with the workers in despair after almost one year of protests that had not returned them wage 
arrears. Furthermore, the plant paid the workers only “idle pay” in the first half of 2008, i.e. the pay 
due to workers when the plant is idle for reasons that are not their fault, two thirds of the minimum 
branch-level wage. This is miserable pay (around 60 Euros a month), and although the workers would 
not have gotten even that if the union had not stopped the liquidation, it was still too little. As of May, 
2008 workers would not even get that pay anymore.116 The union agreed to end protests and accept the 
liquidation after five months of unpaid wages that had brought workers to despair; but the union 
would sign the liquidation agreement only once workers had been promised arrears and layoff benefits 
amounting to 150% of the wage arrears. 
 The signing of the liquidation agreement would not put an end to the conflict. Enforcing the 
agreement proved as problematic as signing it. Most dramatically, the three sides (owner, union, 
governor) clashed over the issue of wage arrears and severance payments. According to the agreement, 
workers were supposed to receive these sums when they would leave the plant. This, however, did not 
happen. Furthermore, the guarantor of the agreement, the governor, refused to meet the workers again, 
and even accused them of “poisoning” the climate at the plant and provoking the death of the plant’s 
general manager (who died of a heart attack in January 2009). In response, in February 2009, some 400 
workers walked again the nine kilometers between their plant and the city center. This time they did not 
picket the governor’s office but organized a road block in the city center that stopped traffic on the 
center's main boulevard. The governor immediately received the union leaders and agreed to pressure 
the owner to enforce the agreement (Ukrains’ki novini, February 10, 2009; this episode is described in 
more detail below).   
 The table below shows what the Vinnitsa union achieved in terms of labor representation. The 
comparison between the two episodes of contention presents different outcomes in terms of 

                                                 
115 The governor presented his commitment and contribution to solving the crisis in February 2008 on the regional 
administration’s webpage, original address: www.vin.gov.ua/web/vinoda.nsf/web_alldocs/DocBLEYC (the webpage is 
available only in cache probably because after a deterioration of relationships between governor and union that page 
disappeared; retrieved November 24, 2008, copy in author’s archive). 
116 In an article about the plight of VPZ workers, a local newspaper cited a woman participating in the protests and saying 
that because of the chronic lack of money, she and her entire family only eat potatoes, while her children receive clothes 
from their school colleagues (Gazeta.ua, October 30, 2008). Other workers told how difficult it is for 40-year old workers to 
find jobs in Vinnitsa; they work on other people’s land plots, but this again barely brings the income for entire families, and 
workers say that they cannot live this way any longer (Yednist’, September 2008; in the author’s archive). In October 2007 I 
asked workers how they can live under such conditions, at that time with wages unpaid for three and a half months. Two 
women explained that they pay only for urgent housing bills and very cheap food; the situation was most difficult in those 
families where both partners worked at the plant. But even when they were receiving wages their lives were far from 
luxurious; the average wage was some 110 euros a month. 
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effectiveness; in the second one, the union could not stop the plant’s liquidation, despite significant 
gains for the workers in terms of wage arrears and severance payments. In this section I set out to 
explore the puzzle posed by the difference in outcomes and union achievements between the two 
contention episodes. I argue that the difference in effectiveness can be traced back to the union’s 
isolation in the second contention episode and the state’s intervention that prolonged the episode of 
contention while limiting the choices of the union. 
 
Table 5.5: Labor representation at VPZ in Vinnitsa, Ukraine 
 

Episode of 
contention 

Autonomy  Legitimacy  Effectiveness 

2002-2003 High  
(In a union that had seen 
union reform before 
privatization) 

Input: High  
(Consults with workers and 
represents them in key areas, 
wage arrears, stopping plant 
closure)  
Output: High 
(Worker-relevant 
achievements) 
 

High  
(Blocked 
liquidation attempt) 
 

2007-2009 High  
(Came about via 
fighting off attempts to 
control the union) 

Input: High  
(Consults with workers and 
represents them in key areas, 
wage arrears, stopping plant 
closure)  
Output: High 
(Worker-relevant 
achievements)  

Partial 
(Union returns 
wage arrears and 
gains severance 
payments, but 
owner liquidates  
plant) 

 
 

5.4.2. Strategy 
 
The union at the VPZ is the only one in my sample not to witness problems in reaching a shared 
situational definition among its members. The long periods of wage arrears, coupled with the activism 
of union members, translated into a large, mobilized group of workers – of some 400 people – ready to 
participate in any disruptive actions. This mobilized group of workers became the union's primary 
source of threat potential. Rather than reaching a shared definition of the situation, the problem for the 
union in Vinnitsa was constituting and communicating threats vis-à-vis an owner who had little to no 
interest in their plant and was located in a distant city, with his main operations equally far away (in the 
Donets’k area, in the Eastern extreme of the country).  

Comparing the two episodes of contention 2002-2003 and 2007-2009 raises the question of 
what changed in the situation around the VPZ so that the union could not repeat also in the second 
episode the achievement of stopping the plant's closure. In both episodes the union could mobilize 
workers for protests in the city and could also rely on local actors holding public office to hamper the 
owners' efforts to close down the plant. What differed was the state’s intervention; but before going 
into the details and consequences of state intervention, the question arises of why is it that – contrary to 
the situation at other plants – there was so little conflict over the definition of the situation within the 
union.   
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Shared definition situation and the 2002-2003 conflict 
The union at the Vinnitsa ball-bearings plant is unique among my Ukrainian cases as the union saw 
pre-privatization conflict leading to a deep reform of the union. The issue back then – in 1998 - was 
also wage arrears, and fieldwork by Canadian scholar David Mandel offers an in-depth account of 
developments in 1998 that Mandel refers to as a “revolution” (2004: 195). Up until 1998, the union in 
Vinnitsa had been typical of the organizations continuing their Soviet tasks of distributing benefits and 
monitoring production instead of defending workers against management.117 Ever since 1996, when the 
first wage arrears occurred, there had been a number of wildcat strikes at the plant, usually started by 
the skilled workers at the turning shop. Until 1998 the pattern of these wildcat strikes basically 
resembled the account by Ashwin and Clarke of similar instances in Russia, where management could 
isolate such shops by paying them off (which stimulated further militancy, Ashwin/ Clarke 2003: 257). 
But in 1998 workers participating in such a wildcat strike preferred to walk through the plant and 
mobilize also the other workers, instead of negotiating with management only on behalf of the turning 
shop. Most of the plant's workers gathered at the company's gates, and held a meeting, also attended by 
the general manager and the ASMU regional president. The workers demanded that a worker be elected 
to the job of union leader (vacant at that time) and imposed this demand against the opposition of the 
ASMU regional president. Mandel notes that “it was almost unheard of for a worker to be plant [union] 
president” (Mandel 2004: 197).  It is thanks to the commitment of this new union leader that the union 
could open up vis-à-vis the demands of workers and successfully solve pre-privatization crises of wage 
arrears by pressuring and striking against management.  

The reform of the trade union took place during times when the ASMU leadership in Kyiv was 
still very supportive of plant-level organizations engaging in conflicts with the employers. The ASMU 
helped with training union council members and also directly intervened on the plant-union’s side 
during conflicts with managers by coming to Vinnitsa and helping to mobilize workers. By 2002 the 
union was so strong that it could influence privatization and dictate several conditions (mentioned 
above). The key to finding its strength, according to Mandel (2004), was the union’s constant reliance 
on mobilizing workers effectively for solving crises of wage arrears.  

When in 2002 the plant’s new owner failed to live up to the responsibilities taken up in the 
privatization contract and announced that it would close down the plant, the union achieved 
unprecedented mobilization for Vinnitsa. 1,500 demonstrators, supported by the Communist Party and 
other left-wing organizations such as the Association of Soviet Veterans, marched through the city on 
October 2, 2002, and were met by the governor (until then refusing to speak with them), now promising 
to solve the crisis. Hundreds of workers picketed the tribunal organizing the bankruptcy trial and forced 
the access of their union leader to the hearings. When the judge asked the trade union leader what right 
he had to attend the hearings (“”By what authority do you speak?”), the trade union leader said: “There, 
on the street. That’s my authority!” (Mandel 2004: 208). 

Eventually, eight months after the employer had announced the closure of the plant, VPZ 
opened again. Only 850 workers were allowed back to work, later to increase to 1,100; the rest had to 
go, about two thirds of the workforce, to allow the return of debt to creditors. However, the union made 
sure that none of the protest participants would lose his or her job, thus keeping the most militant 
workers within the union. In the words of the leader: “But we have said: No one who was really active 
in the struggle will be laid off. Otherwise, it would be like reprisals. And after eight months of serious 
struggle, we have a large core of tested and tempered activists. Some are new people who were 

                                                 
117 Mandel describes the union in the following terms: “During Perestroika and in the first years after independence, the 
workers remained inactive. Management and union were unchanged. Except for the social benefits it helped administer, the 
union was irrelevant to the workers. If they had a problem, they went to management. Conflicts rarely took on a collective 
dimension, and when they did, they were confined to the given shop or even section. Copies of ASMU's paper that arrived 
at the factory remained undistributed on the tables of the shop chairpersons.” (Mandel 2004: 195-196) 
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awakened by this fight. So when we hold new elections in the shops, we'll know whom to choose.” (In 
Mandel 2004: 209)  
 
Isolation (ASMU's growing unease with militant unions) 
Comparing the two episodes of contention highlights the growing isolation of the VPZ union in the 
latter episode. This is important, since it shows that whatever the union could achieve it achieved with 
little permanent outside support. Isolation had several causes, some of them related to the choices of 
union leaders, some to the change over time in ASMU's readiness to support militant plant-level unions 
such as the one in Vinnitsa. At the regional level, too, ASMU did little to nothing to mobilize workers 
at other plants in support of VPZ workers.  
 Mandel (2004) notes that for organizing the demonstration in October 2002, the union relied on 
the help of the local Communist Party; the Communist MP's from Vinnitsa also attended the 
demonstration. By contrast, in 2007-2009 the VPZ union decided to court the party of Prime-minister 
Yulia Tymoshenko, BYUT. This had several reasons: The union leader thought that the Prime-minister 
would be more effective in helping them out and that Ukrinterprodukt's connections to the Party of 
Regions would attract the support of BYUT for the cause of the VPZ union (the BYUT and the Party of 
Regions are the two main opponents in Ukrainian politics). Also, the union leader told me that a large 
majority of workers supported the BYUT; in the electoral district of the DPZ-18 Mikrorayon, where 
most workers live, nearly 90% voted for the BYUT in the elections on September 30, 2007 (V1 2007). 
 The problem, however, was that help coming from BYUT was ineffective, mostly because the 
government could hardly implement any of its decisions. Prime-minister Tymoshenko via Deputy 
Prime-minister Oleksander Turchynov stated her support for the Vinnitsa workers more than once; 
most importantly they created a governmental commission to study whether the owner had respected its 
obligations, as stipulated in the VPZ privatization contract. Based on that commission’s report, the 
government ordered inquiries into the legality of the VPZ privatization in May 2008 (as the owner 
failed to keep privatization requirements by deciding to close down the plant). In fact, the ministries – 
Justice and Internal Affairs - never responded to the Prime-minister's order (Profspilkovi Visti, 
September 12, 2008). The State Property Fund, too – back then paralyzed by a conflict between Prime-
minister and President over who should control the Fund – failed to react to the Prime-minister's 
decisions. Here is how union leaders in Vinnitsa explained the problem of the government's failure to 
implement its decisions: 

 
The problem is that while [political] leaders at the top come and go, civil servants at lower levels 
stay on their jobs. They, apparently, think this way: While Tymoshenko [the Prime-minister in 
2008] goes, Yanukovich [leader of the Party of Regions] might come, and the company is from 
Donets’k [Ukrinterprodukt’s owner is a Party of Regions MP]… And therefore they [the civil 
servants] hide the Prime-minister’s orders under their robes, they postpone, they consciously 
write faulty court decisions. They are afraid that the regionaly [members of the Party of 
Regions] will come and ask: “Why did you offend us? You’re free to go!” That’s the whole 
problem.118       
 

 VPZ union leaders nowadays think that they expected too much from government intervention, 
and that waiting for the government to solve the crisis greatly limited their actions. They called union 
members back from disruptive actions – such as the often mentioned proposal of blocking the 
international railroad – while nowadays they believe that such disruption could have been more 
effective in convincing government to fight more for implementing its decisions. But the union was 
already negotiating with government – i.e. it had already gained a place at the negotiation table – and 

                                                 
118 In Kanal 33, October 22, 2008. 
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the union president believed that pursuing disruptive actions while at the same time negotiating would 
have undermined the union's credibility (V1 2008). 
 Instead of disruptive actions, the union could have used more pickets in front of the government 
or ministries to create visibility around their demands and remind politicians about these issues. One 
such picket, organized in Kyiv in February 2008 by the VPZ union, proved important for gaining 
access to the negotiation table with government and the State Property Fund. The government's 
decision to establish a commission for the study of the VPZ privatization came shortly after that picket. 
But it is striking – and speaking volumes about the union's isolation - that the picket was the work of 
the VPZ union, not ASMU. It is the VPZ union that collected the funds from VPZ employees for 
transporting some 100 workers to Kyiv – quite an achievement if one thinks that VPZ workers had not 
been receiving wages for five months already at that time. The ASMU did not help on this occasion in 
any other way than contacting the State Property Fund and the government. The ASMU acted only 
when VPZ workers came to Kyiv, but afterwards did not contact government or relevant ministries 
anymore, nor did ASMU extend any help to the VPZ union to organize other pickets in Kyiv. 
 This is used to be very different in the militant days of the ASMU, when the ASMU leader 
often travelled to unions in distress to assist them – and did assist the VPZ leaders during the 1998-
1999 conflict with management over wage arrears. In contrast, the ASMU nowadays ignores plant-
level struggles and its central leader has never visited plants in distress such as the one in Vinnitsa or 
the one in Kherson (presented in the next section). Furthermore, the ASMU did little to support VPZ 
also at the regional level. For instance, after visiting Vinnitsa in summer 2008 and organizing training 
seminars with Vinnitsa unions, David Mandel was surprised to find that other ASMU and FPU union 
members were not aware of the attempt to close down the ball-bearings plant and the union's 
opposition to that attempt (personal communication, 2009). This also shows that the ASMU and the 
FPU regional officers did not see it as part of their tasks to support the VPZ union by brokering 
alliances with other plant-level unions. At least locally, this probably happened not so much out of 
lacking sympathy with the cause of the VPZ union, but out of the ASMU's (and the wider's FPU) 
unease with mobilizing workers. ASMU and FPU regional leaders did extend help in the form of legal 
counselling to the VPZ union over how to fight the liquidation in court. Only in September 2008 would 
the ASMU assist the VPZ union and mobilize workers from other plants for a meeting in front of the 
plant.119      
 Finally, there is one instance that contradicts the general finding of the VPZ's isolation in 
Vinnitsa; it is the case of the deputy mayor, a former VPZ union member, who pressured the local 
prosecutor not to register the the VPZ owner's decision to liquidate the plant (V1 2008, V2 2008). This, 
together with the regional ASMU and FPU's help in fighting the liquidation in court, bought the VPZ 
union critical time and delayed the actual liquidation by one and a half years (the owner had declared it 
in January 2008, it only happened in August 2009). It also increased the amount of money due to 
workers, since postponing the liquidation meant that the employer still had to pay wages (in effect, 
wage arrears would be paid only upon the workers’ final departure from the plant). 
 
Mobilized workers as threat potential: The heat of worker anger 
But what exactly did the union achieve? The union delayed the liquidation and, most importantly, 
triggered the involvement of local authorities that repeatedly brought the employer (either management 
or even the owner in Donets’k) to the negotiation table. As said above, the government’s involvement 
was largely ineffective. But local authorities (governor and mayor) made a difference, by bringing 
management to the negotiation table and convincing it to pay back wage arrears (December 2007), by 

                                                 
119 For the meeting in front of the plant on September 8, 2008 ASMU did make sure that also workers from other plants 
attend – this way, some 1,000 of them could gather in front of the plant and block its entrance. However, this was too little, 
too late, as most VPZ workers were on the brink of starvation. See Yednist’, September 2008 (in the author’s archive). 
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convincing the owner in Donets’k to postpone the liquidation (May 2008), and lastly, by guaranteeing 
that the owner respect the obligations to pay wage arrears and severance payments in exchange for the 
union agreeing to the liquidation plan (November 2008 and in February 2009 after worker protests).  

As in the 2002-2003 episode of contention, convincing local authorities to intervene 
necessitated collective protests and mobilizing workers. In contrast to that episode, in the second 
episode of contention the union went further than just organizing demonstrations. In February 2009 it 
blocked the traffic in the city centre, in response to the governor’s actions. Specifically, the governor 
had refused to pressure the owner to pay the remainder of the wage arrears, although the governor had 
signed the liquidation plan guaranteeing that he would interfere if any of the two sides – owner, union – 
failed to keep its obligations as stipulated in that document. The governor also accused the union of 
“poisoning the climate at the plant”, something that supposedly led to the death (by heart attack) of the 
plant’s general manager in January 2009 (V1 2007). It shows that the governor was generally critical 
vis-à-vis the union and was at best a constrained source of outside support for the latter. On other 
occasions, too, important civil servants have shown more understanding for the owner than for the 
workers picketing the regional administration. Calling worker protests a “show”, the deputy governor 
said that “the owner does not deny that he owes [workers] the money, but the crisis forces him to 
postpone payment.”120 

 The union achieved very high mobilization of its members, with at least half of the VPZ 
workers participating in the 2007-2009 demonstrations in Vinnitsa or the February 2009 roadblock. 
The key to such mobilization apparently was the union’s insistence on involving regular members in 
decision-making. This happened via so-called worker “conferences” that the union initiated and 
organized on plant premises. Such “conferences”, involving hundreds of workers, took place 
sometimes as often as every week. Union leaders would set the agenda, but workers could add other 
points; most importantly, all crucial issues (demands, means to achieve them) were decided at such 
conferences, via open voting. Union leaders admitted to having two objectives in organizing such 
conferences: first, regularly involving workers in union matters to ensure their participation in 
collective actions; second, the union organized such conferences to place other actors under pressure. 
The union would always invite management to attend and respond to the workers’ questions about 
wage arrears or the fate of the VPZ. The situation on such occasions often threatened to get out of 
hand, with workers placing managers under tremendous pressure. Members of the local administration 
– governor, prosecutors, mayoral representatives – also participated in such conferences. Again, the 
idea was to acquaint them with worker anger. Local authorities often refused to help the union when 
local civil servants met only with the union leaders. Worker conferences, however, always had the 
effect of pressuring local authorities to promise help. When authorities declined invitations to 
participate in worker conferences, the union organized demonstrations in the city centre. The picture 
below shows a worker conference in 2007 that got out of hand, with workers surrounding the manager 
and the representative of the governor. Wage arrears had reappeared in July 2007. 

 

                                                 
120 On Mobus.com, November 07, 2008. The owner had stopped paying wages in Vinnitsa five months before any talk of the 
crisis. 
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Picture 8: A “worker conference” taking place inside the plant in Vinnitsa; in the middle of the crowd 
of workers are a state official, the general manager, and the union leader. The caption says: “During the 
strike”. Source: 33 Kanal, September 2007. 
  

Vsyo delaet massa naroda, “the masses do everything”, one trade union leader told me, hinting 
at the union’s tactics of inviting local authorities to attend worker conferences and thus pressure them 
to make commitments. Union leaders had found that “only this kind of action [leads to results]: Only 
when you run around, break stuff, yell, whistle will things start to run; if you do not, they [authorities] 
will just try to buy time” (V1 2007). Mass protests proved crucial for restoring communication with the 
owner of the plant. Located in distant Donets’k, the owner of Ukrinterprodukt never set foot into 
Vinnitsa. Furthermore, the owner changed the managerial team in Vinnitsa very often, on at least one 
occasion in the aftermath of an important deal struck with the union. For instance, the managerial team 
that accepted the return of wage arrears in December 2007 – after worker protests and the involvement 
of local authorities – had to leave office less then one month later (when the owner announced the 
liquidation, he also changed the management team). This – and the three previous changes in 
management – forced the union to start from zero every time, having to re-establish its threat potential 
vis-à-vis each new managerial team. The involvement of the local authorities – and specifically the 
governor’s involvement – restored communication with the owner. The owner – while ignoring the 
union – never ignored the local authorities, especially when the governor visited the Ukrinterprodukt 
owner Aleksandr Leshchinskii in Donets’k. And local authorities never ignored the mobilized workers.   
 The most telling example of how the union restored communication with the owner via the 
local authorities is the case of the roadblock on February 10, 2009. The four hundred workers blocked 
the traffic in the city center right in front of the regional administration building; workers formed a 
huge chain of people repeatedly crossing the four zebra crossings which formed a rectangle around the 
intersection, thus closing off traffic on the two streets meeting in front of the regional administration. 
These tactics – used in the recent past by Crimean Tatars in their confrontations with Ukrainian police 
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– took the authorities by surprise, as they required no authorization (the workers were not doing 
anything illegal, they were just crossing the streets) and did not offer any reason to the police to 
interfere. The disruption was nevertheless important, blocking traffic in the regional capital’s center 
and attracting media attention. The deputy governor invited the union leaders to negotiate. The 
roadblock stopped only when the deputy governor called the VPZ owner and obtained the promise that 
on the next day the mayor, governor, the owner, and the union would meet in Vinnitsa to solve the 
situation (news agency Ukrains’ki novini, February 10, 2009); after that meeting, there were no more 
violations of the liquidation agreement.  
 
 

5.4.3. Conclusions 
 
The union in Vinnitsa has shown that it could achieve significant gains vis-à-vis an employer with no 
interest in production. Over two episodes of contention, it managed to save some 1,000 jobs and post-
pone the plant’s closure – initially declared in 2002 – for seven years. It also pressured the owner to 
grant severance payments and pay back all wage arrears in exchange for accepting the liquidation, 
making the struggle of Vinnitsa workers a unique case in the history of independent Ukraine and 
probably also in the rest of post-Soviet space. Workers in Vinnitsa achieved these successes in a very 
difficult context. Constituting threats - in the sense of addressing threats – and also communicating 
them was very difficult. Located in a distant city, with its main operations in food processing, not 
machine-building, Ukrinterprodukt was a target too far for worker protests. Instead, the union leaders 
chose to address threats to local public office holders: to the mayor and the governor. The union 
fiercely debated how far to go in threatening these actors. The workers were ready to block the 
international railroads passing Vinnitsa, but union leaders argued that this was too strong a blow to 
local authorities. Union leaders paid attention to calibrate threats so as to control the amount of 
disruption caused. In Vinnitsa the union could use the full weight of its mobilized members to pressure 
the local authorities via worker conferences, demonstrations, and one road block.  

However, loosing the battle over the fate of the factory was perceived as a defeat by workers and 
union leaders; in the end, their most important goal proved out of reach. Only the regional ASMU and 
FPU officers perceived the outcome as a partial success, emphasizing the large severance pay.121 My 
interview partners in Vinnitsa blamed the government for failing to keep its promise of a judicial 
inquiry into the actions of Ukrinterprodukt at the VPZ. The next case offers evidence that even less 
government involvement could have been crucial for saving the plant, at least temporarily. In the next 
case, the union occupies the plant demanding state intervention. Like in Vinnitsa, in Kherson, too, the 
plant belongs to a member of the Party of Regions (bitterly opposing the government), but in this case 
the government’s anti-owner declarations pressure the owner to keep the plant alive, for fear of 
otherwise losing the plant. 

                                                 
121 The regional ASMU officer argued that “now they pay the entire wage plus 4,5 thousand hryvnya severance payment. 
How could one not be happy over such a thing? The workers themselves call this fact 'their victory'.” The local FPU head 
also emphasized as unprecedented the return of wage arrears coupled with severance payments; according to his knowledge, 
there are no similar cases not only in the wider Vinnitsa region but in entire Ukraine. A worker, however, had the following 
comment about their struggle's outcome: “We shouldn't be happy now, we should be crying. Because we lost the most 
important [thing] – the plant itself. You could shoot a film about the death of the ball-bearings plant. Here there was 
equipment that doesn't exist even at the Kharkiv ball-bearings plant. They bought from us equipment. They were amazed 
how good our equipment was. Turks also bought equipment. You should have seen how they studied it! They took apart 
every nut and every bolt, greased it up, assembled it back together. They would have not taken it as scrap metal. They took 
it home, where it'd work further. And we're left here to bite on our fists!” (20 Minut, July 14, 2009, author’s translation from 
Ukrainian). 
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The union at the harvester-plant in Kherson is a very important case also for other reasons. First 
and most important, in Kherson I could observe the change from a typical distributive union to a 
representative organization defending worker rights. In contrast to the VPZ union, in Kherson the 
reform of the union took place after privatization and therefore under even more difficult conditions, 
since the union had to deal with a new type of opponent – a private owner – and at the same time 
undergo reform. In other words, while the three previous unions could de-couple the fight for 
autonomy from the one for legitimacy and effectiveness, in Kherson the union had to fight on all three 
dimensions of labor representation at once. In contrast to the VPZ union or Vatra in Reşiţa, this union 
had no pre-privatization experience with conflicts. It was a union typical of the wider FPU-world and -
approach to dealing with problems at the plant: avoiding them or, at most, writing letters of protest to 
officials. Yet over the three years of conflict with private owners, the union saw tremendous 
radicalization of worker protests and diversification of sources for threat potential. It shows how under 
harsh conditions of structural difficulties and wage arrears, imminent plant closure, and no previous 
experience with conflict, worker protests can lead to union autonomy, and how episodes of contention 
give rise to new leaders capable of finding sources of threat potential.  
 
 

5.5. The Harvester Plant HMZ in Kherson, Ukraine 

5.5.1. Plant Background and Labor Representation 
 
The Interpipe years (2006-2007) 
The Khersons'ki Kombainy (HK) plant used to be Ukraine’s biggest harvester-producing plant and the 
Soviet Union’s second biggest (it was the only producer of corn harvesters in the Soviet Union). It is 
located in the regional capital city of Kherson, population 312,000, some 700 km south of Kyiv. As 
argued in the background chapter, the HK was part of an industry that did not develop an influential 
lobby to influence privatization in the early 1990s. At the big car-plants in Zaporozhia, L’viv, or 
Kremenchuk influential general managers formed a lobby group in 1998 to negotiate with the state the 
protection of their plant’s markets and privatizations that would bring investments to their plants (K6 
2008). The farm-machine branch was less influential. President Leonid Kuchma implemented a 
measure by which in 1998 some 37 (almost all) of the branch’s plants were transferred under the 
control of a state company called Ukragromashinvest State Holding Company (UAM). On paper, the 
idea behind the UAM was to find investors for these enterprises, but in fact the transfer had served the 
interests of political clientele: Around the year 2000 UAM illegally sold the shares of some of these 
plants (the HK was one of them) to companies registered in Canada (Katredes) and Britain (Interlink) 
under the name of a Ukrainian citizen – the former wife of one of the UAM managers. An inquiry 
started at the request of the State Property Fund by the General Prosecutor was soon closed down 
(Kommersant, April 5, 2006). 

The 37 plants fell to varying degrees under the control of UAM-close offshore companies. In 
the case of the HK, the UAM managers could only sell 25% of the shares to Katredes. There was also 
another company interested in HK and also other UAM assets: With its solid connections to the 
Kuchma-regime, Interpipe (owned by oligarch Viktor Pinchuk) arrived in Kherson in 2004 and the 
same year tried a take-over of the entire UAM. The take-over, however, failed: The 2004 Orange 
Revolution brought an improvement in the political backing of UAM managers and their offshore 
companies, with the former UAM general manager a high-ranking member of the Nasha Ukraina 
political party, back then the main winner of the 2004 confrontation. For the HK plant in Kherson, this 
meant that the fight between Interpipe and the UAM-close group only intensified and that no 
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investment took place. Production went down from some 100 combines/year to zero. Wage arrears 
reached several months. (H1-H2 2007)  

In summer 2006 Interpipe found a way to wrestle control over HK assets from the UAM. Being 
the main investor – but nevertheless not the owner, Interpipe filed a lawsuit for declaring the HK 
bankrupt, given the plant’s debt to Interpipe (the main investor), state ministries, and the workers. This 
meant that before bankruptcy the HK had to pay Interpipe back the money it had invested. Interpipe 
generously offered the HK to pay the sum in property rights. Using all its legal resources and despite 
UAM opposition, Interpipe divided the HK into two companies. All production facilities, 1,400 
production workers, and the biggest part of the HK’s real estate were regrouped under a new company 
called Khersons’kyi Mashinobudivnyi Zavod (HMZ). 800 non-productive workers (engineering-
technical personnel and retirees), all debts, some real estate, and the union were left under the old HK 
(Liquidation plan, Kherson 2006 – in the author’s archive; H2 2007).  

By liquidating the old HK, Interpipe was getting rid of the UAM’s property claims, paying all 
debts by selling some of the real estate, and getting rid of one third of the workforce and of the union. 
Soon after establishing the HMZ Interpipe sold it to another company, the Bila Tserkva-based 
harvester-producing Belotserkovsel’mash (BTS). 

The union was initially lost in these fights over plant property. It was a union with no previous 
history of labor unrest and a very typical case of post-Soviet unions in Russia and Ukraine specializing 
in distributing aid to workers rather than representing them vis-à-vis managers. Throughout the 
development of the wage arrears crisis in 2006 it did nothing else to address it than write letters of 
protest to authorities. Therefore, it is no surprise that the first worker protests took place outside of the 
union council. 

In December 2006, after four months of no wages paid at the plant, worker Yuri Atanasov of 
the mechanical shop committed suicide by hanging himself right next to his workplace. The company 
owed Yuri Atanasov some Eur 700 (the equivalent of four months pay; H5 2008). The suicide triggered 
mass protests involving most workers and were led by a workers’ “initiative group” unhappy with the 
union’s lack of results in negotiations. The group called the conciliatory union leaders kabinetchiki, 
people better at moving around paper in offices than in mobilizing workers (H3 3007, H5 2008). 
Demanding payment of wage arrears and re-nationalization of the plant, workers took the protest to the 
streets. This meant that several high-ranking local officials – such as the governor of the Kherson 
region - came to meet the workers. Workers also ensured media access to the plant by chasing away 
security guards. For the first time they went on strike. They also “wrinkled up” the plant’s general 
manager, blocked the town’s main streets, and threatened to block the railway. Management 
immediately found the means to pay the workers some USD 40/each. For the protesters, it was the 
“first cash we saw in four months” (Fakty, December 27, 2007).122  

Another target for worker protests was the union. Workers forced the union leaders to stay in 
their office day-and-night and work out a plan to solve the crisis (H1 2007). And, more importantly, 
workers called for immediate elections and voted in a union council that brought a 50% change in 
union council membership. For the years to come, the union council would remain equally divided 
between an old, conciliatory wing, appointing the union leader, and a conflict-prone, militant wing 
calling for strikes and public protests. The new December 2006 union council made the following 
demands: stopping the liquidation process, return of the plant to state property, and payment of wage 
arrears. The conciliatory group still had the upper hand and decided to address the issue of wage arrears 
                                                 
122 The article also gives details about the life of unpaid workers and offers some answers as to why they were still going to 
work even if they were unpaid. The literature on similar issues in Russia – for instance Burawoy 2001 – argues that workers 
still go to work because they are paid in-kind and because the shop floor is a place where workers exchange information or 
are offered opportunities by foremen to take up “side orders”. Something similar was happening also in Kherson. Workers 
went to the plant partly because the plant was organizing meals once a week, partly because they were pooling resources 
themselves to feed those workers that could not afford any food at all. See also interviews H2 2007, H3 2007. 
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by trying the legal way of initiating a judicial procedure called a work conflict. Union leaders believed 
that the work conflict procedure would spark the authorities’ interest in the situation at the plant. 
Regarding the demand of stopping the plant’s liquidation, the union continued as before the December 
protests, by writing letters to the President and Prime-minister in Kyiv and hoping for help (H1 2007, 
H2 2007).  

The union could appease worker anger by convincing the Ministry of Industrial Policy to buy a 
few combines and grant workers some financial aid (H2 2007). This happened as the union’s vice-
leader was a member of the Communist Party, like the Minister of Industrial Policy at that time. The 
Communist MP representing Kherson in the Ukrainian Parliament made sure that the two met and 
agreed on this limited measure of providing help to the plant; negotiations between the two (Ministry 
and Communists) had started before the December protests. This small success, however, assured the 
union leaders that the December protests were nothing but a dangerous detour. In the words of one of 
the union leaders: 

 
He [Yuri Atanasov] hung himself because he was afraid that, without a family and with bad 
eyesight as his, he would be one of the first to get fired – so there are also more psychological 
reasons for the suicide. It [the suicide] caused us a lot of problems, we were very advanced in 
negotiations with the administration, there was a plan for paying the wage arrears, and the 
suicide ruined it all, it all went crazy. (H2 2007) 
 

The letters sent to government and President stayed without responses. Similarly, despite winning the 
work conflict (the judicial procedure) and the state authorities (Ministry of Labor) confirming the 
obvious – that Interpipe should pay wages, nothing happened. Interpipe never returned the wage 
arrears, simply ignoring the Ministry of Labor’s statement. By that time (spring 2007) it was already 
clear also to union leaders that a strike did not make sense. They were also demoralized about having 
placed their bets on the work procedure: “Maybe we should have tried it ‘the other way’. Instead of 
writing letters to officials we should have tied ourselves to rail tracks. Maybe that would’ve been more 
effective.” (H2 2007) 

By mid-2007 Interpipe management had bankrupted the HK and sent 800 people into 
unemployment. It did not return any wage arrears except for the 40 USD for each worker paid in 
December 2006. By mid-2007 Interpipe perfected the deal of selling the HMZ. The new owner, the 
harvester-producer Belotserkovsel’mash (BTS) promised investment and steady production.  
 
The Bila Tserkva years (2007-2009) 
New owner BTS from the distant city of Bila Tserkva was, however, less fast in making investment 
than in circumventing the union. Initially, it refused to recognize the union – claiming that it was 
registered with the HK, not the “new” plant HMZ, and instead signed a collective agreement with ten 
members of the administrative personnel. The agreement was binding for all of the 1,400 workers at the 
HMZ. The collective agreement omitted to include any guarantees to pay for what workers call the 
“social sphere” (dormitory reparations and medical assistance). The BTS refused to recognize the 
existence of a workers’ organization at the new plant (H1 2007, H1 2008). 
 The union based its response on tactics used in their battle for recognition by the workers in 
Vinnitsa.123 The union organized a workers’ conference in August 2007 at which workers demanded 
that the HK union represent their interests at the HMZ. The conference was a reunion of delegates; 
each shop elected its delegates and 100 delegates attended the conference. Then the union asked 

                                                 
123 The union did so consciously, knowing about the actions of the Vinnitsa union in 2002-2003 from a brochure written 
about that case by David Mandel and published and distributed by an organization called the School of Worker Democracy 
(STD). The STD (now defunct in Ukraine, but still existing in Russia) was a small organization set up in Ukraine by a 
former ASMU president to train trade union activists. Most funds came from the Canadian Autoworkers’ Union. 
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workers to send requests to management’s accountant to redirect 1% of their wages to the union (which 
up to that moment the administration had refused to recognize). By the time I arrived in Kherson in 
September 2007, more than 800 workers had sent in such requests. Apparently management was 
overwhelmed. The union also threatened with a lawsuit and to disrupt the Machine-Constructors’ Day 
at the end of September. Following these actions, the BTS recognized the union. However, in fact the 
BTS would never sign a collective agreement with the union. In early 2008, the BTS had accepted to 
negotiate a collective agreement, but negotiations stopped when the BTS communicated in summer 
2008 that it had failed to obtain a much needed bank credit to re-launch production. By November 
2008, a wage arrears crisis was in the making, with two months of unpaid wages. At the end of that 
month, the BTS announced it would lay off all 1,400 remaining workers and close down the plant. The 
general manager left the plant and rumors among the workers claimed that the plant HMZ had been 
taken out of Ukraine’s registry of companies. What followed was Ukraine's most dramatic worker 
protest in its last ten years of post-communist history.  
 On February 3, 2009, some 300 workers, led by the militant wing of the union council, stormed 
company premises and occupied the administrative building. They would hold out for six weeks, 
demanding the plant's re-nationalization, a government plan to re-launch production, and the payment 
of wage arrears. All national television stations and two foreign ones (German and British) visited far-
away Kherson to report about the occupation. In the context of the world economic crisis, media 
portrayal gave the occupation a prophetic aura announcing future labor unrest. Politicians from all 
parliamentary parties became interested in the plant and visited it to court HMZ workers. Government 
granted financial aid and enacted a leasing scheme for HMZ harvester buyers, at the same time forcing 
the BTS to sell the harvester at production costs (without a profit). Workers received their wage arrears 
for the first time since 2006.  
 The owner struck back by hiring a security company to attack the few workers on guard at night 
and retake control of the plant. It received back to work (with production re-launched via governmental 
aid) only some 400 workers, vowing to fire the rest. BTS kept its promise in summer 2009, when it 
focused the layoff wave to include all the organizers of the occupation. The layoff prompted a 
radicalization of worker actions, with laid-off workers still led by the five radical union council 
members. They organized a two-month-long daily picket in front of the city council. In June 2009 
Kherson witnessed a wave of road blocks targeting the main street in the city and, on July 23 and 
December 14, targeting the main bridge over the Dnepr River (a strategic bridge connecting Western 
and Central mainland Ukraine to Crimea and the East). These protests again sparked the interest of 
local politicians, who would rush in as quickly as possible to talk the workers out of the roadblocks 
(more information about how workers avoided police intervention and repression is provided in the 
section on strategy below). The actions had no effect on the employer; they remained too isolated to 
cost him anything, but they did cause enough media attention to keep the issue alive. The re-
nationalization issue became a legal initiative in Parliament, put forward by the Communist Party of 
Ukraine (Komunistychna partiia Ukrainy, KPU). In the meantime the KPU had become increasingly 
involved in backing and even guiding – as fieldwork would show - the roadblocks in Kherson. 
Following the last roadblock on July 23, 2009 Ukraine’s Prime-minister declared in public that the 
government intends to re-nationalize the HMZ; this prompted the owner of the plant to declare that the 
plant is steadily developing production and that it is covered with orders until 2012. 

By the end of 2009 the radical union council members and the workers had managed to stop the 
owner from closing the plant, convinced government to provide a solution for re-launching production 
and obtained the repayment of wage arrears. On the downside, all radical council members lost their 
jobs and therefore also access to the plant, with the owner refusing to take them back even when they 
held court orders confirming the firing’s illegality. The owner had in the meantime taken over the 
conciliatory wing of the union. It had also launched another reorganization of the plant, similar to the 
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one transforming the plant from the HK into the HMZ. In 2009 the same scheme was applied again, 
with the HMZ turning into a new company, abbreviated to NVP HMZ.124 
 The union at the harvester plant in Kherson went through tremendous change. It was largely 
incapable of action in a first episode of contention, but worker pressure led to a partial reform in the 
union. This reform – specifically, the change in the union council – made the union more capable of 
action, so that in a next episode of contention it could stop employer plans for shutting down the plant. 
However, the extreme character of union actions legitimated more aggressive employer actions against 
the workers, resulting in most union council members being fired. As a result, despite saving the plant 
and returning wage arrears, the union lost its place at the plant. The discussion in the next subsection 
aims to establish what caused the difference in labor representation summarized in the table below. 
How did workers achieve autonomous and effective labor representation at the HMZ? 
 
Table 5.6: Labor representation at HMZ in Kherson, Ukraine 
 

Episode of 
contention 

Autonomy  Legitimacy  Effectiveness 

2006-2007 Partial  
(Came about via wage 
arrears crisis and worker 
unrest) 

Input: High  
(After worker protests)  
Output: Low  
(Union’s achievement fails to 
satisfy worker demands for return 
of wage arrears and maintaining 
jobs) 

Low  
(No influence on 
employer or state) 
 

2008-2009 High  
(Came about via wage 
arrears crisis and 
announced plant 
closure) 

Input: High  
(Consults with workers and 
represents them in key areas, wage 
arrears, stopping plant closure) 
Output: High  
(Union achieves return of wage 
arrears and saves hundreds of jobs, 
both crucial issues for workers) 

Partial  
(Plant closure 
stopped, wage 
arrears returned, 
but more than 50% 
layoffs and 
repression against 
union leaders) 

 
 

5.5.2. Strategy 
 

Conflicting visions 
December 2006 marked the start of intense disagreements within the union at HMZ over the situational 
definition, to end only in summer 2009 with the exclusion from the plant of one of the factions. The 
union council initially preferred a conciliatory approach vis-à-vis the employer, hoping that the latter 
was serious about production and would make investments as soon as the ownership conflict between 
business groups UAM and Interpipe would be solved. In December 2006 – after the suicide of Yuri 
Atanasov and the ensuing worker protests – a second wing emerged in the union council, arguing that 
the employer is an asset stripper and asking for disruptive actions. I will refer to the members of this 
wing as “the radicals” - workers elected to the union council in the aftermath of Atanasov's suicide. 
They had radical ideas for reforming the union, such as the '70-percent-workers' demand: expelling 
administrative and auxiliary personnel from the council so that the council would consist of at least 

                                                 
124 NVP stands for Naukovo-Birobniche Pidpriemstvo, a research-industrial enterprise.  This is a juridical term for a type of 
company that under Ukrainian corporate law can receive certain state-subsidies because it invests in research.  
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70% production workers (H3 2007). They also supported solidarity strikes with the HK workers, and in 
November 2008 would take control over the union and organize the factory occupation. 
 Until November 2008, however, it was the conciliatory union wing to hold the upper hand, and 
union action was largely restricted to the union leader’s actions. These actions mainly consisted of 
several months of negotiating a collective agreement with the owner to take over HMZ in 2007, the 
company BTS. The previous owner had not yet completely left the picture: Interpipe still owed all 
former HK workers important sums as wage arrears. The union leader hoped that the work conflict 
would convince Interpipe to pay the due wages.   

There was no dialogue between the two wings forming the union council as of December 2006. 
I attended several union council meetings, during which the conciliatory group would usually ignore 
the critique coming from the conflict-oriented wing. For instance, the conflict-oriented wing asked that 
the union organize a solidarity strike and refuse to work until Interpipe would pay the arrears to the 
laid-off HK workers. The conciliatory wing did not comment at all on the proposal during the meeting. 
Later on, several members of the conciliatory wing told me that the proposal was nonsensical, as 
Interpipe (the wage arrears debtor) was not connected to current HMZ-owner BTS, who would have 
been the target of the eventual strike (H1 2008, H2 2008). This disagreement showed that the two sides 
had diverging situational definitions. The radicals claimed that Interpipe and the BTS are connected, 
and that the owners of Interpipe and the BTS are members of the same business clan of oligarch Viktor 
Pinchuk, with no interest in developing the production of harvesters (H5 2008).  

In early 2008, when this disagreement was driving the two sides in the union council further 
and further apart, HMZ workers supported the conciliatory wing. A strike would have meant less pay 
and an action against an employer that at least was paying wages. The radicals in the union council, 
however, did try to mobilize workers against the BTS. They distributed for instance the following 
anonymous leaflet at the plant: 

 
Petrovtsy! [self-given name among HMZ workers, going back to the plant’s communist past]  
Recently there’s been some unexplainable stuff happening at the plant. Using the situation in the 
country, the “shell-gamers”125 rammed in our shares and by some judge’s decision an “investor” 
showed up at our plant. [They] painted rainbow-like perspectives [for the plant]: In October 
[2007] there will be a first raise, by the year’s end a second one, while in fact they’re cutting 
down job rates, don’t invest, and steal from the plant. What’s next? They’re selling the empty 
shops. And where are we and our children going to work? Go to Poland and clean toilets or to 
the Koreans for a bucket of onions? This situation led to the necessity of establishing a real trade 
union, elect honest and brave workers, and get human working conditions and good pay! 
[Then there is an insertion of Ukraine’s law on vacations, article 12: At the employee’s request, 
the yearly vacation can be split up into periods of any duration on condition that its continuous 
basic part includes not less than 14 calendar days.]  

Don’t let them fool you; If you have already signed a request then you have the right to 
take it back. With the money saved on heating one can pay not only for two weeks of idle labor 
but for much more. Or are we freezing to death only to raise the number of Mercedes cars in 
Bila-Tserkva?126 

                                                 
125 This is the English translation of the Russian slang word for tricksters playing shell-game and called naperstochniki (in 
German there is a closer translation, Hütchenspieler; in Dutch the name of the game is dopjesspel or balletjes-balletjes); this 
is relevant for understanding how the radicals portray the owners. 
126 Translation by the author from the Russian original; original in the author’s archive. The anonymous authors were 
hinting in the last passage at the following situation: They were trying to undermine the workers’ support for the union-
backed management decision to send workers on paid holidays for two weeks because of lacking orders and no production. 
The leaflet’s authors imply that management’s decision is only a cover-up for siphoning funds out of the plant, by paying 
wages but not paying heating costs at the plant. Allegedly the money saved on heating would go to the BTS owners’ 
hometown of Bila Tserkva. They advise the workers to reject taking their holidays as they have the right to do so, and stay 
at the plant thus pushing owners to pay for heating and diminishing the latter’s alleged returns. The authors also imply that 
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 Later I found out that it had been a simple union member who had written the leaflet. The 
radical union council members had taken it up and distributed it (H5 2009). The existence of the leaflet 
shows that radical council members were taking the conflict out of the council and trying to attract 
workers to their side. This would prove crucial when employer behavior confirmed the definition of the 
situation circulated by the radical council members. When wage arrears surfaced again in September 
2008 and when the BTS announced that it would close down the enterprise and lay everybody off, 
workers followed the radical union council members’ call to organize protests. Protests – in the form of 
demonstrations and, since February 3, 2009, the factory occupation – therefore required a combination 
of objective factors such as wage arrears and layoffs and union council members actively mobilizing 
workers.  
 
The making of threat potential during the February-March 2009 factory occupation: calibrating threat 
potential to employer intentions 
During the first episode of contention (against Interpipe, 2006-2007), the union had a difficult time in 
bringing about threat potential. December 2006 protests did get the workers the return of some 5% of 
the wage arrears, but the rest would never be returned. Also, the way Interpipe carried out the layoff of 
800 people, by liquidating the old plant HK, was felt as a bitter defeat by all union council members. 
For instance, during one of the union council meetings I attended, with 20 shop stewards present, the 
union leader announced that management was pressuring him to accept a reduction in the sum of wage 
arrears to be paid to the laid-off. It also asked the union to draw up the lists of the people to be fired. 
Spirits ran high after this announcement. One shop steward protested by saying: “I cannot go back to 
my shop members and give them such news, there will be an outcry. The administration is humiliating 
the people twice: first by firing them, second by giving them less money”. 

In response to all this, the union council’s only steps were to send letters of protest to high-
ranking officials. All of these texts – such as the ones written to the President or the Prime-minister – 
never received any answer. Since writing such letters is a widely seen phenomenon and the first tool in 
the post-Soviet unions’ repertoire of contention, I reproduce here the text of one of these letters, sent 
January 30, 2008 to the President of Ukraine, one and a half years after the union council found out 
about the decision to close down the HK. 

  
Dear Viktor Andriyovich [name and patronymic of 2004-10 President Viktor 

Yushchenko]! 
We are forced to turn to You with the request to defend our rights regarding the fact that 

the enterprise HK is in bankruptcy procedures. Layoffs have taken place even though workers 
have not received their due wages. The debt exceeds 2 million hrivnyas without deductions. 
Payments due to the Pension Fund are close to 9 million hrivnyas, and to the union 200 thousand 
hrivnyas.  

The fate of the dormitories in which HK workers live also raises worries. The property 
administrator [a person appointed by court order to carry out bankruptcy procedures, identity 
withheld] does not make the arrangements for honoring the debt vis-a-vis former workers 
[despite having sold some of the dormitories]. Practically all objects of the social sphere have 
been sold, according to the bankruptcy plan, but the promises of returning the debt to workers 
have not been fulfilled.  

The working collective of the enterprise went through great effort to solve the 
problematic questions of returning debt. These [the efforts] and the trade union’s 

                                                                                                                                                                        
the union has a choice, while union leaders told me that they did not do anything about the issue since “the employer also 
has his rights” (H2 2008). 
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commencement of a work conflict, and the filing of judicial complaints, have all failed to solve 
the problem. 

In the light of all that has been said above we urge You, dear Viktor Andriyovich, as the 
guarantor of the Constitution of Ukraine, to defend our rights and social guarantees.  

Respectfully,  
The head of the trade union at HK127 

 
This letter, too, would never receive any answer. Worse, even local representatives of the state, 

such as the President-appointed governor, told the union leaders: “Guys, you have to get over this [the 
demise of the HK and the mass layoffs]. Just go and find yourselves new jobs” (H1 2007). Despite the 
authorities' obvious lack of interest in HK issues, union leaders (the conciliatory wing) continued to 
rely on protest letters and the work conflict procedure, avoiding mobilizing workers. The letter above 
was one of the last ones in a series of similar texts sent to authorities over a period of one and a half 
years – all were left unanswered, with only the State Property Fund responding to decline any 
responsibility.  

But things would get worse again. Around November 2008 the situation not only resembled the 
crisis of 2006-2007 - with wage arrears mounting up - but promised to exceed that crisis. For the first 
time, all workers faced the prospect of loosing their jobs when in November 2008 the plant owner 
announced that he would lay off everybody at the plant. Starting that month, the radical wing took the 
upper hand in the union council, leading the workers in organizing two months of protests in the city, 
usually in the form of demonstrations in front of the city council. The radical wing also established 
contacts to Marxist groups in Kyiv. On February 2, 2009, the night before the occupation, the radical 
wing promised the groups in Kyiv to organize something “big” in Kherson, if the Marxist groups 
ensured media access. On February 3, radical wing members offered workers to enter the plant 
premises by force and occupy them. The workers – who were gathering in front of the plant each 
morning to exchange information - followed the call; several sources cited a woman worker supporting 
the initiative by saying: “We are not occupying anything; they [management] are the occupiers, we are 
taking back that which is ours” (H5 2009). 

It is not clear to what extent Marxist groups in Kyiv (such as the Organization of Marxists, a 
20-people splinter-group from the Communist Party) could mobilize the media. What is, however, 
certain is that all major Ukrainian TV stations, the Ukrainian news agency Unian, and several central 
newspapers stormed in that week to report about the event. They created unprecedented visibility for a 
labor protest in Ukraine and also triggered the interest of politicians. The governor who in 2007 had 
urged the workers to find themselves new jobs was the first to rush to the plant and promise workers 
that he could convince the government to find solutions for re-launching production.  

But most importantly, the occupation of February-March 2009 was the first step taken by the 
union to actually harm the employer in any way. By occupying plant property and taking under their 
control plant documents, occupying workers were effectively disrupting the owner’s power to decide 
over plant matters. A sign of this was that the plant’s general manager - who had not shown up at the 
plant since several weeks before the occupation - returned to the plant to negotiate with the workers. 
The occupation had effectively restored communication with the owner, who also came to Kherson to 
talk to the workers one week after the occupation’s start.  

Workers and owner agreed on jointly pressuring the state (local and national authorities) to buy 
HMZ harvesters and use the money to pay the wage arrears. The plant would not make a profit from 
selling an initial number of harvesters. They also agreed to demand that the government support a 
leasing plan for making HMZ harvesters more affordable to Ukrainian farmers.128 However, during the 
                                                 
127 Translation by the author from the Ukrainian original; original in the author’s archive. 
128 The owner had prepared a surprise for the workers in front of the local council building. His colleagues from the Party of 
Regions had organized a small picket of people, holding flags of the Party of Regions and demanding the resignation of the 
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occupation (February 3-March 17) these joint efforts did not amount to more than two demonstrations 
in front of the city council and a sit-in on March 2.129 

Most importantly, one month after the occupation’s start – on March 10 2009 – workers started 
to receive the wage arrears. The money came from the government that had agreed to start payments 
for the leasing scheme as early as possible. The transferred funds covered the full value of the five 
months of wage arrears (since October 2008). The government also promised to buy 200 combines in 
2009. According to what workers were telling me in a picket organized later in front of the city council, 
the government also warned the owner not to fire any workers. Workers credited Prime-minister 
Tymoshenko for having said “God forbid!” regarding the possibility that BTS might fire any more 
workers (H7 2009).  

One can only speculate about what led the Government to agree to the leasing plan, but there is 
evidence that the Tymoshenko government acted in this case to position itself in the best possible light 
vis-à-vis its political opponents. As we will see in the next section, it addressed a key worker demand 
before the BTS owner and the Party of Regions – the only party that could effectively compete in 
elections with BYUT – could gain control over the workers and mobilize them against the government. 

 
 

The occupation’s aftermath: Struggling for threat potential 
The union – and the radical faction in control of it in early 2009 – lost their source of threat potential as 
fast as it had gained it, in only one day. This happened when on March 16 a group of some 30 private 
security guards attacked the workers guarding the plant at night. The number of workers guarding the 
plant had also decreased, going from several dozen to around 20 in the night of the take-over. The BTS 
installed new gates and declared that it only needs 400 workers for production. It de-facto laid-off 72% 
of the workers. The 400 workers selected for work accepted to return to the HMZ, despite a meeting in 
front of the plant consisting of 600 laid-off asking their colleagues not to return to work.  

Ever since BTS has been very supportive of the ASMU union – now cleared of radicals, all of 
them fired. The owner allowed the union to organize the new plant – the NVP HMZ, although only few 
workers joined. The union sparked little interest among workers probably also because there were only 
few social benefits left to administer, all the social sphere objects such as dormitories and medical 
clinic having been sold when Interpipe closed down the old HK (see the letter cited above). BTS and 
the union cooperated to organize a picket in front of the Government building in Kyiv, asking for a 
comprehensive leasing and subsidies plan. As one of the workers admitted, in order to convince 
workers to participate in the action, the BTS paid each worker some UAH 200 (around Eur 15 at the 
time), and thereby ensured the participation of some 100 workers in the Kyiv protest (it had also paid 
for transportation; H8 2009). 

The group of radical workers that had led the occupation was increasingly divided about which 
way to go. Leader Tamara argued in favor of trying to reform the ASMU union and struggle for the 
people’s re-admission to work by using the ASMU structure. Leader Leonya, instead, demanded that 
the laid-off workers create a new organization to promote their rights. Tamara hoped that by continuing 
to work via ASMU structures, workers would have access to lawyers and could try to defend their 
interests in court. However, the plan of reforming the union (specifically by voting down the old union 
leader) failed repeatedly. Although the ASMU has been silent about the occupation and has tried to 

                                                                                                                                                                        
governor (who represents a different party, Our Ukraine, one of the parties in government at that time and also the former 
party of Ukraine's president Viktor Yuschenko). These people were to join the workers' demonstration and create the 
impression that the workers marched under the Party's flags. The workers prohibited the picketers from joining them. The 
workers’ demonstration did not have any effects, as the governor insisted that the key to the workers’ problems lies with the 
government in Kyiv. 
129 On March 2 2009, some 50 workers occupied a floor of the regional state administration's offices. This time the governor 
promised to use the local administration's money to buy combines, if the government failed to do so within three weeks. 
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ignore it, it moved quickly when its plant-level union leader proved to be in distress. Here is how one 
of the laid-off workers describes what happened when they tried to vote down their union leader: 

 
Everything is as it used to be. We tried to get rid of our leader S.P., but couldn’t. This big daddy 
from the trade union’s TsK [ASMU Central Committee in Kyiv] practically stood in defense of 
our boss and did not want to recognize the legitimacy of our conference, insisting that many 
members of the union are working and cannot take part in the conference. To our proposal to go 
to the company gates at the shift’s end and ask for the workers’ opinion he said no, this hired 
gun. (H8 2009)  
 

The result of the failure to take over the ASMU union was that laid-off workers were left with no 
judicial representation. ASMU and local FPU offices refused to get involved in the situation of the 
hundreds of laid-off HMZ workers. This increased support for the other radical leader’s – Leonya’s – 
approach, who set up an organization called Vlada Narodu (“Power to the People”). In June-July and 
then again in December 2009 a small group of 50-70 workers organized a number of road blocks in the 
city. The tactic was similar to the one used in Vinnitsa in February. The workers walked over the zebra 
crossing in front of the city council. Workers reaching one end of the crossing turned around and 
returned on the crossing, thus forming a circle of moving workers. This tactic prevented the police from 
intervening, as police officers had no legal grounds to fine or stop the workers. On July 23 some 70 
workers – now wearing signs representing Vlada Narodu - organized the most disruptive such road-
block, targeting the Antonovskii Bridge over the Dnepr. The picture below shows how such a 
roadblock took place in practice. One can see the row of workers forming a circle to occupy the zebra 
crossing. 
 

Picture 9: Roadblock in Kherson, July 2, 2009 ( taken by the author) 
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The same day the Ukrainian Government met in a special session, and decided to start 
preparations for taking the plant back into state property. The process would require a judicial inquiry 
into how the owner respected the privatization contract. While this points to the fact that the re-
nationalization process would be arduous, it is nevertheless important that the Government for the first 
time stated its support for the idea of re-nationalizing the plant. In the words of Prime-minister 
Tymoshenko: 

 
At the beginning of this year we bought for the leasing fund a lot of equipment from the 
Kherson Machine-Building Plant. We helped out once and thought that after this the private 
owners will continue this business and actually give the plant a second life. But the means were 
spent not as required, the people were laid-off, and the Kherson Machine-Building Plant simply 
needs to be taken back into state property from those members of the Party of Regions that own 
it. And now I have started such a process, via the State Property Fund: the return of this plant 
into state property. […] Once this enterprise will be state property, the government can be held 
accountable for it. (Ukrainian news agency Unian, July 23, 2009; author’s translation from 
Ukrainian) 

 
The emphasis in this passage on the HMZ owners’ membership of the Party of Regions can 

serve as possible evidence for the electoral logical behind Prime-minister Tymoshenko’s involvement 
in the HMZ crisis. More importantly, coming from a Prime-minister who in the past had been among 
the very few post-communist leaders to ever conduct a re-nationalization, the statement was probably 
credible. Specifically, in 2005 Tymoshenko had ordered the re-nationalization of a plant that had also 
been under the control of members of the Party of Regions: The steel plant in Kryyi Roh, later to go to 
Mittal Steel for the biggest sum ever paid in the history of privatizations in Eastern Europe. 

Ever since, BTS has done its best to show that production is developing at the plant and that the 
plant has a future. This is quite the opposite from BTS’s stance in November 2008, when it invoked the 
“world crisis” as the reason for closing down the plant. In a press release BTS owner Oleksandr Oleinik 
claimed that “despite the raiding attacks of BYUT [the party of Prime-Minister Tymoshenko], the NVP 
HMZ is working and is developing” (BTS press release, October 14, 2009). He put forward a plan of 
assembling harvesters from Belarus for the Ukrainian market and claimed that the plan has a 
production target even for 2012, a year by which production would have to reach 1,500 harvesters. 

 
Discussion: The Burden of Isolation 
What the occupation brought about was more than just the payment of wage arrears – in itself a crucial 
fact for all workers. It brought about also the survival of the enterprise, or at least the postponement of 
its closure for one year and the preservation of 400 jobs. Triggering state involvement was crucial, and 
the state’s involvement was definitely facilitated by the ongoing conflict and – in the light of the 
January 2010 presidential elections – increasing animosity between the Prime minister’s party BYUT 
and the Party of Regions. But it is also the union’s and the workers’ achievement of turning the fate of 
the HMZ into something that actually mattered for the struggle between these two national political 
forces.  

During the years of conflict at the HMZ the union went through tremendous change: If in 
December 2006 it took a suicide to launch protests at the plant, by 2009 union council members would 
organize an occupation, a sit-in, and several road blocks. New leaders emerged from the episodes of 
conflict, replacing the ones fired previously. At various moments during fieldwork, I could observe the 
change in the team of five workers whom I refer to as “the radicals” and who refer to themselves as the 
“initiative group”. Presently only one of those workers still works at the plant, with everybody else 
having been fired. The group, however, could reconstitute at least once in the past – between the two 
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episodes of contention, and they all participate in the organization that they set up outside the plant, 
Vlada Narodu.  

The mobilized workers proved to be the union’s most important source of threat potential. What 
also proved crucial was thinking about what kinds of threats work out against an employer that has just 
made public its decision to close down the plant – calibrating threats by switching from strike to 
occupation. By organizing the occupation the union gave the government the possibility to interfere 
with the situation at the plant, something that gave weight to the union’s demands for re-
nationalization.  

It is equally relevant to note how outside support mattered for Kherson workers. In comparison 
with the Romanian unions, the Ukrainian unions studied had much less permanent sources of outside 
support – far less support from other trade unions, plant-, branch- or national-level. Temporary support 
– here in the sense of state involvement – was nevertheless present. It was due to the government’s 
involvement that workers received the wage arrears. But in order to have such support, it was crucial 
that workers calibrate threats to organizing a visible factory occupation, creating an incentive for the 
Tymoshenko-government to interfere with a plant linked to the competing political group, the Party of 
Regions.  

Currently, the radical group of HMZ fights against its isolation and under the same name of 
Vlada Narodu has constituted a federation of various local organizations of veterans, retirees, and a 
break-away Stalinist faction of the Communist Party. But throughout the 2008-2009 episode of conflict 
the union was utterly isolated. This happened also because various left-wing organizations dropped 
support for the HMZ union as soon as they discovered that the union was courting other organizations 
for help. The ASMU, for instance, blames the radical group in the union for having courted the 
Independent Union of Miners (the NPGU), an organization regarded with deep mistrust by ASMU and 
FPU officers.130 The Kyiv Marxists that had supported the union during the occupation abandoned it 
over the same issue (claiming that the NPGU is too close to Prime-minister Tymoshenko). But these 
contacts to other organizations were the result of workers' actions: Especially after the layoffs workers 
attempted to find some organization to help with lawyers that could represent them in court. For 
instance, I attended a meeting between workers and representatives of the Independent Trade Union 
Forum, an organization accused by the FPU of copying its insignia in order to take over its property 
(personal communication with ASMU former president, A3 2009). Here is how a worker commented 
after I asked him why he accepted the help from the Forum, given the many allegations that the Forum 
is just a political project aiming to weaken the FPU, not represent any workers. 

 
Russians have such a proverb: “From a nasty sheep try grabbing at least some wool”. Even if 
everything is as you say it is and they’re only after advertising for themselves, and that would be 
for us nevertheless of real help, first and foremost juridical [help] – then what’s the difference to 
us? If our union does not help us, wasting time, practically playing on the side of the plant’s 
owner, having as its final goal the destruction of the Ukrainian farm-machine sector, then who 
else to call [for help]? (H8 2009) 

 
 In the end the union would not join the NPGU, because most leaders believed that it would be 
better to continue working via the ASMU’s structures, if they could only vote down the union leader. 
The ASMU nevertheless reprimanded the radical leaders for their contacts to the NPGU and the Forum. 
Other contacts proved more enduring. The Communist Party promised support, and did support the 
workers with food during the occupation. Later on it tried to use the protests in its interests of bringing 
down the governor of Kherson. It convinced the workers to participate in a demonstration against the 

                                                 
130 The mistrust dates back to the 1989-1993 strikes that established the NPG in Russia and Ukraine as an organization highly 

critical of post-Soviet unions such as the FPU (Borisov 1999). 
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governor in June 2009 without offering them any juridical help.131 Instead it initiated a law for the 
nationalization of HMZ in the Ukrainian Parliament. The law actually passed, in March 2010, at the 
Parliament’s first hearing. A majority of Party of Regions and BYUT MPs also voted for the law. It is 
unclear whether presently, with the Party of Regions controlling the government and the Presidency, it 
will feel any need to enact the law.132 
 The disruptive actions organized by the workers seemed more important in bringing about the 
return of the wage arrears and the survival of the plant. They ensured the government’s attention to 
worker demands and, due to such attention, probably offered a serious incentive for the owner to 
abandon or at least postpone his plans of closing down the plant. The most important of the workers’ 
actions – the occupation – required that workers and council members find a shared definition of the 
situation and take common action. The section below summarizes how the unions presented in this 
chapter dealt with bringing about labor interest representation. 
 
 

5.5.3. Conclusions 
 
The union at the harvester plant in Kherson is the only one in my sample where I could observe how a 
distributive union becomes capable of successful labor representation when faced with employers that 
were not interested in producing at the plant. Basically, it took two episodes of contention to bring 
about labor representation in Kherson. The workers at the harvester plant in Kherson succeeded in the 
first episode of contention (2006-2007) in partially reforming the trade union at the plant, making it 
more open to taking over worker demands instead of distributing social benefits. In a second contention 
episode (2008-2009), the now autonomous trade union was capable of effectively acting against an 
employer that had decided to close the harvester plant and lay everybody off. The key to increasing the 
autonomy of the union in the first contention episode at the harvester plant was ensuring a shared 
situational definition among a large part of the workers. The key to stopping the plant’s closure and 
returning the wage arrears in the second contention episode was the factory occupation that triggered 
the state’s intervention (in the form of providing the plant with orders). In turn, organizing the factory 
occupation involved calibrating threats to employer intentions, something that could not have been 
achieved by a union that was not autonomous (i.e. it could not have been achieved without the first 
contention episode). Since the contention episodes in Kherson show how dimensions of labor interest 
representation are connected, I will return to these cases again in Chapters 6 and 7. 
 

5.6. Conclusions 
 
The table below sums up the strategic elements that I identified throughout the case studies presented 
in this chapter as important for effective labor representation. Having threat potential is a necessary 
condition for success. In every case where the union could have some threat potential, it relied on a 
mobilized workforce and therefore on a shared definition of the situation.  

 

                                                 
131 The Communists involvement in one of the road blocks was very strong; basically, when workers blocked the city centre 
on July 2, 2009, it was a Communist Party member who led them to the road block site and back to the city council to attend 
a demonstration against the governor (personal observation).   
132  See the website of the KPU’s Kharkiv chapter, http://kvpu.kh.ua/56-xersonskij-mashinostroitelnyj-zavod-v-
gosudarstvennuyu-sobstvennost-.html (retrieved April 12, 2010). 
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Table 5.7: Labor representation and strategic elements: Overview of all episodes of contention in 
Chapter 5 (also mentioning the determining threat potential aspect; note that calibrating threats refers 
to taking protests out of the plant) 
 

Episode of 
contention 

Labor 
Representation 

Wage 
Arrears 

Shared 
Definition 

Threat potential 
(and determining 
aspect) 

Outside 
support 

CSR 2001-3 + + + + 
constituting threats 

+ 

Socomet 2001-3 - + - - 
calibrating threats 

+ 

VPZ 2002-3 + + + + 
calibrating threats 

+ 

VPZ 2007-9 - + + - 
enforcing threats 

- 

HMZ 2006-7 - + - - 
constituting threats 

- 

HMZ 2008-9 + + + +  
calibrating threats 

+ 

 
The shared situational definition is, however, no sufficient condition for having threat potential 

and for successful labor representation, at least not in the Ukrainian cases. Especially the VPZ second 
case shows that there are serious limitations to what a union can achieve only by mobilizing workers 
and without having outside support. Furthermore, even where there was a shared situational definition, 
this was by no means an easy achievement for the union. Situational definitions are contested terrain, 
and particularly so in unions such as the one in Kherson, with no experience with conflicts and with a 
history of exclusively relying on distributing social benefits. 

Outside support proved crucial for success. This is so because it takes the state (a possible 
source of outside support) to decide whether to tolerate a factory occupation, to pressure the 
employers into returning wage arrears or postponing plant closure, or to cancel a privatization 
contract. Triggering state intervention, distinguishing among various levels of state authorities and 
pressuring them, proved crucial for the success of unions. Unions in both countries could secure such 
support, but the problem was that support from state authorities was temporary. A union's declining 
capacity to pose visible threats to the state would go hand in hand with diminishing state interest in a 
plant's fate. The extent to which unions had permanent outside support varied widely between the two 
countries. Romanian unions could successfully establish temporary outside support among state 
authorities. But they also had more permanent sources of support: wider branch- and national level 
trade union organizations, to help with solidarity funds and contacts to government officials in the 
country's capital city. The two Ukrainian unions also triggered state involvement, but did so in utter 
isolation, with no wider trade union structures to support them over long episodes of contention, going 
hand in hand with equally long periods of wage arrears and hardship for union members. In the end, 
the absence of what I call permanent outside support – support from other unions - might have 
undermined the Ukrainian plant-level unions' capacity to hold out over long contention episodes, in 
comparison to Romanian unions. Maintaining the interest of authorities required funds to organize 
pickets and meetings with officials in Ukraine's capital, funds that other unions did not provide and 
that unions could only temporarily raise by appealing to the cash-stripped purses of unpaid workers. 
This could partly explain why Ukrainian plant-level unions – in contrast to the Romanian ones - could 
not achieve the re-nationalization of plants.      

The next chapter (Chapter 6) draws together the conclusions of chapters four and five 
regarding the strategic elements that brought about successful labor representation and compares them 
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to the initial expectations presented in the table of propositions (Chapter 3). It also studies the findings 
presented in the empirical chapters in terms of the game theoretical framework developed in Chapter 
3. Chapter 7, too, starts from the overview of what led to labor success or failure during contention 
episodes and emphasizes some of the additional problems for labor representation uncovered in the 
empirical chapters and not treated in Chapter 3: the contested character of situational definitions and 
reasons for such contestation; the difficulty of finding the 'right' threat; the possibility of repression; 
and the importance of conflicts for labor representation as it gives birth to new leaders and new tactics 
in the union's repertoire of contention.      
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Chapter 6: Contention in and for the Plant. Emergen ce and 
Outcomes 

6.1. Introduction 
 
Why do unions engage in contention at some plants and not at others? And why do some emerge 
successful out of contention while others do not? Unions taking the struggle over jobs into the streets, 
mobilizing workers and larger communities remain quite singular cases in post-Communist Europe. 
The occupation by workers of the harvester plant in Kherson, Ukraine in February-March 2009 
remains a singular example in Ukraine and one of the very few known in the former Soviet 
republics.133 That such cases remain exceptional should not come as a surprise: Particularly in the 
post-Soviet context, with management still a part of trade unions and controlling union funds, trade 
unions show little interest for the autonomous, efficient, and legitimate representation of workers. 
And, quite similarly to the situation of trade unions in Central Eastern Europe, in Romania highly 
decentralized trade unions face powerful multinational corporations, making effective threatening for 
such unions quite difficult.  

Comparing the difficulties of labor representation in Romania and Ukraine, it appears that in 
the Romanian cases labor could focus more on the effectiveness of its actions. Ukrainian labor could 
deal with the effectiveness of labor representation only after winning the autonomy of trade unions. 
Trade union autonomy precedes effectiveness as a necessary condition for success. Trade unions that 
are not autonomous do not take up worker demands that pit them against the employer. This does not 
mean, however, that workers automatically disagree with the outcomes of a situation where trade 
unions are not autonomous of the employer. Quite to the contrary, many workers welcome the social 
benefits – the social wage – they receive from their plant in the form of housing, medical insurance, or 
pension supplements that they could not find elsewhere. It matters little that it is management that 
provides these funds while the union administers them under the condition that it will not interfere in 
the conditions that govern the labor exchange between workers and the employer (wages, 
employment, fair treatment at work).134  

In post-Soviet countries such as Ukraine, there is little to gain for workers and trade unions 
from striving to achieve a different outcome than having distributive, non-autonomous trade unions. 
Understanding that this is the equilibrium path – the situation that all members of the relevant triad, 
workers, trade unions and the employer, have little incentive to leave - is crucial in thinking about 
organized labor in post-Soviet countries. Yet then why is there sometimes, even under the burden of 
structural difficulties, contention between employers and unions? Chapters 4 and 5 have shown that 
there are cases in these contexts when unions do engage in contention with employers. In most of 
these cases contention emerged when the employer lost its interest in production, intended to close 
down the plant, and, most importantly, cut the funds that provided the basis for social wages and very 
often gave up paying any wages whatsoever. Often the unions and workers did not know whether the 
employer would really close down the plant (owners expressed such intentions only in Vinnitsa and 
Kherson, in all other Ukrainian and Romanian cases owners denied such intentions), but interpreted 
the emergence of wage arrears as evidence of soon-to-come asset-stripping. The moment when wage 
arrears emerge is a moment when the potential for unions’ autonomy increases, when workers have 
lost everything the employer could offer and that prevented workers from pressuring the union to 
                                                 
133 Another example is the several-months long occupation of the Cellulose Paper Plant in Vyborg, Russia in 1999-2000; 
Pulaeva/ Clarke 2005. 
134 This issue has received extensive attention in the literature (see Mandel 2004; see Ashwin 1998 for introductions and 
overviews). 
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achieve labor representation. For workers and unions, the only way to save the little there is left – the 
basis for the provision of their jobs, the plant – is to try and disrupt property relations by contesting 
the employer’s right to close down their plant. This translates into taking the struggle out of the plant 
and into the streets, in an effort to convince authorities to support the workers’ attempt to disrupt 
property relations around the plant.   

For post-communist Romanian labor, in contrast, the difficulty is not one of leaving an 
equilibrium path. It faces the more classical dilemma of late capitalism, where organized labor has lost 
its power of posing threats to production because of the employer’s ability to relocate production 
(Burawoy 1985) but where worsening living standards and work conditions push workers to protest 
and pressure their unions. Unions are autonomous, it is just that they lack the means of being also 
efficient, the means to achieve what workers push them to do. Disrupting production or simply 
withholding productivity can actually trigger the employer’s decision to move production eastwards. 
The little there is left for plant-level unions to do is to explore the freedom for decision left for 
management at the plant, and seeing how much they can pressure management – including by limited 
disruptive threats – without triggering the employer’s decision to close the plant. Same as in Ukraine, 
there are strong incentives to stay away from disruptive tactics. What is different is that under 
‘normal’ conditions – i.e. when there are no wage arrears - management cannot push back the 
workers’ dissatisfaction with work and pay conditions via social wages. Workers can translate 
dissatisfaction into action more easily than in the post-Soviet context; the trick for them is to do so 
without triggering plant closure and job loss. Practically this means again taking struggles out of the 
plant and into the streets and courts, in an effort to force the state to return to the plant, not necessarily 
to re-nationalize it but to enforce relevant legislation and improve pay and working conditions. Like in 
Ukraine, this often becomes a struggle over enforcement, fought more often between workers and 
authorities than between workers and employers. 

It is one thing to ask about the origins of contention at these plants; another query – and the one 
that leads this dissertation – is to ask about the outcomes of such contention. The empirical cases have 
shown that there are tremendous differences between what unions could achieve in roughly comparable 
situations: While some avoid making any threats to the employers, even when confronted with 
violations of workers’ rights to timely pay and decent working conditions, others take up the issues 
raised by workers and effectively reach their partial resolution. This chapter traces back the differences 
in labor representation between trade unions’ episodes of contention to the different strategies and 
strategy elements that unions used given the situation they were in (whether they were facing 
employers interested in production or not). 

The chapter has the following structure: The next section goes after the question when 
contention emerges at post-communist plants. It revisits the game theoretical framework presented in 
Chapter 3 and aimed at understanding the equilibrium path of labor facing structural difficulties, and 
uncovers important anomalies. Specifically, my game-theoretical analysis of union strategy in response 
to employer intentions predicted that unions will avoid disruption when confronted with employers 
interested in production. The expectation was met in three cases (COS, ZAZ, KrAZ 2005), and failed in 
two other cases (Siderurgica and KrAZ 2003-2004). The game-theoretical analysis also predicted that 
unions will use disruptive threats and even carry them out when confronted with asset-strippers 
(employers not interested in production). This prediction was more successful, with five cases meeting 
it. But it, too, failed in one case (HMZ 2006-2007). Five out of the eleven cases are off the predicted 
equilibrium path. What happened? In the next section I show when and why unions left the equilibrium 
path, and how they could avoid the costs associated with leaving it. The third and last part asks about 
the outcomes of contention: why some unions emerge successfully out of episodes of contention while 
others do not. It answers this question by returning to the set of propositions detailed in Chapter 3 and 
discussing how, depending on employer intentions, various strategic elements combined to bring about 
successful labor representation.  
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6.2. The Emergence of Contention: Off-the-equilibri um-path Actions 
 

Trade unions in Western European countries have been concerned with “the traditional core agenda of 
‘bread-and-butter’ collective bargaining over wages and other conditions of employment” (Hyman 
1997: 319). They have also been concerned with “the right to fair treatment”, relating “more to 
procedure, status and opportunity: rights limiting employers’ arbitrary authority and underwriting 
employment protection, ‘fair’ mechanisms for promotion of career and advancement […] and the 
regulation of production, the allocation of work and the determination of workloads” (Hyman 1997: 
319). Workers and unions have also been concerned with pressuring the state to provide social welfare. 
In post-communist Europe, however, and in post-Soviet countries like Ukraine, unions have favored 
the provision of social welfare over wages or the right to fair treatment. Social welfare is often not paid 
for and administered by the state, but paid for by the (today private) employer and administered – via 
the collective agreement – by trade unions. In practice this leads to a paternalistic regime (Burawoy 
1985), where decisions over what workers want and how much they should receive are taken 
exclusively by the employer and where the employert also takes up the task of ensuring the 
“reproduction of labor power” (Burawoy 1985; Lee 2007). It is a different type of paternalism than the 
one witnessed in capitalist countries without a communist history: It has retained the discretionary, no-
alternative features it had developed under communism; furthermore, the state leaves significant 
welfare tasks such as housing and healthcare provision to be administered and funded by plants 
(Ashwin 1998). This does not mean that post-communist paternalism does not have beneficial effects 
for workers. Such effects often take the shape of a “social wage” (Mandel 1998, 2001), comprising 
housing subsidies or medical insurances, often vital in offering workers means of subsistence that the 
state is so far incapable or unwilling to provide. But it also means that workers have so far little say 
over bread-and-butter or procedural issues. This also offers unions the opportunity to follow a road of 
‘least resistance’ to management, rather opting for welfare provision than for risky collective 
bargaining over wages and fair treatment. 

 
 

Crises of wage arrears – crucial for triggering contention episodes pitting unions against management 
 

Nevertheless, contention around wages, employment, and work procedures does arise. As seen in the 
empirical chapters, the employer’s intention whether to produce at the plant or not makes a big 
difference for triggering conflict. For unions and workers, an employer interested in production makes 
it difficult to converge on an anti-management stance, while employers uninterested in production offer 
workers and unions no choice but to make and carry out disruptive threats. Cases in both countries have 
shown this; once employers became unable or unwilling to pay wages, workers in the Romanian towns 
of Reşiţa and Oţelu Roşu and in the Ukrainian cities of Vinnitsa and Kherson interpreted wage arrears 
as evidence for asset-stripping and launched protracted struggles for saving  jobs (in all cases by 
fighting for re-nationalization). Employers that stop paying wages provide an opportunity for organized 
labor as they remove the workers’ dependency problem on management; the “cash nexus” (Marx/ 
Engels 1967 [1848]) is dissolved. At the same time such employers make the union incapable of 
providing social welfare (when they stop paying wages, employers also stop paying for social welfare), 
thus lowering the workers’ disincentive to collectively organize against the employer. 
 Sometimes contention arises also in the absence of wage arrears, for instance when employers 
announce collective layoffs. The underlying mechanism triggering contention is the same as in 
situations of wage arrears: The cash nexus is dissolved for the workers facing layoffs, and the social 
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wage provided for them by the union (something keeping them from targeting protests at the union) 
loses its relevance for containing contention. Furthermore, other workers might interpret collective 
redundancies as a sign of imminent plant-closure and might get involved in contention despite not 
being themselves targeted for layoffs. Whether other workers join contention or not depends on the 
stance and actions of the union (whether it is interested in supporting protesting workers), or of the 
informal leaders or groups of leaders that spring up from the ranks of the laid-off workers. 
 
 
Conciliatory or conflict-oriented? Why some unions go for disruption 
 
In Chapter 3 (A Theory of Labor Strategy), I expected to find all cases of actual disruptive action (or 
threats to engage in disruptive action) in the lower half of the game. In the upper half, where the 
employer is interested in production, I did not expect to find any cases of unions engaging in 
contention, given the important disincentives present in the game's upper-half for unions to go for 
disruptive actions or threats. But actually comparing the eleven episodes of contention to the game 
theoretical framework leads to a puzzle: Some cases contradict the expectation that trade unions only 
engage in contention when labor faces asset-strippers because only asset-strippers create crises of 
wage-arrears. There are unions even in the game's upper half that take part in contention and use 
disruptive actions or threats thereof – the cases of Siderurgica in Romania and KrAZ in Ukraine. I 
argue that in order to understand the difference between the ‘equilibrium-path’ unions (not making any 
threats or limiting threats to sueing in situations with employers interested in production) and the 
conflict-oriented ones (making disruptive threats despite facing employers interested in production) one 
has to take into account the strategies and specific situations of the latter group of unions. Simply put, 
the union at Siderurgica had found out how to make strike threats without having to face the costs that 
such moves would normally impose on a union; the KrAZ union found itself in a situation of extreme 
economic distress, leading to a crisis of wage arrears and preventing the owner from extending social 
benefits, something that increased the union’s autonomy. These are exceptional cases, idiosyncrasies, 
but ones from which much can be learned in terms of strategy, as I will argue in the chapter's next 
section. The remainder of this section explains why we can generally expect trade unions to avoid 
disruptive actions and threats in the upper half, i.e. in situations where employers are interested in 
production. It also explains more fully the puzzle formulated above, i.e. why there are unions that leave 
the equilibrium-path of avoiding disruptive actions. 
 Figure 6.1 returns to the game-theoretical analysis presented in Chapter 3 by assigning the cases 
presented in Chapters 4 and 5 to the game-theoretical outcomes. Symbols in the figure refer to Chance 
(C) (a way to represent the trade union’s incomplete information, as it does not know what kind of 
employer it faces, see Morrow 1994: 55), union (U), and employer (E). I explained the actions, pay-
offs, and outcomes in Chapter 3. The cases (the contention episodes) are named after the corresponding 
plant’s name and the years when the contention episode took place wherever mentioning the year was 
necessary to distinguish between several episodes of contention at the same plant. 
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Figure 6.1: The Union Strategy Game with Cases 
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There are fewer cases than outcomes, and I consider some outcomes to be practically impossible. For 
instance, there are no situations in which employers pursuing asset-stripping give in to the threats of 
unions (no asset-stripper gives up asset-stripping if confronted only with a threat from the union; see 
outcome Concessions* in the lower half of the game). This is so because of the context of structural 
difficulties for labor: Employers know that unions in their country are weak and hardly a force to 
reckon with. If a majority of the population does not trust labor unions to defend their rights, one 
should not expect employers to have a different opinion about unions. In the Romanian cases, there is a 
chance that the asset-stripping employers were miscalculating (given the pre-privatization experience 
of unions with conflict), but not in Ukraine. There is also no union doing nothing (not even threatening) 
when facing an asset-stripper (outcome Status Quo* in the lower half of the game). Although the 
situation is logically possible, in all the cases studied during fieldwork, worker protests and the 
breakdown of the distributive model due to wage arrears crises pushed unions to at least threaten 
employers. In the upper half of the game, only one case lies on the equilibrium path (Lawsuit outcome, 
the case of the COS). There is no case for the “Union Backdown” outcome, which is expected since the 
corresponding action does not lie on the equilibrium path. But this does not explain the two episodes of 
contention in which unions threatened (KrAZ 2003-2004) and even carried out threats (Siderurgica).135 
These cases need explaining, since they do not lie on the equilibrium path. I offer an explanation for 
these cases below.   

The lower half of the game finds all cases but one on the equilibrium path (the Strike* 
outcome), but the game fails to make any further distinctions among these cases. We know that in three 
of these cases unions could achieve re-nationalization or block plant closure via state intervention (in 
Reşiţa, Vinnitsa 2002-3, and Kherson 2008-9), while in two episodes of contention (Socomet in Oţelu 
Roşu and Vinnitsa 2007-9), unions could not stop plant closure. I discussed the differences between 
these cases at length in Chapter 5, arguing that in the latter two contention episodes one union (at 
Socomet) used the wrong strategy (did not take the conflict out of the plant) while in the second case 
(Vinnitsa 2007-9) outside support proved ineffective. The case of the second contention episode in 
Kherson (marked HMZ 06-07 in Figure 6.2.) is off the equilibrium path; instead of trying to disrupt 
property relations, the unionists in Kherson engaged in lengthy legal action for the return of wage 
arrears, while the employer laid off one third of the workers, sold the plant, and never returned arrears. 
The explanation provided in Chapter 5 for the union's actions in the first episode of contention in 
Kherson was that during this episode, instead of striving to ensure effectiveness, the union was 
paralyzed by the fight between its conciliatory, distributive-oriented leadership and the conflict-
oriented group of workers. Only after the group of workers secured several key positions in the union 
council could the union also deal with effectiveness concerns and try to solve the wage arrears crisis. In 
other words, before being capable of taking equilibrium-path actions (implying that it would fight the 
employer by trying to trigger state intervention), the union first had to become autonomous. I return to 
this topic in Chapter 7. 

 

                                                 
135 The other two cases not on the equilibrium path are ZAZ and KrAZ 2005, although both met the prediction that given 
employers interested in production, the unions will avoid disruption. In the case of ZAZ, we have seen that there is little 
agency behind the union’s actions. It is to such an extent under the control of the employer, that it is actually the employer 
making the move in the game instead of the union. The employer obviously favors a situation in which it gets a maximum 
payoff. However, it does extend benefits to the union to administer. The explanation in Chapter 4 is that the employer 
extends social benefits not in response to union threats, but out of concern about the high worker turnover. KrAZ 2005 
features a union that has reached the Distributive Unionism outcome in a second round of the game, when the employer 
actually found (on the basis of the outcome of the contention episode in 2003-2004) the threats of the union credible. What, 
however, requires an explanation is why the employer found the union’s threats credible in the first round (in the first 
contention episode). 
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6.2.1. Plants in Ukraine: The Paternalism Dilemma 
 
In order to explain the off-the-equilbrium-path episodes in the upper half of the game, I turn to a 
strategic-form modification of the game in Figure 6.1 to present the reasons for unions avoiding 
disruptive threats (being conciliatory), i.e. the reasons for their being on the equilibrium path (see Table 
1). It is useful again to differentiate between the Romanian and Ukrainian cases, given that the situation 
in the Ukrainian cases is more complicated. The reason why Ukrainian unions face a more complicated 
situation is, again, the existence of the social wage (comprising various fringe benefits), the 
discretionary ways in which the employer can use the social wage (in Figure 1 the corresponding move 
is the employer’s “extend benefits” action), and the fact that management infiltrates union ranks. I will 
start with the Ukrainian situation, a situation I call “the dilemma of paternalism game”. The dilemma is 
that workers cannot act collectively against employers when the employer is interested in production, 
but when they have incentives to act collectively against employers they can no longer pose threats of 
disrupting production.  

The employer moves first by investing in production and offering workers social benefits (in 
Table 6.1 below, “employer maintains production”). A situation where the employer is acting in this 
manner is the case of the KrAZ car plant in Kremenchuk (Chapter 4). Alternatively, the employer can 
abandon production and thus increase the workers’ incentive for organizing collectively – as seen in the 
two contention episodes in Kherson. Organizing collectively against an employer interested in 
production would mean that workers lose wages and social wages. The employer will maintain 
production as long as x>y, i.e. as long as the benefits from production outweigh the benefits from 
selling assets. It is assumed that by organizing collectively, workers have the means of at least stopping 
asset-stripping, for instance by occupying the plant or blocking the plant gates (as seen in Kherson and 
Vinnitsa). Such actions cannot bring workers the maximum pay-off that the game allows for, i.e. the 
pay-off that they get in the upper-right cell (a pay-off of 1, meaning that they get wages and social 
wages). Nevertheless, the threat of workers organizing collectively should deter employers from 
engaging in asset-stripping. (Employers could in response to credible threats initiate negotiations, 
offering workers severance payments in exchange for proceding with the plant’s closure.) In practice, 
however, such deterrence rarely takes place. Obviously, the decision whether to asset-strip or not 
depends also on other factors, not captured in the game (related for instance to the political and 
economical context), but threat enforcement also plays a part: If the workers cannot credibly convince 
the employer that they can organize collectively and block asset-stripping, the employer will engage in 
asset-stripping if y>x.  
 
Table 6.1: Plants in Ukraine: The ‘dilemma of paternalism’-game  
 Workers organize 

autonomously 
Workers do nothing 

Employer maintains 
production 

(0,0) (x,1) 

Employer abandons 
production 

(0,0) (y,-1) 

Note: x, y > 0. Upper-left outcome: workers can unite and strike, but the employer can retaliate by 
withholding the social wage. The employer incurs a loss from the disruption in production (pay-off 0,0 means 
that the employer makes no profit and that workers do not receive a wage nor social benefits as they are on 
strike). Upper-right outcome: workers refrain from collective action and receive the social wage; employer 
presumably makes profit. This outcome constitutes equilibrium: As employers anticipate workers uniting they 
will be interested in production to the extent that x>y, i.e. production is more profitable than asset-stripping (“x” 
is a variable representing the opportunity cost of giving up the alternative, something that the workers are 
uncertain about). Lower-left outcome: workers unite against an employer uninterested in production as soon as 
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the employer stops paying them wages and social wages; employer incurs a loss (x, y >0) as workers will 
presumably try to interfere with employer’s plans for the plant; workers do not get wages or social benefits, but 
at least prevent the plant’s closure. Lower-left outcome: workers do not unite and risk losing their jobs as the 
employer favors selling assets over production; employer makes a profit from asset-stripping the plant. 

 
Again, the dilemma is that workers do not have incentives to act collectively against employers 

when the employer is interested in production, but when they have incentives to act collectively against 
employers they have fewer means of posing threats (disrupting production via strikes is not effective 
anymore since the employer is not interested in production). Workers and unions actually solve this 
dilemma when facing employers not interested in production by finding other ways of posing threats to 
the employer and moving to disrupt property relations. Since such actions – in the form of plant 
occupations – are illegal, or – in the case of re-nationalization – do not depend on workers’ immediate 
efforts but on the authorities, disrupting property relations requires taking the conflict out of the plant 
and engaging with the authorities. But the problem for workers is that such actions can hardly 
constitute the basis for threat potential: Threats of disrupting property relations are less credible than 
production-disruption threats, since they rely on the cooperation with and support for the workers of 
other actors (the authorities). In other words, these are threats that might need to be carried out in order 
to constitute effective actions. 

The dilemma of paternalism explains why in the Ukrainian cases it is very rare that unions 
make disruptive threats against employers interested in production, at least as long as the employer 
allows them to administer a social wage and take the road of least resistance. The KrAZ cases are very 
relevant here, since in the first contention episode the trade union actually made a disruptive threat, 
threatening re-nationalization (by activating its connections to the State Property Fund). The trade 
union and the employer were off the equilibrium path in the first episode. The union leaders at the time 
used a situational definition presenting the employer as having no interest in production. The new 
employer was not paying any wages whatsoever (including the social wage), something that enabled – 
actually forced, given worker pressure – the union to protest. As soon as the economic situation of the 
plant improved, the employer extended the union benefits to administer, and union leaders then chose 
to take the road of least resistance offered to them by the employer. The reason why the case was off 
the equilibrium path was that - despite facing an employer interested in production – the union acted as 
if this was not the case, as if it were facing an asset-stripper. For the respective contention episode 
(KrAZ 2003-4) this proved effective, but when the employer had the funds again, the union went back 
to distributing social benefits and the old (2004-5) team of leaders was forced out of the plant. As to the 
employer in the first contention episode, political-economic factors linked to the employer’s situation 
rendered the State Property Fund threat credible. They might have induced the employer to end the 
game in an off-the-equilibrium path outcome (the Concessions outcome). 

 
 

6.2.2 Plants in Romania: The Efficiency Dilemma 
 
In Romania management has no discretionary power via control over union ranks and funds, as there is 
no social wage to administer, and there is another legislation governing management membership in 
unions. For this reason, in comparison to their Ukrainian counterparts, Romanian unions have a 
stronger bargaining position vis-à-vis management. The difference is that Romanian unions are more 
autonomous at the workplace level, since management is not part of the union and does not offer the 
union social wages to administer. 
 Table 6.2 below is the strategic-form modification of the game in Figure 6.1 for the Romanian 
cases. It starts with a situation when workers move first, as they initiate protests over a violation of 
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their rights or interests at the plant. If workers decide to protest by disrupting production (hoping to 
achieve the upper-left outcome that could be the equivalent of a wage increase – they can move first in 
this game since they have less to lose than in the paternalism game) the employer can retaliate by 
abandoning production – the upper-right outcome. The employer makes no profit from production, but 
the employer’s action of abandoning production causes workers to lose their jobs (this is the worst 
outcome for the workers, -1). This deters the workers from disrupting production and instead leads 
them to not engage in collective action anymore - the lower-left outcome. Nevertheless, this is an 
outcome that satisfies workers only as long as the employer pay-off y (from abandoning production and 
selling plant assets for a profit) is smaller than x (the pay-off from production), since the employer will 
abandon production for y>x (if the profits from asset-stripping outweigh those from production). In 
other words, it can very well be that the employer has a dominant strategy (abandoning production, for 
y>x), and workers are uncertain over the value of y – there is a chance that the employer will move 
unilaterally and the workers can hardly gauge that chance. If benefits from asset-stripping outweigh 
those from production, if y>x, then workers risk losing about as much as in a situation in which they 
had organized collectively and triggered the employer’s relocation decision: their jobs. The workers’ 
dilemma is that workers do not know what is the most effective option: do nothing in order not to 
trigger plant closure while there could be room for gains from collective action, or act collectively and 
risk losing their jobs. I call this the “effectiveness dilemma”, as workers do not know to what extent 
acting collectively will be effective.  
 
Table 6.2: Plants in Romania: The ‘effectiveness dilemma’ game  
(workers move first) 
 Employer maintains 

production 
Employer abandons 
production 

Workers collectively 
disrupt production 

(1,0) (-1,0) 

Workers do nothing (0,x) (-1,y) 
 

Note: x,y > 0. 
  

 Fieldwork helped to elucidate two solutions to the efficiency-dilemma game, and also 
understand why there was one contention episodes with unions ending up off the equilibrium path. 
First, workers can get out of this dilemma by individually choosing to leave; part of the huge (90%) 
reduction in the workforce that took place at Siderurgica in Hunedoara is due to the fact that workers 
individually left the plant. To what extent leaving the plant is an option depends greatly on the 
availability of other jobs, unemployment benefits, possibility to migrate, and other factors. But not all 
workers can leave: In all plants I studied there were groups of workers that stayed at the plant and faced 
the dilemma above. The second solution refers to a situation where organizing collectively actually 
allows workers to make other threats than disrupting production or to pressure authorities to interfere 
on their side. This can help workers move closer to the upper-left outcome, making sure that their 
actual pay-offs will be smaller than 1 (in order not to trigger the plant closure decision). I am not 
claiming that a pay-off of 1 automatically leads to plant closure, just that the employer can retaliate if 
confronted with worker demands that cut too deeply into the its profits. The union at the steel plant in 
Hunedoara made threats in a situation in which my game theoretical analysis predicts that they would 
be confronted with extreme consequences (plant closure). Similarly, the union at COS Târgovişte, 
while being on the equilibrium-path and suing the employer, managed to turn the lawsuit into a tool 
with an underlying logic resembling that of disruption: by carrying out court orders, the union could 
block plant accounts and block managerial activity at the plant (and eventually also production). 
Basically, such a situation would lead the union to face the same costs as Siderurgica above – it could 
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trigger plant relocation and job loss for all workers. Yet in Târgovişte, too, the union proved inventive. 
Both at Siderurgica and at COS the unions found that some threats work if they target management 
rather than the company as a whole (and the owner), and carefully addressed threats to management 
rather than to the entire company. Furthermore, in Târgovişte the union learned how to carry out threats 
partially, to hurt only management and not also production; it also offered management to give up a 
court case that would have gotten it the full realization of worker demands (and might have triggered 
the plant’s relocation) in exchange for management accepting part of the demands. Formally, what 
trade unions in Hunedoara and Târgovişte did by organizing collectively was to achieve a payoff of z, 
with 0<z<1. They would give up parts of their demands in order not to trigger plant closure, but would 
nevertheless achieve results that were relevant to the workers and at least partially satisfied worker 
demands. 

The game-theoretical arguments above lead to the expectation that workers have more to lose 
than to gain from collective actions as long as employers are interested in production. The costs for the 
workers of staying inactive – not engaging in collective action – increase as soon as the employer loses 
interest in production. Contention between union and employer emerges around crises of wage arrears 
or collective redundancies, or when unions face asset-strippers, or when unions find ways to threaten 
employers that do not risk triggering extreme consequences such as plant closure. But what happens 
after workers and their unions have decided to fight employer actions that they perceive as violations of 
worker interests? The game theoretical framework only explains when trade unions should and can 
make use of disruption. However, it offers no answer to the question why and when such disruption is 
also effective. We know for instance from Chapter 5 that the many episodes of contention ending in the 
game’s lower half Strike*-outcome differ greatly in what unions could achieve; some unions saved 
their plants, effectively fighting asset-stripping, others could not. In order to answer the question when 
and why union actions can be effective, the following section returns to the propositions formulated in 
Chapter 3 in order to draw the relevant conclusions from the case material presented in chapters 4 and 
5. 
 
 

6.3. Outcomes of Contention and Strategy: Revisitin g the Propositions 
 
Contention emerges when the employer’s ability to pay social wages decreases or when trade unions 
find ways to threaten and carry out threats without triggering plant closure. But what are the outcomes 
of contention, and what explains that some unions solve such episodes of contention effectively while 
others do not? The set of propositions developed in Chapter 3 should tell us what led to success or 
failure in each of the cases.  

Before revisiting the propositions in detail, it is useful to present an overview of the relevant 
aspects of the cases. Table 6.3 below lists the cases on the rows while the columns include the elements 
studied in each contention episode: labor interest representation, the structural difficulties faced, 
employer intentions for the plant, and strategy elements. It also mentions whether there were crises of 
wage arrears accompanying or triggering conflict at each plant. The table includes information also 
about whether the conflict took place over the issue of the plant’s survival or not, and about the 
interaction mode (conflict-oriented or conciliatory, in other words whether the union made use of 
disruption or not) and country context. The table also includes a column giving preliminary information 
about the proposition that applies to a certain case and whether the proposition is confirmed or refuted. 
The table shows that there were five cases where trade unions could achieve labor interest 
representation, the cases scoring a “+” on all the dimensions of labor interest representation. At a first 
glance, it seems that success always required a shared situational definition and threat potential, less so 
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outside support. I discuss in the remainder of this section to what extent the case studies brought 
confirmation of my theoretical expectations about whether and how strategy explains successful labor 
representation. 
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Table 6.3: Cases, conditions, strategies, and outcomes 
     Structural difficulties Employer Wage 

Arrears 
Strategy Outcome (labor interest 

representation) 
Context 
 

Con-
tention 
in or 
for the 
plant 

Interaction 
mode 

Contention 
episode (name of 
plant)  

Proposition   
 

Mobilize* 
 

Threaten 
(privatized 
plant) 

Isolation(de-
centralized 
labor) 

Interest  
in 
production? 

 Shared 
situational 
definition 

Threat 
potential 

Outside 
support 

Autonomy Legitimacy Effective
ness 

Conflict-
oriented 

Siderurgica 
2004-2009 

Confirms P3 - + + + - + - cannot 
threaten 
owner, only 
manage-
ment 

- + + input 
- output 

- RO no 
mana-
gerial 
power 

over 
union 
funds 

and 
ranks 

COS 2004-2009  P2 refuted + + + + - + 
 

+ - + + + Conciliatory 

ZAZ 
2002-2008 

Confirms P4 + + + + - - - - - - - 

Conflict-
oriented 

KrAZ 2003-4  Confirms P4  + + + + + + + + + + + 

UKR; 
Mana-
gerial 
power 

over 
union 
funds 

and 
ranks 

in the 
plant 

Conciliatory KrAZ 2005  Confirms P4 + + + + - - - - - - - 
CSR 2001-2003 
 

Confirms P6 - + + - + + + + + + + RO; no 
mana-
gerial 
power 

over 
union 
funds 

and 

Socomet 2001-3 Confirms P6 + + + -  + + - keeps 
protests at 
plant 

+ + + input 
- output 

- 

VPZ 2002-2003 
 

Confirms P6 - + + - + + + + + + + 

Conflict-
oriented 

VPZ 2007-2009  Confirms P6 - + + - + + - limited to 
local autho-
rities 

- + + - 

Conciliatory HMZ 2006-2007  
 

Confirms P5 + + + - + - - - + + input 
- output 

- 

UKR; 
Mana-
gerial 
power 

over 
union 
funds 

and 
ranks 

for the 
plant 

Conflict-
oriented 

HMZ 2008-2009 Confirms P6 + + + - + + + + + + + 
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P1) Strategy matters: The more a union makes use of strategy elements, the more it can address worker 
demands and bring about labor representation. 
This hypothesis was tested and confirmed by means of careful case selection, and across the cases. The 
claim I make is that unsuccessful unions – i.e. those failing to bring about labor representation – are 
unsuccessful because they did not have a strategy (in terms of the three strategic elements), or used the 
wrong one given the situation they were in (for instance, using strikes against asset-strippers). 
Differences in terms of labor interest representation between episodes of contention at the same plant 
and between different plant-level unions that are located in the same industry part of the same branch-
level organizations can be traced back to the strategies of those unions. The role of fieldwork was to 
find out whether such differences were indeed related to strategy or instead to some case-specific 
elements that made labor interest representation easier (or even more difficult) for a union than 
generally allowed for by the conditions of structural difficulties for organized labor. Throughout 
fieldwork I could identify only one union (the wheel-plant KrKZ in Kremenchuk), presented below, 
where a high level of labor interest representation occurred in the presence of – and was probably due 
to – getting around the conditions of structural difficulties. In contrast, in all other cases studied 
throughout fieldwork I could trace back the variation in terms of outcomes to strategy, to whether 
unions used the strategic elements explained above or not, and to whether the strategic elements the 
unions used were appropriate given the employer’s intentions. 
 The wheel-plant KrKZ (Kremenchuts’kyi Kolisnyi Zavod) in Kremenchuk is organized by an 
ASMU plant level union. ASMU leaders in Kyiv presented the plant-level union as one of their most 
successful. For them “successful” meant regularly signing and enforcing the collective labor 
agreement, the high amount of social benefits that the union administers, the timely payment of wages, 
and a wage level that is equal to or above the branch-level minimum. At the plant I found indeed that 
the trade union was apparently doing a better job than other plant-level unions in my sample at plants 
where employers were paying wages on time. First, the union had significant co-decision rights: 
Management asked for its signature for making investments at the plant. Second, by comparing the 
minimum wage as agreed in the plant’s level collective agreement of 2007 (the year of fieldwork) with 
the corresponding branch-level minimum, I found that the minimum wage at the plant was much higher 
than the latter figure; in fact, the branch-level minimum would not reach the level at the KrKZ even in 
2008.136 Of course, many plants pay wages higher than the minimum wage agreement. But what is 
important here – and shows that the union was doing a better job than the union at the ZAZ, for 
instance (see Chapter 4) – is that the difference was inscribed in the collective agreement. On the 
downside, I found that at least one plant manager was a member of the union council and taking part in 
its meetings. This is a sign of low autonomy from management. The trade union leader explained, 
however, that the presence of the manager in the union council gives her more power since she can 
directly “name and shame” management and talk with management if other union council members 
raise critiques of it (KrKZ 2007). 
 But what was special in terms of structural difficulties about this union was that it did not really 
face the weight of the structural difficulty of threatening, because of the type of privatization it had 
gone through. In short, the government sold the shares to various business groups and partly also to 
workers; there was no majority shareholder. There was no owner to decide whether to move production 
or engage in asset-stripping. Management depended on the plant for its wages, and therefore also on 
good relations with the union. Furthermore, managers and union leaders had been in office since the 
times of the Soviet Union and had developed an amicable relationship. Contrast this to the story of the 
union in Vinnitsa, based at a plant under the control of a large food-industry corporation with no 
interests in developing the ball-bearings production at the Vinnitsa factory. A first attempt to close the 

                                                 
136 Zmini ta dopovnennya do kollektivnogo dogovoru na 2007 rik, Kremenchuk: 2007 [“Changes and annotations to the 
collective agreement for the year 2007”; document in Ukrainian, in the author’s archive]. 
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plant in 2002 prompted a long conflict between employer and union, made only worse by the four 
changes in management between 2003 and 2009; the various general managers tried different 
approaches to fight the union, including refusing recognition, asking for union membership and suing 
the union upon refusal, and an attempt to set up a parallel union. In contrast to the KrKZ union, the 
union in Vinnitsa fully faced the structural difficulty threatening and did develop a strategy to restore 
its threat potential vis-à-vis employer. Establishing threat potential vis-à-vis such an employer was 
indeed a challenge for the union in Vinnitsa; it was only developed over protracted contention and 
relied twice on taking the conflict out of the plant and triggering state intervention. 

It is cases such as the ones in Vinnitsa and Kherson – allowing for comparisons between several 
episodes of contention at the same plants - that show that strategy makes a difference for labor 
representation. For instance, the struggle for the survival of the harvester plant in Kherson showed that 
there was very little that the union could achieve before the worker protests in December 2006, which 
made the union autonomous. Before those protests, the union – much indebted to the Soviet model of 
industrial relations – had no other strategy to fight plant closure and the increasing wage arrears than 
writing letters to state officials in Kyiv. After the protests, the strategy of the union changed to include 
disruption threats based on a shared situational definition culminating with the February 2009 factory 
occupation; it was this strategy that returned the wage arrears and postponed plant closure by at least 
one year. 

  
P2) If an employer is interested in production and has no power over union funds and ranks, a 
conciliatory union can rely on threat potential alone in bringing about labor representation. In the case 
of a conciliatory union, threat potential relies on non-disruptive threats and can do without a shared 
definition of the situation, at least over the short term (during initial episodes of contention). 

The case of the contention episode at the COS steel-plant in Târgovişte refutes the proposition 
(Chapter 4). Even if the trade union could pose threats that required only successful legal action (the 
court case over wage payments), the union had to deal with the strategic element of a shared situational 
definition. It did not have to deal with it because it needed a mobilized workforce as a source for threat 
potential. Instead, it needed a shared situational definition precisely because it had used legal action 
that took two years before bringing any significant results. During those years, both workers and parts 
of the union council expressed deep disagreement about the choice of litigation, demanding instead that 
the union organize strikes (this was a demand coming from the workers) or that it become more 
conciliatory (a demand coming from parts of the union council). The union had to steer carefully 
between these two positions and in the end could not prevent the opposition in the union council from 
developing into a splinter group. 

Refuting this proposition has one crucial implication. It shows that having threat potential in the 
absence of other strategic elements does not work in any of the two country-contexts. Such a situation 
would have been one in which the union could have effectively furthered certain worker demands by 
threatening to take the employer to court. The closest case to this situation is the case of COS, where 
the union did threaten only with court action – and did so effectively. However, even in this case this 
action took so long that it also required dealing with the element of the shared definition of the 
situation. The union leaders had to give in to pressure from below and organize a strike, a measure 
deemed more effective by worker delegates. Without the strike the union leaders would have risked 
losing the workers’ support for the lawsuit. 

 
P3) If an employer is interested in production and has no power over union funds and ranks, a 
conflict-oriented union must reach a shared definition of the situation with workers, in order to 
establish threat potential. Threat potential and a shared definition of the situation are necessary 
conditions for success when a conflict-oriented union confronts an employer interested in production. 
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This proposition is the basis for the “effectiveness dilemma” game presented above. If a union seeks to 
promote goals by disruptive measures, it has to ensure that workers support and participate in taking 
those measures – for instance, a strike. Workers, however, might face serious disincentives when it 
comes to supporting such measures, since they can lose their jobs if protests will trigger plant closure. 
Support for this proposition comes from the case of plant Siderurgica in Romania (the first contention 
episode in Chapter 4). The case shows that the union could find ways to mobilize workers without 
triggering the plant’s closure. It did so by relying on workers for making strike threats and – most 
importantly - by differentiating between various levels of management: It directed the strike against 
local management (with some room for decisions over wages). The union is listed as unsuccessful 
because it did not satisfy the key worker demand – reduction of work overload (which was not at the 
discretion of local management). Instead, it avoided worker dissatisfaction by winning wage increases 
(via strike threats). I regard the union’s actions of differentiating between different addressees of a 
threat – in that case, between local management and higher levels of the owning company - as part of 
the process of constituting a threat (namely addressing a threat). The case showed that the situation for 
a union is not hopeless even if it faces one of the world’s biggest multinationals. There is room for 
some labor interest representation if the union targets local management instead of higher company 
levels.  
 
P4) If the employer is interested in production and operates in a context with strong managerial 
power (control over union funds and ranks), there cannot be any labor representation, irrespective of 
whether the union is conciliatory or conflict-oriented.  
This proposition stems from the “dilemma of paternalism” game presented above. It claims that where 
employers pay for social wages and leave unions to administer them, the unions have no prospects of 
becoming autonomous, and autonomy is a precondition for (or necessary ingredient of) effective labor 
representation. The cases of the contention episodes at the KrAZ seem to raise doubts about the 
proposition: After all, this is a case where the union did threaten and confronted the employer over a 
crucial issue for the workers – wage arrears. However, this only happened when the union had no 
other choice: The employer had stopped paying social wages, and the union gave in to worker 
pressure and accepted to represent them on the issue of wage arrears. The union gave up its militant 
stance as soon as the financial situation of the employer improved and the employer resumed the 
practice of extending to the union social benefits to administer. In other words, the KrAZ-case is not 
an exception to the proposition, as contention between management and trade union at this plant 
emerged only when management could not afford to maintain distributive unionism at the plant 
anymore – could no longer pay for limiting the union’s autonomy. The contention episodes in 
Kherson serve to demonstrate this point again, as fieldwork was able in those cases (because I could 
often directly observe what happened) to provide more details about how managerial power limits 
labor representation. In short, only when management lacked the funds to pay for wages and fringe 
benefits did the trade union become vulnerable to the demands from below, from workers asking that 
it become autonomous and take over their demands rather than distributing social benefits. Ensuring 
labor interest representation meant in Kherson that the two dimensions of labor representation could 
only be handled separately, in that case over two distinct episodes of contention. In the first episode, 
pitching workers against the leadership of the distributive union, workers forced the election of new 
leaders and thus ensured the union’s capacity of acting autonomously from management. Only in a 
second episode of contention could the partly reformed union also ensure that worker demands would 
be effectively met. 
 
P5) If the employer is not interested in production, conciliatory unions cannot pose threats to the 
employer and therefore cannot bring about labor representation. 
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This proposition states that a union that avoids disruptive threats or outright disruption when facing an 
asset-stripper (employer not interested in production) is bound to fail. This seems quite self-evident, 
and the reader might rightly raise the question which union would ever stay conciliatory (not make 
disruptive threats or engage in disruption) when confronted with the prospects of plant closure. The 
answer is a simple one: a union indebted to the Soviet model of unionism, which ever since its 
establishment has worked by distributing benefits and not by representing workers vis-à-vis 
management. In my sample there is only one union that was in that situation, but I came across others 
during fieldwork.137 The case included in this dissertation is the case of the 2006-2007 contention 
episode in Kherson, when the HMZ union avoided calling any strikes - even in situations when 
workers were unpaid – or taking any other disruptive action. The union did not mobilize the most 
basic ingredient for any union’s threat potential – workers organizing a strike or a factory occupation. 
The employer could easily ignore a union that posed no threats. The situation changed only in 
December 2006, when the union's lack of resolve triggered a wave of worker protests that brought 
down half of the union council. It was only in response to these protests that the employer agreed to 
pay workers part of their wages.  
 
P6) When dealing with an employer with no interest in production, conflict-oriented unions have to 
take struggles outside the plant. Outside support becomes necessary for success.  
The first half of this proposition – that unions have to take struggles out of the plant if facing asset-
strippers – finds confirmation among cases from both countries. Unions achieving limited (Vinnitsa 
2002-2003, Kherson 2008-2009) or almost full (CSR 2001-2003) success against employers with no 
interest in production all took the conflict out of the plant. They also underwent a transformation in 
terms of constituting threats; union leaders at these plants understood that disrupting production is not 
an effective strategy against these employers. Instead, they either calibrated threats to achieve 
disruption against asset-stripping employers (the case of the factory occupation in Kherson), or 
changed the addressees of threats, targeting state authorities rather than employers to trigger their 
involvement (Vinnitsa and CSR in Reşiţa). This process of “threat transformation” along the dimension 
of constituting threats is presented in more detail in the next chapter.  
 There are also two cases where unions did not take struggles out of the plant, in Oţelu Roşu 
(2001-2003, Romania) and Kherson (first contention episode, 2006-2007, Ukraine). The union in 
Kherson, at least in the contention episode of 2006-2007, never tried taking the struggle out of the 
plant; it did not even try to achieve or threaten any disruption. The union in Oţelu Roşu actually 
switched from an approach where it relied on mobilized workers to achieve disruption against 
authorities outside the plant to one using workers to disrupt only management actions within the plant. 
This change in strategy proved ineffective and triggered a rift between workers and union leaders in 
terms of situational definition, with the workers eventually abandoning union actions.   

The cases presented in Chapter 5 actually cast new light on the proposition's second part. 
Unions in Vinnitsa, Kherson (2008-2009), and in Reşiţa were effective with very little outside support 
from other unions for the disruptive actions they initiated; the main form of outside support they could 
secure was the authorities’ involvement in the form of extending material support to workers (Reşiţa) 
or negotiating with the employer to accept at least some union demands (Reşiţa and Kherson). These 
unions had no allies outside their plants and were offered only little assistance by national unions, with 
the exception of the union in Reşiţa (where support from national unions was present, but was not as 
important in bringing about labor interest representation as the mobilized workforce). The unions in 
Vinnitsa, Kherson, and Reşiţa relied exclusively on their mobilized members to target authorities (via 

                                                 
137 Also Ashwin 2004 came across many more similar instances of unions’ lack of support for contention in her 33 case 
studies of plant-level conflict in Russia. 
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demonstrations and road blocks in Vinnitsa and Kherson, and via the hunger strikes and road blocks in 
Reşiţa) and employers (the 2009 factory occupation in Kherson).138   

By showing that they can be successful with little outside support, the unions in Chapter 5 
show that even highly isolated unions can achieve sufficient disruption to be effective in posing their 
demands. This is a relevant finding especially for Ukraine, where sources of outside support are 
limited, given that Ukrainian unions are not only extremely decentralized but also tributary to a model 
of unionism that prevents them from supporting each other. Because of Soviet-type (distributive rather 
than representative) unionism, there is little to draw unions to the struggles of other unions, even when 
they are members of the same branch-level organization, something further exemplified below. This 
leaves unions in Ukraine without the most basic source of outside support, trade union solidarity. 
Chapter 5 has shown how isolated Ukrainian unions were in their struggles, largely – or totally - 
marginalized in the world of the ASMU. Rather than break such isolation, the unions in Vinnitsa and 
Kherson relied on their mobilized workforce to trigger outside support in the form of the authorities’ 
involvement to pressure employers to at least return wage arrears and postpone plant closure. 
 
Discussion 
Summing up, revisiting the propositions has shown that there are several key lessons about successful 
labor interest representation to draw from Chapters 4 and 5. First, all unions – whether conciliatory or 
conflict-oriented (using disruptive threats and actions or not) – need to pose some sort of threat to 
employers if they want to be effective. In other words, there can be no labor interest representation 
without at least some threat potential (whether the threat actually had to be carried out is a different 
topic, to be discussed below). The strong connection between labor interest representation and threat 
potential is not as intuitive as it sounds: Union leaders – throughout my study but also in, for instance, 
Ashwin/ Clarke 2003 - regard disruption or the threat thereof as a weapon of the last resort, not as the 
basis for successful labor interest representation. This was often also one of the reasons for the 
extremely contested character of situational definitions within unions: It was especially incumbent 
union leaders that unequivocally rejected disruption and thus entered conflict with the rank-and-file 
that demanded other union actions (that would show results more quickly). That I came across such 
rejection mostly in a post-Soviet country, Ukraine, and less so in Romania, could indicate that such 
rejection is due to the distributive model of trade unionism offering union leaders an alternative to 
engaging in labor interest representation.139  

Sometimes it was not enough for successful labor interest representation that trade unions only 
make threats. Threats had to be carried out (at least partly), particularly when dealing with employers 
not interested in production, with asset-strippers. In these cases, in which unions tried to stop asset-
stripping or achieve the return of their plants to state property, unions no longer tried to threaten the 
employer directly. Instead, unions tried to trigger state intervention as a means of bringing the 
employer under pressure. In other words, in such instances threat potential required outside support in 
the form of state intervention. Unions carried out threats to prompt state intervention, and because 
                                                 
138 The union in Vinnitsa did find some support from a foreign trade union, the Canadian AutoWorkers' union. It was this 
organization that provided the union in Vinnitsa with an old printer, two computers, and Internet connection.   
139 It can also be that union leaders declare in interviews that strikes or the threats thereof are means of the last resort, as few 
union leaders would want to add more strain to their relationship with management by being too confrontational in their 
declarations (and praising strikes too much might be perceived as confrontational). It happened, for instance, when on 
fieldwork in Hunedoara that the union leaders repeatedly denied ever having made any strike threats in conversations with 
me, although I had press reports covering contention episodes when they had publicly made strike threats. Union leaders 
were, in this case, trying to prove that they are a viable negotiation partner for management, something that they declared to 
me in an interview (see Chapter 4). But it is also true that some union leaders might want to evade strikes because of how 
unequal the distribution of costs within the plant and union for carrying out a strike is. Because of the intricate procedure for 
organizing legal strikes, any mistakes in carrying out a strike can offer management the grounds for lawsuits imposing strike 
costs on union leaders (see again Chapter 4, the COS Târgovişte contention episode in Romania).    
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threats were carried out it is probably more suitable to talk of the importance of disruption itself as a 
strategic element than of threat potential alone. The target of disruption was not so much the state: 
Where unions relied exclusively on disruption targeting the state (for instance, to retaliate against what 
workers considered an unjust privatization), such disruption – in the form of roadblocks – proved no 
match for the overwhelming strength of the state’s law enforcement organs. Instead, successful trade 
unions targeted disruption at stopping employer actions at the plant (most evidently via factory 
occupations) and at creating visibility around such actions (for instance via the hunger strikes in 
Reşiţa), thus creating an incentive for politicians to profit from that visibility and get involved in 
addressing worker demands. 

There is no single way to bring about threat potential and also successful labor interest 
representation (the effectiveness dimension is particularly problematic here). Depending on the 
context (employer intentions, presence or absence of wage arrears crises) – different combinations of 
the other two strategic elements (shared situational definition, outside support) and threat potential 
brought about effective labor representation.140 Having threat potential always required at least 
bringing about a shared definition of the situation, regardless of employer intentions. In other words, 
unions that make effective threats as a rule have to ensure unity. Sometimes the shared definition of 
the situation became the basis for threat potential in the form of a mobilized workforce. Outside 
support proved necessary whenever trade unions tried to disrupt the employer’s control over the plant 
(as the union leaders believed to be facing asset-strippers). Since such disruption or the threat thereof 
involves violating an owner’s legal property rights over a plant, disruption or disruptive threats 
required state support or state involvement, an aspect of outside support. In all three cases of unions 
successfully fighting off plant closure, the unions’ strategies included all three strategic elements. The 
union could credibly threaten the employer only once it had triggered the authorities’ involvement 
(finding outside support), and it could trigger the involvement only by relying on a mobilized 
workforce creating visibility (via roadblocks and demonstrations) around worker demands. What 
varied was the extent to which unions could do without permanent sources of outside support. In 
Ukraine, unions in Vinnitsa and Kherson could achieve significant labor representation in the absence 
of permanent sources of outside support such as support from wider trade union organizations. 

   A shared situational definition matters for threat potential because from a labor perspective it 
is more than only a matter of having anything to threaten with. As argued in Chapter 3, it is also an 
instance of organization of attention, a central process out of which decisions arise. The cases in 
Chapters 4 and 5 showed how the shared situational definition matters for internal union decision- 
making about threats: The unions having difficulties in ensuring a shared situational definition had a 
more difficult time in dealing with critical choices about constituting threats, to whom to address a 
threat, and what exactly the threat should be given the addressee. Since there was disagreement about 
the extent to which to trust the employer’s commitment to production, there was also intense 
disagreement about what kind of threat to use vis-à-vis the employer. This point will be taken up again 
in the next chapter. 

 
 

6.6. Conclusions 
 
This chapter was dedicated to the following two questions. In section 2 I asked about the sources of 
contention at the plant, about when contention emerges at the post-communist plant between workers 
and unions, on one side, and the employer, on the other. Section 3 dealt with the outcomes of 

                                                 
140 The point about different factor combinations, depending on the context, explaining an outcome resonates with the 
tradition of qualitative comparative analysis; see Becker 1997. 
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contention: How can one make sense of the differences in outcomes between cases? Why is it that 
some contention episodes end with unions successfully defending worker rights while others do not?  
 As to the first question – when does contention emerge – the answer offered in this chapter first 
consisted of two elements: the existence of wage arrears crises to dislodge the distributive model of 
unionism (this concerns only the Ukrainian cases) and the presence of asset-strippers (employers not 
interested in production), meaning the prospect for workers and unions of losing their jobs (this 
concerns the cases in both chapters). But the theory developed with game theoretical tools in Chapter 3 
led to an apparent anomaly. It predicted that, given structural difficulties for labor action, unions will 
stay away from contention and not make any disruptive threats if employers are interested in 
production. Yet some cases did not fit this prediction, as unions nevertheless got involved in several 
contention episodes. The theory also predicted that when facing asset-strippers, unions will put up a 
fight and try to trigger state intervention. Most unions fit that prediction, but here, too, there was a case 
contradicting it, where the union failed to take almost any action against the employer. What 
happened?  
 Revising the building blocks of my theory I found that there is room for inventiveness in labor 
action, and that there is a third element explaining the emergence of contention: the ability of some 
unions to find out how to achieve disruption or threaten with disruption without triggering repression or 
plant closure. In contrast, I could observe how another union, even when faced with extensive layoffs, 
wage arrears, and imminent plant closure was very reluctant in organizing a response to employer 
actions. The response my theory predicted came only in a second contention episode at that plant (the 
harvester plant in Kherson, Ukraine), and not also in the first one. In the next chapter, I make what 
happened in that contention episode and a comparison between unionism models in Romania and 
Ukraine the basis for analyzing how the distributive model of unionism (characterizing the union in 
Kherson during the first contention episode) makes it more difficult for labor to develop strategy 
elements. 
  My theory was useful in plotting a theoretically-expected course of action for unions depending 
on employer intentions for plants, and measuring whether and how the empirical cases diverge from 
those expectations. But it could only hint at what explains the divergence. It furthermore lumped 
together quite a few rather different contention episodes as ending the same way, by triggering state 
intervention. It did not offer any insight into how these cases differ, why in some situations of state 
intervention unions could at least stop asset-stripping while in others they could not. As seen in Chapter 
5, although they all witnessed contention, these cases differed tremendously in the extent to which 
unions achieved labor representation; some saved plants and jobs, others failed to do so.  
 The second question leading this chapter set out to establish whether and which strategies or 
strategy combinations can lead to successful labor representation in each context. Based on the data 
presented in Chapters 4 and 5, I turned to examining to what extent the theory of labor strategy and 
propositions developed in Chapter 3 match the case studies in describing what led to success in terms 
of labor interest representation for each contention episode. Confronting propositions with cases led to 
several insights. First, the cases showed that labor interest representation always needs threat potential. 
There are several ways for a union to develop threat potential – relying on a mobilized workforce (or at 
least ensuring that the rank-and-file and the union leaders share the same situational definition), on 
outside support, or both. The presence of distributive unions makes it very difficult for workers and 
union leaders to reach a shared situational definition; only a crisis of wage arrears, or the presence of an 
asset-stripper, dislodging the distributive model, can create the conditions for union leaders and 
members to reach a shared situational definition, a crucial ingredient for threat potential. One of the 
propositions for which I found confirmation across the cases argued that when confronting asset-
strippers, unions have to mobilize outside support, at least in the form of triggering state intervention. 
For unions it proved quite difficult to manage state intervention. But those that kept the threat of 
disruption real vis-à-vis authorities and combined it with high visibility of their protests – with threat 
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potential relying extensively on a mobilized workforce - were more successful than those that gave up 
mobilizing workers for protests outside the plant after achieving state intervention.  
  In the next Chapter I turn to the question why so few trade unions could develop the strategic 
elements allowing them to save plants or improve pay and working conditions; if more unions would 
use the strategic elements, there would be less cases of asset-stripping than mentioned in Chapter 1, or 
plant closures would be accompanied by significant severance payments as in Vinnitsa. I describe the 
obstacles to strategic action by comparing the strategies of unions in Romania and Ukraine. Obstacles 
emerge foremost from the extreme complications to successful labor representation that post-Soviet 
unions face due to the distributive model of unionism (administering social benefits), obstacles that 
Romanian unions do not face. First, unions in post-Soviet countries have to become autonomous before 
they can achieve effectiveness, and the move to autonomy takes place with little assistance or support 
from the majority of other unions, which prefer the distributive model. But distributive unionism also 
leads to more contestation around situational definitions, hampers the development of alternative union 
leadership given the possibilities for management to influence union elections, and more generally 
favors the repression of alternative leaders. Distributive unions also, if pushed to confrontation, favor 
the ‘legal’ approach of taking employers to court irrespective of how inefficient such an approach can 
be. Last, because its limit the establishment of alternative leadership and the increase in union 
autonomy, distributive unionism makes it difficult for unions to calibrate threats to employer 
intentions. I treat these obstacles in detail in Chapter 7. Chapter 7 then moves to specify – on the basis 
of the comparison between unionism models and what led to the divergence between Romania and 
Ukraine (regarding the ability to bring about successful labor representation) - some implications for 
the entire post-communist region, situating Romania and Ukraine in their regional context. It shows 
that the problems plaguing labor in both countries are not specific to them but instead are part of a 
larger phenomenon of low union responsiveness to the demands of workers and low government and 
national union responsiveness to the struggles of plant-level unions. 
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Chapter 7: The Difficult Road to Strategy 

 

7.1. Obstacles to Making Use of Strategy: A Ukraine -Romania Comparison 

7.1.1. Labor Interest Representation and Outside Su pport 
 
If the strategic elements are what it takes to bring about successful labor representation, why is it that 
we do not see unions make use of these strategic elements more often? This chapter answers this 
question by combining insights on the models of unionism prevalent in the two countries with 
information on how the strategic elements and the dimensions of labor representation work. Starting 
from a Ukraine-Romania comparison, the chapter’s first section argues that the prevalence of the 
distributive model in Ukraine – with the FPU (the Federation of Trade Unions of Ukraine) actively 
defending it by marginalizing representative unions – explains why it is so difficult for unions to make 
use of the strategic elements. The section presents how the distributive model interacts with each of the 
three strategic elements; how it complicates labor representation (in comparison to the Romanian 
setting) by decoupling two dimensions of labor representation, autonomy and effectiveness, forcing 
labor to deal with them in separate contention episodes; and how it hinders the emergence of leadership 
and enables repression.  

In other words, the Ukrainian trade unions’ weakness relative to their Romanian counterparts 
can be conceptualized in terms of the following two interrelated issues: the Ukrainian plant-level trade 
unions’ reluctance to assist struggling workers, and the Ukrainian national- and branch-level trade 
unions’ reluctance to assist the few trade unions that do support struggling workers. This Chapter’s 
second part extrapolates from the argument to wider post-communist Europe, attempting to categorize 
the region’s trade unions along these two dimensions. It hypothesizes that the problems with the 
establishment of representative unions beset not only Ukrainian trade unions but also unions in other 
post-communist countries. Based on a review of the literature on labor in various post-communist 
countries, the chapter shows that the problems facing labor in Ukraine are not particular to that country. 
Furthermore, and perhaps more importantly, categorizing trade unions in post-communist countries 
along the two dimensions mentioned above allows for a more sensitive categorization in terms of labor 
“weakness” or “strength” of post-communist labor. 

One finding that stands out relates to the supplementary difficulties that beset Ukrainian (and 
more generally, post-Soviet unions) in comparison to those in other post-communist countries. In terms 
of strategy, trade unions in Ukraine have to deal with the issue of autonomy and achieve effectiveness; 
furthermore, autonomy precedes effectiveness, so that it is very likely that unions cannot handle these 
two tasks at the same time (only an autonomous union can fight for effectiveness). Most importantly, 
struggles for autonomy happen in isolation, because the larger trade union scene still has to move away 
from the distributive unionism model towards the representative one, a tremendous task still ahead in 
Ukraine.141 This becomes clear if comparing the amount of support that branch- and national-level 
unions extend to plant-level unions in the two countries. 

Although not necessary for success in any of the cases presented in Chapter 5 (“Struggles for 
the Plant”), outside support varied greatly among the cases particularly when it comes to the 
availability of support from other plant-level unions or from the higher echelons in the union hierarchy 
(branch- and national level organizations). In the case of the Romanian unions in Reşiţa and Oţelu 
                                                 
141 This statement holds for several of the former Soviet republics where the distributive model is still dominant, including 
Russia and Belarus. 
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Roşu, the plant-level unions coordinated their actions and received assistance from the branch and 
national levels, while the national union officers contacted the highest government officials and 
negotiated with them plans to save the plants. National union officers also mediated meetings between 
government officials and plant-level leaders and hosted delegations of plant-level leaders in Bucharest. 
A similar pattern of supportive presence of other trade unionists at the site of a beleaguered plant-level 
union was visible also during fieldwork at Siderurgica in Hunedoara and the COS in Târgovişte (also in 
Romania, Chapter 4). Union leaders from other plant-level unions and branch- and national-level 
organizations all came together in Hunedoara in early 2007 to promise Mittal Steel, the owner of 
Siderurgica, an industry-wide strike should there be no increase in wages at Siderurgica. Similar 
instances of support were found also for the union at the COS, despite many other plant-level and 
branch-level union leaders criticizing the approach of the COS union as too uncompromising (B1 2009; 
H1 2009). 

Contrast this with the approach of the FPU and the ASMU towards their beleaguered plant-level 
unions. With Vinnitsa the longest case of conflict over the future of a plant in Ukraine, the involvement 
of higher level union organizations (branch-level ASMU and national-level FPU) was minimal. The 
ASMU organized meetings with politicians in Kyiv only on the two occasions that the workers of the 
ball-bearings plant organized pickets in the capital in 2008. Despite the case being from time to time 
brought up in both the FPU newspaper Profspilkovi Visti and the ASMU newspaper Yednist’ (proving 
that FPU and ASMU leaders knew about the case), no FPU official ever traveled to Vinnitsa. The 
current ASMU president (in office since 2000) also never visited the plant-level union. Despite FPU 
property estimated at billions of dollars (Kubichek 2004), neither the FPU nor the ASMU ever 
extended material help to the workers receiving no wages for months. Picketing workers had to find 
means by themselves to pay for the bus to take them to the pickets they organized in Kyiv.142 

The marginalization of struggling unions in the world of the FPU and the ASMU is even more 
evident in the case of the 2008 Kherson factory occupation. The ASMU vice-president did visit 
Kherson in the occupation’s first week, when there were talks at the plant-level union about leaving 
ASMU and joining the Miners’ Union NPGU, the only competition in Ukraine to FPU (and implicitly 
to ASMU). ASMU promised help and support that never materialized. After the occupation’s violent 
end and 60% layoffs ASMU issued no note of protest, although the law requires the employer to agree 
on any layoffs exceeding the number of 30 workers with the union. It never extended any juridical help 
– although it has specialized lawyers – to the fired workers, a key demand of workers in the 
occupation’s aftermath. After reporting about the occupation in one article in its newspaper in February 
2009, ASMU paid attention to HMZ again only in May 2009, when the union staged demonstrations in 
support of the owner in Kyiv. The union was by that time cleared of radicals from the initiative group 
(all fired) and the demonstration in Kyiv happened at the initiative and with the financial support of the 
owner. The owner paid all expenses related to the demonstration, including some 100 workers 20 
dollars each to participate (see Chapter 5). 

There are at least three ways of explaining such differences between Cartel Alfa and the FPU 
and why the FPU keeps its distance from plant-level unions in Kherson and Vinnitsa: the bigger size of 
the FPU, the marginality of farm-machine industry for the FPU, and the lack of a break in Ukraine with 
the distributive model imposed on unions by the communist regime. First, one could argue that the 
FPU, at least ten times the size of Cartel Alfa, has other, more important sectors to take care of than 
machine-building. But this argument is not persuasive, since plants such as the ones in Vinnitsa and 
Kherson represent rare cases in the world of the FPU; the FPU would not have been overburdened by 

                                                 
142 Before 2000 the situation within ASMU resembled much more the one within Romania’s Cartel Alfa. In 1991-1999 the 
former ASMU president (in office until 1999) often travelled to Vinnitsa and other plants to assist the plant-level union in 
negotiations and advise it on its strategy (Mandel 2004, and personal report of the former ASMU president, ASMU 2000, in 
the author’s archive). See Chapter 2 for a more elaborate discussion on this shift. 
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assisting the unions at these two plants. Second, if marginal for the 11-million-member strong FPU, the 
two plants were much more central in the ASMU world, with no other similar episodes of contestation 
taking place within the ASMU during that time. For Cartel Alfa, in comparison, steel workers indeed 
played the main role in its establishment, together with machine-builders, miners, and petro-chemical 
workers. Third, Cartel Alfa emerged in 1990-1992 with an explicit agenda of breaking with the unions’ 
communist, close-to-management past. It was, as described in Chapter 2, a union established bottom-up 
around a reform agenda to democratize the unions, in the sense of re-establishing them from the shop 
level upwards (B2 2009). This never happened with the large communist union organizations in Russia 
and Ukraine. If in 1990 Romanian trade unions in most industrial sectors were disbanding and re-
establishing themselves bottom up, unions in Russia and Ukraine continued with the same cadres and 
agendas as during the Soviet Union. 

The reason why I present this discussion here is that such differences in the larger union 
organization’s approach vis-à-vis struggling plant-level unions are important for understanding the 
scope for reform at the plant level. In Romania the move towards autonomy was made in a big-bang 
fashion in 1990. Established as unions to protect members against the state employer’s abuse, 
Romanian unions in key industries such as steel, machine-building, mining, and petro-chemicals could 
develop resources for mobilization before privatization that Ukrainian unions could and would not. 
Rather than in a big-bang fashion, moves towards autonomy at the plants in Vinnitsa and Kherson were 
made gradually, with wage arrears crises prompting worker action against inactive trade unions that 
gradually replaced union council members with representatives of workers. The big strategic advantage 
of the union in Vinnitsa vis-à-vis the employer was that by the time of privatization it had already 
completed this process; it entered conflict against the private employer with a membership trained in 
protests and a leadership that had risen from the shops. In contrast, the union in Kherson went through 
a first wage arrears crisis to trigger worker discontent against the union only after privatization. While 
the union underwent the changes demanded by workers (usually the election of production worker 
representatives to the union council), the employer completed the judicial liquidation of 2006-2007, 
laid off one third of the workers and sold the rest of the plant. It was only vis-à-vis the second private 
employer to take control over the harvester plant that the union could pose a threat when it occupied the 
plant in 2009. 

The distributive model discussed below not only complicates labor interest representation, it 
also severely limits the prospects for the emergence of an alternative leadership and the options 
available to that leadership. Not only is it more difficult in Ukraine than in Romania to find outside 
support, but the presence of a distributive union at the plant limits the chances that union members can 
reach a shared situational definition. Understanding this point helps explain why it is so difficult for 
post-Soviet labor to reach shared situational definitions, a vital ingredient for constituting threat 
potential. 

 
 

7.1.2. The Challenge of Reaching a Shared Situation al Definition 
 
Unions are sites of contention where union leaders have to aggregate into one position a wide and 
sometimes conflicting variety of worker interests (Offe/ Wiesenthal 1980). In the case of distributive 
unions, an alternative leadership challenging the distributive model emerges only in moments of crises, 
such as crises of wage arrears. In normal times the emergence of alternative leadership is generally 
barely possible, as worker groups that seek an alternative to distributive unions will have to compete 
with the offer of social benefits and the social wage offered by the employer to the distributive union 
(Petrova 2001). Crises of wage arrears sever that link between union and employer, but this does not 
necessarily also mean that the union will distance itself from or reject the distributive model. In fact, 
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the leaders of a distributive union will usually make sure that there is an alternative definition of the 
situation to the one formulated by worker groups challenging their leadership. If unions in the Offe and 
Wiesenthal (1980) account aggregate various worker interests, distributive unions in crisis fragment 
more than they aggregate. Even in situations of wage arrears, leaders of distributive unions argue in 
favor of giving the employer more time and avoiding disruptive actions. Since union groups will be 
split between the position of the incumbent union leader and that of groups of workers challenging that 
leader, it is much more difficult to achieve a shared definition of the situation. And we have seen that a 
shared situational definition is a key element in mobilizing workers, and in having threat potential. 
 At a plant not presented in the empirical chapters, the harvester plant in Ternopil’, it took two 
years of fights within the union to reach a shared situational definition and launch protests. Wage 
arrears first appeared in 2005, but the union would strike and also launch street protests only in 2007. 
The protests returned the workers wage arrears and triggered the authorities’ interest in the case, 
leading to the arrest of the plant’s general manager for embezzlement and not paying workers their 
wages. As with the suicide in Kherson, it took an extreme event to launch protests: the management’s 
decision in January 2007 (i.e. in winter) to cut gas and hot water supplies to worker dormitories. Up to 
that moment, the union council was paralyzed by a fight over the situational definition between the two 
wings of the union: the moderates, indebted to the distributive model and united around the union 
leader, and a group of challengers. The situational definitions of the two groups were completely 
opposed. Below is an excerpt from the protocol of a meeting between governor, union leader, and a 
challenger group member from January 2006. Even with the workforce down 10 times since the fall of 
the Soviet Union, the harvester plant still was Ternopil's biggest remaining industrial unit, employing 
some 1,150 people in 2006. News about wage arrears, wildcat strikes, and protests within the plant had 
reached the governor's ears, who called the union representatives to inform him personally about “the 
economic situation at the Ternopil'skyi Kombainovyi Zavod [The Ternopil' harvester plant, TKZ] and 
the ways of increasing the enterprise's work effectiveness.” In the words of the governor (excerpt and 
translation from the Ukrainian original cited below, Fn. 143),  
 

Our region does not have big, strong industrial enterprises and I am not indifferent to the fate of 
the harvester plant. The regional administration is interested that the factory keeps working, that 
the workers get wages, and that a competitive production develops. I want to hear from the 
collective how the enterprise is working, and how its management is working.  

 
The two union representatives repeated their opposing standpoints in front of the governor. Here is 
what the union leader said: 

 
Today there are 1,143 people working at the plant. With the coming of the new owner the 
situation improved, at this moment the [branch-level] tariff system is respected. The average 
monthly wage of a worker of the plant is 460 hryvnyas [EUR 40]. Considering the experience of 
the plant's workers, we want to preserve the [current number of] jobs. Starting with February 6, 
we will go over to a 100% work load at the enterprise. [...] Today the enterprise is developing 
new models that in the shortest time will be offered to the customers. One of these novelties is 
harvester [model] “Hazda”, whose production project will be completed this spring. We wish to 
receive help in enlarging markets for the plant's production. [...] It is important and vital that the 
plant gets access to state aid. The government needs to pay attention to the proper support of a 
national producer of agricultural machines.      

 
Here is the perspective of the challenger group representative (an engineer to lead a two-week strike in 
2007): 
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The owner is not interested in the functioning of the plant and doesn't invest any money. We 
were not paid the wages for November and December 2005. True, there is work on diversifying 
the assortment of products made at the plant. But we have only one order from Rostov [Rostov-
na-Donu, a city in Russia] for the production of gears. In 2005 the regional administration 
created a working group for regulating the question of transferring the dormitories [where 3,000 
workers and their relatives live] to the property of the city of Ternopil', but the problem stays 
unsolved. [Plant] building number eight was sold, but we haven't seen where the money went. 
They [management] did not even liquidate the wage debt. We found out from the press that the 
money from the sale [of building number 8] reached 8 million hryvnyas [around 1 million 
Euros]. Currently the local prosecutor is investigating the problem. At the beginning of the year 
the enterprise contracted a loan and guaranteed it with the dormitories. What can we expect?143  

 
The union leader continued pressing in favor of showing understanding vis-à-vis the plant's new 
management and avoiding any disruptive actions. Protests would erupt only one year later, under the 
leadership of the engineer mentioned above and the regional FPU leader (a rare case of involvement of 
higher FPU echelons), and only after the workers had already taken their discontent to the streets after 
their dormitories were left without hot water and heating in winter. What is important about this 
episode is how the active opposition of the union leader to any disruptive actions cost the union time in 
addressing the workers' demands (returning wage arrears, nationalization of the dormitories) and made 
the workers' plight only worse. Nothing of what the union leader said above ever materialized: No new 
harvesters were ever launched or produced, production was cut down to making only gears rather than 
entire harvesters, wage arrears reached seven months, and – following worker protests - the police 
arrested the general manager on the charge of embezzlement (precisely over the issue of the UAH 8m 
from the sale of the building mentioned by the engineer above). 
 
 
 

                                                 
143 Excerpts are taken from Protokol no. 6: Naradi pri golovi oblasnoi derzhavnoi administratsii [Protocol No. 6: Meetings 
with the Head of the Regional Administration], January 26, 2006, Ternopil’. (Own translation from Ukrainian; document in 
the author’s archive.) 
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Picture 10: Abandoned production halls and equipment at the harvester plant in Ternopil’, Ukraine 

(taken by the author, September 2007) 

 

7.1.3. The Challenge of Consolidating Leadership 
 
At a more basic level of analysis, the distribution of social benefits constitutes a source of power (and 
in post-Soviet countries it happens in a discretionary fashion; Ashwin 1998), one that union leaders 
seek to secure in order to avoid the risky and difficult representative model of unionism. The group of 
radical workers at the harvester plant in Kherson was well aware of this fact. Remember the 
circumstances under which this group emerged. No protests ever took place in Kherson without some 
guidance and previous mobilization. This holds also for the protests in the suicide’s aftermath, in 
December 2006. Although the conciliatory wing described the protests as spontaneous, unguided, and 
“crazy”, the speed with which workers knew whom to elect to the council in December 2006 indicated 
that the December 2006 protests had their leaders. One of these leaders – whom the workers elected to 
the union council in December 2006 – later recalled how important the issue of wage arrears was in 
convincing people to protest, at the same time admitting his involvement in the protest: “When workers 
don’t get their wages, you don’t have much explaining to do” (H3 2007). It was the wage arrears crisis 
– culminating with the Atanasov suicide – that facilitated the group’s access to the union council. In 
normal times (i.e. when workers get their wages and social wages regularly), other rules apply, which I 
re-tell below in the words of members of this radical “initiative group”. 
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 The group of workers elected to the council in 2006 was a far-thinking one, and in its definition 
of the situation combined a critique of the employer as an asset-stripper with one of the trade union. In 
September 2007 they published a letter in the ASMU’s newspaper Yednist’ (“Unity”). 144 In the text 
called “Acting jointly” they formulated several points of critique of the existing trade unions in the 
country and suggestions to bring about “the defense of workers’ interests”. The workers suggested that 
trade unions should set up their own political party for “defending worker rights” and recommended 
that the legislative priority of the party should be a “law that, in the event that the owner does not 
secure the development of production and decent pay, allows the state to nationalize the enterprise”. 
But before the unions set up such a party, they would have to undergo internal reform: 
 

One of the most important questions for a plant-level union is who is leading it. If the leader is 
an obshchestvennik [a person dedicated to serving the public good] then this is a success for the 
union, but if this place is taken by a former member of administrative personnel, problems arise 
immediately. The existing electoral system allows the election of a leader who is convenient for 
management. It does not matter what positive qualities he has – subconsciously he knows that 
there is adminresurs [management funds that can be spent discretionarily on influencing 
elections]. We are not in favor of conflict with management, but the union should be totally 
autonomous. Only under such a condition can we achieve a decent life for workers. In order to 
eliminate adminresurs and give union members the possibility to influence the leading union 
hierarchy, we demand that the leader of the union organization be elected directly, via secret 
voting involving all members of the union (Yednist’, September 2007; own translation from 
Russian). 

 
Here the workers criticize the existing electoral system in the ASMU, prevalent in post-Soviet 

unions, a system that has received little attention in the literature (with the exception of Ashwin/ Clarke 
2003 and Borisov 1999).145 Workers directly elect only shop-floor delegates, who subsequently elect a 
union council. The union council then elects a trade union leader. In their text “Acting Jointly”, the 
workers argued that during union council elections, management can interfere by using its funds to 
convince union council members to support the candidates that management favors. It is important to 
underline that the workers perceive that the problematic interest representation in Ukraine (or the 
“defense of toilers’ interests”, as they call it in the text) is directly related to issues of trade union 
organization. They also underline the importance of adminresurs (in this context, various “resources” 
such as social benefits at the discretionary disposal of management) for determining the outcomes of 
elections. It is only when “resources” such as social benefits are not available – for instance during 
crises of wage arrears - that the distributive unionism model can be challenged. The story of how the 
worker group rose to power confirms this point: By mobilizing fellow workers during a wage arrears 
crisis, they forced direct elections to the union councils and won half of the seats (normally elections 
should have taken place at shop level to nominate delegates who then elect a union council).  
 
 

                                                 
144 I presented background information about Yednist’ in Chapter 2. 
145 Ashwin and Clarke (2003: 214) write about Russian unions that “when it comes to the election of a new trade union 
president, the candidate will often be nominated in consultation with management and the post is effectively a managerial 
appointment.” The ASMU statute is conspicuously silent about the details of elections. It does say that “the highest organs 
of the plant-level union are the trade union elections, conferences” (ASMU 2005: 12, article 5.4, author's translation from 
the Ukrainian original, in author's archive). The “conferences” are the organs electing the union council (ASMU 2005: 12, 
article 5.5.5.), but the statute offers no details about how these conferences come about. It only requires that such 
conferences organize elections for union council at least once every five years (ASMU 2005: 15, article 5.14.). The union 
vice leader explained that, in practice, it is the smallest units of the union (at the level of shop section) that organize 
meetings and send delegates to the big conference electing the union council (H2 2007).  
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7.1.4. The Repression Sequence 
 
But if crises of wage arrears and ensuing conflicts give rise to alternative leadership, what happens to it 
after the resolution of wage arrears crises? The critical time for groups of workers challenging the 
distributive model is the return to normal times, i.e. when wages arrive on time and management has 
money for social benefits. What happens is a sequence of events that I refer to as the repression 
sequence, consisting of three distinct moments: 

 
1 a wage arrears crisis producing worker groups that challenge the distributive model, and also 

facilitating a shared definition of the situation and mobilization; usually some gains in terms of 
labor interest representation follow; 

2 a return to the regular payment of wages and social wages coupled with the availability of union 
leaders to take up distributive roles; 

3 a wave of reprisal against worker challenger groups. 
 
Only one union in my post-Soviet sample managed to break this sequence (the VPZ union in 

Vinnitsa); one can gauge the elements that helped it break the sequence by comparing it with the 
unions that could not oppose repression, the unions in Kremenchuk, Ternopil’, and Kherson. In 
Kremenchuk and Ternopil’ the repression sequence took place as described above: Management 
brought down challengers by using its powers over union funds and ranks during elections as described 
in the “Acting jointly” letter; later management fired the challengers from the plant. In Kherson the 
challenger group re-emerged despite repression in 2007, but after the 2009 occupation’s brutal end all 
but one group member were fired: five out of six; all five fired ones had by that time become union 
council members (basically the second contention episode of 2008-2009 ended with the repression 
sequence).  
 In Vinnitsa the union's move to autonomy occurred four years before privatization and eight 
years before management's boldest attempt to exert control over the union – a move in 2006 to make 
the general manager a member of the union. Management made three attempts to take over or eliminate 
the union: The first came in 2004 in the form of denying the union’s registration at the plant after the 
plant’s judicial reorganization and registration under a new name (which judicially meant that it was a 
different plant). The union’s response was to call a worker conference to establish a union at the “new” 
plant, and then send over 1,000 check-off requests from the workers to the company’s accounts 
department (tactics similar to the actions of the union in Kherson against BTS in 2007; actually, the 
union in Kherson took inspiration from the one in Vinnitsa, H1 2007).146 This is apparently all it took 
for management to give in and recognize the union. The general manager also tried setting up a 
separate union and asked foremen to pressure employees to participate in a constituting assembly. The 
foremen refused and asked the union for protection from management pressure (V1 2007). Third, in 
2006 the union refused the general manager’s membership request, and the manager sued the union on 
the claim that he is also an employee and that the union cannot deny him protection. The union won the 
lawsuit in 2007. This lawsuit - over the legality of management's trade union membership - became an 
absolute premiere in Ukraine (Profspilki Ukrainy, September 2007).  

How could the union resist these attempts? First, in Vinnitsa there was no distributive union 
anymore after 1998, when strike waves led to the complete reform of the union into a representative 
one. There were no union leaders in office to whom management could have transferred the 
administration of social benefits. The challengers of 1998 had had enough time to consolidate and build 
a united and mobilized membership by 2002, the moment of privatization. The union also kept control 
                                                 
146 Check-off requests are requests to transfer individual membership fees from employee salaries to the union's account. 
The requests actually force management to recognize the employees' union membership. 
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over layoffs at the plant, achieving that layoffs – most importantly the 50% one of 2003 - would not 
target any of its activists and participants in the 2002 protests over stopping plant closure and returning 
wage arrears. In short, this was a united collective distrustful of an employer that had tried once to 
close the plant, something that people remembered: “[Whenever there is a] production stop at the plant, 
people immediately come together [for protest]. Everybody remembers perfectly the year 2002, when 
they wanted to close the plant. They told us the same fairytales that nobody will close the plant, that 
they have a business plan for a year, and despite this they tried to do it [close the plant]” (interview 
with worker in Vinnitsa, V3 2007).  

The problem with the Vinnitsa story is that it is extraordinary. Few plants in Ukraine saw pre-
privatization contention resulting in union reform. A further peculiarity of the union in Vinnitsa is the 
way the 1998 reform of the union took place: The conflict over wage arrears coincided with union 
elections; actually, the job of union leader had been vacant for several months. This allowed the 
challenger group to take control over the union without opposition, something that was not possible at 
any of the other plants I studied. At the plants in Kremenchuk, Ternopil’, and Kherson there was 
always opposition to the challenger group coming from the people that had been in charge of the union 
during the times it could perform distributive tasks. Being so special due to the way it underwent 
reform, the story of the Vinnitsa union is hardly replicable. This means that the prospects of repression 
in the aftermath of protests and management attempts to take control over unions remain very real for 
the many other unions that did not make the move towards autonomy before privatization. 
 

 

7.1.5. The Irrelevance and Dangers of the “Legal Wa y” 
 
Most of the unions presented in this study avoided using the two most basic tools in labor’s repertoire 
of contention: striking and suing the employer, or “the legal way”. Those that used these tools did so 
with little effectiveness, or had to face additional problems triggered precisely by the use of those tools 
(more on this below). One of the propositions discussed in the second section of Chapter 6 even argued 
that the “legal way” – taking the employer to court or expecting state arbitration to solve conflicts with 
employers – is quite ineffective in solving workers demands, unless combined with strategic elements, 
such as most importantly the shared situational definition. But, despite the claim in the proposition and 
the cases presented here, many unions nevertheless go exclusively for the legal approach, following in 
the footprints of the Kherson union that asked the state for mediation (a procedure of applying for state-
monitored negotiations over collective agreements) during a conflict with an employer not interested in 
production. Some authors claim that the legal way is the union’s preferred response to situations of 
conflict with employers, at least in the post-Soviet countries. These authors (Clarke 2005, Clarke/ 
Pringle 2007) specifically connect the strong preference for the legal way with the prevalence of the 
distributive model of unionism. The main critique of the legal way expressed by these authors is that it 
fragments worker interests and makes collective action more improbable. The cases of contention 
episodes presented in Chapters 4 and 5 also show other, equally problematic aspects of the legal 
approach. Not only does it cost time but it often stays without results and, most critically, is so intricate 
that violating any legal procedure opens ways for the employer to get back at the union.  

Take for instance the harvester plant TKZ in Ternopil’, which in February 2007 went on strike 
over the issue of wage arrears. By that time the 1,000 workers of the plant had not seen any wages 
since October 2006 and the wage debt to workers reached some Eur 500,000. The February 2007 strike 
lasted for two weeks. Coupled with street protests, it triggered the authorities’ involvement. The city 
council interfered by pressuring the state prosecutor to investigate plant accounts. The investigation led 
to the arrest of the plant’s general manager (due to missing Eur 2m). Probably fearing that more 
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investigations could cause them to lose the plant, the owners found the money to pay the wage debt in 
March, following a shareholder assembly. But the strike turned out to be the source of the workers’ 
defeat at the TKZ. Claiming that the union had not followed all the legal procedures, management sued 
the union and won, the strike being declared illegal. Management never tried to make the union pay for 
the production stop – there was nothing to pay for, since there was no production anymore, and the 
workers' strike had actually been a protest against management’s incapacity to supply the plant with 
orders. What management did was fire the most active participants in the strike and in incidents outside 
the plant, motivating its decision by claiming that the workers had illegitimately left their workplaces 
(since the strike had been declared illegal). The fired workers were also the leaders of the conflict-
oriented wing in the union, including the engineer cited above.147  

The reason why the court declared the strike illegal is the following: The day the strike started, 
the union leaders handed over their demands to management directly, in front of the people but without 
asking for a formal proof that management had actually received the list of demands. In court, 
management simply stated that the union organized a strike without ever communicating its demands. 
This was enough for the court to rule against the union, despite the fact that the union organized the 
strike after the legal work-conflict procedure, during which it had communicated its demands to 
management many times (interview with strike organizers, Te4 2007).148 

In Vinnitsa union members – and most importantly the union leader – developed a deep distrust 
of the legal way. Here is how the union leader perceived the issue of asking for the state mediation 
procedure regulating work conflicts (the procedure is mandatory if a union wants to strike legally): 

 
According to the law management does not have the right to refuse negotiations and taking part 
in the mediation procedure. If it does that [refusing negotiations] it places itself outside the law. 
In this case, the working collective can exert pressure on management via pickets, organizing of 
successive meetings demanding that management respect the law. The law foresees the 
responsibility of the managers for refusing negotiations and taking part in the mediation 
procedure. You can take management to court on this issue [refusing negotiations] but I consider 
this to be hardly effective. The court, the authorities, they always support management. They 
will not do this [support management] openly, publicly they don’t support it, but looking at the 
practice in Ukraine and other countries, the resolution of the lawsuit takes many months, and the 
small fine – if there will be one at all – does not even scrape management.149 

 
The union in Vinnitsa actually accompanied its requests for state mediation with pressure on 
management to join the mediation procedure. Furthermore, rather than organizing legal strikes, it relied 
on the following steps of organizing conflict at the plant (in the words of a participating shop steward):  

                                                 
147 With them out of the plant, management could strike a deal with the union’s conciliatory wing, consisting of production 
workers in the only shop engaged in marketable production, shop 18 (producing gears for Rostov-na-Donu). The payment 
of wage arrears signaled to the conciliatory wing that the employer is interested in production and led it to declare its 
readiness to work with the new management; the organization’s unity was lost. Management offered workers in shop 18 
wages 4-6 times higher than what it paid the rest of the workforce. All other workers receive wages at the minimum level of 
2004 branch-level agreements: some 40 Euros/month. By the time the fired workers won the lawsuits returning them to the 
plant, they found that management had re-organized the plant’s shop structure so as to benefit the union leaders it favored in 
elections. In the elections, management – represented by its foremen - made sure that during the open voting procedures 
everyone voted for “its” candidates, led by the union leader cited above (Te10 2007). 
148 Being declared illegal, the strike does not show up in the strike statistics communicated to the ILO by Ukraine’s State 
Statistics Committee. This can be clearly seen by taking a look at the number of workers listed on the ILO’s statistics 
webpage as having been on strike in 2007 in Ukrainian manufacturing: only 227, although only at TKZ the number of 
strikers approached 1,000 (http://laborsta.ilo.org/, retrieved December 11, 2009). 
149 The excerpt is taken from an internal ASMU report detailing among other issues the situation in Vinnitsa in the words of 
the plant-level union leader. The report came out under the old ASMU leadership (own translation from Russian, ASMU 
1999, in the author’s archive). 
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When the people have had enough, they come together spontaneously, 1-2-3 and it’s 
done, [all] the shop is out at the main entrance. This is no strike. It’s a spontaneous work 
stoppage. Because a strike – according to our new laws – is very hard to organize if one 
would follow the law. First you have to send in a letter [a request to the state to organize 
a strike and wait] for 12 days [for the answer]. First a work conflict commission has a 
look at it, then the sides can make proposals, then a commission has to check whether 
the sides stuck to the proposals or not. The entire procedure can take half a year [that is 
an exaggeration, but the procedure takes at least 40 days, Te4 2007]. So it’s better if we 
spontaneously drop work, go to the shop foreman and tell him to call the director [i.e. 
the general manager], and that as long as the director isn’t here, no one will go back to 
work. And that’s it. And then the director comes and like a broken record repeats that 
it’s [wage arrears] because of the difficult economic situation. He doesn’t give any 
details, any numbers, simply no explanation. They don’t care. There was a worker 
conference, but they did not look at it. They are supposed to take it into account. They 
didn’t. I don’t know what it’s like with the laws over there in Romania, but here it’s all 
about the money. How many times did we explain to them [the requirements of] the 
branch-level minimum, of the special working clothes… They don’t give a damn 
[literally: “they’d spit on it from the innermost depths of their souls”]. (V3 2007)  
 
The spontaneous work stoppages mentioned by the stop steward above made sense during the 

times when the plant had an employer interested in production (the state, in the case of the ball-
bearings plant in Vinnitsa). But they made less sense once the union faced an employer not interested 
in production. 

In Romania, the prospects of achieving success by relying on the legal approach look somewhat 
brighter. Among the Romanian cases of contention presented in this dissertation, the union in 
Târgovişte (Chapter 4) relied on lawsuits to pressure the employer to raise wages to the legal minimum. 
But here, too, the action took more than one year before showing any results, and offered the employer 
the chance to sue the union over several issues (described in Chapter 4) and extend the conflict by at 
least half a year. On the other hand, among the Romanian cases it was even possible to use the legal 
approach – basically, relying on taking the employer to court – when facing an employer not interested 
in production. The union in Reşiţa, for instance, (Chapter 5) tried to achieve the “judicial 
reorganization” of the plant on its own: It contacted and grouped together all 71 creditors of the much-
indebted CSR-plant. The thinking behind the initiative was that the union would be able to rely on 
courts to achieve - via a lawsuit initiated by creditors - the cancellation of the privatization contract. In 
the end the plan failed because of the government’s opposition.150 Yet this option was not available at 
all to the Ukrainian unions that I studied during fieldwork: In their cases the creditors were connected 
to the employer, and the company debt was part of the scheme to bankrupt and asset-strip the plant.   
 
 

                                                 
150 While the union was organizing the creditors, the employer Noble Ventures (NV) and the government signed an 
addendum to the privatization contract granting the NV new tax deductions, a re-organization of debts and assistance in 
getting credit. NV promised investment and no layoffs for five years. The union, having so far refused any new negotiations 
with NV, claimed that the addendum forced it to accept negotiations, “as all our enemies would have blamed us for ruining 
the CSR” (R1 2007). Following government pressure, state creditors dropped demands for judicial reorganization. 
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7.1.6. Calibrating Threat Potential to Employer Int entions: Finding the Right 
Threat 

 
What is so extraordinary about workers coming up with the idea of a factory occupation or storming 
the local authorities? The final issue addressed in this chapter is the problem of threat transformation. 
Threat transformation refers to the complex changes that a union has to go through in order to be 
capable of doing something as seemingly easy as adjusting means to goals, finding the right threat in 
the right situation (what I introduced in Chapter 3 as calibrating threats). In the cases presented in 
Chapter 5, in order to get to the point where they calibrated the threat to the situation of facing, say, an 
asset-stripper, unions in Vinnitsa and Kherson had to undergo several profound changes, changes that I 
group under the concept of “threat transformation”: a change in leadership to make the union more 
autonomous and a change in the way leaders think about the means available to them in order to avoid 
the time-costly legal way. It also had to reach a shared definition of the situation to mobilize workers 
notwithstanding the efforts of at least part of the union council to buy the employer more time.  

One could observe these complications in the way the union in Kherson acted during the 
contention episode of 2006-2007: Trade union leaders were used to thinking and acting in terms of a 
non-disruptive model of unionism, workers had not taken part in collective action before, and union 
and workers were running out of time (layoffs were imminent and wage arrears increasing). One should 
not be surprised, then, that the only improvements that the union could make during that episode were 
gains in autonomy and parts of the union leadership starting to take into account the mobilized 
workforce as a source of threat potential. It took two years and a crisis bigger than the one of 2006-
2007 (because it involved the announced layoff of the entire workforce) to see that threat potential put 
to use in the form of the 2009 factory occupation. Finally, actually carrying out threats exposed the 
union to repression, a backlash from management, bringing back to power the old leadership of the 
union. All of the later disruptive actions – the roadblocks in summer 2009 – took place without the 
knowledge of the people in charge of the union, whom road block organizers now suspected of 
working for management and informing it of their actions.  

Chapter 3 distinguished theoretically between several moments in the development of threats: 
constituting (addressing and calibrating), communicating, and enforcing threats. The cases in Chapter 5 
showed that communicating and enforcing were not as problematic, since all unions presented in that 
chapter had to carry out threats. Constituting – a process that precedes communicating and enforcing – 
however, proved deeply problematic, especially in the Ukrainian cases. Constituting a threat was 
difficult because of the transformation along the lines mentioned above that distributive unions have to 
undergo. In the Ukrainian context further problems arise from the employers’ capacity to hide their 
identity: Business people in Ukraine often hide their identity and control companies via intermediaries. 
Actually, the owner of the plant in Vinnitsa was the first one to publicly admit – in 2004 - the links to 
the full set of companies he controls (Delovaya stolitsa, October 24, 2005). Addressing and 
communicating threats to such employers is nearly impossible, unless the union pressures authorities to 
reveal the owner’s identity. This, for instance, happened in the case of the union in Kremenchuk (the 
truck plant): The union’s connections to the State Property Fund helped reveal the identity of the 
owner. Other unions, however, failed to do the same – for instance in the case of the union in Ternopil’ 
- and were left fighting in the dark. For all the reasons mentioned in this section, the challenge of threat 
transformation and implicitly labor interest representation is often a bridge too far for post-Soviet 
unions. 
 Are there any implications of the analysis in this section for other post-communist countries? 
Are there any implications for understanding one of the post-communist transformation’s major 
puzzles, the phenomenon of labor weakness, the lack of widespread and effective labor revolt in 
response to economic policies that led to a tremendous decline in living standards in the 1990s? I argue 
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that the analysis above holds two implications that help us to nuance the claim of labor weakness and 
construct a more refined categorization of post-communist labor. Rather than one outcome describing 
labor’s situation in all post-communist countries, I introduce a categorization that shows that there are 
considerable differences between countries in terms of what labor – workers and trade unions – did and 
achieved in response to declining living standards. The categorization also points to the fact that rather 
than a single explanatory factor – ideological legacies – there are multiple causes at work behind the 
phenomenon of labor weakness.  
 
 

7.2. Applying the Romania-Ukraine Comparison to the  Wider Post-
communist World 
 
This part of the chapter applies some of the findings developed by means of the Romania-Ukraine 
comparison to the wider post-communist context. It introduces a more refined categorization of 
countries in terms of labor strength than the categorization found so far in the literature on post-
communist labor. In defining labor strength, I start from Crowley’s (2004: 400) definition of “labor 
strength […] as the ability of unions to secure material rewards for its [sic] members and exercise a 
degree of authority at the workplace and over national policy”. This definition assumes an 
unproblematic relationship between workers and trade unions (it virtually equates labor with trade 
unions). But inquiring into the differences between Romanian and Ukrainian labor led me to the 
finding that many post-communist trade unions had or still have to overcome a rift between trade 
unions and workers before actually attempting to secure material rewards. The problem with the 
definition above is that it does not distinguish between what unions achieve and what they try to 
achieve. Linking union strength to achievements only raises a well-known comparability issue (Hyman 
2001), since using the definition above for multi-country analysis assumes that contexts of trade union 
action are comparable. However, the Romania-Ukraine comparison has shown that country contexts 
are difficult to compare, and achievements have to be judged in light of what was possible in a given 
context. My suggestion is to focus also on what trade unions actually did (what they tried to achieve) 
instead of exclusively on what they achieved. What I consider particularly relevant here is the extent to 
which unions offered support to the worker protests over the first decline in living standards sparked by 
the post-communist transformation. The extent of such support is highly relevant for labor strength 
because it shows the extent to which trade unions were capable of overcoming the rift between union 
organizations and workers. Therefore, I reformulate the definition above in the following way: Labor 
strength is the ability of unions to support and channel contention emerging from the rank-and-file, 
secure material rewards for their members, and exercise a degree of authority at the workplace and over 
national policy”. As I argue below, using this definition helps uncover much more variation in post-
communist Europe than using that of Crowley.151 

                                                 
151 The distinction I draw here between labor’s ability to channel contention from below, on the one hand, and securing 
material rewards for workers, on the other hand, resembles the distinction introduced by Grdešić (2008) between labor’s 
societal and political power in the post-Yugoslav context (see also discussion of the Polish and Hungarian trade unions’ 
problematic capacity to mobilize in Deppe/ Tatur 2001: 91). However, the point I make here – labor’s attribute which I try 
to capture – is more basic than in the societal-political power distinction. In that account, societal power refers to the trade 
unions’ capacity to mobilize membership, while I refer to labor’s capacity to respond to discontent from below in the first 
place. This is a question more of organizational structure (involving autonomy) and processes by which unions form their 
goals (whether those goals are informed by membership interests and demands) rather than trade union choices or ability (in 
the sense of cunningness) to take the initiative or not and mobilize workers (in Grdsic’s and also Deppe and Tatur’s 
account). The distinction I formulate above resonates more with Westergaard’s formulation of the trade unions’ 
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 In the case studies presented in chapters 4 and 5 I explored the differences between how trade 
unions in Romania and Ukraine respond to worker pressure. One of the findings was that in Ukraine, a 
country representative for the wider post-Soviet realm (except for the Baltic States), labor suffers from 
rifts along the following lines. First, there is a rift between workers, on the one side, and trade unions 
that favor distributive over representative tasks, on the other (points 1.2-1.4 in the section above). In 
Ukraine the regime change brought by the fall of the Soviet Union and independence did not 
undermine the conditions for the existence of distributive unions: Quite to the contrary, many welfare 
functions such as housing and healthcare provision stayed at the plant-level, and there was no 
widespread public reaction against the former communist trade unions pushing them to reform and 
accept the representation of voices from below like in Romania. This section formulates this fact as a 
question that it tries to answer across a wide range of post-communist countries: How open were trade 
unions towards supporting worker demands, specifically in those countries where, like in Ukraine in 
1993 or in Romania repeatedly throughout transformation, workers did try to mobilize in response to 
declining living standards? How trade unions responded to worker protests is important for establishing 
whether they reformed to become representative and whether they could find the most logical basis for 
a trade union of workers (see Offe/ Wiesenthal 1980), for building up strength vis-à-vis governments 
and employers: worker protest potential. The issue here is whether trade unions accept or reject the 
chance of using contention and worker militancy for gaining power in relation to the government (see 
Pollert 2001, Tóth 2001). Note that in many post-communist countries protests over falling living 
standards started bottom-up, first with a wave of uncoordinated plant-level strikes around the issue of 
price increases. Examples include Poland, Bulgaria, Romania, Yugoslavia, and Ukraine (1993), while 
Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Russia and the Baltic States did not witness such protests. How national 
union structures responded to these strike waves should constitute a first indicator of labor strength in 
post-communist countries.  
 The second rift runs between the central organs of the FPU and the few plant-level unions that 
have undergone reform in the direction of representing worker interests during crises of wage arrears 
and collective layoffs. Central FPU organs and the vast majority of distributive plant-level unions tend 
to marginalize and ignore the struggle of representative unions (section 1.1. above). In Romania, on the 
other hand, despite a similarly de-centralized trade union scene there are instances of plant-level trade 
unions coordinating their efforts to extract concessions from employers. Building on an argument 
formulated in the literature on the Western working class, I argue below that the rift between struggling 
plant-level unions and the wider trade union organization witnessed in Ukraine is crucial for 
understanding the prospects for labor militancy and strength in post-communist Europe.  
 Contention between employers and workers, or worker militancy, emerges in the accounts of 
Westergaard and Resler (1975) when the mechanism tying workers to plants breaks down (they define 
this mechanism as purely pecuniary). But in studying contention in Britain around 1968 Westergaard 
and Resler argued that contention often remained isolated, with national union leaders looking away 
and demoralizing the wider working class. In Westergaard and Resler’s analysis, the central leadership 
of trade unions bears the blame for the “code of restraint” (absence of contention) among British 
workers until the intensification of labor militancy starting with 1968. In a passage that resembles many 
of the works dedicated to the situation of post-communist labor, Westergaard and Resler link the 
apathy of the working class, “its feelings of powerlessness to achieve fairer shares in society [to] the 
official labor movement’s involvement in compromise and tactical bargaining”, the “labor movement’s 
enmeshment, in Parliament and local council chambers as well as across negotiating tables in industry, 
in a pattern of accommodation which showed few sings of disruption” (Westergaard/ Resler 1975: 406-
7). Similarly to the authors who would 25 years later link the “weakness” of post-communist labor to 

                                                                                                                                                                        
involvement in the “crystallization and cohesion of discontents” and the “recreation of collective organization for their 
expression” (1970: 130). 
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the ideological legacy of communism, Westergaard and Resler, too, note the apathy and feeling of 
powerlessness of workers. But in their account, the argument is reversed: Here it is not worker 
“distrust” that explains the union leaders’ inactivity (as in a recent reformulation of the ideological-
legacy argument, Ost 2009), but vice-versa: It is the labor leaders’ lack of resolve and distance from the 
rank-and-file that engenders worker apathy. Conversely, a change in the national union leaders’ attitude 
towards demands from the workers in the direction of a more critical stance towards government 
translated into an increase in labor militancy in the strike wave to start in 1968 (Crouch 1978: 251).  
 Below I offer a categorization of post-communist countries in terms of degrees of labor strength 
which asks for each post-communist country whether labor experienced the two rifts identified as 
partly responsible for the varying labor strength in Romania and Ukraine (the rifts between protesting 
workers and plant-level unions and the rift between national- and branch-level unions and the few 
struggling plant-level unions in Ukraine). What follows in Table 7.1 is a more fine-grained 
categorization of labor in the post-communist countries of Europe than the one we have so far (in 
Crowley/ Ost 2001, Crowley 2004), which lists all post-communist countries as having “weak” labor. 
The advantage of such a more fine-grained categorization is that it differentiates between post-
communist countries and allows for multi-causal explanations of degrees of labor strength or weakness. 
In the previous categorization, placing all post-communist countries in one category led scholars to 
assume that there can be only one explanation for all countries having the same score on the labor 
strength variable – their communist past. 
 Table 7.1 ranks most post-communist European countries on several dimensions deemed crucial 
for labor strength. (I leave out the war-torn Western Balkan and South Caucasus post-communist 
republics, the Central Asian countries, for which there is not enough data, and Belarus, which has seen 
very little of the market reforms that other countries underwent.) All countries listed below underwent 
market reforms to some degree in the 1990s, and in all these countries market reform went together 
with a strong initial deterioration of living standards, referred to as the transition recession (and usually 
measured as the size of the drop in GDP). The second column provides the time-frame studied for each 
country. The time-frame for each country is set to include the years of the initial transition recession 
and of the biggest deterioration in living standards (measured as the years of continuous fall in real 
wage levels). I set the time-frame to five years because, according to the data in Boeri/ Terrell 2002, 
the fall in real wages lasted on average five years. It was during this period that the transformation 
literature expected most worker protests. 
 The third column shows whether the country has experienced worker protests in response to the 
deterioration of living standards. I am particularly interested in worker protests in manufacturing - 
rather than, say, mining – as manufacturing bore the brunt of market reforms, seeing most job 
destruction, subsidy reductions, and privatization. A country received a “yes” in this column wherever 
protests spread beyond the boundaries of isolated plants to engulf entire regions (as Ukraine’s 1993 
‘general’ strike in the Donbass region) and countries (such as the 1990 nation-wide strikes in Bulgaria 
or the ones in 1992 in Poland). The next (fourth) column asks whether representative plant-level 
unionism emerged or not, either via the establishment of entirely new unions (as with Cartel Alfa in 
Romania) or via the reform of already existing ones (as in Slovenia). I assume that plant-level unions’ 
participation in such protests is a good indicator of the establishment of representative unionism. The 
fifth column shows whether national level union leadership supported the plant-level unions’ 
involvement in worker protests. The sixth column shows what kind of response trade unions received 
from governments. The data for this table is based on a literature review of country case studies and 
(especially the data in the fourth and in the fifth column) my own research, as indicated in more detail 
at the bottom of the table. 
 The importance of government response to labor actions features heavily in this dissertation, but 
the contention episodes in Romania and Ukraine scored relatively similarly on this issue: Governments 
were largely unsympathetic of union action, either ignoring what little protest there was (as in Ukraine) 
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or actively fighting unions (as in Romania around the year 2003, see Chapter 2). Basically this was 
largely the pattern throughout post-communist Europe as a whole, as Avdagic (2004) pointed out, but 
there was one exception. Stanojevic’s (2003) comparison of government response to union strikes in 
Slovenia and Serbia shows that in Slovenia government was sympathetic of union demands and 
accepted that unions have a say over market reforms from the transformation’s onset, initiating a 
unique, negotiated approach to transformation (Bohle/ Greskovits 2007).  
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Table 7.1: A diverse landscape: Labor in the manufacturing sectors of post-communist countries 
(Time- frame: years of deteriorating living standards due to transition recession) 
Country Time-frame Did 

workers in 
manu-
facturing 
protest? 

Were plant-
level unions 
responsive to 
worker 
protests? 

Was the union’s 
central 
leadership 
responsive to 
plant-level 
demands? 

Was the 
government 
open to union 
demands? 

Czech 
Republic 

1989-1995 No No No No 

Hungary 1989-1995 No No No No 
Lithuania 1990-1995 No No No No 
Russia 1992-1997 No 152 No No No 
Bulgaria153 1990-1996 Yes No No No 
Slovakia 1990-1998 No No No No 
Ukraine 1990-1998 Yes 154  No No No 
Poland 1989-1995 Yes Yes No No 
Romania 1990-1995 Yes Yes Yes No 
Slovenia 1990-1995 Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Sources: Tóth 2001 (Hungary); Ost 2004 (Poland); Avdagic 2004 (Czech Republic); Gradev 2001, Kirov 2005 
(Bulgaria); Kideckel 2001, Bush 2004, and own research (Romania); Ashwell/ Clarke 2003 (Russia); Mandel 
2004, Kubichek 2004, and own research (Ukraine); Dovydeniene 1999, Woolfson/ Beck 2004 (Lithuania);155 
Stein 2001 (Slovakia); Stanojevic 2003 (Slovenia).  

                                                 
152 Protests in the form of strikes, road blocks, and demonstrations in Russia’s manufacturing spread only in 1997-1999 
(Greene/ Robertson 2009), five years after the start of shock therapy. Even then, such actions happened without the 
involvement of the distributive unions of the FNPR. The time-frame for Russia in the table above is 1992-1994, the years of 
the first privatization drive and of the highest decline in living standards. (Spulber 1997: 125: “At the end of the first 
privatization drive in 1994, on the basis of the 1991 level equaling 100, wages stood at 34 percent and pensions at 22 
percent of their previous levels.”)   
153 Kirov (2005) mentions that in Bulgaria representative trade unionism at the plant level was very slow to emerge, which 
probably also explains why there was so little opposition among the two major trade union confederations to the shock 
therapy initiated by the government in 1991 (although there were negotiations between government and unions to offer 
limited social protection to affected social groups); opposition emerged, however, around 1994, when the two unions joined 
forces, leading to the fall of the government in 1997. Kirov (2005: 132) also notes that as late as in the early 2000s 
management still held important positions in trade union organizations, a sign of little reform, making the situation of plant-
level trade unions similar to what I found in Ukraine; there was, however, a more active central union leadership after the 
onset of shock therapy, also organizing anti-government protests, especially in support of plant directors facing government-
initiated dismissal (Gradev 2001). 
154 Worker protests and strikes in Ukraine took the form of a general strike in 1993 (yet largely concentrated in the Eastern 
Ukrainian Donbass area) demanding a referendum over the resignation of President and Parliament. Miners were the driving 
force behind the strike, but most other heavy industry branches also joined in. This was a bottom-up strike, spreading 
without the involvement of any trade unions, and quickly ended after the strikers realized their political demands. The 
problem was that “[…] the strike had been a spontaneous eruption of anger. The political demands of the workers were 
purely negative, to remove all those individuals who had been responsible for previous policies, but the workers had no 
clear demands and no positive program of their own, so that it was easy for the movement to be co-opted and forced into 
established institutional channels, with the benefits falling to the directors and not to the workers” (Borisov/ Clarke 1994: 
12).  
155 I present here only Lithuania, since it is the only Baltic country that does not suffer from extreme ethnic divisions, which 
in Latvia and Estonia reinforce the fault-line between winners and victims of transformation, pitting against each other “a 
state administration dominated by Western-inspired ethnic Latvians [or Estonians] and an industrial sector dominated by 
Russophones” (Nørgaard/ Johannsen 1999: 150), with the latter bearing the brunt of economic reforms and also subject to 
political discrimination. In Lithuania the pro-independence political movement Sąjūdis forced the former communist trade 
unions to reform and Parliament stripped the trade unions of most of their communist-inherited property (something that 
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 The following picture emerges from the table above. In the aftermath of regime change, in four 
countries (those showing only “no” values) there was little trade union reform towards the 
representative model of trade unionism, and there was also no worker militancy, if one is to leave out 
the mining sector (with its huge strikes in Russia and Ukraine in 1989 and 1991). Distributive unions 
remained the main organizers of employees in the biggest post-Soviet country, Russia, in charge of 
administering workplace welfare. Russia is also where there were the least labor protests against 
market reform, even when wage arrears crises became endemic (although a strike wave would take off 
in 1997, five years after the start of shock therapy). Representative trade unions did spring up in 
mining, establishing the Independent Union of Miners (still existing in Russia and Ukraine), but 
endorsed government pro-market policies fully. In Lithuania, as in the other two Baltic countries in the 
context of the fight for independence from the Soviet Union, working-class protests had little appeal for 
the majority groups as they could have taken an anti-national turn (this was for sure the image created 
around trade unions by the politicians of the independence movements). Instead, protest behavior took 
the very common post-communist form of bringing back to power the former Communists or left-wing 
formations. This group of countries also includes Hungary, Slovakia and the Czech Republic, countries 
where the lack of widespread plant-level contention is probably due to very different reasons than in 
Russia. For instance, Hungarian workers initially had some protection due to their participation in 
secondary labor markets (Neumann 2005). Furthermore, governments used “strategic demobilizations”, 
preventing protests by extending workers substantial severance and retirement payments (Greskovits 
1998, Vanhuysse 2007). 
 The next group of countries has at least seen worker protests. In Bulgaria (in 1990 and Ukraine 
(1993) there were widespread worker protests in manufacturing, but the trade unions did not endorse 
them, and worker protests did not target union organizations to reform them. In Ukraine the former 
communist union federation FPU strongly backed the distributive model and avoided becoming 
involved in strikes such as the largely bottom-up organized general strike of 1993. Bulgaria offers a 
similar picture, with workers organizing large protests and strike waves in 1990, but with only 15% of 
such actions taking place under trade union organization (Gradev 2001). The difference to Ukraine is 
that unions lost their distributive tasks and nevertheless did little to challenge government policies 
despite demands from below. 
 In the third group of countries (Poland, Romania, Slovenia) trade unions underwent reform and 
unions backed the protests of workers against governments. This group can be further differentiated by 
introducing a distinction between the countries where the entire trade union scene backed worker 
protests and those where the central trade union leadership acted against its plant-level organizations 
and tried to marginalize protests. In Poland the central level of union leadership did not endorse the 
protest wave from below, even at the cost of opposing its own rank-and-file. The fact that in Poland 
Solidarity's leadership made this choice probably led to the dramatic deterioration of its image in the 
eyes of its workers, as implied by Ost (2005). One can compare the bitter fate of Solidarity in Poland 
with the one of Cartel Alfa in Romania. Representative trade unions with an explicit anti-communist 
agenda were the norm in Poland’s and Romania’s heavy industry branches, launching large labor 
protests around the start of the transformation period. The difference between the two countries lies in 
how central union leaders responded to plant-level initiated militancy. In Poland, Solidarity opposed 

                                                                                                                                                                        
never happened in Russia and Ukraine). Coupled with the sky-rocketing inflation in the early 1990s pushing people to 
protest, trade union reform and the elimination of the material basis for distributive unionism seemed to set the stage for 
strong labor influence in Lithuania. In fact things turned out differently. Joining unions was at least at the beginning of 
transformation seen as an anti-Lithuanian action that would endanger independence (Dovydeniene 1999; for the so-called 
‘one-nation identity’ thesis, see also Woolfson/ Beck 2004). Public discontent did not take the form of worker protests, but 
instead led to the ousting from power of Sąjūdis in 1992 and their replacement with former communists (Nørgaard/ 
Johannsen 1999). 
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the protests with the exception of a short period in 1992; after all, Poland’s first non-communist 
government – to start market reform – was heavily dominated by Solidarity, and Solidarity leaders 
avoided protests against a government that they perceived as their own (Ost 1995, 2005). After 1992, 
Solidarity leaders chose to mobilize their members along national and religious lines rather than class 
lines (Ost 2005). That this was a strategic choice of Solidarity leaders and not some ideological legacy 
preventing them from understanding the role of unions in capitalist societies can clearly be seen from 
the stance of Rural Solidarity, Solidarity’s arm in farming. Rural Solidarity (later to become the 
Samoobrona political party) apparently was not plagued by ideological legacies, as in 1991-1993 it 
successfully fought for influence in Warsaw and against market reform (Zbierski-Salameh 1998, see 
also Chapter 1). In Romania, the leaders of Cartel Alfa (the union federation to organize most of the 
country’s industry at the transformation’s beginning) supported plant-level actions and channeled them 
into anti-government protests repeatedly throughout transformation, and most actively around 1990 and 
1999 (see Chapter 2; in Romania, however, in contrast to Solidarity in Poland, Cartel Alfa developed a 
national leadership only around 1992; B2 2009). 
 In the remaining two countries, Romania and Slovenia, the trade union leadership supported the 
voices from below. What further differentiates this group is the government response to what was at the 
start of transformation a united worker-unions labor scene. In Romania, the leadership of Cartel Alfa 
followed the demands from below, supporting them in repeated industrial action against government. 
However, unions in manufacturing and mining were met with hostility by the government. Government 
actually responded positively to trade union demands of being granted co-decision rights over market 
reform only in one country, Slovenia. Post-communist governments generally chose to ignore the 
demands of both workers and trade unions, and as a rule (with the one exception nmentioned above) 
carried out market reforms without seeking the approval of voices from civil society. In some of these 
countries (the Central Eastern European and Baltic ones) governments interpreted the electorate's initial 
support for democratic candidates in post-communist Europe's first free elections as a mandate for 
reform, a “window of opportunity” (Balcerowicz 1995) that market reformers should seize and profit 
from to pursue their policies while the costs of reform had not yet undermined that support. Support 
dwindled away, with electorates bringing to power former Communists in several post-communist 
countries (in Poland, Hungary, Bulgaria, Lithuania) only to see that former Communists would follow 
almost the same policies as their predecessors (Tavits/ Letki 2009).     
 Government response is an important issue, if one takes seriously Burawoy’s claim that “a 
social order reveals itself in the way it responds to pressure” (Burawoy 1998: 17). If one is to see the 
degree to which governments reflect the will of majorities as a measure of democracy, then most post-
communist governments were very far from such a notion of democracy throughout transformation. 
They pursued economic reform in a top-down manner, with little to no consultation with other social 
forces (Poznanski 2001; see Greskovits 1998 for what he terms the governments’ “loneliness of the 
economic reformer”-syndrome). They forfeited electoral promises to conduct reforms in consultation 
with unions (in Hungary, for instance, but in Romania, too), and where they met with resistance, they 
used force to overcome it, as in the case of overcoming resistance to privatization in Romania around 
2003 (see the case of Siderurgica, Chapter 4).  
 The categorization in Table 1 of post-communist countries throws a different light on the 
question why there was no revolt (Mandel 2001) or why labor is “weak” in Eastern Europe. It shows 
that in post-communist Europe there is not just one outcome to be explained (labor weakness), but an 
entire range of outcomes. This means necessarily that there cannot be only one explanation (in terms of 
one factor) for the situation of labor in every country. It also shows how severe the problems were that 
affected the development of trade unions: political isolation (no ‘natural’ allies among political actors, 
but instead a political scene united behind the market economy imperative), trade union personnel 
unaccountable to union members, and strong divisions between the central levels of the unions and the 
plant-level organizations. The table also shows that there was revolt – understood as worker protests in 
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the sectors most affected by transformation, manufacturing – in many post-communist countries. 
Revolts in the form of plant-level spontaneous strikes were the norm throughout post-communist 
Europe at the beginning of transformation. The problems for labor appeared at the level of worker-
union linkages, with trade unions in some countries still indebted to a model of unionism that avoids 
(and can get away with ignoring) worker militancy. This is a finding of this dissertation which stems 
from the Romania-Ukraine comparison but suggests that the problem of plant-level unions 
unresponsive to the workers' plight probably was a wider phenomenon (not only one particular to 
Ukraine). Problems also appear where – despite plant-level unions supporting worker protests – the 
national union leadership ignores the efforts of protesting plant-level unions and workers because of 
different political priorities (the case of Solidarity in Poland, but also the case of the instances of 
isolated, struggling unions in Ukraine). Finally, Stanojevic's analysis (Stanojevic 2003) of the varying 
degrees of openness of political elites to the demands of unions is complemented here with data on 
other countries based on secondary analysis, only to show that with the exception of one country, 
governments were in general hostile towards unions (see Avdagic 2004; Gradev 2001; Mandel 2004); 
this of course raised significant obstacles to labor's attempts to influence market reforms.156 
  
 

7.3. Conclusions 
 
In this chapter I have provided an overview of several of the ways in which the distributive model of 
unionism hinders the prospects of labor interest representation. Most importantly, distributive plant-
level unions have first to achieve autonomy, and only after that can they also be effective. This leads to 
a situation where plant-level unions that have just become autonomous find themselves marginalized in 
branch- and national-level union structures that favor the distributive model. Such marginalization 
limits the plant-level union's sources of outside support, as other unions – indebted to the distributive 
model - will not support it in its actions against the employer. Reaching a shared situational definition 
is also more difficult in a context where distributive unionism is the norm. For instance, if during crises 
of wage arrears worker groups demand disruptive actions against the employer, the distributive union's 
leaders will often argue against the use of such actions and in favor of giving the employer “more 
time”. I could often observe how contention episodes triggered by crises of wage arrears gave rise to 
alternative leaders usually emerging from protesting worker groups. But the distributive model limits 
the chances that such a leadership will consolidate by enacting something I called “the repression 
sequence” - eliminating alternative leaders from the plant as soon as crises of wage arrears end and 
management has funds again to spend on the distributive model.  
 Furthermore, distributive unions tend to address worker grievances by making use of the “legal 
way” - taking the employer to court or initiating the state mediation procedure for solving employer-
employee conflicts. But the “legal way” is utterly ineffective in situations pitting unions against asset-
strippers, and can even turn against its initiators (the union), as intricate legal procedures offer 
employers the chance to themselves initiate law suits and stop union actions. The successful unions in 
my sample avoided the “legal way” as a lengthy and costly procedure that usually fails to pose any 
threat to the employer. 
 Finally, the distributive model also limits the capacity of unions for “threat transformation”, of 
actually being able to calibrate threats to employer intentions and switch from threatening an asset 
stripper with disrupting production to threaten instead with occupying the employer's property (from 
disrupting production to disrupting property relations). A union gets there – to the point of calibrating 

                                                 
156 In social movement theory the extent to which “elites” (including governments) are open to or support demands coming 
from below is considered a key explanatory factor for the success of social movements (see Tilly 1978). 
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threats to employer intentions - only after a move to autonomy, most often involving a change in 
leadership. In my sample this happened when it did happen over at least two successive contention 
episodes: In the first contention episode, workers would not have significant successes vis-à-vis 
employers (in, say, stopping the build-up of wage arrears or collective layoffs), but would at least 
reform the union, making it more autonomous of management. With the union reformed along these 
lines, in the next contention episode there would be more success fighting wage arrears or collective 
layoffs.  
 The Romania-Ukraine comparison and specifically the discussion on outside support and shared 
situational definition helped identify two differences between the two countries in the way trade unions 
respond to contention. I called these differences rifts in the union–workers relationship and in the 
relationship between national labor federations and struggling trade unions. In the chapter’s second 
section, I introduced the argument that whether labor is plagued by such rifts or not is crucial for 
understanding labor’s capacity to support and channel contention (labor’s societal power; see Grdešić 
2009). In turn, the study of labor’s capacity to channel contention is relevant for understanding labor 
strength in post-communist countries. On the basis of literature reviews, I then examined whether other 
post-communist countries, too, witness rifts as the ones presented above. The goal and relevance of the 
analysis was to shed more light on the question of what labor strength is in Eastern Europe and to what 
degree labor in various post-communist countries is weak or strong.  
 The analysis helped unravel important differences between and commonalities within three 
groups of countries in the way trade unions responded to worker protests. Most importantly, it appears 
that trade unions in most post-communist countries were presented with a choice over whether to back 
such protests or not, and over whether to make such protests the basis for trade union attempts to 
influence government. Only in three countries did trade unions back such protests, and only in two 
countries did trade unions use such protests to attempt to gain influence over government. Equally 
importantly, the analysis takes us beyond previous mono-causal explanations for labor strength in 
Eastern Europe and allows for the incorporation of multiple causes for labor strength–outcomes in the 
comparative analysis of post-communist labor over time and space.  
 The next and concluding chapter revisits and comments upon the most important findings of 
this dissertation. It starts with reviewing the question when contention emerges at post-communist 
plants. It continues with discussing the findings on strategy: How can labor successfully go through 
contention episodes, and how do the different strategic elements contribute in bringing about successful 
labor interest representation? The discussion in this chapter has drawn a pessimistic picture of the 
chances of unions to achieve successful labor interest representation especially in countries witnessing 
a prevalence of the distributive model. But what are the prospects for change in these countries? And 
how could research assist and inform such change? Understanding that the existence of the distributive 
model is deeply rooted in the functioning of the post-Soviet state is crucial: One should not expect a 
push from politicians in the direction of limiting or reforming distributive unionism. But other avenues 
are still open. Assistance from the international trade union scene can play a role, as it did in the 1990s 
(at least in Ukraine), if it focuses on fighting the marginalization of the few unions that achieved the 
change from distributive to representative unionism. Research can also help: We need to know more 
about how the internal power structure of trade union organizations changes, also changing the degree 
to which larger trade union structures are ready to assist militant struggling plant-level unions. 
Furthermore, we need to know more about how reform towards representative unionism takes place at 
post-communist plants. The case studies in Kherson and Vinnitsa offered at least two causal pathways 
to reform, centered on the different ways in which alternative leadership emerged in those cases. 
Especially the issue of how alternative, reformist leadership emerges – as part of the broader topic of 
reforming distributive unions – requires more research. 
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Chapter 8: Conclusions 

8.1. Chapter Outline 
 
Throughout this dissertation we have seen cases of workers standing up in defense of “work and pay” 
(to cite the demands of two Vinnitsa workers), of jobs, decent wages, and better working conditions. 
Workers and their unions protested and mobilized in an environment characterized by deep and rapid 
societal transformation and dramatic deterioration of living standards. Workers mobilized despite 
significant structural difficulties that meant for labor throughout the post-communist region that 
establishing solidarity would be problematic, threatening employers often impossible, and breaking out 
of isolation a bridge too far. Why was it possible that, despite such structural difficulties, there were 
nevertheless cases of contention during which workers and unions could defend “work and pay”? In 
one of the countries where cases were selected for fieldwork, Romania, worker protests were – in post-
communist comparison – widespread. In the other one, Ukraine, worker protests were isolated and left 
without the guidance or backing of national trade unions. But even in Ukraine there were worker 
protests, in several cases succeeding in stopping asset-stripping and returning wage arrears, at least in 
the short-term saving work and pay. How was this possible? What did these people do?  

This chapter presents two sets of conclusions, two sets of answers to these questions. It links 
these conclusions to the wider industrial relations literature and the literature in political science on 
post-communist labor. The first set of conclusions (section 8.2.) addresses the questions of when and 
why contention emerges at post-communist plants. The core argument here is that contention emerges 
during crises of wage arrears and collective layoffs that disrupt the livelihoods of workers and their 
dependence on the plant as the basis of their livelihood; in order to emerge contention also requires that 
trade unions or informal worker leaders find out how to target worker discontent against the employer 
or the authorities. The second set of conclusions (section 8.3.) answers the question how trade unions 
can emerge successfully from such contention episodes and focuses on the strategic elements allowing 
unions to ensure successful labor interest representation. The chapter’s third part (section 8.4.) looks 
back at the situation in Ukraine and its predominant distributive model of unionism and asks what 
could be done so that the model might reform in the direction of representative unionism. The fourth 
part (section 8.5.) ends this chapter by raising two points that deserve more research in order to shed 
more light on the scope for reform in contexts with distributive unions. First, it discusses how union 
leadership emerges at post-communist plants and specifically in contexts with strong distributive 
unions. Second, it looks at the highly de-centralized architecture of post-communist union federations 
and confederations and the relationships between the various levels of union organizations. 
 

 

8.2. Explaining the Absence of Contention 
 
Academic proponents of market reforms in post-communist contexts expected the main thrust of 
opposition to reform to come from an alliance of bureaucrats, managers, and workers (Lipton/ Sachs 
1990; see also Milton Friedman’s documentary The Road to Freedom, 1991), or directly from labor 
and the wider groups hurt by economic reform (Elster 1993; Offe 1991; Przeworski 1991). Instead, 
contention between labor and market reformers or new private employers failed to materialize – or if it 
did materialize, it could not stop reforms nor reverse the trend of declining living standards. Scholars 
grappled to find answers to labor's conspicuous lack of influence and apparent lack of contention. In 
Chapter 1, I summarized several of the answers previously formulated to the question of why there was 
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so little contention. Labor in post-communist Europe faces a context characterized by structural 
difficulties, making it extremely challenging for labor to mobilize, threaten, and break out of isolation.  
 The question of why there might be little contention between labor and employers when labor 
seems to have a clear interest in contention has emerged, however, in other contexts and before the 
post-communist transformation. One can find it in the literature attempting to understand the rise and 
decrease of labor militancy in the history of the Western working class. Westergaard and Resler, for 
instance (1975: 387), in a study of the British working class asked “why […] was a code of restraint so 
widespread among the workers to whom industrial capitalism seemed to offer promises which it then, 
of necessity, withheld?” In this Marxist literature, “the working class” faces a well-established 
“advanced” capitalism that ties workers to the pursuit of profit and evades contention by guaranteeing a 
minimum income, the possibility of accumulation (workers making savings), and labor reproduction 
(Burawoy 1996). Workers find such guarantees already at the level of the factory (i.e. they are part of 
the employment relationship), leading several authors (Gramsci 1971: 312, Burawoy 1996: 78) to 
conclude that “hegemony is born in the factory”. But such guarantees are either historically declining in 
scope and size (in Burawoy’s account), or leave certain groups of workers uncovered that “put in long 
hours and awkward shifts for their wages; cannot expect promotion and regular increments; have few 
fringe benefits and may find their jobs gone if the economic cycle turns down; are subordinates at work 
and people with little say in how the society around them is run” (Westergaard/ Resler 1975: 398). 
Such workers “work only for one reason – for the sake of the pay packet”, in effect confirming “Marx’s 
diagnosis of the proletarian condition: only a single strand, the cash nexus, ties the worker to his work, 
his boss and supervisors, society at large in its present form” and leading Westergaard and Resler to 
warn that “the cash nexus is brittle” (Ibid., p. 401). Contention in these accounts emerges when the 
mechanism supporting the fragile cash nexus breaks down.  
 The empirical cases studied in this dissertation seem to confirm - in what has only very recently 
become a capitalist context (Eastern Europe) - an analysis along the lines of Westergaard and Resler. 
This dissertation’s first conclusions underline that contention begins when the cash nexus ends: 
Contention usually follows crises of wage arrears, when employers do not pay the workforce salaries 
anymore, or when employers make use of collective layoffs. Moreover, contention begins at the plant, 
understood not only as a site of economic production, but also as one of eliciting worker cooperation 
for the pursuit of profit. Contention becomes more likely once the pursuit of profit ceases to require 
worker cooperation. It also becomes more likely when the pursuit of profit comes at the cost of worker 
jobs, because factory owners can make profits from selling assets rather than from production. This is 
when contention emerged in two of the Romanian contention episodes studied in this dissertation: 
when employers ceased to pay wages and workers interpreted the employers' actions as signs of 
imminent plant closure and job loss.  
 In cases of distributive unionism like in Ukraine, crises of wage arrears and collective layoffs 
lead to contention when they disrupt not only relations of production (entitling workers to get paid for 
their work), but also the reproduction of labor power: We have seen how in the cases of contention in 
Kherson and Ternopil’ crises of wage arrears went hand in hand with the disruption of distribution of 
critical social benefits, such as access to healthcare or gas and water for plant-owned apartments in 
worker dormitories. What is at work in post-Soviet countries such as Ukraine is more than just a cash 
nexus: It is not only “cash” - the wage – that binds workers to the plant and makes them depend on 
employers and avoid contention. Housing, gas and hot water provision, healthcare, holiday provision, 
and other fringe benefits regulate the workers' life outside the plant and make workers depend on the 
employer for funding such benefits, and on the union for administering them. Since provision of such 
benefits was in the cases under study the job of the union, it can be argued that the relationship between 
workers and union in Ukraine is the reverse of their relationship in the country’s pre-Soviet history or 
in the Romanian cases: It is not unions that depend on workers for collective action and membership 
fees, but workers who depend on the union for receiving social benefits often established under Soviet 
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times and currently funded by the employer. The “cash nexus”-concept is insufficient here for 
capturing the link between workers and their plant and union: not just cash, not just fringe benefits, but 
an economic and legal framework or system binding workers to the trade union and the trade union to 
management. Burawoy and Lee usefully refer to “paternalistic regimes” of production (Burawoy 1985; 
Lee 2007) rather than the concept of a cash nexus for capturing the complex web of ties between 
workers, on one hand, and trade unions and plants, on the other. It is mostly when paternalistic regimes 
suffer disruptions – most visible in the form of wage arrears crises and collective redundancies - that 
contention emerges. 
 The presence of the paternalistic regime in Ukraine is made possible by the surprising survival 
of workplace welfare in that country, while in Romania and other parts of the post-communist world 
paternalism largely disappeared in the 1990s. Paternalistic regimes of production and their importance 
for containing conflict have received considerable attention in the literature on post-communist labor. 
Crowley (1997) granted fringe benefits the key role in explaining the absence of contention among 
Russia’s steel workers in the times when Russian miners organized the Soviet Union’s biggest strikes 
(1989-1991). Ashwin (1999), too, referred to what she calls “alienated collectivism” to describe the 
relationship between workers and their plants. The expectation has been that paternalistic production 
regimes are in decline (Kubicek 2004: 49; Buck/ Filatotchev/ Demina/ Wright 2003, Bamber/ 
Peschanski 1996), and that they are limited to state plants or to plants privatized to management or 
employees (i.e., “insider privatizations”). The case studies presented in Chapter 4, however, contradict 
such expectations by finding that two of the biggest Ukrainian car-plants not only took over the 
paternalistic arrangements that survived Soviet times but also actively expanded them, either in order to 
stabilize turn-over (the case of Ukraine’s biggest car plant, ZAZ in Zaporizhia), or in order to prevent 
contention (the case of the truck-plant KrAZ in Kremenchuk). The expansion of paternalism in these 
cases is a surprising finding since such paternalistic regimes cannot be connected to ‘insider 
privatizations’: Both these plants have seen direct privatizations and takeovers by companies 
previously unassociated with these plants.  
 But crises of wage arrears and collective layoffs are only half of the story behind contention. As 
it will be argued in the next section, in order to mobilize collectively workers need more than just to see 
on the factory's gates the employer's order announcing collective redundancies or the indefinite 
postponement of the payment of wage arrears. The Romanian cases of contention showed how difficult 
it was for unions and workers to mobilize collectively even in response to asset-strippers, as parts of the 
union and of the workers believed the employer's public statement that collective redundancies and 
wage arrears are signs of necessary restructuring and not of imminent plant closure. The next section 
presents in comparative perspective (Romania-Ukraine, but also across cases) what else contention 
required in order to emerge. It also presents the conclusions on how exactly trade unions managed to 
emerge successfully out of contention episodes. 
 
 

8.3. Labor Strategy 
 
Labor interest representation 
In this section I present my conclusions regarding strategy. Worker groups or trade unions (or both) 
need to combine three strategic elements in order to bring about contention and to emerge successfully 
out of contention episodes. The sub-sections follow my analytical framework, specifically by 
presenting in turn the three strategic elements discussed throughout this dissertation. I will start with 
what we have learned from this study about the central subject of this dissertation, the (at least from a 
labor perspective) desired outcome of contention episodes, successful labor interest representation.  
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 The main finding about labor interest representation is the manner in which the concept’s three 
dimensions – autonomy, legitimacy and effectiveness – are mutually linked and affect each other, and 
specifically that autonomy works as a precondition for legitimacy and effectiveness. Remember that 
autonomy characterizes a union as a whole (but does not have to characterize it throughout that union’s 
entire lifespan). Legitimacy and effectivness concern what a union does about the demands expressed 
by members: whether its actions are informed by worker demands (input legitimacy), whether its 
actions actually reach outcomes that fulfil demands (effectiveness), and in case such fulfiment was 
partial, whether workers accept the outcomes (output legitimacy). In contrast to Romanian unions, the 
unions in contention episodes at Ukrainian plants faced the problem that autonomy cannot be pursued 
at the same time as legitimacy and effectiveness. In the contention episodes in Ukraine unions were not 
autonomous at the episode’s start, with the exception of the union at the ball-bearings plant in Vinnitsa, 
and the union in the second contention episode in Kherson. In order to bring about labor representation, 
worker groups had to first reach the autonomy of the trade union. In all but one cases (the exception is 
the union in Kremenchuk), the struggle for autonomy took place in opposition to the trade union 
leaders. Only once worker groups ensured their organization’s autonomy – usually in the form of 
taking actions against the employer, and in the cases in Vinnitsa and Kherson also by voting new 
representatives into the union council, could the union start the effective and legitimate pursuit of 
worker demands. The Ukrainian context of labor action, characterized by strong managerial control 
over union ranks and files, meant for labor that struggles for effectiveness and legitimacy (delivering 
the goods) could come only after ensuring the union’s autonomy.  
 In other words, autonomy acted as a precondition for legitimacy and effectiveness. In practice – 
in the case of the union at the harvester plant HMZ in Kherson – this meant that labor could handle the 
two objectives (autonomy on the one hand and effectiveness and legitimacy on the other) only over 
distinct contention episodes. This greatly complicated labor interest representation (the effectiveness 
dimension), since the change in ownership that took place between the two contention episodes in 
Kherson basically meant that labor had to fight two different employers over wage arrears. Of course, 
labor in Kherson was lucky that the employer in the first contention episode only sold the plant instead 
of closing it down, something that actually allowed labor to build on the autonomy gained in the 
previous episode in the second contention episode. Labor in Romania did not face similar 
complications. The Romanian unions selected for this study had become autonomous long before the 
contention episodes under study. But what did we learn from this study about what strategies lead to 
successful labor interest representation? 
 
The Shared Situational Definition 
The cases studied throughout this dissertation showed that it usually took a while before crises of wage 
arrears gave rise to contention. Furthermore, there are many cases where crises of wage arrears and 
even collective layoffs do not lead to contention. For instance, if one looks at the situation in Ukraine in 
times of economic crisis, bringing a steep increase in wage arrears and the number of collective layoffs, 
contention is rather the exception: The world economic crisis to reach Ukraine in 2008 decimated 
machine constructing, the country’s most affected industry sector. Industrial production in the sector 
fell by 45% in 2009 (Kommersant, January 19, 2010). As a result, the ASMU – the union of civil 
machine-constructors - was devastated, loosing about half of its membership due to collective layoffs 
in 2008 and the first half of 2009 (A3 2009; down from 106,000 to 60,000).157 The three places to 
witness contention were L’viv (bus plant – full layoffs), Kherson (harvester plant, full layoffs), and 

                                                 
157 In the pre-crisis years of 2005-2007 the ASMU lost 5,000-11,000 members a year, according to an internal document: 
Dodatok No. 1 do postanovi vikonkomu TsP profspilki ASMU No. B-XV-2 vid 13.04.2009r [Annex No.1. to the Resolution 
of the Executive Committee of the trade union ASMU NO. B-XV-2 from 13.04.2009] (in Ukrainian, in the author’s 
archive). 
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Vinnitsa (ball-bearings plant, full layoffs), all plants to have been the places of long episodes of 
contention before the economic crisis. The country’s largest industrial centers – Kharkiv, Kyiv, 
Dnipropetrovs’k, Donets’k, and Zaporizhia - remained silent despite wage arrears and collective 
redundancies, although in none of these cases there were full layoffs like at the three plants mentioned 
above (in L’viv, Kherson, and Vinnitsa). The same is true for Romania's steel industry, where none of 
the major steel plants survived the crisis without making layoffs. But the difference to Ukraine was that 
trade unions in these cases negotiated generous severance payments, so that the numbers of workers 
wanting to leave exceeded those of workers wanting to stay on the job (see the Chapter 4 case study of 
the contention episode in Hunedoara, Romania).  
 The dissertation found the following difference between plants that do witness contention and 
those that do not (while all undergo collective layoffs or crises of wage arrears): The emergence of 
contention requires a political moment – a moment when trade unions or groups of workers take up the 
task of mobilizing their fellow workers against employers (or, as in the case of the harvester-plant in 
Kherson, first against their inactive trade union). Usually, such groups of workers or the trade union 
rely for mobilizing tasks on defining the situation of their plant in terms that identify the employer as 
the culprit for the wage arrears or the collective layoffs.158 For contention to arise, it is not necessary 
that most members of a union (including its leadership) share the situational definition. It is only 
necessary that such a situational definition exists among parts of the workforce. Such a situational 
definition proved to be highly contested terrain in almost all contention episodes studied during 
fieldwork, but more so in Ukraine than in Romania. Here episodes of contention often emerged in the 
absence of or against the opposition of trade unions indebted to distributive unionism and a pattern of 
accommodation with management. 
 It is one thing for contention to emerge, and another thing for labor to also emerge successfully 
from it. That labor emerges successfully out of contention episodes requires at least a shared situational 
definition. Remember that “success” of labor action in this dissertation is defined as bringing about 
labor interest representation – the autonomous, legitimate, and effective representation of worker 
interests. In order to bring about labor interest representation, it is no longer enough – as for contention 
to emerge – that the situational definition only exists. It also has to be shared by most union members 
and most importantly by significant parts of both the union’s rank-and-file and its leadership. This is so 
for several reasons. First, a membership with which it shares a situational definition constitutes for a 
union’s leadership the basic source of threat potential vis-à-vis employers: It is the basis for the strike 
threat (disrupting production) and the factory occupation threat (disrupting property relations and the 
employer’s control over plant assets).  
 Second, even in the few cases when trade union leaders can further member interests without 
disruptive threats, as in Romania – for instance by taking employers to court, leaders still need the 
rank-and-file to share their situational definition in order for the rank-and-file not to withdraw their 
support from the union. This possibility (of workers withdrawing support from the union) exists and 
was particularly salient among the Romanian cases, where unions cannot effectively use social benefits 
to contain the workers' readiness to engage in contention or leave the union. Especially in the case 
(COS Târgovişte) where the trade union attempted to address the causes of contention by taking the 
employer to court workers threatened to withdraw support for the union, since court cases take a long 
time to be concluded (two and a half years in that case). For many workers in the plants I studied in 
Romania trade union membership seemed not to pay off anymore, given that workers’ most pressing 
issues (such as the return of wage arrears, most notably in the COS case) could not be resolved before 
the completion of legal action. In the Romanian cases trade union leaders had to find ways to give in to 
worker pressure without sacrificing court cases in order to keep the shared situational definition. This 

                                                 
158 This point resonates with the literature on framing processes in social movements mentioned in Chapter 3. 
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was a difficult balancing act, which in the case of the contention episode in Târgovişte required that 
trade union leaders co-opt radical workers asking for strikes instead of court cases.  
 Comparing the Romanian and the Ukrainian cases leads to the conclusion that in the Ukrainian 
cases reaching a shared situational definition proved much more difficult, because of the trade union 
personnel’s attachment to the distributive model even in times of wage arrears and halted production 
lines. The only cases where labor emerged successful out of contention episodes (in Vinnitsa and 
Kherson) were those where workers first concentrated their actions on gaining their union’s autonomy, 
and only afterwards went also after effectiveness (actually realizing their demands, of getting back 
wages or protecting jobs). Except for Vinnitsa, in all Ukrainian contention episodes the disagreements 
over situational definitions paralyzed trade unions by pitting groups of workers demanding strikes and 
occupations against the trade union leaders arguing in favor of giving employers more time to re-
launch production. Only after such internal union conflicts were solved with the triumph (albeit short-
lived) of the worker groups was there successful resolution of key worker demands such as return of 
wage arrears and preservation of jobs.  

Whether and how unions develop shared situational definitions matters therefore for the 
following reason: shared situational definitions help unions overcome the uncertainty over employer 
intentions. Remember that in my game theoretical analysis, unions basically lack the means to find out 
from the moves of the employer whether the employer is interested in production or not. Yet 
overcoming uncertainty - finding out whether the employer is interested in production or in asset-
stripping - is crucial for the unions, since under uncertainty they might fail to adjust moves to employer 
intentions. Back in Chapter 3 I proposed that unions might somehow find out whether the employer is 
committed to production or not – possibly by relying on connections to better informed actors. This 
indeed happened in the case of the contention episodes at KrAZ in Kremenchuk, Ukraine, and at CSR 
in Reşiţa, Romania. In the contention episodes in Vinnitsa and in the 2008-2009 contention episode in 
Kherson, unions overcame uncertainty when employers publicly stated their intention to close down the 
plant. Yet in the 2006-2007 contention episode in Kherson and in the case of the harvester plant TKZ 
in Ternopil’ (Chapter 6), unions were deeply divided between a leadership apparently finding the 
employer’s declared commitment to production credible, and a workforce and marginal shop stewards 
that feared asset-stripping. In both these cases the unions nevertheless took action (at least in the form 
of threatening), as if they knew that the employer is an asset-stripper. Yet what moved the unions to act 
was not the information that the employer was an asset-stripper (the information existed but it was 
highly debated), but the resolution of internal conflict and the emergence of a shared situational 
definition in favor of the combative fraction. Especially in the case of the first contention episode in 
Kherson, the union acted not on the basis of information about employer intentions (as hypothesized by 
me), but on the basis of which side’s situational definition gained the upper hand (became shared) at a 
given moment. Because the situational definition considering the employer an asset-stripper won the 
upper hand around December 2006, the union addressed the first threats to the employer. When the 
shared situational definition shifted in favor of supporting the employer’s claim that it is committed to 
production, the union refrained from organizing disruptive actions and instead sued the employer to 
win the payment of wage arrears. This is relevant, since it shows that unions overcome uncertainty not 
only by updating (leaders’) beliefs on the basis of available information, but also on the basis of which 
situational definition gains the upper hand in internal disagreements. Although one might hardly find 
this point surprising, it is important as it confirms more sociological accounts of organizational 
processes, as opposed to accounts based on naive rational actor assumptions. 
 
Threat Potential 
Successful labor interest representation requires more than just a shared situational definition. The 
cases studied in this dissertation also show that there is no success for labor where labor cannot or does 
not want to threaten employers. The basis for the threat can vary. This dissertation presented unions 
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that made a mobilized workforce – capable of striking, for instance – the basis of the threat 
communicated to the employer. However, strike threats (or other threats relying on disrupting 
production) worked only as long as the employer was interested in production. Alternatively, instead of 
relying on their mobilized membership, unions could use their connections to the authorities to credibly 
threaten the private employer with re-nationalization. Strike threats and re-nationalization threats all 
‘worked’ sometimes, in the sense that they ended contention episodes by solving key worker demands, 
such as the return of wage arrears or winning pay increases. 
 The case studies also revealed that in the process of threatening, constituting a threat also 
involves many choices for a union, choices that actually play a role in whether the union can end 
episodes of contention successfully. First, deciding who should be the addressee of the threat proved 
very important: Taking the “employer” category apart and distinguishing between different layers of 
management, or between management and owner, could be vital. The different layers of management 
and owner have different levels of discretion. In the case of the contention episode in Hunedoara, 
Romania, once the union established communication, the “no” that it would get from the employer or 
the European-level management would turn to a “yes” from the plant management. Rather than 
perceiving the employer as a monolithic entity, the union in Hunedoara distinguished between the 
various levels of management and carefully addressed strike threats to the plant management rather 
than to the owner or to higher (national, European) management levels. The union in this Romanian 
town discovered that although local management cannot grant concessions on issues such as workload 
(issues that were defined by the company's European management), it can nevertheless offer wage 
increases in exchange for the union accepting the very high workload. And it was against local 
management – afraid of irritating European management by missing production targets – that strike 
threats worked, threats that otherwise (if addressed to higher management levels) would have risked 
triggering the closure of the plant. 
 Addressing a threat sometimes involved a switch from threatening the employer to threatening 
local authorities. This happened for instance in Vinnitsa, Ukraine, with the union at the ball-bearings 
plant: Confronted with an owner located in the country’s opposing reaches (Donets’k), the union 
targeted with its threats the authorities rather than the employer, aiming to trigger the involvement of 
the governor, who could pressure the employer to at least accept negotiations with the union.  
 In other cases, however, threatening was not enough to convince the employer to grant 
concessions. Threats actually had to be carried out. Why? The analysis of the cases revealed that just as 
the situational definition is contested terrain, so is threatening. Employers have many ways of 
responding to threatening unions. Most obviously, as underlined by Schelling (1960), employers can 
fight back by undermining a union’s capacity to enforce a threat. Or, even more elementary, they can 
refuse communication, not allowing the union to communicate a threat (Schelling 1960). Such 
situations then required actually carrying out the threat – which at the same time enforces and 
communicates the threat, but also implies costs for the union (for instance, giving up a share of one’s 
salary in the case of a strike). 
 Threats were carried out in five out of six contention episodes where unions faced asset-
strippers in Romania and Ukraine.159Almost all unions, even when facing asset-strippers, first 
threatened strikes in response to wage arrears and carried them out after employers ignored the threats, 
only to find out that strikes (disrupting production) would not affect employers since these were not 
interested in production in the first place. Furthermore, threats had to be partially carried out even in 
one contention episode where a union faced an employer interested in production (Târgovişte, 
Romania), as the employer refused communication. Only the unions in Hunedoara, Romania and at the 
truck plant in Kremenchuk, Ukraine got away without carrying out threats in the episodes studied. 

                                                 
159 The exception is the first contention episode in Kherson where contention developed into a conflict between workers and 
distributive union leadership rather than union and employer (see Chapter 5). 
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 But the most problematic aspect for constituting a threat turned out to be the problem of 
calibrating threats (finding the right threat, the second dimension of constituting a threat) depending on 
employer intentions. In the cases where unions confronted asset-strippers, calibrating threats to 
employer intentions involved changing threats from the usual threat of legal action to the threat of 
factory occupations, an action likely to bring about a swifter resolution of the conflict with the 
employer. Threatening with a factory occupation implied disrupting property relations to stop asset 
stripping, or at least force the employer to offer higher severance payments in the case of plant closure. 
The problematic aspect of calibrating threats is that the capacity to actually calibrate threats sometimes 
requires union reform. Specifically, it requires a certain type of unionism – one devoted to representing 
members rather than assisting the employer in running the plant by distributing social benefits. The 
problem is that distributive unions are not autonomous, the employer having several ways of 
controlling them – by extending funds to distribute as social benefits, but also by using those funds to 
control elections and having its own people in the union’s ranks. In the cases studied here, leaders of 
distributive unions avoided threatening employers even during crises of wage arrears or when facing 
collective layoffs. They feared that after the crisis would be over, the employer would no longer extend 
them funds to distribute or would no longer use those funds to ensure their re-election. Calibrating 
threats to the intentions of asset-strippers then required a change in the leadership of the trade union. In 
all cases (the four contention episodes in Vinnitsa, Kherson and Ternopil'), such change came about 
only following worker protests. 
 The other problematic aspect of calibrating threats to respond to asset-strippers involves the 
political turn that threatening asset-strippers always took (at least in the cases at hand, presented in 
Chapter 5). Relatively small groups of workers managed not only to stop the employers' decision to 
close plants down but to win the attention and support of authorities. This raises the question of why 
such small groups of workers can trigger the involvement of authorities. Why is it that governments 
listened to the 400 workers to go on hunger strike in Reşiţa, Romania, or to the 50-60 to block the city 
center by walking over the pedestrian crossing in Kherson, Ukraine? Why do governments meet in 
emergency meetings to discuss the demands of such worker groups and their unions instead of using 
their security apparatus to clear the streets and the factories illegally occupied by the workers?  
 The literature on labor movements offers two complementary answers. First, Piven and 
Cloward (1979) argue that the success of “movements” such as the labor movement in achieving their 
goals is largely a function of the amount of disruption that movements can achieve against the state. 
However, at least in the context of contention episodes at post-communist plants, a strategy based 
entirely on the scope or size of disruption proved unfeasible. States (whether Romanian or Ukrainian) 
proved not only capable but also very willing to use force against workers to prevent them from 
blocking roads or taking over strategic objects (see the contention episode in Hunedoara, Romania in 
Chapter 4 and the one in Reşiţa, Romania in Chapter 5, when workers tried taking over the town’s 
hydro plant). Also in Kherson, Ukraine authorities intervened already at the site of the plant to stop 
workers from using harvesters to shut down the city center, thus showing the extent to which they knew 
about the workers’ intentions (second contention episode at the harvester plant in Kherson, Chapter 5). 
Disruption alone can hardly be the key to labor's success in achieving goals; as a rule the state has the 
means to stop or even to prevent disruption. 
 Taking a slightly different approach, Pizzorno (1978: 279) argues that labor holds the power not 
only to disrupt, but also to “threaten” governments with withdrawing the “social consensus”, or the 
“support” for specific governments or for their representatives at various levels of government. 
Disruption can be effective when accompanied by the visibility of actions taken by workers, increasing 
the chance that government action against (or failure to support) such workers might entail a cost in 
terms of popularity for the government or the local authorities. On the other hand, actually doing (or 
claiming to be doing) something for the workers offers politicians the chance of improving their image. 
Such political involvement took place repeatedly in the cases presented in Chapter 5, only to fade away 
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as soon as workers ended their actions, or when such actions decreased in visibility. This is probably 
why politicians lost interest in the fate of the plant in Oţelu Roşu, Romania as soon as the trade union 
made the mistake of limiting protests to the plant's premises (see Chapter 5). Furthermore, workers 
sometimes tap into the conflicts between various political factions or parties fighting at the regional 
level, as happened in 2009 in Kherson. All local political forces tried to take advantage of the factory 
occupation in Kherson and use the occupation in order to discredit their political opponents (or prevent 
opponents from discrediting them). This brought worker actions visibility, as the powerful media 
groups linked to the various political forces started reporting on the event. In the end, the government 
put an end to it all and invested at the plant, thus addressing a year-old demand of workers (that it had 
ignored prior to the occupation).  
 This dissertation thus brings evidence for the argument that it is not the amount of disruption 
alone that makes a union or a group of workers effective; labor interest representation also requires that 
unions organize disruptive actions in such a way as to threaten the local authorities’ “support” base.160 
To go back to an important literature, labor actions have to be “more a demonstration than a blow” 
(Pizzorno 1978, for similar points see also Schelling 1960, Shorter/ Tilly 1974), a demonstration of the 
damage protesters can do to the authorities’ support base rather than a blow via a roadblock or strike to 
the daily workings of the polity.  
 
Outside Support  
The plant-level trade unions studied in this dissertation could have threat potential because they relied 
on a mobilized membership – workers striking or threatening to do so in demonstrations and pickets. 
But sometimes unions also relied on outside support in order to establish threat potential. A mobilized 
workforce was not enough in the Vinnitsa case in Ukraine to win any concessions from the employer, 
not even a place at the negotiating table. Instead, the union had to ensure support for its demands 
among state authorities. The Vinnitsa episodes of contention showed a mutually reinforcing 
relationship between strategic elements of threat potential and outside support. First, the union needed 
threat potential (based on the mobilized workers) in order to establish outside support among 
authorities – it threatened the authorities with organizing roadblocks in Vinnitsa. Outside support then 
became the source of threat potential vis-à-vis the employer – the union later threatened the employer 
by arguing that it had the support among local authorities to disrupt any employer actions to close the 
plant.  
 Other cases showed that outside support relied on other actors as well, in Romania most notably 
on other trade unions (at plant-, branch-, and national levels). It was the threat of solidarity strikes from 
other unions that convinced the local management of Arcelor Mittal in Hunedoara to grant wage 
increases in 2007. This was, however, very different in Ukraine. Contention instances arising from 
situations of wage arrears or collective layoffs always remained isolated in Ukraine. Isolation was less 
the norm in Romania, where plant-level trade unions often coordinate their actions. In Ukraine, 
struggling workers such as at the plants in Vinnitsa and Kherson receive little to no attention from the 
central leaders of the Ukrainian union federation FPU. This proved to be decisive in limiting the plant-
level unions’ influence at the national level. The most basic demand of workers confronted with wage 
arrears and imminent plant closure regarded the re-nationalization of their plants, a demand that could 
be addressed only in the country’s capital. In Romania, Cartel Alfa made sure that the demands of 
plant-level unions for re-nationalization would be heard in the capital, but this was not the case in 
Ukraine. The few pickets and ensuing negotiations organized on re-nationalization in Kyiv were the 

                                                 
160 I present the second argument (Pizzorno’s) as an add-one to the first (of Piven and Cloward), although one could also 
portray them as alternative claims since in the second argument, the size of disruptions does not matter too much (also small 
disruptions can be effective). However, I consider the two arguments to be complementary rather than alternative, since 
even in Pizzorno’s account there has to be some disruption, even if small in size. 
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outcome of the plant-level unions’ efforts and came at the cost of depleting the workers’ savings. 
National-level union officers in Ukraine would not – once the workers organizing pickets returned to 
their far-away cities – keep the pressure on government officials to respond to the workers’ demands.  
 In Chapter 7 I studied in detail how, in contrast to Romania (a country that has seen a rupture 
with distributive unionism), the dominance of distributive unionism in Ukraine limits the chances of 
unions to actually develop the strategic elements that would allow them to emerge successfully out of 
contention episodes. First, as argued in the paragraph above, in a country with dominating distributive 
unionism, trade unions isolate and refuse outside support to the few unions that do get involved in the 
conflicts between workers and management. Distributive unionism also makes it more difficult for 
employees to reach a shared situational definition and to develop leadership stemming from the 
workforce. Furthermore, it facilitates repression, because the employer can isolate groups of radical 
workers fighting for union autonomy by providing critical social benefits to administer to those trade 
unionists who do not welcome autonomy. It was also argued in Chapter 7 that distributive unionism 
often takes labor actions on the arduous and ineffective legal route (suing employers) to addressing 
worker demands.  
 Unions need either a shared situational definition, or outside support, or both in order to 
establish threat potential. Starting from this finding I studied the obstacles that the presence of 
distributive unionism raises to developing shared situational definitions and outside support. I then 
developed two findings that help provide a more detailed overview of the situation of labor throughout 
the wider post-communist region than is found in arguments portraying labor in post-communist 
countries as similarly weak everywhere (weakness being measured in labor’s lacking ability of gaining 
workers concrete benefits). I argued that labor in Ukraine is, in contrast to labor in Romania’s 
manufacturing sectors, plagued in times of contention by an inability to what I termed channel 
contention, a difficulty that precedes the difficulty of gaining workers concrete benefits. The difficulty 
of channeling contention refers to the rifts that emerge during contention times between workers and 
plant-level unions and between plant-level unions and branch- and national-level union organizations. I 
then presented an analysis of labor in eleven post-communist countries to show that post-communist 
labor differs significantly in terms of its ability to channel contention, and that therefore our 
perceptions of labor weakness in the region should make way to understanding that labor in post-
communist countries is not always weak, and that in the countries where it is weak it is so in different 
ways and for different reasons. The next section concludes this discussion by reviewing the prospects 
for trade unions abandoning distributive unionism in Ukraine. This is important, because there are 
several international programs of assistance for trade union reform in post-Soviet countries; this 
dissertation has reached conclusions and suggestions for further research that could be relevant for 
informing assistance. 
 
 

8.4. Prospects of Change for Distributive Unionism 
 

This research initially took off from the author’s intention to identify solutions for labor’s predicament 
in post-communism, a task that requires an understanding of what problems labor faces. One sort of 
problem regards the phenomena that in the literature have been seen as explanatory factors for labor 
weakness in post-communist countries, such as ideological legacies or structural constraints. By using 
the Romania-Ukraine comparison, I showed in Chapter 7 how the prevalence of the distributive 
unionism model in Ukraine causes problems for labor already at the level of the relationship between 
unions and members. The distributive model makes it more difficult for unions and workers to develop 
effective strategic elements such as a shared definition of the situation or threat potential. I have also 
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argued that the prevalence of the distributive model makes it very difficult for the few unions 
undergoing reform under the pressure of wage arrears crises and collective layoffs by becoming more 
autonomous from management to establish links horizontally (to other plant-level unions) and 
vertically (to national leaders) and to build outside support.  

What are the prospects for Ukrainian unions to break out of a situation that makes them 
dependent on distributing welfare rather than representing worker interests? Note that for Ukrainian 
unions, the issue of labor interest representation is more complicated than for Romanian ones. In most 
of the Romanian cases the task for unions was to become effective and legitimate, pushing employers 
to at least partly agree to worker demands. For Ukrainian unions, the issue at hand is not only 
becoming effective and legitimate, but first of all autonomous. One of the findings of this thesis is that 
in the Ukrainian episodes of contention, labor could not simultaneously achieve success on all three 
dimensions of labor representation. Labor (usually groups of workers acting against the trade union) 
first had to fight for the trade union’s autonomy – and elect their representatives to the union council. 
Only afterwards, with a reformed, representative union council leading the union, could labor also 
attempt to be effective and address worker demands. 
 
State Involvement 
One could look to the state for forcing trade unions in Ukraine to move away from the distributive 
model to the representative one. What the state could do is free the unions from their welfare tasks, by 
transferring housing to municipalities or healthcare provision to the healthcare ministry. It seems that 
the politicians to come to power during the 2004 Orange Revolution supported the idea of the FPU 
carrying out more representative tasks,161 but in practice did nothing to encourage the FPU in that 
direction. Nor can the Party of Regions be expected to support such reform, since present FPU leaders 
(who have repeatedly expressed their satisfaction with the FPU record) are members of that party. 
Furthermore, transferring welfare from the plant level (where it is the responsibility of private 
employers) to city- or national levels requires funds that the state does not have.162 It is also possible 
that with the arrival of the current economic crisis, the businesspeople paying for plant-administered 
welfare will demand welfare nationalization. But the state might resist the demand, given its serious 
budgetary limitations. Another incentive for the state to reform the plant-based welfare model would be 
to understand that plant-based welfare (especially housing) distorts labor markets, by keeping highly-
skilled workforce in the areas where it received housing during Soviet times.163 But any action based 
on such recognition will again have to face the previously mentioned budget constraints.  

 
Strategy Diffusion 
I argue that a more promising source of help could be strategy diffusion, the capacity of unions to 
transfer knowledge about strategies of labor interest representation to other unions. There are few 
reasons to expect that distributive unions might support such transfers on their own initiative. After all, 
they usually ignore even calls for help from isolated representative unions. The reaction of other plant-
level unions and national leadership when confronted with demands to support struggling unions was 
generally to ignore their requests (such requests typically included participating in pickets and 
demonstrations). The next step, of attempting to learn from the experience of such struggling unions 
and move towards more autonomy, was out of sight for many distributive unions in Ukraine.  

                                                 
161 On the declarations of former President Viktor Yushchenko and Prime-Minister Yulia Tymoshenko about what tasks 
unions should fulfill in Ukraine see Chapter 2. 
162 One can look, for instance, at the experience in Ukraine with transferring welfare objects from mining plants to local 
municipalities in the country’s East, and how the program had to stop due to the expenses it entailed for local budgets (and 
for the World Bank, which supported the program). (Haney/ Shkaratan 2003) 
163 I owe this latter point to David Mandel (personal communication, 2009). On how the Soviet Union controlled the labor 
market via its housing policy see Meerovich 2005. 
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And there were important lessons to learn, showing that strategy diffusion is not only possible 
but also highly relevant. For instance, one of the two core elements underpinning the distributive model 
is housing (the other one being healthcare), making unions depend on management funds to maintain 
the housing stock and workers depend on unions for continuous access to housing. The first 
autonomous union I studied in Ukraine – the union at the ball-bearings plant in Vinnitsa, Ukraine – had 
gotten rid of the housing stock long before privatization, lobbying the authorities to take the 
dormitories out of the plant’s property and declare them property of the city. For this step the union in 
Vinnitsa had taken inspiration from the wheel-plant in Kremenchuk, the trade union leader of the latter 
plant advising her colleagues in Vinnitsa on how to perform the operation (K8 2007). The trade union 
leaders in Vinnitsa did not initiate the action out of a desire to strengthen their union’s autonomy vis-à-
vis the employer. Instead, they did it because they knew that any contention arising from housing issues 
would prove tremendously divisive, risking to turn workers against the union (V1 2007, V2 2007). This 
was a case of unions sharing information and taking inspiration one from another. In other cases, for 
instance when distributive unions for the first time came under the pressure of wage arrears crises, 
collective layoffs, and hostile employers, their union leaders were not interested in exchanging relevant 
information.164  

I could observe such lack of basic information exchange for instance during 2007, when I was 
doing fieldwork at Ukraine’s two harvester plants, the TKZ in Ternopil’ and the HMZ in Kherson. 
Both plants were going through similar crises involving year-long wage arrears, collective layoffs, and 
management pressure to raise the rents in plant-owned housing. Both had seen significant protests from 
the rank-and-file, with worker groups organizing pickets and demonstrations in the two cities. Yet the 
leaders of the two unions were not aware of – or pretended to be very surprised by – the fact that plants 
in the same industry sub-branch, and in the same industrial union (ASMU), were going through such a 
similar crisis. Of course this is hardly credible, especially since the ASMU was reporting on the two 
cases in its monthly newspaper Yednist’. But the point is that the two unions were not exchanging 
information, let alone coordinating actions, despite facing at least one very similar problem: They could 
not communicate with the owner and the owner in both cases was located in the same city, Bila 
Tserkva. This is important, since it shows that the interest in strategy diffusion was very low among 
ASMU plant-level organizations despite undergoing tremendous crises, with hundreds laid-off or not 
receiving their wages. 

The interest of trade union leaders in Kherson in learning about strategies of other plants and 
coordinating with other struggling collectives changed dramatically with the factory occupation in 
February-March 2009. As described in Chapter 5, the factory occupation also meant a de facto 
replacement of the union leadership with new leaders in charge of achieving labor interest 
representation (they stayed in charge until the occupation’s violent end in mid-March 2009 and their 
subsequent sacking). They did try to establish links to other struggling workers throughout the country 
(Dnipropetrovsk, L’viv, and Kharkiv), issued a declaration, and initiated a Committee of Struggling 
Collectives (see Chapter 5). In other words, workers involved in such initiatives showed that they were 
capable of co-ordinating and willing to co-ordinate actions with workers at other plants, same as labor 
in other parts of the world. Rather than a characteristic of all Ukrainian trade unions, the opposition to 
strategy diffusion seemed more a characteristic of the distributive model and the FPU (in itself the 
biggest union organization in the country, and the only one in manufacturing).  

The problem with the Committee of Struggling Collectives was that there was hardly anyone 
who could help with advice. The FPU was hostile towards an initiative that had made criticism of the 
                                                 
164 For workers at plants where unions had not made the move to transfer away housing, the issue became pressing when 
management decided to raise rents and evict workers who could not pay the new rents. This happened in 2007 in Ternopil’ 
(harvester plant) and led to a one-and-a-half year conflict between workers and plant management. The trade union initially 
supported the workers, but after the “repression sequence” enacted by management against the union (see Chapter 7), 
changed sides to supporting management (Te1 2008). 
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FPU a core point on its agenda. The Confederation of Free Trade Unions (the larger organization of the 
Independent Union of Miners) was seen by Committee members as too close to the Prime-minister’s 
party, the Yulia Tymoshenko Bloc. Similarly, there was no help from international trade union 
structures. International and European trade union federations stick to the established communication 
channels, avoiding to respond to calls coming from worker initiatives trying to contact them directly 
(i.e. not respecting the FPU hierarchy, ETUC 1 2008).165 Yet in the past there have been foreign-funded 
external initiatives of promoting information exchange and strategy diffusion among Ukrainian unions. 
As argued below, such initiatives came from outside the network of international trade unions 
(although it was such unions that established it) and relied instead on a Western-funded and –
established organization that was not afraid of getting around official hierarchies.  
 
Outside Help 
One does not have to look too far into the past to find one important instance of strategic diffusion that 
worked. Strategy diffusion was not as problematic in the ASMU’s past as it is nowadays. In Chapter 2, 
I argued that in the 1990s the ASMU was an organization that prioritized the move towards more 
autonomy over welfare distribution. Such an attitude vis-à-vis reform was the outcome of a reform-
oriented national leadership, supported by the strong regional trade union in Kharkiv. The national 
leadership and the Kharkiv organizations supported the information exchange with international trade 
union organizations and also made sure that such exchange would trickle down to struggling plant-level 
unions or worker groups. The trade union in Vinnitsa was the beneficiary of such information 
exchanges at the end of the 1990s (during the days when it fought for autonomy from the employer). 
With the change in ASMU leadership and the decline of the ASMU’s strong chapter in Kharkiv, the 
ASMU moved back to supporting in practice the distributive model and ignoring unions in crises such 
as those in Vinnitsa and Kherson. The monthly Yednist’, established with the help of the international 
unions’ Transnational Information Exchange (TIE), switched to allocating increasing space to 
distributive unions. There was no more space granted to worker groups; for instance “The Workers’ 
Corner”, a key feature in Yednist’ past, publishing letters from the few workers whose plant-level 
unions were not hindering the paper’s distribution, was discontinued. 
 What is left from those days is the link between ASMU and the international trade unions via 
the TIE. For the ASMU – and for the wider Ukrainian union federation FPU – it was very prestigious 
to receive international affiliation in the late 1990s. After all, the international trade union movement 
had blocked the affiliation of Ukraine’s FPU and Russia’s NFPR on grounds of being unreformed, of 
keeping too much of their Soviet outlook and personnel. Affiliation of the various branches came only 
in the second half of the 1990s, and it brought to many trade union leaders the possibility of traveling to 
Western countries, something that they often could not have afforded otherwise (A3 2009). This is 
important, because the TIE (the main channel of support coming from international unions for ASMU 
training programs) could today start to make the training of trade union leaders conditional on the 
inclusion also of workers from struggling plants, such as the ones in Vinnitsa and Kherson. This would 
reduce the isolation of such plants. Another measure could be to make access to training programs 
conditional on allowing Yednist’ to become more critical and open to worker voices again. These steps 
could be achieved without extra funding. What would be costly but would be very important is for 
instance to ensure that a reformed Yednist’ actually reaches the workers. The TIE and the ASMU 
would need a list of all union members with home addresses, and Yednist’ could be sent directly to the 
                                                 
165 The Committee of Struggling Collectives collapsed after the Kherson workers involved in it were fired from the HMZ 
plant in the repression that followed the February 2009 factory occupation. The Committee continued under the leadership 
of Kyiv-based Marxist (the Organization of Marxists) and Stalinist (The All-Ukrainian Workers’ Union) groups, both of 
them being splinter groups of the Communist Party. These groups, however, clashed over the Committee’s future and also 
accused Kherson workers of being too uncompromising and not supporting the plant owner (the critique came from the 
VSR president, see Ky1 2009).  
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workers’ home addresses, thus circumventing union leaders.166 The point of this measure would be to 
acquaint workers with what representative unions do and with their rights (of which workers are often 
unaware, as e.g. fieldwork in Zaporizhia showed, with workers at the country’s biggest car-plant not 
knowing the name of their union and not having seen the collective agreement signed in their name).167 
 Expecting more involvement on the part of the TIE in Ukraine is not at all unrealistic, as shown 
by the TIE's experience in Russia, where it was not shy to get around established union hierarchies and 
reached out to workers at the plant level. It was the TIE that connected the workers of a passive, FNPR-
affiliated trade union (the FNPR is the Russian equivalent of Ukraine's FPU) at Ford's plant near Sankt-
Petersburg with workers at a Ford plant in Brazil. Following the meeting, which showed Sankt-
Petersburg Ford employees the workings of a representative trade union, they reformed theirs and 
launched a series of successful actions against Ford, including strikes. The union became synonymous 
for reform in the Russian trade union scene, launching several similar initiatives at other Russian car 
plants (Clément 2008, Greene/ Robertson 2009).  

Both the TIE's successful experience with reforming the Ford union and the TIE's involvement 
in the ASMU's pre-1999 existence show that there is plenty that can be done to assist union reform and 
strategy diffusion in Ukraine. But can we help such union assistance, by advising on where to focus 
reform processes internal to unions to increase the chances for reform? 

 
  

8.5. Issues for Further Research 
 
There might be answers to the problem of developing solutions (choosing the right strategy in light of a 
specific situation), but this research has also shown that it is only certain unions that get to the point of 
actually being able to construct a strategy – while most do not, especially where the distributive model 
prevails. There are nevertheless unions that do get around the distributive model and initiate reforms to 
become more autonomous. We need to know more about how such unions overcome their dependency 
on management, and how their leaders can evade the repression sequence. This research has made clear 
that unions need to reform in order to become autonomous before attempting to be effective in 
achieving worker demands. It has also shown what successful unions do to be effective, once 
autonomous. But we know little about how unions become autonomous, except for the fact that – in all 
the cases studied during fieldwork – the move to autonomy happened in the context of wage arrears 
and imminent collective layoffs, undermining the material base for the distributive model and pushing 
workers to protest against union leaders and elect new ones. And we also know very little about how 
unions manage to stay autonomous, particularly where they have to compete with distributive unions, 
generously funded by employers.168  
 
                                                 
166 This was a proposal of ASMU's leadership before 2000, the year of leadership change (A3 2007). 
167 Z8 2008. Several workers saw Yednist’ for the first time in my hands, although the local ASMU organization should 
have distributed it to them. 
168 The discussion in this section focuses first and foremost on Ukraine, with implications for other countries with strong 
distributive unions (Russia, Belarus, China). It leaves out a discussion of the Romanian labor scene, as this has seen a very 
early move towards autonomy. See Chapters 2 and 7 for a discussion of how the unions organizing Romania’s industry 
emerged bottom-up throughout 1990 with an anti-former-regime agenda and united in an organization called Cartel Alfa. 
They also quickly established links to Western unions, mainly French and Belgian Christian-democratic formations, and 
won early affiliation with international trade union organizations. As a result of early reform and early transfer of know-how 
from Western unions, Romanian unions (at least those part of Cartel Alfa) have proven capable of coordinating actions – for 
instance by launching industry-wide strikes or simultaneous roadblocks in several towns, so as to increase their 
effectiveness. Such instances are absent in Ukraine, and this section discusses what can be done in order to help ensure that 
the Ukrainian unions become capable of autonomous actions. 
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Leadership 
What seems crucial – and worthy of more investigation – is the emergence during such crises of 
independent leadership from the ranks of the workers. The Ukrainian cases studied here show that 
contention (conflict) fosters the emergence of leadership. In other words, new leaders are born of 
conflict. But the contention-leadership pattern holds for the Ukrainian cases only. The trade unions in 
Romania show other patterns than the Ukrainian cases, in accordance with the specific development of 
post-communist unions in Romania: Most Romanian leaders came to power with the establishment of 
Cartel Alfa and have held power ever since.169 
 Leadership and how it emerges are crucial in understanding the chances for post-communist 
trade unions reforming and becoming more autonomous and more capable of strategy, again, especially 
in contexts with strong distributive unions. This is so because post-communist trade unions have highly 
concentrated leadership, with one single person – the trade union leader – bearing the responsibility for 
setting the union's agenda. The trade union leader also has a huge informational advantage concerning 
the daily workings of the relationship to management, the situation of the plant, the relevant legislation, 
and the union's network of contacts. Such concentration in the person of the union leader occurs 
because it is usually only the union leader who works full-time for the union (depending on plant size, 
there can be other full-time union personnel, usually one for every 1,500 employees). Who holds the 
job therefore is a crucial issue. And leadership matters for independence. In the words of a worker, “our 
union boss played the role of the ram leading the herd of sheep to the slaughterhouse” (H8 2009). After 
management has intervened to co-opt union leaders, it usually takes a long time before an alternative to 
the co-opted leaders emerges, and we need to know how processes of leadership develop and how they 
can be assisted. Leadership matters also because labor loses its capacity to act when management takes 
out the union leadership - by bribing it, firing it, or prohibiting its access to the plant, or even by 
assassination (see the Tepro case in Romania, discussed in Chapter 2). 
 
The Power Architecture of Trade Unions 
Another issue that deserves further attention is the relationship between plant-level unions and central 
union organizations, branch-level and national. Post-communist Europe stands out in comparison to 
Western European unions for having a decentralized union scene, with plant-level unions keeping back 
most (around 70%) of the funds coming from members. This pattern greatly contributes to the 
concentration of power around the plant-level union leader, making a study of how local union 
leadership emerges and is sustained or challenged even more important. However, although we know 
that post-communist unions went through tremendous de-centralization and became the locus of power 
in each country’s trade union organization (replacing the central or national level, Kubichek 2004), we 
know little about how plant-level unions shape the architecture and outlook of wider, branch-level and 
even national structures. Despite acknowledging de-centralization, almost all studies of post-
communist labor focus entirely on the national-level organizations (for exceptions see Ashwin/ Clarke 
2003; Ashwin 2004), ignoring how the rise and fall of various plant-level organizations also prompts 
changes in the militancy and readiness of branch- and national-level organizations to support militancy 
from below. In other words, understanding labor militancy might have to rely not only on the study of 
abstract variables such as union density and strike rates, but also on studying the power architecture of 
union organization across multiple levels and whether and how it changes. This dissertation introduced 
an example of how a change in a union’s power architecture went together with a change in outlook 
                                                 
169 There was one case where crises of wage arrears led to the replacement of union council members with more militant 
leaders coming from the rank-and-file (the contention episode at the COS Târgovişte). In Reşiţa I could not find out the 
exact circumstances of how the militant leaders who led the workers during the 2001-2003 conflict came to power; 
however, it was clear that workers from the rank-and-file replaced the team of engineers leading the union since the Cartel's 
establishment in a conflict in 1997. 
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and overall stance towards militancy: The union of Ukrainian machine-builders ASMU experienced a 
sharp change in its readiness to support militancy once the Kharkiv regional organization (dominated 
by the Serp i Molot motor plant) declined and the Zaporizhia regional organization (dominated by the 
car plant ZAZ, see Chapter 2) rose to become the most influential.  

Studying how union structure affects militancy and contention would mean raising in a post-
communist context a hypothesis formulated some 30 years ago in a study of Western European strike 
and unionization waves. Westergaard and Resler (1975) provided an early formulation of the view that 
it was “rising expectations” of workers that caused frictions between workers and the trade union 
organizations, which supported wage restraint in exchange for full employment. This friction ultimately 
led to the strike wave to start around 1968. Pizzorno (1978: 289) turned the argument around, claiming 
that in order to understand the emergence of contention one has to conceptualize it as a breakdown of 
“organizations” such as trade unions developed to ensure “control over the future actions of 
individuals”. It is “institutions and […] power relations rather than expectations” or, one could add, 
ideological legacies that explain contention (for a similar point see also Burawoy 1985). Transferring 
this argument to the literature on post-communist labor, one can observe a failure in this literature to 
conceptualize trade unions as potentially representing ways of containing contention rather than as 
organic emanations of the will of workers; the literature generally views trade unions as one aspect of 
an entity called ‘labor’ rather than one component of the institutional “structure of incentives” (North 
1990) containing worker militancy.  

The main danger for the literature on post-communist labor is that such a conceptualization will 
lead it to conclusions described by Pizzorno (1978: 291) in the following terms: “At every new upstart 
of a wave of conflict we shall be induced to think that we are at the verge of a revolution, and when the 
downswing appears, we shall predict the end of class conflict”. All major comparative books on post-
communist labor have ended with grim predictions about the lack of possibilities of increasing the 
influence of post-communist labor over the region’s politics. See, for instance, the three comparative 
works on post-communist labor heralding the death of the working class as an actor “for itself”, an 
argument inferred from the attitudes of trade union leaders: Kubichek (2004: 201) doubts that there is 
any future for union movements in Eastern Europe; Mandel (2004: 269) sees the labor movement as 
“doomed […] to failure” since it “rejects class independence”; while Crowley and Ost (2001: 231) 
argue that “labor weakness” can “lead to class differences being expressed in nonclass and illiberal 
ways”. But, again, these points hold only if one assumes an unproblematic relationship between trade 
unions and workers, where workers’ dissatisfaction with their living or working standards expresses 
itself necessarily in “non-class” ways because they did try organizing along class lines in the form of 
trade unions only to be marginalized together with their unions. Yet this dissertation has found that 
many trade union federations have seen little to no break with their communist past and can therefore 
hardly be seen as collective carriers of worker interests. There is little evidence that the option for 
workers of organizing along class lines is off the table. And there is research (other than this 
dissertation) to prove that it is not, research dedicated to studying the increasing contention levels at 
Russian plants displayed outside the structures of the established trade unions (Greene/ Robertson 
2009). 

We should avoid taking the stances of trade union officers and personnel as indicative of labor’s 
– of the wider working class’s - willingness to protest and of the probability that contention and 
militancy will emerge and spread. Following Pizzorno, the trick is not to take the present state and 
outlook of unions as a sign of labor’s weakness, uncritically assuming an unproblematic relationship 
between workers and their trade unions. Instead, the present state and outlook of unions should be 
indicative of the trade union leadership’s contribution to containing industrial conflict. “Periods of 
destabilization and conflict appear when the unions are either unable or unwilling to exchange 
moderation for power” (Pizzorno 1978: 292). When writing about the inability and unwillingess of 
unions to exchange moderation for power, Pizzorno had in mind specific cyclical situations that 
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probably have little in common with the structural difficulties faced by post-communist labor. But 
Pizzorno’s perspective is important for the study of post-communist labor as it focuses our attention on 
how unions play their role also in limiting contention rather than only in (directly) representing and 
expressing the protest potential of their members. Such a perspective is at least capable of explaining 
the many instances of mass contention initiated by workers around and after 1989 despite “labor 
weakness”: the 1989 and 1991 Soviet mining strike waves, the Polish Solidarity’s grassroots militancy 
and strikes in 1992, the rise of Rural Solidarity, the strike waves in Romania 1990-2003, the general 
strike in Ukraine in 1993, and the isolated episodes of contention studied in this dissertation. What we 
need to understand is how and when changes in the union’s power architecture actually affect its 
capacity and/or willingness to enter political exchange. Such analysis might hold many surprises and 
might even show that the future is open also for post-communist labor. 
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Appendix of Interview Respondents, Romania and Ukra ine, September 2007 – July 2009  
 
List of interviews carried out and the form of citation. 
 
Romania 
 
No. Unit/Town (initial) Position 

 
Name Form of citation Observations 

1 COS Targoviste  (T) Union leader Mihai Toma T1 2008a (April 
2008)  
T1 2008b 
(September 2008) 
T1 2009 

History of management-union 
relations; strategy 

2 COS Targoviste  (T) Union vice-
leader 

Nicolae Badea T2 2008a 
(January 2008) 
T2 2008b 
(September 2008) 

History of management-union 
relations; strategy 

3 COS Targoviste  (T) Union vice-
leader 

Aurica Vlasceanu T3 2008a 
(January 2008) 
T3 2008b 
(September 2008) 

History of management-union 
relations; strategy 

4 COS Targoviste  (T) Shop steward 
(OE2) 

Sorin Dumbrava T4 2008 (January 
2008) 
 

Explosion at the electrical oven shop; 
criticizes management for low pay  

5 COS Targoviste  (T) Shop steward 
(LDS) 

Sorin Anghelescu T5 2008 
(September 2008) 

Pushes for a strike and for higher 
demands; criticizes line managers for 
corruption/incompetence 

6 COS Targoviste  (T) Worker Dan T6 2008 (April 
2008) 

Criticizes union; supports strikes; 
undermines management’s attempts to 
fool inspections 

7 Targoviste Townhall 
(T) 

Driver Withheld T7 January 2008 Talks about rumors in town about 
imminent Mechel layoffs (Jan. 10) 

8 Targoviste Townhall 
(T) 

Consultant Withheld T8 January 2008 Talks about the connections between 
Social-Democrats and Mechel 
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9 Metarom (Cartel 
Alfa) – Bucharest (B) 

General 
secretary 
(former COS 
union leader) 

Nicolae Coman B12007 
(November 2007) 
B1 2008a 
(January 2008) 
B1 2008b (April 
2008) 
B1 2008c 
(September 2008) 
B1 2009 

History of management-union 
relations; strategy at COS and at many 
other Metarom unions; failure of 2008 
branch-level talks (Sept. 2008) 
2009 – complains about COS current 
leaders being too uncompromising 

10 Cartel Alfa President, 
Bucharest 

Union 
president 

Bogdan Hossu B2 2009 Extensive information about the 
establishment of Cartel Alfa; CSR and 
OR contention episodes 

11 Cartel Alfa) – 
Bucharest (B) 

Cartel vice 
president; 
former 
Siderurgistul, 
involved in 
Reşiţa 

Petru Dandea B2 2008 CSR and OR comparison; what is 
success for Cartel Alfa 
 

12 Metarom (Cartel 
Alfa) – Bucharest (B) 

Vice-
president, 
former 
Petrotub union 
leader 

Marius Cornenco B4 2007 Tepro Iasi threats of blowing up the 
plant, secret services involvement, the 
story of Petrotub in Roman 

13 Solidaritatea Metal 
(Cartel Alfa) – 
Bucharest (B) 

Cartel Vice-
president  

Liviu Apostoiu B5 2007 
B5 2009 

Establishment of Cartel union in 
Campina in 1990 

14 Cartel Alfa) – 
Bucharest (B) 

Cartel Vice-
president, 
miners’ unions 

Romulus Nita B6 2009 Establishment of Cartel unions among 
miners, relations to the League of Jiu 
Valley Miners 
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15 Siderurgica 
Hunedoara (H) 

Union leader Petru Vaidos H1 2007 
H1 2008 
H1 2009 

History of management-union 
relations; strategy; 
calls Targoviste union leaders too 
uncompromising; complains about 
discriminatory prioritization of 
Western over Eastern union interest in 
ArcelorMittal EWC 

16 Siderurgica 
Hunedoara (H) 

Union vice-
leader 

Mircea Bodrean H2 2007 Conflicts with the BNS-union; 
thinking in terms of economic 
rationale when asking for a wage raise 

17 Siderurgica 
Hunedoara (H) 

Union vice-
leader 

Dorin Redinciuc H3 2007 Threatening the government; crime at 
the plant 

18 Siderurgica 
Hunedoara (H) 

Worker; union 
founding 
member 

Florin Antochi H4 2007 How they established the union in 
1990; influence of Western unions and 
more “advanced” Romanian oil 
industry unions 

19 Cartel Alfa 
Hunedoara (H) 

Former Calan 
union leader, 
now runs a 
union re-
training center 

Vasile Bujor H5 2007 How union Siderurgistul set up a 
workforce re-training center and with 
what results 

20 Siderurgica 
Hunedoara (H) 

Former 
worker, now 
cab driver 

Withheld H6 2007 Thinks that the old union is corrupt; 
supports the BNS splinter-group 

21 Siderurgica 
Hunedoara (H) 

Solidaritatea 
(BNS) union 
leader 

Marin Mititelu H7 2007 Accuses the old union of working 
together with management; claims 
that management wants to asset-strip 
the plant 

22 Roman SA Brasov 
(BV) 

Metal union 
leader 

Fanica Gabor Bv1 2007 
Bv1 2008 

Trade union strategy and connections; 
influence in privatization 

23 Roman SA Brasov 
(BV) 

Mgmt (Head 
of 
Administration 
Council) 

Gigi Fulga Bv2 2007 Production at the plant going to US 
military; union-management relations 
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24 Tractorul Brasov 
(Bv) 

Union leader 
(ally of Metal) 

Laszlo Toader Bv3 2007 Fighting off privatization attempt to 
Roman owner; “reign of terror”-story 
about Roman; first to mention the 
June 2007 incident as union-owner 
exchange; dire working conditions 

25 Roman SA Brasov 
(BV) 

Former leader 
of Communist 
Youth Union 
(until 1987) 

Nicolae 
Buzdugan 

Bv4 2008 Criminal world in and around Roman; 
union-owner relations; says plant sells 
1,000 trucks/year maximum; Pesaka 
used to fool unions 

26 Roman SA Brasov 
(BV), labor control 

Director Florin Costin Bv5 2008 Owner pressed by competition to sign 
a collective agreement; questions 
owner intentions for the plant; says 
plant sells no more than 100 
trucks/year; claims June 2007 incident 
was genuinely worker-led; Pesaka 
used to fool EU and IMF; no 
privatization without the union; union 
leaders lack accountability to 
members 

27 Roman SA Brasov 
(BV) 

Worker, union 
member 

Miss C. Bv6 2008 Reign-of-terror story; collective-
agreement fee; system of unmotivated 
“sanctions” 

28 Roman SA Brasov 
(BV) 

Worker, union 
member 

Vasile Bv7 2008 Importance of unions at the plant only 
rose in the eyes of the employer after 
the June 2007 incident; workers 
coerced to take part in June 2007; 
production standards are falling; union 
democracy is inexistent (stewards are 
no longer elected) 
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29 Roman SA Brasov 
(BV) 

Foreman, 
former union 
member (when 
still a worker) 

Mihai Bv8 2008 Wages and working conditions at 
Roman as compared to other plants; 
symbolic role of unions: there for 
“legal” reasons, to give the employer 
legitimacy; people did not sign up 
again as union members after 
privatization 

30 Roman SA Brasov 
(BV) 

Worker, union 
member 

Pif Bv9 2008 Positive about the union; retired; story 
of how management got rid of 
stewards 

31 Resita Steel Plant (R) Trade union 
leader 

Iancu Muhu R1 2007 History of the management-union 
conflict; strategy 

32 Resita Steel Plant (R) Union vice-
leader 

Iosif Ciuciuc R2 2007 Hunger strikes; NV trying to set up a 
parallel union at Resita 

33 Resita Steel Plant (R) Cartel regional 
officer 

Marius Apostol R3 2007 Union strategy against Noble 
Ventures and government; Resita-
Otelu Rosu comparison 

34 Resita Steel Plant (R) Former trade 
union leader 

Matei Mircioane R4 2007 Definition of situation at CSR; 
parallel union 

35 Radio Resita Radio station 
director 

Doru Dinu 
Glavan 

R5 2007 NV supporter, helped out the investors 
with logistics when workers took over 
the plant 

36 Sicomet Otelu Rosu 
(OR) 

Trade union 
leader 

Arthur Cerna OR1 2007 History of privatization, management-
union relations 

37 Sicomet Otelu Rosu 
(OR) 

Worker Victor Sabau OR2 2007 Current working conditions and 
worker representation 

38 Sicomet Otelu Rosu 
(OR) 

Worker Serafim OR3 2007 Current working conditions and 
worker representation 
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Ukraine 
 
No. Unit/Town 

(initial) 
Position 
(initials) 

Name Form of reference Observations 

1 ZAZ in 
Zaporizhia  (Z) 

Trade 
union 
leader 

Nikolai 
Palyenko 

Z1 2007 Union-management relations 

2 ZAZ in 
Zaporizhia  (Z) 

ASMU 
regional 
leader 

Nikolai 
Starygin 

Z2 2007 
Z2 2008 

The ZAZ union’s scarce accomplishments 

3 ZAZ in 
Zaporizhia  (Z) 

Trade 
union 
vice-
leader 

Viktor Sadovoy Z3 2007 
Z3 2008 

Union-management relations 

4 ZAZ in 
Zaporizhia  (Z) 

ASMU 
regional 
organizat
ional 
expert 

Aleksandr Ezva Z4 2007 ZAZ union democratic, regularly consulting 
members on collective agreement issues 

5 ZAZ in 
Zaporizhia  (Z) 

Worker ID withheld Z5 2007 Political party presence at the plant; union 
paid by management; shop elections not 
rigged 

6 ZAZ in 
Zaporizhia  (Z) 

Worker ID withheld Z6 2007 Union achieves little; union disregards 
worker’s opinions 

7 ZAZ in 
Zaporizhia  (Z) 

Worker ID withheld Z7 2007 Union takes only “10-20%” of worker 
recommendations seriously in ITR170 
sections; in production sections, workers 
have more influence, as they are “working 
class” 

8 ZAZ in 
Zaporizhia  (Z) 

Worker, 
Rapid-
union 
founder 

Aleksandr 
Popov 

Z8 2008 Management theft schemes at ZAZ and 
attempts to make workers pay for the losses 
caused by them; the unsatisfactory approach 
of the ASMU union towards solving the 

                                                 
170 ITR stands for Inzhinerno-tekhnicheskie rabotniki (in Russian), engineering-technical personnel, a category of employees usually distinguished from production 
workers. 
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and 
leader 

workers demands 

9 ZAZ in 
Zaporizhia  (Z) 

Worker Lena Z9 2008 Angry with the union, speaks “from [a] 
working class perspective”, interested in 
the/stays in the union because of the social 
benefits, but says that young workers are 
not interested in them; does not expect 
protection from union; union is part of 
management 

10 ASMU national Leader Vasyl’ Dudnyk A1 2007 
A1 2008 

Public access to ASMU materials; says that 
high wages at ZAZ are a merit of the union, 
something that disconfirmed even the ZAZ 
union leaders 

11 ASMU national Vice-
leader 

Vladimir 
Kharchenko 

A2 2008 Data on ASMU’s post-1991 history 

12 ASMU national Former 
leader 

Vladimir 
Zlenko 

A3 2007 
A3 2009 

The situation of management’s union 
membership at ZAZ 
2009 - crisis year developments in ASMU 
membership 

13 ASMU national Juridical 
expert 

Dmitro 
Stepanyuk 

A4 2007 
A4 2009 

Critical of the KrAZ union leader that 
instead of protecting the union members 
runs the union in old-fashioned Soviet style, 
focusing on offering all kinds of services to 
members – from holiday tickets to 
membership in the plant’s football club; 
“horrified” by the way how management 
got rid of the former union team 
2009 - details of the HTZ illegal closure, 
laying off 5,000 people without the union’s 
consent 

14 KrAZ in 
Kremenchuk (K) 

Trade 
union 
leader 

Alla Blinova K1 2007 Past management-union conflicts were 
personal; current management-union 
relations 

15 KrAZ in 
Kremenchuk (K) 

Worker; 
union 

Lyubov’ 
Borisovna 

K2 2007 Know-how exchange with Western unions 
(TIE) made her look for legal arguments 
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leader when negotiating with foremen; workers 
take part in union council meetings only for 
disciplinary reasons 

16 KrAZ in 
Kremenchuk (K) 

Worker; 
union 
leader 

Sergey 
Mikhailovich 

K3 2007 Satisfied with the wage increases his union 
is getting (branch minimum); “Our way is 
to live [at the plant] like in a family” 

17 KrAZ in 
Kremenchuk (K) 

Worker Alla Zinovevna K4 2008 TIE seminars have taught her that the union 
needs to work more on disseminating info 
on what it achieved for the workers, not on 
being more militant 

18 Communist Party 
Kremenchuk (K) 

General 
secretary
; former 
KrAZ 
shop 
foreman 

Vladimir 
Shapran 

K5 2008 Management bought off current KrAZ 
union leaders; says that union depends on 
management since it has no own funds or 
property anymore; workers thus, too, 
depend on management and not on the 
union for medical assistance; “management 
ate former union leaders alive” 

19 KrAZ in 
Kremenchuk (K) 

Former 
trade 
union 
leader 

Vasil’ Popov K6 2008 Protests at the end of 2003 and what pushed 
the union towards representing workers; 
knew that there would be a backlash; claims 
that successful unions are those that do not 
let things go that far as at KrAZ; Elections 
in 2005: “no team” cause of failure 

20 KrAZ in 
Kremenchuk (K) 

Former 
regional 
ASMU 
leader 

V. Krivenko K7 2008 Says that “we felt like winners” and “we 
knew that in a head-to-head confrontation 
we would have won”; union leaders’ 
decision to accept a change in leaders in 
order to lower the conflict potential; union 
decided “to sacrifice our chairman 
[Popov]”; admits that there are costs to such 
studying-in-depth actions, as workers do not 
see their workings – and get suspicious 

21 KrKZ in 
Kremenchuk (K) 

KrKZ 
union 
president 

Svetlana 
Usenko 

K8 2007 Peculiarities of the KrKZ privatization, with 
no shareholder reaching majority; reasons 
for having managers that hold trade union 
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membership (they can be summoned) 
22 HK in Kherson 

(H) 
Union 
leader 

Sergey Rusnak H1 2007 
H1 2008 

History of management-union relations; 
strategy; deems connections to have been 
crucial in solving the workers problems; 
why in Kherson foremen are not union 
members 

23 HK in Kherson 
(H) 

Union 
vice-
leader 

Leonid 
Polishuk 

H2 2007 
H2 2008 

History of management-union relations; 
strategy; deems connections to have been 
crucial in solving the workers problems 

24 HK in Kherson 
(H) 

Worker, 
shop 
steward 

Vladimir Golub H3 2007 
H3 2008 

One of the radicals; the story of worker 
mobilization at the plant; wants a “workers’ 
union” (i.e. not one dominated by ITR 
staff); criticizes union leader for being too 
conciliatory, i.e. a “kabinetchik”; crises of 
wage arrears makes mobilizing easy: “you 
don’t have to do a lot of explaining” 

25 HK in Kherson 
(H) 

Regional 
ASMU 
leader 

Alexander 
Kolos 

H4 2008 Deems protests to have been crucial in 
solving the workers problems 

26 HK in Kherson 
(H) 

Worker, 
shop 
steward 

Leonid 
Nemchionok 

H5 2008 One of the radicals; claims that union 
leaders work together with management to 
put radicals like him under pressure; stories 
about worker rights violations and low labor 
representation; people leave the union and 
the plant; compromises discredit the 
workers’ movement – “people stop 
believing in the union” 

27 HK in Kherson 
(H) 

ITR, 
shop 
steward 

Tatyana Boga H6 2007 
H6 2009 

Protests layoffs, call them a humiliation 

28 HK in Kherson 
(H) 

Worker 
shop 
steward 

Tamara H7 2009 Radical worker and organizer of the 
occupation, pickets, road-blocks; reminded 
workers during picket I attended of 
Timoshenko’s famous “Ne dai Bog!” 

29 HK in Kherson Worker Igor’ H8 2009 Not a union member; participated in all 
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(H) protests 
30 HK in Kherson 

(H) 
Commun
ist 
activist 

Vadim H9 2009 Heavily involved in guiding the roadblock 
on July 2, 2009; vows to support HK/HMZ 
workers until the bitter end 

31  HK in Kherson 
(H) 

ITR Isaakov H10 2009 Representative of the laid-off HK workers, 
fights for return of wage arrears, 
nationalization of dormitories, gives details 
about union involvement in 1990s 
privatization 

32 HK in Kherson 
(H) 

Worker; 
radical 
group 

Grisha H11 2009 Motivates not using any banners during 
roadblocks as a sign of workers not being 
linked to any political forces 

33 HK in Kherson 
(H) 

Worker; 
radical 
group 

Lenochka H12 2009 Worker still working at HMZ, gives details 
about employment conditions at the plant 

34 HK in Kherson 
(H) 

Former 
HK 
worker;  

Igor’ 
Cheripakha 

H13 2009 Protest organizer although not working 
anymore at HK; activist of a far-left 
Stalinist splintergroup of the Communist 
Party of Ukraine 

35 HK in Kherson 
(H) 

Worker Yura H14 2009 Author of December 2007 pamphlet, 
disillusioned occupation participant 

36 TKZ in Ternopil’ 
(Te) 

Trade 
union 
leader 

Volodimir 
Solilyuk 

Te1 2007 
Te1 2008 

History of management-union relations; 
strategy; no collective agreement at the 
plant in 2008 

37 TKZ in Ternopil’ 
(Te) 

Trade 
union 
vice-
leader 

Miron Terletzki Te2 2007 Thinks that management is interested in 
production; wonders whether it is fair that 
one shop feeds the entire plant 

38 TKZ in Ternopil’ 
(Te) 

General 
manager 

Volodimir 
Tkachuk 

Te3 2007 Intends to fire more people 

39 TKZ in Ternopil’ 
(Te) 

Local 
FPU 
head 

Andrei 
Prisyazhnii 

Te4 2007 
Te4 2008 

History of management-union relations; 
story of mobilizing local and national-level 
politicians in support of the TKZ workers;  
intricacies of the dormitory problem; details 
on the failed strike; current owner strategy 
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of making people leave by worsening work 
conditions; the union’s biggest problem: 
lack of unity 

40 TKZ in Ternopil’ 
(Te) 

Local 
FPU 
work 
conflict 
expert 

Mikhailo 
Marchiuk 

Te5 2007 Time-line of the TKZ conflict 

41 TKZ in Ternopil’ 
(Te) 

ITR 
worker 

Zenovia 
Bondar 

Te6 2007 Participated in conflicts as a member of a 
workers’ initiative group; most actions were 
spontaneous worker unrest and union did 
not coordinate them; story of how workers 
convinced prosecutors to interfere; knew of 
the UAM-Our Ukraine link; current owner 
strategy of making people leave by 
worsening work conditions 

42 TKZ in Ternopil’ 
(Te) 

ITR 
worker 

Vera Kostyshin Te7 2007 Participated in conflicts as a member of a 
workers’ initiative group 

43 TKZ in Ternopil’ 
(Te) 

ITR 
worker 

Anja 
Feodorovna 

Te8 2007 Participated in conflicts as a member of a 
workers’ initiative group 

44 TKZ in Ternopil’ 
(Te) 

Worker Leonid 
Makhnach 

Te9 2007 Claims that the union does not protect 
members from being fired and signs 
management layoff requests 

45 TKZ in Ternopil’ 
(Te) 

Engineer Vasil’ Shul’hai Te10 2007 Participated in conflicts as a member of a 
workers’ initiative group; fired from the 
plant for being one of the strike initiators; 
tells the story of how elections are rigged at 
the plant; current owner strategy of making 
people leave by worsening work conditions 

46 VPZ in Vinnitsa 
(V) 

Union 
leader 

Petro 
Tyutyunov 

V1 2007 
V12008 

History of management-union relations; 
strategy 

47 VPZ in Vinnitsa 
(V) 

ASMU 
regional 
leader 

Mikola 
Mikolov 

V2 2007 
V2 2008 
V2 2009 

History of management-union relations; 
strategy; 
discussion on crisis decimating ASMU; 
union organizing at greenfield sites in the 
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L’viv region 
48 VPZ in Vinnitsa 

(V) 
Shop 
steward 

Aleksandr Zel V3 2007 Owner intentions and how workers support 
the idea that the owner is not interested in 
production 

49 VPZ in Vinnitsa 
(V) 

Political 
Science 
professor
, trained 
VPZ 
union 

David Mandel V4 2008 On the very few ASMU efforts to mobilize 
other plants’ workers in support of their 
colleagues at VPZ 

50 ZEA in Sutisky 
(S) 

Former 
union 
leader 

Sergey Mishkin S1 2008 Owner-union relations. 

51 All-Ukrainian 
Union of Workers 
(VSR), Kyiv 

VSR 
president 

Bondarchyuk Ky1 2009 Accused HMZ workers of being too 
uncompromising vis-à-vis plant owner and 
to not support his lobby-efforts 

52 European Trade 
Union 
Confederation 

Officer Identity 
withheld 

ETUC 1 2008 Written correspondence; when confronted 
with request to express solidarity with 
beleaguered VPZ workers, explained that 
the ETUC cannot bypass official trade 
union hierarchies and will express solidarity 
only if contacted by the FPU, and not by its 
plant-level organizations 
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